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In capitalist societies of the last two decades, we have witnessed a vast
expansion of the category of art, not least including the recurrence
of the avant-garde notion of ‘art into life’. Backed up by analytical
labels like ‘relational aesthetics’ challenging the autonomy of art,
different art practices have engaged the social and political space
outside art museums and galleries. At the same time, art history,
having widened into a general study of ‘visual culture’, has softened
the barriers between elitist art and popular culture, and between
aesthetics and politics, and has explored art in broader cultural contexts, if not visual phenomena without specific aesthetic labels.
Nonetheless, a survey of general contemporary literature on 20thcentury art history reveals that art made under totalitarian regimes
– notably Nazi Germany, fascist Italy and the communist Soviet
Union – is still conspicuously absent, just as it is in the collections
of Western art museums, including those of the former Eastern Bloc
countries. In this negative presence, and also in the literature which
does treat totalitarian art, it seems to be assumed that somehow
totalitarian visual culture does not fulfil the normative requirements
of the category of ‘art’, not even political art, and is therefore more
fruitfully expelled to the duller area of ‘historical documents’ of politically suspect regimes.
One recent example of this exclusion from art history is Art since
1900, a comprehensive survey written by scholars associated with
the dominant American art history journal October: Rosalind Krauss,
Yves-Alain Bois, Benjamin Buchloh and Hal Foster.1 In this book of
over 700 pages, fewer than five pages are devoted to art made in fascist Italy, Stalinist Russia and Nazi Germany. Compared to the extensive historical treatment of all kinds of other aspects of life in totalitarian regimes, the lack of serious studies of their art production is
striking, pointing to a problematic understanding of art as somehow
endowed with special qualities incompatible with undemocratic
political systems. Thus, the campaigns against modern avant-garde
art which took place in the 1930s in the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany are often presented as the ultimate proof of the opposition
between art and totalitarianism. When this opposition is confirmed,
the analysis stops and a more detailed investigation into the art and
culture of totalitarian regimes allegedly remains unnecessary. On
the other hand, when totalitarian art is in fact inserted in interesting
cultural contexts, this typically takes place outside art museums –
for instance, the innovative exhibition at Berlin’s Deutsches Histor-
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isches Museum in 2007 juxtaposing the art movements of the USSR,
Nazi Germany, fascist Italy and the US in the period 1930-45.2
Remarkably, this non-inclusion of totalitarian art in standard
Western art surveys cannot be explained away as just the result of a
‘modernist’ attitude, since, again, both contemporary art practice
and art historiography have been widely pre-occupied with social,
political and contextual concerns. And, indeed, standard art history
does not seem to have any problems examining art of strongly nondemocratic regimes of earlier periods, such as those of the Assyrians,
Byzantium, the Renaissance, or even the 19th-century Hapsburg
Empire. In glorifying the absolutist regime of Marie de’ Medici,
Rubens may present the modern viewer with no more problems of
legitimacy regarding the category of ‘art’ than did Phidias in representing the slave-based ‘democracy’ of classical Athens. But somehow there seems to be a terminus ante quem for art smoothly providing a definite iconographical message from within the dominant
power, be it political or religious or both (in totalitarian systems the
barriers certainly seem to be porous). More precisely, after the spread
of democratic ideals in capitalist cultures since the Enlightenment,
the categories of hegemonic political message and art inside the
same work become increasingly uneasy bedfellows. This by no means
signifies that explicit political messages as such are now aesthetically illegitimate in art, only that they are marginalised to art works
produced from oppositional stances – i.e. with subversive messages
vis-à-vis the dominant political power – such as the left-wing positions of Gustave Courbet, Käte Kollwitz, John Heartfield, Barbara
Kruger and the Situationists, and, to a seemingly lesser degree, the
right-wing positions of Wagner and the Futurists.
When political, and especially religious, messages are backed
by a hegemonic power or simply convey a positively edifying idea,
powerful or not, they seem to be on a collision course with ‘true’ art,
perverting it to that genre which the American critic Clement Greenberg perceived as the anti-pole to avant-garde art: kitsch.3 Remarkably, Greenberg saw kitsch as a phenomenon which thrived both
in the naturalistic popular mass culture of capitalist societies and in
the equally naturalistic propaganda culture of totalitarian systems;
and in this judgement he was in agreement with the Frankfurt School
theoreticians Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, who despised the capitalist culture industry and its propagation of false consciousness, considering it just another offspring of the rationalist
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culture that created Auschwitz.4 Perhaps the contemporary art institution and the art historical discipline are still marked by a modernist sensibility, after all?
In any case, this anthology intends to question and challenge the
mostly unspecified assumptions and practices separating totalitarian art from other kinds of recent Western art, revealing some of the
mechanisms sustaining the separation. Besides offering close comparisons of different kinds of totalitarian art and testing the validity
and scope of this category, the book aims to (re)insert totalitarian art
in a theoretical space in which it can be analysed together with the
artistic movements surrounding it in the less totalitarian states – the
historical avant-gardes, classical modernism, and the more conservative neo-classical art forms – as well as with earlier artistic movements such as vitalism and heroising realism. For instance, obvious
common ground between totalitarian art and capitalist avant-garde
art is that both revolt against the bourgeois notion of autonomous
art which contemplates life at a passive distance, pursuing instead
the shared goal of reintegrating art into everyday life. So what is it
exactly that separates them?
This problem is crucial inasmuch as political and artistic revolutionary movements were closely intermingled for long periods of
time, especially in the 1920s (cf. Futurism-fascism, Bauhaus-socialism, Suprematism-Bolshevism), opening up the possibility that
avant-garde art in fact paved the way for Hitler’s theatrical art and
Stalin’s choreography of power. Conversely, the official art of capitalist societies from 1920 to 1950 displayed similarities to totalitarian
art, leading to the question of whether similarities in artistic language
necessarily indicate similarities in state organisation. If so, did capitalist societies of this period have a quasi-totalitarian structure, or,
rather, do totalitarian states form a more significant part of modern
‘progressive’ culture than is generally admitted?
The forerunners of totalitarian art are at stake in the introductory
part of this book: ‘Genealogies’. One indisputable aspect of totalitarian art is its pretensions of transgressing the autonomous bourgeois
art work and making art part of everyday life – for example, in the form
of architectural items, posters, films, parades and sport cavalcades.
In this way, it is supposed to both reflect the revolutionary qualities
of this life and, through its example, be able to influence those parts
of life which are still under development towards the glorious future.
Indeed, as an extreme consequence, the qualities hitherto restricted
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to art should spread to society as a whole, thereby transforming the
totalitarian state itself into a huge work of art, a Gesamtkunstwerk.
As Anders V. Munch notes in his contribution, ‘Redemption in
Totality. Cultural Utopias of Late Romanticism and Crossroads of Art
and Politics: Wagner, Behrens, Fidus, Hitler’, because of these transgressive ambitions, a common ancestor of both the avant-gardes and
totalitarianism is the music dramas and philosophy of Wagner and
their off-shoots in the ‘life reform’ movements in the latter half of
the 19th century, including that of William Morris. Wagner himself
started out as a utopian socialist, taking part in the Dresden uprising of 1849, but later on he restricted his dis-alienating ambitions to
the art work itself, which should regenerate lost cultural values
through its all-encompassing synaesthetic workings. Although this
shift is often taken as a move towards an extreme conservatism which
could facilitate only the sort of revolution encompassed by the Nazis
(led characteristically by an artist manqué), Munch shows that Wagnerism had in fact considerable impact on the modernist movements
of the early 20th century. By showing that even a ‘progressive’ artist
like the pro-industrial architect Peter Behrens to a great extent trod
common ground with vitalist anti-urbanists such as the now-forgotten Fidus, Munch demonstrates how unpredictable the barriers are
between Wagnerian cultivators of total art, technological utopians,
rural nostalgians and totalitarian implementers of art into life.
One element of totalitarian culture and art which is shown to open
up for genealogies reaching far beyond the strictly totalitarian sphere
is the heroisation of work, a feature just as prominent in fascist and
communist regimes. The heroisation of work again hovers ambiguously between futurist embrace of technology and archaising ruralism,
fetishising instrumental artefacts simultaneously with raw muscle
power and by this means re-evoking the militant youth culture of
classical antiquity. Its ambition of dis-alienating the workers from
the means of production as well as from nature’s bosom from which
these means derive is, however, contrasted by a reality in which the
hero is, rather, transformed to a victim of work. The ironic nadir of
this reality, the totalitarian speciality of the concentration camp, thus
functions as a grotesque caricature of the revolution-made-permanent of totalitarian society as a whole, its ‘Arbeit macht frei’ converting a marginalised enemy into a prototypical society member.
In Jacob Wamberg’s lengthy contribution, ‘Wounded Working
Heroes: Seeing Millet and van Gogh through the Cleft Lens of Total-
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itarianism (Adding Reflections from Kiefer and Baselitz)’, the forerunners of these discontents of the heroisation of work are traced
back to what is presumably their 19th-century beginnings in art:
the works of Jean-François Millet and his close follower van Gogh. In
contrast to the exclusion of later totalitarian visual culture, however,
Millet and van Gogh expose the dark unheimlichkeit of the heroisation
of work – an uncanniness which furthermore re-emerges when the
German post-war artists Anselm Kiefer and Georg Baselitz deconstruct the heroisation of rural life and its suppressed brutalities.
Wamberg also reveals some of the genealogies in the history of ideas
pertaining to the heroisation of work, demonstrating, for instance,
how Thomas Carlyle’s proto-fascist ideas were not only projected onto
a blank slate when the Nazi sympathiser Heidegger read van Gogh
through Ernst Jünger’s Carlylean lens, but were in fact intended into
paint by van Gogh himself.
But in order to expose such genealogies of totalitarian visual culture, we need, of course, an idea of totalitarianism as such – which
is not at all a pre-determined phenomenon. On the contrary, as
Mikkel Bolt Rasmussen explores in ‘Approaching Totalitarianism
and Totalitarian Art’, introducing the section labelled ‘Reception’, the
originally fascist – and positive – notion of the totalitarian state, in
which all aspects of social life were integrated into the political
sphere, became a contested category in the Cold War period. Because
the Cold War bundled together fascist, Nazi and communist regimes,
its left-wing critics considered it a political instrument through which
liberal theoreticians such as Hannah Arendt presented Western
capitalist democracies as the optimal form of society, declaring any
kind of left-wing criticism of these democracies potentially fascist.
However, following inter-war radical leftists such as Karl Korsch,
Bolt Rasmussen does not think this makes the notion of totalitarianism as such spurious; rather, in accordance with Giorgio Agamben’s ideas, he posits it as a counter-revolutionary tendency in all
modern systems, including the so-called democracies: a state-ofemergency excluding undesirable humans from the state, reducing
them to bare life in refugee or prison camps. Only through this
shifted scale of grey tones, Bolt Rasmussen claims, can we understand how much genuinely revolutionary potential, not least in
avant-garde art, was actually blossoming in Italy, Germany and
Russia, before it was liquidated or at least subdued by counterrevolutions freezing into totalitarian regimes.
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Perhaps because the Italian fascist regime was in fact the least
‘totalitarian’ one, compared to the thoroughly regulated version
Mussolini wished for, it allowed this potential to have the greatest
ramifications. Thus, according to Marla Stone’s ‘The Turn to Culture
in Fascist Historical Studies’, at the same time as historians are removing the barrier between pre-fascist and fascist when analysing the
Futurist fetish of speed, violence and technology, many studies are
showing how cleverly the fascist regime made use of diverse kinds
of avant-gardism, from Futurism itself to expressionism and constructivism. These insights should not lead to a revisionist stance,
putting fascism and resistance on the same moral level, but they do
make the picture of what counts as avant-garde and, more broadly,
as modern culture, more blurred.
Matters get especially complicated when artworks commissioned
by totalitarian regimes are somehow supposed to be part of the heritage of their post-totalitarian followers, such as is the case with
monuments of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) after the German unification, analysed in Kristine Nielsen’s ‘Whatever Happened
to Ernst Barlach? East German Political Monuments and the Art
of Resistance’. One strategy is to convert such monuments into ‘art’,
i.e. declare them to be sufficiently autonomous as to transcend their
former political framework. This transcendence can even be judged
to work retroactively, as exemplified by Sibylle Bergemann’s GDRcommissioned photographs of the genesis of Engelhardt’s Marx and
Engels monument in Berlin: their unfinished states in her photographs, the monument hovering horizontally in mid-air in some of
them, remind post-1989 viewers of the later dismantling of communist monuments. Even though Nielsen points out that Bergemann
and other East German artists earnestly referred to the Weimar
Expressionist sculptor Ernst Barlach, an artist officially accepted by
the GDR, such references are, following the German unification, overlooked or seen as ironic, to prevent the GDR and post-GDR senses
of modernity from collapsing into each other.
What, indeed, becomes of modern values in the thoroughly regulated systems of Nazism and, especially, communism? To their own
citizens, of course, the Soviet and Nazi regimes intended to portray
themselves as the true possessors of modernity, in striking contrast to
the decadent bourgeois cultures of Western capitalism. As explained
in the section ‘Totalitarian society visualised’, spectacular forums for
such self-portrayals were huge exhibitions like the Great German Art
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Exhibition in Munich in 1937 (analysed by Sandra Esslinger in ‘Veiled
Modernity in National Socialist Museum Practices’), and the AllUnion Agricultural Exhibition, staged in Moscow two years later (analysed by K. Andrea Rusnock in ‘The Art of Collectivisation: The 1939
All-Union Agricultural Exhibition’).
These exhibitions signalled progress primarily through the uniform image of strength, vitality and diligence which they distilled
from the masses of their nations. Whereas the Stalinist mega-show
made public the alleged success of communist agriculture – the one
founded on collectivisation, five-year plans, scientific principles, and
the implementation of modern technologies – the Nazi exhibition
aimed to build up a more general image of the German Volk, stressing
its superiority through pictures of prototypical warriors and labourers, healthy housewives and primordial German landscapes. To contemporary analysts, the neo-classical language of both the pictures
of these exhibitions and the architecture framing them could easily
be written off as purely conservative in practice. Especially the
German case provokes this judgment, as it staged itself in specific
contrast to what later became the embodiment of Western progress,
the Degenerate Art Exhibition, with its examples of allegedly decadent art from expressionism to cubism.
And yet both exhibitions made use of what would also, by capitalist standards, count as the most modern exhibition techniques,
including controlled light and mass-produced catalogues. Perhaps,
as Esslinger remarks about the German case, the distance is not so
great, after all, to the nationalist evolutionist narratives staged in the
white cubes of capitalist modernist museums.
In the case of Nazism, at least, Paul Jaskot makes the related point
that specifically capitalist economic concerns are still to be found
in the underlying rationale of Nazi monumental buildings. In his
‘Totalitarian Model or Fascist Exception? The Political Economy of
Hitler’s State Architecture’, Jaskot first notes a striking over-all convergence of aesthetic and economic forces in the shaping of this
architecture, oriented as it was towards the classical building materials: stone drapery around a core of masonry. These materials, with
appropriate links to both classical antiquity and home-grown German architecture, were recommended by Hitler himself in Mein
Kampf, but their promotion was later reinforced by the military industry’s need for steel, which discouraged modern-style building
with concrete around steel armatures. And with the mobilisation of
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large-scale slave labour for quarrying in the concentration camps,
specific capitalist enterprises with the SS were set up for the building of monumental stone architecture such as Wilhelm Kreis’s Soldiers Hall on Speer’s north-south axis of Berlin.
In the last section of the book, ‘Totalitarian and/or modernist
art?’, the focus shifts from exhibitions and architecture to paintings.
The emphasis is on exploring how absolute the boundaries were
separating pictorial art produced under democratic and totalitarian
conditions, respectively. Judging from the Soviet painter Aleksandr
Deineka’s 1934-35 visit to the United States, analysed by Christina
Kiaer in ‘Modern Soviet Art Meets America, 1935’, the differences
were not profound here either. Probably because both nations regarded themselves as young countries struggling for freedom, and
the United States had not yet embraced European avant-garde art,
American critics were surprisingly friendly towards Deineka’s art and
the more general exhibition of Soviet art which soon followed in
Philadelphia. Also, Deineka expressed admiration for American
realists like Thomas Hard Benton, and himself depicted US metropolitan settings, beach life, fashion and motorways, complete with
billboards and abandoned cars. The undertones of alienation which
are possible to detect re-emerge, on the other hand, as a general
questioning of modern life in Deineka’s post-American works, contrasting somewhat with the Stalinist programme of Socialist Realism famously presented at the Soviet Writers’ Congress, which also
took place in 1934.
Similar pockets of un-totalised modernity are detected by
Jørn Guldberg in the art world of the German Democratic Republic
(‘Legacy, Heritage or History? A Study of Artistic Agency in the Art
Scene of the GDR, 1949-1989 and beyond’). In spite of the system’s
attempt to regulate the production and reception of art down to the
smallest detail, two cases demonstrate alternative stances: on the one
hand, the indifference of Bernard Kretzschmar, whose hibernated
modernism was tolerated because of its vague and accordingly harmless iconography; on the other hand, the ambivalence of Wolfgang
Mattheuer, whose critical questioning of the surveillance, stagnation
and industrial rape of communism was left in its pictorial encryption, because translating it into words would transpose the critical
stance to the translator himself. Ironically, Mattheuer began losing
that faith in the system he had, in fact, kept since its establishment,
as its control of the artists decreased starting in the 1970s. For, in his
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own words: ‘When we are no longer told to supply pictures of harmony, then pictures of protest and conflict also become invalid.’
In the book’s final contribution, Olaf Peters’s ‘Aesthetic Solipsism:
The Artist and Politics in Max Beckmann 1927-1938’, the perspective
shifts once again towards totalitarian experiences across the political
spheres. Although later adopted into the modernist canon of autonomous form experimentation, Beckmann himself only actively pursued this un-political space in the years following the Nazi conquest
and his subsequent position as an émigré in Holland. While still disillusioned by the relativist values and mass culture of the Weimar
republic, Beckmann presented a vision of the artist as leader guiding
the common people to a destiny as human gods. In this paradoxically aristocratic Bolshevism, we find eerie premonitions of Hitler’s
artist-turned-politician – a reason why Beckmann soon gave it up to
become anti-totalitarian. And yet, in the overall linking of aesthetic
transcendentalism and politics there are also parallels to Greenberg’s
high-modernist utopia of the elitist artist guiding the masses, an
idea likewise framed in Trotskyism.
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The totalitarian regimes of both Hitler and Stalin had an ambiguous
relationship with modernity. The avant-garde was oppressed, yet
the state-controlled, totalitarian-minded art and architecture manifested a certain dependence on the modern idiom. On the stage of
world history the front lines between fascism, communism and the
avant-garde gradually became heavily demarcated, but if we go back
in history to when the movements took shape, there were many connections among them. It almost seems as though the boundaries
were drawn haphazardly. One look at Mussolini’s connection to
Futurism and Rationalistic architecture in Italy shows that the animosity between the avant-garde and the populist dictatorship was
not a matter of course.
I will attempt to adhere to this complexity and follow the historical connecting lines back in time to when the elements were mixed
and the conditions for totalitarian art created. I will not discuss reasons for the later developments, only provide some conditions that
I think should be addressed if we are to understand the development
of totalitarian art and the mixing of art and politics. Thus, we must
return to the view of culture in the second half of the 19th century,
when art and politics were mixed in a speculative vision of the artistic
redemption of modern man and a new spirit of community. I will start
with Richard Wagner and the vision behind his music dramas. My
background for including him is my current work on a major research
project concerning the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk as formulated
by Wagner and its later significance in the development of modern
art forms.1
In Wagner we find many of the ingredients whose mixture we
would like to understand. He started as a revolutionary in the Dresden uprising of 1849, and the works he wrote on art theory in the years
after he was exiled after the defeat of the uprising also expressed his
utopian socialism. This was the foundation of his great music dramas and their realisation as music festivals in Bayreuth. Over time,
however, he changed his goal from revolution to a regeneration of
lost cultural values. As we know, he even came to stand for radical
viewpoints that the extreme right could use later on. As a person
Wagner thus depicts the entire spectrum in which we’re working
here. The easiest thing to do may be to say that he turned out to be
a deserter and betrayed the revolutionary cause, but then we don’t
capture the influence that his radical view of art had on later devel-
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opments. It is a considerable challenge to see a continuity from the
revolutionary to the regenerative Wagner, and the political scientist
Udo Bermbach succeeded in this in Der Wahn des Gesamtkunstwerks
from 1994. In the older Wagner we can still see a kind of socialism,
but it was served up with populism, anti-Semitism and vegetarianism.
This almost sounds like the concrete recipe for Hitler, but I am not
going to make a simple causal inference, for we rediscover these ingredients throughout modern culture from 1850 to the racism and
health ideology of today. Wagner can hardly be the instigator of the
whole state of affairs, but he acted out modernity to a remarkable
degree and reacted to the new conditions of thinking and of life
according to patterns we see repeated later. Friedrich Nietzsche
produces a very precise diagnosis of Wagner in Der Fall Wagner,
a diagnosis that also explains his own Wagnerian obsession:
‘Wagner resumes modernity. It doesn’t help; one must first be
Wagnerian […].’2
These words constitute the point of view on which my entire outline of the historical conditions for totalitarian art is based. We may
not be able to gush over Wagner’s art, but we must at least understand those who were moved by the Wagnerian cultural vision of
redemptive, monumental art that could unite the people. Pathologically yet symptomatically, ‘The case of Wagner’ offers a unique
opportunity to see the speculative, ideological elements within a context. It was not only Hitler who could draw on these ideas. Many
modern artists both inside and outside of Germany also reflected
further on Wagner’s vision of a Gesamtkunstwerk as the artwork of
the future. These elements could actually lead to anything. There are
in any case several decisive traces of Wagner. If one sees a straight
line running from Wagner to Hitler’s theatrical and demagogical
staging of the Third Reich, one must at the same time see just as
direct connecting lines to modernism and central figures like Peter
Behrens (1868-1940) and Walter Gropius, Wassily Kandinsky and
Kurt Schwitters. Wagner encompasses socialism and conservative
cultural criticism, the avant-garde and mass culture. One must
always see both modernity and reaction in him. My work centres on
the linkage to modern art by way of the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk,
but it is important for me to take this opportunity to relate this to the
connection to the Third Reich.
The ambiguity in Wagner can, I think, help us illuminate totalitarian art generally as a historical phenomenon, but in this paper
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I will only follow his concrete traces in Germany. With Hitler it is also
significant that he could see himself as an artist in his construction
of the German people, and this understanding of art is one of the
patterns that Nazism follows. I shall return to this in my conclusion,
but in the meantime we should keep in view the aspects of the lateromantic understanding of art that open up the political vision of
a new culture, a new sense of community.
N8>E<IËJKNFKI8:BJ

First I will point out the track that leads directly from Wagner to
Hitler. In Bayreuth, Wagner had gathered a circle of third-rate thinkers and writers around him. He had wanted a house philosopher for
a long time: first he courted Arthur Schopenhauer to no avail; then
came Nietzsche, but he disappeared again; and finally he just had a
diverse group of candidates. After their master’s death in 1883, they
constituted the circle that expressed itself with his authority in the
journal Bayreuther Blätter. However, there was no utopian socialism
left here: Arthur de Gobineau’s racial theories and Paul de Lagarde’s
conservative cultural criticism set the entire agenda. Wagner’s
widow Cosima used the circle to maintain the interest in festivals. In
spite of his English ancestry, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, marrying into the family in 1908, took the role as German philosopher and
wrote on the basis of a racist and national-chauvinistic viewpoint.
The Nazis could explicitly use Chamberlain and others from the
Bayreuth circle, and Hitler made pilgrimages to Bayreuth, just as he
did to Weimar, where Nietzsche’s sister reigned.
Whereas Wagner’s offspring in Bayreuth desperately stuck to his
own productions and at the same time cemented the image of the
Germanic, anti-modern master, in Europe there was a different
interest in making very modern productions of the music dramas.
Precisely out of fascination for Wagner, the Swiss Adolph Appia
created a new abstract and symbolic scenography that became the
foundation of modern theatre. In art, Wagner was a crucial modern
figure. To be sure, we might have an image of the young Hitler during his years in Vienna, among the standees in the opera evening
after evening, where he may have gotten his overdose of Wagner.
But at the same time I can mention the young Charles-Édouard
Jeanneret, later known as Le Corbusier, who for several months in
1909 did the same thing.3 He was on a study trip, but the music world
took all his attention away from architecture. Adolf Loos would be
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another modernist among the audience. This artistic interest
probably created many receptive readers of the publications of the
Bayreuth circle, readers who did not see until later the chasm that
was opening up between the modern and the anti-modern aspects
of Wagner.
If we turn to Wagner himself, from the beginning it was his goal
to create by means of art a social community that surmounted all
the egotistical particular interests, the division of labour, and the
alienation that generally split up society. The Germanic was not a
goal in itself, but rather belonged to the popular mythology he used
to create the people’s own common work. His analysis of the social
crisis was progressive, but in time he focused increasingly on the
evils that constantly made the sense of community impossible and
were apparently in his way and in the way of the realisation of his
work. In general terms, the problem was urban culture with its
atomisation of values and liberalistic dilution of shared interests.
With increasing bitterness he believed he could see this decadent,
liberal city life represented by scheming Jews – without being able to
recognise the pettiness in himself. It was a very widespread interpretation, but best known in Lagarde’s conservative cultural criticism. The countermove was a construction of original, national and
rural virtues.
This opposition between city and country life is known all the way
up to the present day. The critique of city life and of the split is justified as part of modern thinking, but its tone became shrill, and in the
1890s it became a populist, anti-Semitic movement, the ‘völkische’
parties. This movement, which was one of the direct conditions for
Nazism, sought demagogically to monopolise the critique of modern materialism, or the urban way of life, but the critique was of
course relevant to everyone, and later historians should not accept
this simple opposition when looking at the period. Artists in particular tried to create ideals and spiritual values. Many could be passionately fond of rural, original ideals in their progressive cultural
criticism without ending up in a ‘völkisch’ position – an important
and striking example is William Morris in England. In the novel
News from Nowhere from 1890, he dreams of a future society without
money or conflicts, based on handicraft and agriculture.
Wagner, who can be compared to Morris4 as a political artist who
was critical of culture, never depicted a rural utopia in his works.
Neither was it the city he depicted, but he wished to create a com-
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mon myth for modern man. He wanted modern society to be purified by a common experience, a merging and redemption of all interests in a festival for the whole nation. Everyone, regardless of their
way of life and social class, should be swept along in the grand common work in which the art forms are united, all interests merge, and
actors and audiences unite in their common experience. This is not
about daily life, not about city or country, but rather the moment of
redemption, the festival in which everyone acknowledges general,
human values as pivotal. The experience of the totality is decisive,
and Wagner uses all available means to influence the senses, feelings and thoughts as a whole. The influence goes from the purely
physiological impulse to the conceptual content. In calculating the
effect, he is extremely modern. Nietzsche thinks that no-one demonstrates the labyrinth of the modern psyche better than Wagner.
The senses should be fixed and transformed in repetitions and an
unbreakable identity between word, sound, gesture and action. The
total effect does not find its equal until later in film, and the optimisation and unification of the effect on the audience anticipates the
modern culture industry.
This great, advanced, artistic apparatus belongs to modern culture,
far from the rural utopias. Wagner was above all incredibly modern
for his times and topical far up into modernism. Blue-eyed heroic
figures may have been at the forefront, but they were merely actants
that perished in a complex, nihilistic world order. In his writings on
art, the Zürcher Schriften, the ‘völkische’ was, just like anti-Semitism,
secondary in respect to the ambition to redeem modern man artistically and politically. But there is no doubt that in his art Wagner was
a seducer to a degree that political demagogues could but envy. With
his early opera on the Roman popular tribune Rienzi, it might seem
as though he considered himself for that role, but Rienzi of course
perished. With totality as the goal of all artistic effects, and with the
unification of the experience and the perpetual repetition of content,
Wagner’s works almost seemed to be the prototype of totalitarian art
on the conditions of modern culture. He insists on his own conception of the people’s common interest and of true human nature without making room for individual variations. In that sense one might
say that his art is not democratic, although he in fact designed a democratic auditorium without boxes or class divisions. But what is
totalitarian art? So far I have used this term without asking whether
it makes any sense.
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If we are referring to the art connected to and used by totalitarian
regimes, it is historically significant. But can we in principle speak
of art that in itself is totalitarian? Wagner was all alone with his revolution, and the music dramas were not connected to any exercise
of power. Not until long after his death was he compromised by
the Nazis’ use of him. Still, could totalitarianism be inherent in the
very idea of the Gesamtkunstwerk since it aims to grasp and shape
everything? Bazon Brock has sought to distinguish between the concepts of Gesamtkunstwerk, total art and totalitarian art.5 These art
forms are oriented toward influencing reality as a whole, but in different registers, different realities. The Gesamtkunstwerk seeks to
realise as many of the aspects of reality as can be contained in the
form of the work by uniting all art forms and all artistic effects. It
is thus tied to the work. Total art seeks to burst the limitations of
the form of the work and become an activity identical to self-expression as reality. It is thus tied to the artist or the actors and has its limitation in their life practice. Totalitarian art also seeks to surround
and influence all of reality and concrete life practice, but it has its
goal in the masses as the susceptible reality. The whole of the work
or of self-expression is not a goal in itself, for this can also stand
in the way of affecting the masses. The final word has not been said
on this matter, but I believe that this differentiation is a good place
to begin. Even though I will not acquit Wagner of having dreams
of power, I do not think that we can call his works or the very idea of
the Gesamtkunstwerk totalitarian.
It may be said with some justice that with its architecture, uniforms,
propaganda and choreographed mass demonstrations, Hitler’s staging of the Third Reich was the greatest realisation of a Gesamtkunstwerk, but this is still only one of the tracks stemming from Wagner.
The other one is all the modern art forms that break open the limits
of the fine arts and seek to redeem a reality in the act of transgression. It may be said with all the more reason that many of them honour the dream of the Gesamtkunstwerk, Wagnerism spread to the
visual arts at the end of the 19th century. Part of early modernism
directly referred to Wagner as a constant source of inspiration. There
were in particular a number of visual artists, such as Henry van de
Velde and Behrens, who wished to liberate art from the gilt frames
and therefore did commercial art and practical designing and ended
up in total design and architecture. It was actually this same track
that led Kandinsky, Kasimir Malevich and Piet Mondrian to abstrac-
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tion: Kandinsky’s abstraction should be viewed in connection with
his abstract stage compositions, Malevich’s with both suprematist
stagings and proposals of industrial design, and Mondrian’s with
De Stijl architecture.
At a very early stage – as early as Baudelaire – Wagnerism spread
extensively in France and Belgium, where it had an influence on
symbolism. In Vienna it became both artistically and politically important, a development which W.J. McGrath traces in his study
Dionysian Art and Populist Politics in Austria from 1974. This book is
important in showing how Gustav Mahler, Sigmund Freud, and one
of the fathers of social democracy, Viktor Adler, could be decisively
inspired by Wagner’s culture-critical visions; and although they were
Jews, how they could belong to the core of the movement, which
did not take the populist track until the 1890s, with Georg von
Schönerer’s pan-German nationalism and Karl Lueger’s municipal
government in Vienna. It is crucial to track the exact point at which
the waters part; for example, here in Vienna we have an important
starting point for both modern culture and thinking and the inflamed
environment that influenced Hitler.
9<?I<EJ8E;@E;LJKI@8C:LCKLI<

In order to follow the development in art in the 20th century I will on
the one hand take a look at Behrens, who developed the Wagnerian
impulse into a modern form of architecture, and on the other at the
graphic artist Fidus, who stood for life reform and Aryan mysticism,
but without being acknowledged by the Nazis. These are two entirely
antithetical figures, each reflecting historical developments. As I will
demonstrate, they stand for big industry and the earthbound people,
respectively; and in spite of the contrast, these were themes that
merged in totalitarian art. Behrens was originally a painter in
Munich, but in the artists’ colony in Darmstadt in 1901 he built and
furnished his own house, which became a Gesamtkunstwerk of harmonious decorations and tableware and textiles of his own design.
The heart of the house was the quasi-sacred music room (ill. 1.1), and
all the abstract decorations were conceived as the rhythm of music
through a joint composition.
His vision stretched further to include a festival hall in Darmstadt,
where the people could take part in a common work that included
poetry, drama and music. The wording in the publication Feste des
Lebens und der Kunst from 1900 is an outright renewal of Wagner.
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However, it did not go further than the scene for the community’s
opening exhibition in 1901. There were many dreams like this – about
festivals and the building of temples – which we will also see in Fidus,
but what is interesting about Behrens is that his cultural vision can
in fact be followed in his later work with the industry.
When Behrens later becomes the chief architect for the electricity concern AEG in 1908, his declared goal is to use the industry’s
resources to develop a new culture. In this way he confirms the
industry’s capitalistic social order, and thus there is no revolutionary
goal but rather the hope of reversing the forces in order to develop
new, contemporary design and new cultural dignity after the decadence of the 19th century. This is the idea behind his lecture entitled
Kunst und Technik from 1910. By committing to big, effective buildings and to mass production, he hopes to be able to develop new
monumental forms that can outline an ‘industrial culture’ with its
own spiritual content. The Turbine Factory from 1909 is reminiscent
of the Greek temple with its pompous gables, and of the Christian
cathedral with its light, towering glass walls; but at the same time it
was a rational building with modern, purely functional material
forms (ill. 1.2). The factory building was primarily a workplace, but
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in its external, monumental form it sought to form a symbol for the
foundation of industrial culture. In this desire to create a cultural
symbol there was thus a connecting line from Jugendstil decorations
in Darmstadt to commercial art and product design in AEG. As in his
Jugendstil, Behrens sought an identity in the form, an interest that
ranged from commercial art and product design to the architectural
form of the factories; an example is his AEG logo on the Turbine
Factory. If we can speak of a Gesamtkunstwerk in this respect, it was
a distributive form in which an idiom was diffused in society through
advertisements, industrial items and power plants. And this became
the project later embraced at the Bauhaus.
This ‘Work’ was very wide-ranging, thoroughly calculated, and
had all of culture as its goal, but we cannot call it totalitarian. We rediscover it in the ‘corporate identity’ that depicts the product brands
of today and is more important than the products themselves. But
the totalitarian regimes could of course take advantage of such an
effective means of communication with a clear graphic line in the
propaganda and corporate identity in the military corps and the
entire state. The alliance with big industry and modern technology
could assume a cultural shape here. Thus, the new monumentality
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that Behrens wished to unite with the functional material forms
could also, as in the German Embassy in St Petersburg in 1911-13,
apply to the megalomanic classicism for which Hitler developed a
taste. In the interwar years Behrens grappled with both expressionism’s and functionalism’s international style, but it was merciful that
he died in 1940, before becoming tempted to build his new culture
together with Albert Speer.
=@;LJ8E;K?<C@=<I<=FIDJ

Quite a different career can be studied with Hugo Höppener (18681948), one of Behrens’s contemporaries, who became known as the
artist Fidus.6 He also started out as a visual artist whose illustrations
for trend-setting journals like Pan had an influence on Jugendstil in
Munich. When the Jugendstil faded after 1900, artists like Behrens
sought other areas of self-expression for their grand visions. Fidus
had visions that were just as grand, and yet he continued as an illustrator for alternative journals. From his earliest youth at the end of the
1880s he wore reform clothing and sought the simplicity of nature
through his food and lifestyle. The festival halls were only one of the
kinds of monumental buildings he drew as symbols of a new culture
and a new undetermined religion. He saw himself as a temple artist
but never found builders for his new sacred spaces, which ranged
from concert halls and mystical temples to sports arenas and crematoriums. With these architectural fantasies we are somewhere in
between Wagner’s festival halls and Hitler’s gigantic stadium for
mass meetings and sports festivals. When Rudolf Steiner drew his
Goetheanum himself, Fidus could with some justice be disappointed about not being sent for, for he held a central position in the
environment of theosophical speculations and reforms in human
nature upon which the Steiner movement was based. The Temple of
the Earth was drawn as early as 1895, while the sketch of a tone hall
is from 1902 (ill. 1.3) and shows the entire auditorium – audience
and architecture – transported by the music. As Jugendstil artists,
Behrens and Fidus created icons for the continued Wagnerian wave:
the wood cut The Kiss from 1898 by Behrens, and the motif Prayer
of Light, to which Fidus kept returning, here in watercolour in 1913
(ill. 1.4). Both motifs have been reproduced an infinite number
of times. Whereas The Kiss shows in the movement of the hair the
intoxication and disintegration of the individual in love and desire
and the blind power of life, something which was a central theme in
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Wagner, Prayer of Light follows the path embarked on by the older
Wagner. The naked blond man also surrenders himself to life and
nature by worshipping the sun, but here nature is charged with spirituality. We nevertheless get no sense of what he realises in this revelation: we do not share his vision, but are left with his body as an
ideal for nature, nudism, health, gymnastics and race. The exaggerated spiritual strength is directed back into the body, which must subsequently jerk about in various exercises, therapies and routines.
Back in the 19th century the ideas of the reform movement corresponded to those of the socialists, inasmuch as their critique of
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culture targeted alienation and inequality, and their desire was to
change society. Both Wagner and Morris are clear examples of this.
The vision of garden cities is an example of a common interest.
Fidus also drew posters for International Workers Day around 1900.
But the interests split when the parties took shape, and the reformseeking souls fluttered away.7 Then movements and journals for a
conservative revolution appeared with the aim of saving culture from
both liberalistic modernity and the socialistic takeover. As in Vienna,
the polarisation was not there from the beginning, and we should
not overlook the correspondences and the many mixed middle positions that were not attenuated until later. Fidus himself drew an
illustration of the parting of the ways of communism, land reform
and capitalism. The latter leads out over the edge into decadence;
and of the other two alternatives, communism leads to the inhabitable peaks of idealism, while land reform opens a new Promised
Land. From the perspective of social history, it is interesting to find
out who followed the ‘völkische’ reform thoughts. It was not an uprising of the rural populations, involving instead a trapped middle
class from the city that wished to escape. Like Fidus, most of them
got no farther than the suburbs of Berlin.
The land reform represented the illusory nature reserve in which
one could seek compensation for modern society’s childhood diseases. None of Fidus’s scenarios could be realised outright, even
though he was in fact very concrete in his depiction. The woman and
man from 1910 encompass his entire dream of a festival hall and
of nudity and life in the country, but if we consider the climate of
Brandenburg and the endless fields, the clothing and the little spade
are not adequate. However, the spade is more picturesque than the
plough, which is required for the cultivation of the soil. It might stem
from the realistic painting, in which the motif is the rural proletariat who do the dirty work, while the plough belongs to the farmer
who possesses the land. The spade here seems mostly to belong
in the garden, and suggests the city dweller’s dream of getting a garden. Fidus no doubt also thought that agriculture should be like
cultivating a paradisal garden, a sustainable organic whole. Later,
with Spade Parade from 1930, there is enough manpower but the
dense phalanx of cultivators of the soil is stylised into the mass as
ornament (ill. 1.5). Considered alone, the effort of the individual is
futile, but this is an army of men loyal to the German soil and they
can raise a new, healthy culture. The spade can also refer to building
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activities and facilities through which the ‘spade soldiers’ build and
fortify Germany. The idea behind The Spade Parade corresponds to
the political agenda of totalitarianism.
Even though Fidus was a dissident and isolated both artistically
and politically, he was a characteristic figure of this period, where
the extremes set the agenda. His works are only a step away from the
political field where the cultural vision was to be realised. In my opinion, there are characteristics of late Romanticism in the thought that
if we draw, depict and stage this idea then we are almost there. For
Wagner it was primarily a question of ‘realisation’. When the effect
was complete it was also real. Fidus did not have a festival hall erected, but he was able to reform his own life and fill it with symbols of
the sun, runes and other Viking kitsch. His forced esotericism compensates for the societal unity he is unable to realise.
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Fidus appears to comprise the essential ingredients of the form that
Hitler would assume later, especially considering that Hitler himself
was a rejected artist and had taken the step toward politics that in
this tradition seems so short. As early as World War I, Fidus had
created illustrations for what would become the mythology of the
Third Reich; but when it was staged politically he could not be used.
He painted The Head of the Führer, in 1941, and the work was purchased – but otherwise he had burned out and never had a renaissance.
Although in Fidus we have all the ingredients of an apparently crystal-clear totalitarian artist, he never got the opportunity to develop
this identity politically. In the eyes of posterity he rather looks like a
parody – perhaps even a parody of Hitler as an artist.
It is obvious that Hitler could not use a visionary artist for his
project when he himself played the role of the visionary artistic genius and the brilliant architect who created and controlled a new Germany. His total power was legitimised as the creative power of regeneration. No objections were tolerated before the work was complete. Otto Karl Werckmeister and Mikkel Bolt Rasmussen have both
written important articles (on Hitler’s self-conception as an artist,
and the crucial role played by art in the self-conception of Nazism as
a whole respectively), and I will not seek to repeat or supplement
their analyses.8 I would simply like to look into the views of art and
culture apparently implied by totalitarian art. The Nazis took advantage of and strengthened a general interest in art in the hope of creating new cultural values upon which to build society. Art had long
been regarded and debated as the symbol for the fate of culture. Since
the middle of the 19th century complaints had been made about a
general crisis in style that many also believed was rooted in modern
society. The entire wave of handicraft and design was an attempt to
create new decorations and a dignified idiom for a new time. Behrens’s
vision of a new culture is typical, only he chooses industry as the
locomotive for regeneration. The cultural expectations for art and
architecture were so high that it was impossible to meet them.
These expectations were blazing in the young Hitler when he tried
his hand as an artist in Vienna. He displayed only very limited artistic skill, but for this very reason he may perhaps be considered an
exponent of a general, widespread view of art. We must bear in mind
that he did not have any sense of the modern art in Vienna and
Munich, of Kokoschka, Kandinsky or the many others who sought
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to give modern answers to the crisis in art and culture. He painted
postcard motifs such as Ringstraße in Vienna. We must also remember that it is not until he is politically active after World War I that
he develops a radical consequence of the influence of art on culture.
Not before then does he apparently find his medium, his language,
where his expectations can be expressed even though this occurs
outside art. The fact that the pretensions for art are only fulfilled outside art is evident in many of the modern art forms, particularly in
outright anti-art such as Dada. But the dream of art transgressing
itself and jumping out of the gilt frames is found in Jugendstil and
further back in Morris and Wagner. The aim was redemption in a
totality, a reality that had an effect on art.
The staging of the Third Reich should be the redemption in a
totality that can be compared to the transgression of all fine arts. As
mentioned previously, creating a people and establishing a society
through different artistic effects can be considered the most wideranging realisation of a Gesamtkunstwerk. Hitler himself drew designs
for the architecture that created symbols, monuments and backdrops
to unite the people, both theatres and fortifications. Industrial design
supplemented total design (Hitler’s rough sketches for furniture
and the Kraft-durch-Freude (later Volks) Wagen), but contributed in
particular through graphic art to symbols, posters, and finally to
the uniforms of the military corps – in short, to a corporate identity
with powerful advertising value for the regime, according to his own
sketches for the swastika. It was an advertising feat to unite the
effectiveness of big industry and modern technology with the people’s roots in nature and history, one that went beyond Behrens and
Fidus. The propaganda machine of course also drew on theatricality
and on music in processions and mass meetings. The musical intoxication, which was an artistic ideal, was a composite part of the perpetual movement and mobilisation of the masses, and is rendered
in the propaganda film Triumph des Willens.
These artistic effects are of course scattered and do not refer back
to the work of art as a whole, for only the new reality should, as it
were, remain. The focus and the intensity arise in the presence of
Der Führer as the creator and redeemer of this whole. According to
Brock’s distinction, we might consider whether or not this is total art
on the basis of the significance of the artist’s self-expression. Hitler
reformed and staged his own life as a spiritual regimentation; but his
self-expression only made sense in front of the masses, for whom he
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sacrificed himself and to whom he abandoned himself in his grand
speeches. It is in the practice of politics and the influencing of the
masses that the effects are linked. The staging of the Third Reich did
not make sense without the masses, and it was above all a totalitarian practice.
I have suggested that there were plenty of effects and much inspiration for the totalitarian regimes to borrow from the late-romantic
visions of culture, but in so doing I have not indicated a cause or a
causal connection, for we cannot conceive of modernism without
these visions either. We ought to condemn and expose any kind of
totalitarianism; that is obvious. However, we should not simply
believe that it is easy to delimit phenomena like totalitarian art or
the view of art behind it, for many of the ideas behind it also had
an influence on modern art. When neglecting the visions of culture
and the historical thinking of late Romanticism that was used by the
totalitarian regimes, we also touch on ways of thinking that are vital
conditions for modern thinking as a whole.
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2 ‘Wagner resümiert die Modernität. Es
hilft nichts; man muß erst Wagnerianer
sein […].’ Friedrich W. Nietzsche, Der
Fall Wagner [1888], from idem., Sämtliche
Werke: Kritische Studienausgabe, eds.
Georgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari
(De Gruyter; Berlin 1988 [1967–77]),
vol. 6, p. 12.
3 According to H. Allen Brooks, Le Corusier’s
Formative Years: Charles-Edouard Jeanneret
at La Chaux-de-Fonds (University of Chicago Press; Chicago, 1997).
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article ‘The Quest for the Grail: Wagner
and Morris’, in Kurt H. Wolff and Barrington Moore, Jr. et al. (eds.), The Critical
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In ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’ (1935-36, revised 1960), a van Gogh
painting of a pair of old shoes (ill. 2.1) famously serves to illustrate
Martin Heidegger’s idea of the organic relationship between the
working peasant woman, her equipment, and the soil on which she
works:
=ifdk_\[Xibfg\e`e^f]k_\nfie`ej`[\jf]k_\j_f\jk_\kf`cjfd\ki\X[f]
k_\nfib\ijkXi\j]fik_%@ek_\jk`]Õpil^^\[_\Xm`e\jjf]k_\j_f\jk_\i\`j
k_\XZZldlcXk\[k\eXZ`kpf]_\ijcfnkil[^\k_ifl^_k_\]Xi$jgi\X[`e^Xe[
\m\i$le`]fid]liifnjf]k_\Ô\c[jn\gkYpXiXnn`e[%Fek_\c\Xk_\ic`\k_\
[Xdge\jj Xe[ i`Z_e\jj f] k_\ jf`c% Le[\i k_\ jfc\j jc`[\j k_\ cfe\c`e\jj f]
k_\Ô\c[$gXk_Xj\m\e`e^]Xccj%@ek_\j_f\jm`YiXk\jk_\j`c\ekZXccf]k_\\Xik_#`kj
hl`\k^`]kf]k_\i`g\e`e^^iX`eXe[`kjle\ogcX`e\[j\c]$i\]ljXc`ek_\]Xccfn
[\jfcXk`fef]k_\n`ekipÔ\c[%K_`j\hl`gd\ek`jg\imX[\[YpleZfdgcX`e`e^
Xeo`\kp Xj kf k_\ Z\ikX`ekp f] Yi\X[# k_\ nfi[c\jj afp f] _Xm`e^ feZ\ dfi\
n`k_jkff[nXek#k_\ki\dYc`e^Y\]fi\k_\`dg\e[`e^Z_`c[Y\[Xe[j_`m\i`e^Xk
k_\jliifle[`e^d\eXZ\f][\Xk_%K_`j\hl`gd\ekY\cfe^jkfk_\\Xik_#Xe[
`k`jgifk\Zk\[`ek_\nfic[f]k_\g\XjXeknfdXe%(R?\`[\^^\iËj`kXc`ZjT

)%(% M`eZ\ekmXe>f^_#Fc[J_f\j(//- #f`cfeZXemXj%8djk\i[Xd#MXe>f^_
Dlj\ld%
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As has become empirically well supported in later decades, this
rural vision, which Heidegger first presented in lectures in Freiburg
and Frankfurt in 1935 and 1936, is not politically innocent, but in
some crucial ways borders on, if not melts into, the Nazi nationalist
agenda and its accompanying heroisation of work and strength.2
Through features such as the shoes’ cave-like opening, rugged heaviness and soily richness, and furthermore through the bonding of the
agricultural cycle with birth and death, the shoes are turned into
property of the earth and its ‘silent call’, thus reminding us of the Nazi
Blut-und-Boden relationship between the soil and its inhabitants
– an idea which Heidegger actually embraced in these years and had
promoted as rector of Freiburg University in 1933-34. Presenting the
shoes as work equipment belonging to the earth, Heidegger evokes
an organic relationship that is close to the Nazi conviction that work,
tenacious and hard, is a vitalist force stemming from nature.
Although catalysed by van Gogh, Heidegger’s vision thus also invites
comparisons with contemporary National Socialist depictions of
peasant culture and field work: take, for instance, Werner Peiner’s
German Soil (1933; ill. 2.2) whose agonizingly perspectival pattern of
densely packed linear furrows under a darkening yet sharply lit sky
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recalls Heidegger’s ‘far-spreading and ever-uniform furrows of the
field swept by a raw wind.’
But how are we now to handle the actual content of Heidegger’s
ideological framing: a work by a painter whose influence indeed
peaked in Germany in the years after Word War I?3 While it is comforting to assume that Heidegger’s choice is exclusively a matter
of reception history – which says a lot about himself and the roots of
Nazism, but not much about van Gogh – here, however, I shall propose that Heidegger and van Gogh treat a common theme to a
certain degree. In van Gogh, and even more in the father figure, JeanFrançois Millet, whom he so often copied, we also meet a veneration
for, indeed an identification with, the hard-working peasant labouring in close relation with the soil – an almost animistic bond in which
Heidegger’s ‘silent call of the earth’ finds haunting parallels in
Millet’s expression ‘cry of the earth’ or in van Gogh’s idea of Millet
being the ‘voice of the wheat’.4
This study thus seeks a common ideological framework which,
in spite of all the differences, binds together Millet and van Gogh
with National Socialist culture as well as with totalitarian culture in
general. I will term this framework the heroisation of work, thereby
suggesting that the activity of work is seen as a noble struggle demanding strength and revolutionary power. Implicit in the notion is also a
vitalist idea indicating that the revolutionary power ultimately stems
from nature, with which the human being, accordingly, forms a strong
alliance. Identifying this framework and finding philosophical exponents of it in thinkers such as Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881), the German right-wing writer Ernst Jünger and even Marx – Carlyle being
read approvingly by van Gogh, the Nazis and probably Jünger; Jünger
by Heidegger; and Marx generally coupling work, nature and revolution – does not, however, indicate that it is given similar visual
expression by Millet-van Gogh and the artists of communist and fascist regimes (or even those of certain strands of capitalism like the
Mexican muralists). On the contrary, it will be my contention here that
as the very first artists to articulate the heroisation of work in Western visual culture, Millet and van Gogh address this revolutionary
project with a strangely prophetic ambiguity, partly converting the
victorious working hero into a tortured victim, a degraded martyr of
work. So in later totalitarian cultures when we encounter a will to
fulfil in real life what before amounted only to representations of the
heroisation of work, we meet a displaced version of this ambiguity:
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a schizophrenic schism in which official visual culture heroises work
as bliss almost without shadows, whereas life practice is permeated
by these shadows. This dark permeation, also hinted at in Heidegger,
reaches an ironic nadir in the concentration camp, in which work
– in spite of it being promoted as a liberating force (cf. notably the
National Socialist ‘Arbeit macht frei’) – functions as a punishment,
turning the human being into the degraded animal which, like a bad
omen, was only hinted at in Millet and van Gogh. Especially in the
rural scenes of Millet, an insistent unheimlich atmosphere makes
the present viewer feel that an all-too-familiar horror is, with a phrase
borrowed from Hal Foster, returning from the future.5
Mirroring Millet and van Gogh from the other side of the historical axis of totalitarianism, as it were – not sensing revolutionary
horrors as mere omens of the future, but revisiting these horrors
post festum – I will also include the artistic meditations of totalitarian culture made by the German postwar artists Anselm Kiefer
(b. 1945) and Georg Baselitz (b. 1938) since the 1960s. As has already
been amply demonstrated, Kiefer looks specifically at the German
past through the cleft lens of National Socialist totalitarianism. But
this project also unveils more general trends of vitalist alliances to
the soil, invoking once more, through Heidegger, the fields and skies
of Millet and van Gogh, and exposing more thoroughly than has hitherto been realised the roads leading from the vitalist heroisation of
work to the concentration camp. Whereas Kiefer’s vision is directed
against the Ur-German landscapes and architectural interiors, in
his early work Baselitz deconstructs the heroic figure of the workersoldier known from East Bloc Socialist Realist painting. Here, the
wounds felt in Millet-van Gogh, but suppressed in totalitarian visual cultures, re-emerge and make these Neue Typs once more martyrs
– wounded heroes – of an abortive revolution. Christian references
such as the cross and stigmata, and old-fashioned rural symbols
such as wheelbarrows, ploughs and clogs point further back in
history, specifically to the thematic repertoire of Millet and van
Gogh again.
With these trans-chronological moves my aim is to deconstruct
the boundaries which have hitherto bracketed off totalitarianism
into a space of its own, comfortably isolated from other chronological and geographical parts of culture. If we accept that the past
can never be understood as virgin territory but is, as Hans-Georg
Gadamer confirms,6 always infiltrated by our later historical horizon,
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we must specifically accept that totalitarian experiences are part of
this horizon and consequently might cast their shadows on certain
earlier incidences. These experiences do so, not because they necessarily comprise the only outcome of the past, but because they are
part of this past’s potential – a potential that can only be exposed
through the strand of it which was actualised. This strategy of art
historiography is in principle not different from the strategies used
by Robert Rosenblum, Geoffrey Batchen or Hal Foster when establishing genealogies for abstract art, photography and the neo-avantgardes, respectively. For all three writers, the challenge is to expose
features in early movements according to principles found in later
movements of which the predecessors – romanticism, late 18thcentury culture and historical avant-gardes – could know nothing.
Rosenblum refers to ‘disquieting progeny’ and ‘a tradition [...] that
could bridge’; Batchen to a ‘latent historical force’, a ‘desire’ which
is ‘first consummated’ at a later historical moment; Foster to a Freudian ‘deferred action’, a ‘complex relation between premonition and
reconstruction’, and a circling movement which ‘returns [the avantgarde] from the future, repositioned by innovative art in the present’.7
Thus, in a syncretistic blending of the three authors with Gadamer,
just as Millet and van Gogh could be said to unveil a latent historical
force – a dark tradition, premonition, or even desire, first consummated in the disquieting progeny of totalitarianism – so, conversely,
the unheimlichkeit of Millet’s paintings might be construed as an
effect of their return from the totalitarian horizon of the future, a deferred action later reconstructed in the innovative art of Kiefer and
Baselitz.
DF;<IE@KP8E;K?<?<IF@J8K@FEF=NFIB1
JFD<G8K?J@EK?<?@JKFIPF=@;<8J

Although I aim to trace genealogies which bind together the heroisation of work represented by totalitarian art with both forerunners
in the 19th century and descendants after World War II, I by no means
believe that totalitarianism is a radicalisation, let alone a necessary
consequence, of modernity, as has been suggested by, among others,
Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, Jean-François Lyotard
and Giorgio Agamben. According to Horkheimer and Adorno, fascist
barbarianism is a direct outcome of Enlightenment rationalism,
which turns human beings into objects to be manipulated8 – a feat
legitimised, following Lyotard, through the Enlightenment’s grand
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narratives of progress. If we are to believe Agamben, the state of exception from the law which is the concentration camp is thus not to
be positioned on the periphery of modernity but is rather its very paradigm, so ‘we are all virtually homines sacri’, i.e. outlaws reduced to
bare life, infinitely manipulable by the sovereign power.9
As I understand it, however, modern rationalisation and narratives
of progress are no more responsible for totalitarian catastrophes than
a kitchen knife is guilty of a murder committed with it. Thus, the concentration camp is not paradigmatic of modernity, but rather of totalitarian leftovers in otherwise democratic societies. I will argue that
both fascist and communist totalitarianism emerge as an archaising
strand of modernity staged as a progressive revolution overthrowing
modernity’s main class, the bourgeoisie and its parliamentary system. An important part of this archaising tendency consists in heroisation, a revival of a classicising warrior ethos which is precisely
not modern. For as Alexandre Kojève has indicated in his readings of
Hegel, modernity could be considered the spreading of a slave-like
ethos: not recognition through suppression upheld by violence, as
yet still in the feudal systems, but recognition through the activity of
work, as manifested in post-medieval democracies.10 Max Weber can
confirm that an accompanying ingredient of post-medieval capitalism and its spiritual background, Protestantism, is thus a new ethic
in which human beings gain dignity through sublimating activities
– work – rather than through noble heritage and violent deeds.11
Whereas work was considered a calling from God – a Beruf – in the
late Middle Ages, later, with the urban secularisation taking place
from the fifteenth century onwards, it became a common duty, undramatically providing dignity for everyone pursuing it in the everyday life
of the capitalist nation-states.
However, with the arrival of industrialisation in the 19th century
this everyday dignity was threatened by a phenomenon perhaps accompanying modernity from its very beginnings but now reaching a
critical limit: that of alienation. With the new factory machines, an
increasingly specialised division of labour, and a capitalist market
breaking all bonds between maker and customer, the worker was isolated from the different parts of the work process: the instruments,
the product and the user. At a deeper level, this alienation could be
characterised as the human being’s separation from nature, the individual thus being caged in a Weberian ‘steel-hard house’ of outer
goods which stunts his self-realisation in the world.12
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It is to this more general alienation from nature that the different
kinds of heroisation, and more precisely heroic vitalism, would seem
to pose a solution. As Eric Bentley defines the term, heroic vitalism
does not designate a formulated coherent belief; rather it marks a set
of trans-ideological movements which see society itself as a vital
organism. These are represented by thinkers as different as Carlyle,
Nietzsche, Stefan George, D.H. Lawrence and also, I will postulate
here, Marx, Jünger, Heidegger, and countless followers of fascism
and communism.13 Through this organic thinking heroic vitalism
reactualises classical world views, or their perpetuation in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, according to which society takes part in
an ideal and organic cosmic order. Yet, contrary to ancient cosmologies which place this order outside the terrestrial realm – which can
therefore only be a fainter mirror image of it – heroic vitalism displaces this order to a future reality which society as a whole can fulfil if
knowledge of the cosmic order is transformed into power. Still, since
the power needed to grasp this allegedly obtainable organic cosmic
order is an impatient one, which in a revolutionary fashion should
be directed against the industrial alienation, commercial vulgarity
and parliamentary weakness of present democratic societies, the
vitalist movement can precisely be designated as heroic.
An important element of this heroism, which points further to
roots in classical political and aesthetic culture, is the cult of youth.
Bentley puts it in the following way:
K_\`i\empf]k_\>i\\bjXe[k_\IfdXej_XjefkY\\e_Xggp`e`kji\jlckj%
Jfd\_Xm\ni`kk\e^c`Ycpk_Xk?\if`Zm`kXc`jd`jXYi\Xbn`k_k_\>iX\Zf$IfdXe
kiX[`k`fe#Ylk#`ekilk_#?\if`Zm`kXc`jdfn\jdfi\kf>i\\Z\Xe[Ifd\#fi#dfi\
gi\Z`j\cp#kfk_\ZcXjj`ZXc\[lZXk`fef]dXepf]`kjX[_\i\ekj#k_Xe[fdfjkfk_\i
g_`cfjfg_`\j% R%%%T K_\ `[\Xc`qXk`fe f] pflk_# X g\i\ee`Xc Z_XiXZk\i`jk`Z f]
?\cc\e`jdXe[Xe`dgfikXekXjg\Zkf]E`\kqjZ_\#>\fi^\#CXni\eZ\#Xe[k_\
i\jk#`jfe\f]k_\dfjkdfiY`[gif[lZkjf]i\^i\jj`m\]XekXjp%K_\`[\Xc`qXk`fe
f]pflk_#flkZifgg`e^`eX_le[i\[pflk_dfm\d\ekj#`jXeXkk\dgkkfÔe[jl]Ô$
Z`\eZpXe[`ejg`iXk`fe`ek_\jgfik`e^c`]\%@k`j_`^_YifnYfp$jZflk`jd%(+
That this vitalist recreation of a classicistic heroic youth amounts,
indeed, to an extremely morbid product of regressive fantasy is amply
confirmed in the totalitarian regimes, not least Nazism, which,
according to Hitler, invests a huge amount of energy in creating a
new Volk, ‘stronger and more beautiful’: ‘And from this strength and
this beauty comes a new sense of life. In this respect humanity has
never approached so near to the classical world as today.’15
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An obvious example of this classicising heroism is Nietzsche’s
idea of the Übermensch, which perhaps has had an equally powerful
influence in the communist and National Socialist regimes, metamorphosing in the former to the idea of the New Man in the 1920s,
and in the latter to the concept of the Herrenvolk, which raises itself
above the sick morality of the slaves.16 In the originally unpublished
preface to the Birth of Tragedy (1873), addressed to Wagner, Nietzsche
thus dreams of a future man who will destroy the bad habits of millennia:
K_\_\iff]k_\]lkli\n`ccY\XdXef]kiX^`ZXnXi\e\jj%K_\c`^_kf]>i\Z`Xe
afpflje\jj n`cc Y\ fe _`j Yifn# k_\ ^cfip n`k_ n_`Z_ k_\ i\Y`ik_ f] Xek`hl`kp
Æ _`k_\ikf c`e^\i`e^ Æ n`cc Y\ `eXl^liXk\[# k_\ i\Y`ik_ `e >\idXep f] k_\
?\cc\e`Znfic[%(.
Even if the Nietzschean variant of classicising heroic vitalism aims
to dissolve the modern alienation from nature, it does not exactly
cover the heroism we are looking for here, because in spite of all common scepticism toward the vulgarities of urban commercial life,
Nietzsche is in fact so thoroughly neo-classical and elitist that he bypasses the painful paradox of modern heroism: the focus on work.
This, however, we find foregrounded in a heroising philosophy which,
in turn, may be almost as important for Soviet communism as for the
Italian and German cultures leading up to fascism: that of Carlyle.18
Carlyle was shaped by German irrationalist philosophies, especially
that of Fichte, and was seen by Heinrich von Treitschke, a contemporary rightwing anti-Semite historian, as the only Englishman
who fully understood the Germans. This understanding was obviously reciprocal, for a compilation of Carlyle’s ideas, Arbeiten und
nicht verzweifeln (Work and Not Dispair), was later hugely influential
in Germany, quickly selling 141,000 copies on its publication around
1904 and reaching 300,000 copies by 1931. For Carlyle, mechanistic
science and its machines alienated the worker from nature, and
therefore he sought a more organic relationship which could outdo
the machine and make intuition triumph over logic.19 He found this
organic relationship in work itself, as this activity was in direct contact with the vital forces of nature through human thoughts and will.
Indeed, as one can read in Arbeiten und nicht verzweifeln: ‘Work is
life. Of the innermost heart of the worker a God-given force arises,
the most holy, celestial essence of life that is breathed into him by
almighty God.’20 Because of this divine, natural force there is knight-
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ship in work, just as its performer becomes a hero: ‘A whole world of
heroes […] that’s what we desire!’21
This heroism of the worker brings him in close alliance with the
soldier, and, to be sure, Carlyle thought of all work equipment, from
hammer to writing feather, as weapons. Conversely, a battlefield
could be considered the quintessence of work, a compression in one
hour of years of significance.22 What made Carlyle ambivalent in
relation to the later totalitarian uses of his ideas but closer to
Heidegger and artists such as Millet and van Gogh was, however, that
this heroisation of work did not relieve it from being painful and pervaded by suffering and trouble, since, contrary to especially communist propaganda, human life never was and never can be happy.23
More unproblematically in tune with totalitarianism was Carlyle’s
fierce anti-democratism. As stated in On Heroes, Hero-Worship and
the Heroic in History, a book that was recommended school reading
for many years even in the United States, Carlyle did not consider
that heroism was so pervasive that the masses no longer needed to
be guided and disciplined by Great Men. According to Carlyle, such
men had been given a divine right to govern and should in truth
be the object of worship.24 No wonder that Bertrand Russell, in his
surprisingly clear-sighted genealogy of fascism from 1935, could ask
the following about Carlyle: ‘Is there one word in all this to which
Hitler would not subscribe?’25
Although nothing exact is known concerning Carlyle’s impact on
Jünger, it was most likely significant.26 At least, in Jünger a series of
key Carlylean ideas are further developed: work as a natural life force,
the heroism of work and its alliance with power and war, the bourgeoisie as decadent and weak, and work as agony. In Jünger’s Der
Arbeiter (The Worker, 1932), work is conceived, again, as a universal
vital force that pervades everything: thoughts, heart, daily and
nightly life, love, art, ritual, war: ‘work is the swinging of atoms and
the power that moves stars and solar systems.’27 To borrow Jünger’s
term from as early as 1930, the goal of work is ‘total mobilisation’
(‘die totale Mobilmachung’), a powerful transformation of life into
energy that creates associations to the mobilisation of the masses in
contemporary totalitarian systems.28 With this power-related idea of
work, an aspect of cultivation is fused into Nietzsche’s otherwise
virginal will-to-power, likewise a natural force,29 and therefore
Jünger’s concept of work is also astonishingly martial. Because war
is marked by the pain of implementation in the same way, war is the
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true medium of modern work. In this total mobilisation that violently destroys anything resisting it, the worker becomes a soldier, the
mass an army, and society a strict military hierarchy.30 Like Carlyle,
Jünger thus considers the worker allied with dangerous and extraordinary forces: ‘a wilder and more innocent nature’, ‘sources […] in
which the magic unity of spirit and blood is embedded.’ In contrast,
the bourgeois, pursuing safety, seeks ‘to deny what is dangerous and
seal up the life space’.31
Jünger’s friend Heidegger is likewise concerned with the primary
forces of nature channelled into the cultural sphere by means of work
and arms. In ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’, he grounds cultures in
race and soil, especially the Germans in a specifically German natural environment. This happens in a both martial and utilitarian
way through his references to the historical Volk with its fatal occurrences such as victory and defeat, blessing and curse, mastery and
serfdom. Similarly, in a seminar in the winter of 1933-34, he specified, ‘So […] nature becomes manifest as the space for a people, as
landscape and home country [Heimat], as ground [Boden] and soil’,
and: ‘The more liberated the nature is that unfolds, the more magnificent and subdued is the formgiving [gestaltende] power of the true
technology that makes her subservient’ [Heidegger’s italics].32
Thus construing a bridge between technology, work and uninhibited nature, it is not surprising that Heidegger became strongly
inspired by Jünger’s reinterpretation of Nietzsche’s will-to-power
as work. In the winter of 1939-40, just after the outbreak of World
War II, he made an exegesis of Der Arbeiter for a small circle of university teachers.33 As Heidegger explains in the Festschrift for Jünger
on his 60th birthday in 1955, Jünger had understood and experienced
the new and special condition that work constitutes what Heidegger
terms ‘the total character of the real’s reality’. According to Heidegger,
Jünger’s idea of the Gestalt – the power of ordering – makes technology the means through which the worker’s Gestalt mobilises the
world.34 The collapse of the Nazi regime did not weaken Heidegger’s
enthusiasm for Der Arbeiter, and when the two went out walking
on a forest path in the late 1940s, Heidegger encouraged Jünger to
reissue the book unchanged. Obsessed as he was with German primordial nature, Heidegger allegedly chose for this proposal a juncture in which a Holzweg, a path leading to a felling place, forked,
thereby, one may assume, suggesting that forest work is a natural
will-to-power. Nonetheless Jünger hesitated, not because of the book’s
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content, but rather because he was waiting for ‘the right moment
for republishing’.35
In this selection of 19th- and early 20th-century philosophers
who heroise work and consider it a vital force which may dissolve
the alienating wall separating man from nature – a wall maintained
by a decadent capitalist bourgeoisie – we should not, of course,
miss one of the main sources of communist totalitarianisms: Marx.
Sceptics would perhaps object that Marx has far too matter-of-fact
and urban an understanding of work and the economic processes
surrounding it to be connected to vitalism and heroism. But at least
regarding vitalism it should be observed that Marx describes the
modern worker’s alienation from the objects on which he works
in terms of a lost bond with nature, one which would be regained
through the socialist revolution:
EXkli\`jk_\le$fi^Xe`ZYf[pf]k_\_ldXeY\`e^#eXd\cp#eXkli\`ejf]XiXj
j_\`jefkk_\_ldXeYf[p_\ij\c]%K_\_ldXeY\`e^c`m\j]ifdeXkli\#k_Xk`j1
eXkli\`j_`jYf[p#n`k_n_`Z__\#`efi[\iefkkf[`\#dljki\dX`e`eXZfek`elXc
gifZ\jj%K_Xkk_\g_pj`ZXcXe[jg`i`klXcc`]\f]k_\_ldXeY\`e^`jZfee\Zk\[
kf eXkli\ _Xj ef fk_\i d\Xe`e^ k_Xe k_Xk eXkli\ `j Zfee\Zk\[ n`k_ _\ij\c]#
Xjk_\_ldXeY\`e^`jgXikf]eXkli\%*-RDXioËj`kXc`ZjT
However, with the institution of private property and its climax in the
capitalist production mode, the human being is wrested from this
natural body, which is now taken over by alienated human rather
than divine foreign powers. By this means the human being loses
his specifically human characteristic, namely the capacity to work,
i.e. to elaborate his natural surroundings as a goal in itself: a free,
conscious activity. For in the alienated work process, work changes
from being a life activity in its own right (praxis) to being merely a
means to shape human existence (poiesis). As a consequence, the
human being is only free in the performance of his animal functions
such as eating, drinking and begetting, whereas in his human functions he has been reduced to an animal.37
This Marxian description, based on a wish to re-establish a selffulfilling praxis instead of an alienated, animal-like poiesis, is in remarkable continuity with classical, especially Aristotelian, philosophy.
In Greece, to be sure, praxis is fulfilled through leisure – a state of
being giving you time to philosophise, govern or fight, because slaves,
creatures destined like animals to serve you through their poiesis,
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turn an infertile nature into an immediately accessible one: the primordial Golden Age regained for the master through the slave as
nature’s bond.38 Although Marx, shifting the master’s role from slaveowner to capitalist, surprisingly agrees with this understanding of
poiesis – namely as a specialised, animal-like belabouring of things
which are not for the producer’s own use – he still believes it is somehow possible in modern industrial society to break through the wall
separating producer and user and ennoble this belabouring itself by
transforming it into praxis. The former alienated slave is thus turned
into a nature-embracing master whose work is his life’s very mission. With this Marxian idea of work recreating the original exchange
with nature, and by this means being uplifted to life itself, we are close
to the vitalist ideas of Carlyle, Jünger and Heidegger, who likewise
identify work with life and see it as a natural force. In fact, due to his
antagonism against alienated labour and his general concern for the
proletariat, Carlyle heavily influenced Marx’s partner Frederic Engels
in his writing of the Condition of the Working Class in England (1845)
and is cited frequently, albeit somewhat sceptically, in this work.39
But does Marx actually heroise work, seeing it as a potent activity which is parallel to and can be fused with noble violence? Although
Marx promotes revolution, or the forceful upheaval of old society,
he seems to be ambivalent and mostly silent as regards the use of
violence, hoping that the socialist order will spread in a spontaneous
way.40 Violence seems to be a deplorable but nevertheless unavoidable fact when historical evolution moves towards a more progressive stage. Observing with frustration that the legitimate violence
used during the Paris Commune in 1871 had not been sufficient, Marx
thus recommends that the coming communist society should be
‘energetic in its use of force’, and take ‘all necessary steps’ to subdue
its opponents: ‘When our turn comes, we shall make no excuses for
the terror’.41 Indeed: ‘Violence is the midwife of every old society
pregnant with a new one. It is in itself an economic potency.’42 So,
although Marx does not fuse work and violence into one heroic
activity, as do Carlyle, Jünger and also Heidegger, the martial element
nevertheless intervenes in the sphere of labour – here, societal birth
labour as well as economic labour – and, accordingly, the way is at
least partially paved for the unashamed heroism encountered in
all the totalitarian regimes based on Marx’s ideas.
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Heroising work is a method of making technology organic. Through
the worker’s muscle power, his equipment becomes an extension of
his body – a prosthesis that is in a Heideggerian sense Zuhanden
(‘ready-to-hand’) rather than Vorhanden (‘present-at-hand’)43 – turning him into a cyborg, a hybrid of machine and organism. Because of
this amalgamation of body and technology and the collective mobile
mass that results, Lewis Mumford’s observation that totalitarian
systems are megamachines which ruthlessly subordinate all parts of
society to their stiff mechanics44 is only half true: they are just as
much megaorganisms subduing all societal members to their insoluble organic mass. These cyborigian megaorganisms are furthermore overheated, feverishly excluding and crushing all elements
not considered part of the body. This fever, the totalitarian heroism,
could be understood as a slowed-down war, a yet unfinished revolution which, in spite of its superiority compared to other societies,
is still in the agonising process of becoming more perfect.
This frozen war-like state comprises perhaps the most important
reason for the huge split between theory and practice, between
official ideology and everyday reality, found in totalitarian states. The
war-like ethos of constantly striving toward victory demands a huge
propaganda apparatus which can motivate the members of society
to totally absorb themselves in the ideals of the revolution. However, because this ethos is feverishly eager to separate the true
heroes from those who cannot live up to the ideals, a schism develops: what from inside ideology is considered a heroic battle between
a huge ‘us’ and a peripheral ‘them’, appears from outside as a strongly hierarchic system in which the ‘us’ has diminished to an elitist top
suppressing a ‘them’ which grows into an increasing proportion of
the members of the society in question. This shift of viewing angle
turning the ongoing popular revolution into a paranoiac society fighting its own members evidently also influences the dominant feeling
of totalitarian society: it is pervaded not so much by heroism as
by the darker qualities of war: those of terror and victimisation. As
Hannah Arendt states, ‘terror is no longer used as a means to terminate and frighten opponents, but as an instrument to rule masses of
people who are perfectly obedient.’ Indeed, ‘terror […] is the very
essence of its government.’45 From my perspective, focusing on work,
it is noteworthy that work is also densely inscribed in this reversal,
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changing status from work-as-self-fulfilment, praxis, to workas-punishment, poiesis, with a nadir in the totalitarian dark site par
excellence: the concentration camp.
As regards the view from within totalitarian ideology, one could
first state that whether everyone in society strives to optimise production in the fields or factories or fight against the enemies of
the system, their activity is a heroic battle, a war to gain control over
the world’s recalcitrant forces. In continuity with Carlyle’s, Jünger’s
and to a certain degree Marx’s descriptions of the convergence of war
and work, totalitarian visual culture thus overflows with images
of the heroic worker and the labouring soldier. As stated in a review
in the journal Kunst im Dritten Reich (1943):
K_\ nfibdXe# [\e`^iXk\[ kf _fd\c\jj gifc\kXi`Xe `e DXio`jd# _Xj `e fli
g\fgc\ËjC\Y\ejiXldY\Zfd\Xjfc[`\if]k\Z_efcf^pn_f]fi^\jk_\n\Xgfej
]fik_\Ô^_k`e^]ifek%@e_`d#Xj`eg\XjXekjXe[jfc[`\ij#Xi\`eZXieXk\[k_\
Y\jkjlYjkXeZ\f]fliiXZ\%+-
Thus, when muscular and youthful protagonists harvest in corn
fields, swing hammers in factories, carry weapons to war or perform
sport in countless communist and fascist posters, paintings and
films, everything they do is to be understood as heroic activities in
which the overcoming of difficult tasks appears as the essence of a
good communal life (ills. 2.3 and 2.4). Although the heroic body
language in which these activities are draped derives from a culture
– that of classicism – which reserved it for non-work activities
like war and sport, reserving work to slaves, it is combined with work
here, too, which is somehow revolutionarily transformed from animal-like poiesis to superhuman praxis.
Such images in the Soviet Union were disseminated under
the heading ‘Socialist Realism’ because the ideal world they represented was said to comprise either the already existing reality or an
imminently attainable future reality for which they thus provided
instruction. As one of the chief ideologues, Maxim Gorky, put it, art
should hold a magnifying mirror in front of the Soviet People’s eyes
in order to show them their future heroic form.47 In his essay ‘On the
Hero and the Crowd’ from the 1920s, Gorky contrasted the pessimist
hero of the 19th century with that of folklore and myth and stated:
‘We are all born heroes and live as such. And when the majority
understands this, life will become thoroughly heroic.’ Indeed: ‘Our
real, living hero, man, who creates socialist culture, is more exalted
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and grander than the heroes of our tales and novels.’ Starting with
the Stakhanovite movement, named after a mine worker who allegedly broke all records, this will to spread heroes in real life provided
all disciplines – forestry, tilling, tractor driving, milking etc. – with
a model working hero to emulate, thereby facilitating the creation of
New Man.48
As stated above, for both communist and fascist systems, the
heroisation of work aims at overcoming the barrier between nature
and culture, the organic and the technological. By turning his instruments into existential prolongations of his body, the worker enters
into an organic relationship with the material he is elaborating. But
the ways in which this organic harmony is pursued have different
accents: communism, with its outer materialistic interests, seeks it
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futuristically; fascism, with its veneration for essential values like
blood and soil, does so nostalgically. In communist ideology, notably that of the Soviet Union between the 1930s and 1950s, technology is thus emphatically welcomed, so that technological elements
like factories, construction sites and tractors are common ingredients of visual culture; whereas landscape paintings in which cultivation is not dominant are rarely seen. Likewise, transforming the
pre-modern identification of woman and nature, the typical Soviet

)%+% 8c\bjXe[i;\`e\bX# KfNfib#kf9l`c[Xe[Efkkf:fdgcX`e(0** #Jfm`\k
gfjk\i%
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image of woman is one in which she is shown active, either in a working situation (agricultural, industrial or military), doing heroic sport,
or as a mother, her own body having a functional use. In contrast, in
fascist ideology, especially Nazism, mechanical technology is more
ambivalently received. For instance, while Nazi visual culture does
include images of factories, construction sites and motorways,49
images invoking nature more directly are preferred, either in the form
of agricultural scenes – marked by more traditional technologies
in this context50 – or as proper landscape paintings. Similarly, Nazi
culture rarely presents images of active females, but either relegates
women to a passive mother role in the household or converts them
into erotic nudes in domestic or mythological settings. Especially
in the latter, woman retains some of that virginal quality which was
also connected with the nature portrayed in Nazi landscape paint-
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ing. All common heroisation apart, then, Soviet visual culture accentuates mechanistic realism, its Nazi counterpart being steely romanticism.
Whether dealing with Nazi or Soviet visual culture, however, one
seeks mostly in vain for costs pertaining to the revolutionary project,
notably the costs encountered in real-life practice. Although the
commitment to the collective’s ideals, not least as personified in its
leader, should be unconditional and therefore occasionally might
turn the hero into a martyr, portrayals of battle scenes mostly show
its protagonists with whole and unbroken bodies, with amounts of
blood and wounds respecting classical decorum. When the German
artist – and favourite of Hitler – Elk Eber, for instance, depicts The
Last Handgrenade (1941), a war situation ushering in immediate martyrdom, he still chooses to portray the dirt-covered soldier as master
of the situation, with strong arms releasing the grenade and eyes
staring hopefully into a victorious future (ill. 2.5). Likewise, in depictions of work, peasants, foresters and industrial workers always
appear in full control rather than being worn, crippled or wounded.
This heroism is still at the forefront even in German depictions of
the traditionally hardest work form, quarrying, the workers being
portrayed as their own masters, and in Erich Mercker’s Marble for the
Reich Chancellery (ill. 2.6) even wearing traditional clothes. Although
Berthold Hinz is right in observing that this quarrying was in reality
often done as forced labour in the framework of the concentration
camps (cf. ill. 8.3), he mistakenly leaps from idealism to documentation when he claims that such paintings were made for the sake of
‘deterrence and warning’: clearly these works were meant to be
positively edifying.51 Even in unequivocal portrayals of enemies of
the state – a lesser mission of visual culture restricted mostly to the
margins of war painting and to posters or caricature – these enemies,
in spite of any caricatured diminishment or deformation, retain
their bodily integrity and keep a safe distance to the horrors of real
war, prison or concentration camp.
Evidently this depiction of totalitarian society from within ideology is markedly different from those pictures which can be gained
from without. Whether visualised heroisation of work motivated
a portion of society or not, working in real totalitarian culture was at
best little more than drab and prosaic, at worst the closest human
beings ever got to hell on earth. This last possibility, the concentration camp, could in fact be considered a strangely logical reversion
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of the heroisation of work found in visual culture, a dystopian reality
hiding in the shadows of utopian stage screens. For just as work and
war converge in the heroisation of work, so they do in the concentration camp, a place governed by the non-rules of a martial state of
emergency and in which human beings work themselves to death.
In contrast to the prison, a stable institution administered at least
in principle according to the stable laws of a civil society, the camp
is a provisional settlement established by societies in a more or less
openly war-like state, either war against outer enemies or that kind
of inner war which is the unfinished revolution of totalitarianism.
Accordingly, prisoners in the concentration camp are never considered society members with well-defined rights; rather they are mar-
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ginalised prisoners of war and therefore treated as representatives of
an absolute otherness: unworthy beings close to animals, or in the
words of Agamben, beings reduced to bare life.52
The most well-known instance of an official ideology affirming
this otherwise general practical outcome of the concentration camp
is of course National Socialism, with its categorisation of Jews, Slavs,
gypsies, homosexuals and the handicapped as untermenschen. But,
in fact, all the prisoners in the Soviet camps were also constantly
addressed as enemies, forbidden to call each other ‘comrade’ or to
look at the portrait of Stalin.53 Nevertheless, in an unresolved paradox, the concentration camp never seems to lose its educational mission, so that its strict working discipline and militaristic order should
appear as somehow prototypical for social life outside the camp.
Most illustratively, this could be the utopian work-camp life into
which Heidegger, the rector of Freiburg University, so much desired
to turn German science that he established a few actual camps, one of
them close to his own wooden hut (Hütte) in 1933. In a letter dated
16 October he approved of its wonderfully tough selective quality:
‘For eight days I had the first camp in Todtnauberg – I have learned
much. In the middle of the camp time I had to dispatch 20 people
– who didn’t fit in. Such a camp is a great trial – for everyone – and
dangerous [Heidegger’s italics]’.54 The most ironic symptom of this
general totalitarian desire for militaristic work was, evidently, the
notorious ‘Arbeit mach frei’ adorning the entrance portals of so many
German concentration camps, but also in the Soviet Union countless
similar slogans were painted all over Gulag barracks or proclaimed
through loudspeakers, saying things like ‘We give all our strength to
work’ or ‘Labour in the USSR – it is a thing of honesty, of glory, of
valour and heroism’.55
So, whether framed from inside or outside ideology, the martial
working order of the concentration camp gains paradigmatic value
in relation to totalitarian society as such.56 From inside ideology,
when the camp inmate is not marginalised as an incorrigible enemy
of the state, he appears as a future working hero whose potential is
strengthened by a martial order which is only quantitatively different
from that of the rest of society.57 From outside ideology he appears
as a victim of terror whose identity is likewise only quantitatively different from the terrorist order governing society as such. Thus, again,
depending on the viewing angle, superhuman working hero and
crippled animal-like slave are intimately connected, threatening to
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collapse into each other when the marginalised other turns out to
possess a bigger part of reality than is admitted in official ideology.
This imminent collapse becomes of course especially logical when
remembering that the innermost mission of the totalitarian hero,
work, is paradoxically identical to what was seen in antiquity, the
prototypical mirror of totalitarianism, as degrading and therefore
reserved for the slaves.
On a more general level, this totalitarian interdependence of
master and slave may be elaborated with ideas from the philosophy
of religion observing the convergence of the highest and lowest
fringes of society: René Girard’s observation of the scapegoat being
either king or slave,58 Bataille’s idea of the heterogeneous domain as
encompassed by elites and proletarians,59 or Agamben’s observation
that the sovereign is intimately connected with his counter-image,
the homo sacer or outlaw, who may be killed but not sacrificed. This
latter figure, the homo sacer, embodies an indistinct zone between
nature and culture, constituting the bare life of which the sovereign
has absolute control, and accordingly, homo sacer is often – for
instance, in Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan – found metamorphosing
into an animal shape, especially a wolf-man.60 However, as Agamben
indicates, it might also be the sovereign himself who turns into a
wolf, a transformation seen, for instance, in Plato’s Republic, in which
it is asked whether a leader of the mob who ‘does not know how to
abstain from the blood of his tribe’ should be ‘killed by his enemies
or become a tyrant and be transformed from a man into a wolf’.61
In fact, such a dissipation of man and beast was actively pursued by
the Nazis, who not only degraded concentration camp prisoners into
animals but desired to become wild beasts themselves. Hitler often
compared himself to a wolf and wished for ‘a violent, domineering,
fearless, and ferocious upcoming generation. It must be able to bear
pain. It must show no signs of weakness or tenderness. The free
and magnificent predator must once again glint from their eyes.’62
Although the Nazis considered themselves to have moved farthest
away from the ape level which was still close to the lower races
or other untermenschen, one writer of popular biology nevertheless
stated that ‘The animal kingdom is the model for the organic state
of National Socialism’.63
Even though Agamben is absolutely right in identifying the concentration camp’s paradigmatic status in relation to a totalising
political system, one being founded on a war-like state of emergency,
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I will still object to his idea that the concentration camp is the ‘biopolitical paradigm of the modern’, i.e. that the state regularisation
of our natural life – biopolitics – has extended so far that even contemporary democratic society is to be compared to a camp without
limits.64 I will instead maintain that the concentration camp derives
not from civic modernity but rather from that specifically war-venerating and heroising backlash variant of modernity which is totalitarianism. If, for instance, milder versions of the concentration camp
resurface in Western contemporary culture in the form of terrorist
detainments or asylum centres, it is because Western democracy
is still haunted by certain totalitarian and anti-modern strands
– deriving from theocratic thinking or veneration for ancient heroism, or both – not because modernity was born rotten.
As the strongest manifestation of the unresolved paradoxes of
totalitarian society, the concentration camp had to be hidden from
official visual culture. Although one finds many instances of licence
to violence in communist ideology – for instance, Lenin, Trotsky and
Bucharin’s idea that forced labour is allowed during ‘war communism’65 – large measures were taken to keep the actual practice of
Gulag violence hidden from view. Even in Nazi Germany, which was
more extroverted about the necessary use of violence than its Soviet
counterpart, and which started out with prototypical concentration
camps for public display such as Oranienburg und Dachau, the camps
became a secret as soon as they multiplied and became implemented
more radically in both the German economy and politics of suppression.66 In his speech to 92 SS officers in the castle of Posen on
4 October 1943, Himmler, the former industrialist chicken farmer,
remarked how Germans remained decent, though hard, after having
endured the typical camp sight of a hundred, five hundred or a thousand corpses lying together. And yet this was allegedly a page of
German history which was ‘never written and never would be written’, as if there was still something about the concentration camps
which, if they became publicly known, would somehow challenge
this image of decency.67
But does this concealment of the worst violence indicate that
it was somehow an accident, an unforeseen circumstance of the
implementation of totalitarian rule? Or was it, on the contrary, deeply embedded in the revolutionary project, an inevitable consequence
of its realisation which was only kept secret for pragmatic reasons?
While a strong case could be made for the latter option in the case
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of Nazi Germany, opinions diverge famously in the case of the
Soviet Union. Here, however, I will opt for the view that the very idea
of revolution and its historical sibling, heroism, are unthinkable
without violence. Revolution implies impatience with contemporary
rules of government and an attendant right to violently upset these
rules. When a society seeks to implement revolutionary ideals, violence will be institutionalised as well.68 As regards that part of the
revolutionary project which was in fact common to fascism and communism, the heroisation of work, with historical hindsight it is clear
that violence was necessary precisely because the goal, the disalienation of work in relation to nature, was in fact far beyond reach with
the means obtainable in the industrial society of those times. It is
only with the far more complex technological methods which have
become available in our post-industrial society that we can begin
more reasonably to dream of having our work disalienated from
nature. The huge irony, even tragedy, of the project of the heroisation
of work is that the worker only becomes disalienated from nature
in the ‘natural’ state of being which is bare life – that is to say, the
animal state where instrumental violence has deprived him of his
subjectivity.
K?<;@J:FEK<EKJ@1D@CC<K

By tracing the theme of the heroisation of work backwards in time
to its pictorial beginnings in Millet and van Gogh, I hope now to find
some evidence that the deeply repressive side of totalitarian culture
is not some accident that only emerges suddenly with the mature
institutionalisation of totalitarian society, but that it is imbedded in
the revolutionary heroisation of work from the outset. The difference
is, then, that in the beginning the dark side is more densely written
together with the heroism, and this on an imaginary level, whereas
later on it is displaced to a schism in society between official propaganda and an ever-felt but not officially discussed everyday life
infiltrated with work-as-punishment.
Images of workers, and perhaps especially peasants, seem to be a
mark of the industrial revolution and its social tensions whenever
they occur.69 In the second half of the 19th century, the response
wavered between different kinds of realism: romanticising (Jules
Breton, Josef Israëls), harsh (Jules Bastien-Lepage, Julien Dupré) or
– and this was new – heroising (Millet, Léon-Auguste Lhermitte, van
Gogh). In the painters of the third kind, in whom classicism, how-
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ever transformed, runs as a dark undercurrent, the confrontation
with industrial culture led to a peculiar mixture of more or less vague
hopes for a socialist future and nostalgic longings for the pre-industrial past.70 In a way parallel to Carlyle’s and Marx’s contemporary
desires to reverse the alienation of labour, these artists looked to
the countryside to find an area in which society could re-institute a
pre-industrial harmony with nature, if not invoke a Christian
redemption: ‘our aim is walking with God – the opposite of living in
the midst of the doings of the big cities’, van Gogh exclaimed.71 For
‘[…] the Brabant of one’s dreams, reality almost comes very near it
sometimes [van Gogh’s emphasis].’72 Just as Millet heroised the
peasants, van Gogh found in Millet a Father figure (le père, le grandpère, le père p. ex.) who gave the younger generation the answer to all
their artistic questions: ‘They started a peasant’s and a labourer’s
figure as a ‘genre’, but at present, with Millet the great master as a
leader, this is the very core of modern art, and will remain so.’73 With
this choice of modern core another route was taken than the Greenbergian one leading from Manet to modernism: a route leading
either to socially interfering avant-gardes or to totalitarian art.
However, in the actual pictures painted by Millet and van Gogh,
which is my focus of interest here, the signals sent are each in their
own way remarkably ambivalent, as if the regained rustic past has
already been so infiltrated with the industrial present that utopia
casts dystopian shadows. Even in Millet’s rural universe, which
mostly avoids modern agricultural technologies, the viewer gets
hints of certain incurable industrial scars. Because of their typical
day labourer job, the three female Gleaners (1857), for instance, may
be seen as members of a new rural proletariat resulting from larger
industrial farms, an example of which is seen at the far right of
the flat landscape; even a pro-democratic writer like Paul de SaintVictor was offended by their harsh realism and called them ‘The
Three Fates of Poverty’.74 We sense that this industrialism worried
van Gogh as well when, for instance, his friend the painter Anton
van Rappard sent him a report from the Dutch province of Drenthe,
and van Gogh replied in December 1881 that it reminded him of
something like North Brabant when he was a boy:
9lkj`eZ\k_\ek_XkgXikf]9iXYXekR¿T_XjZ_Xe^\[\efidfljcp`eZfej\hl\eZ\
f]X^i`ZlckliXc[\m\cfgd\ekjXe[k_\\jkXYc`j_d\ekf]`e[ljki`\j%R¿TJ`eZ\k_\e
k_\i\_Xm\Zfd\Y\\k$jl^Xi]XZkfi`\j#iX`cnXpj#X^i`ZlckliXc[\m\cfgd\ekjf]
k_\_\Xk_#\kZ%#n_`Z_Xi\`eÔe`k\cpc\jjg`Zkli\jhl\%.,
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In fact, as a modern viewer, confronting in particular Millet’s universe, I am struck by a certain ominous quality amounting to what
the Germans call unheimlichkeit. What is going on among these
silent workers ploughing, sowing, reaping, gleaning, sawing, praying, resting and herding animals in a predominantly flat, open landscape? It is as if they are not just repeating what they have always
been doing, but are awaiting something to come, a revolution or an
apocalypse, or both. Their hauntingly silent and mostly barren countryside seems submerged in an atmosphere of latent violence. Take,
for instance, Millet’s The Sower (c. 1849-50; ill. 2.7), an oversized
figure whose energetic movements, muscular legs and Belvederic
torso hovering over the landscape from a low viewing angle clearly
signal a heroism created through the activity of physical work. This
impression of a peasant rising towards victory through his formerly
so modest activities is intensified to threatening and martial heights
through the strange light of the scene, which lets the background
with a ploughing colleague bathe in a whitish light from a setting
(or rising?) sun, but which places the foreground with the sloping
hillside and its inhabitant, the sower himself, in deep shadow. This
darkness culminates in the shadow cast from the sower’s rustic
hat, which blurs his eyes and gives an impression of anonymous,
threatening power. And yet in this blurring of identity a frightening
ambiguity thrives, as if this anonymous power has taken over the
identity of the sower too. Indeed, if we look closer at his poor clothes,
the flock of black ravens picking seed corn in his track, and not least
at the brownish, earthy colours which cover both the naked soil and
his body, we receive other signals than heroic ones: ambivalent and
painful ones pointing to the possibility that this man is not the master of the situation but rather its victim, a crippled, poor and suppressed worker. In the midst of heroic strides forward towards a
revolutionary future, an omen of some kind of violent martyrdom
seems to lurk.
Gadamer remarked that a truly hermeneutic interpretation consists in the merging of two horizons – that of the past and that of the
present – and in deciphering this peculiar ambivalence, amounting
to an ominous unheimlichkeit, the modern viewer cannot forget what
has happened since in the heroisation of work. Memories of countless idealised agricultural workers of totalitarian visual culture thus
blend with images of their suppressed other, the homines sacri of the
concentration camps, and both project themselves backwards onto
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that ominous, forward-looking space of Millet, who of course could
know of neither, but who nonetheless exposed the heroisation of
work with such apocalyptic forebodings that one senses its glooming discontents. If we can learn anything from the establishment of
such a genealogy, it is that in Millet, an artist with a powerful sensibility, the heroisation of work is inextricably linked with suffering
and omens of violence. Only later, when totalitarian societies in fact
seek to institutionalise the heroisation of work as a foundation for
their realised revolutions, was the hypocritical cleft established
between the idealised world of the heroisation of work (official visual
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culture) and the grim world of work-as-punishment (real practice
with a nadir in the concentration camp). Freud defined unheimlichkeit
as the unexpected turning back of something too well known but
long suppressed.76 In the case of Millet, then, the too well known,
but long suppressed, comprises these experiences from totalitarian
cultures which have been bracketed off into a historical space which
is purely their own for a long time, but which now turn unexpectedly
back from the future and project their presence into the ominous
atmosphere of Millet’s pictures.
That this reading of Millet is not even exclusively a matter of a
post-totalitarian perspective can be corroborated by considering
some of Millet’s reception history. For example, when a version of
The Sower was exhibited at the Salon in the winter of 1850-1851,
it was immediately considered a celebration of the New Man – the
concept later institutionalised in Soviet culture. The Sower turned
the peasant into a hero and showed him as a force to be reckoned
with, at a time when male peasants actually acquired the right to
vote.77 The critic F. Sabatier-Ungher, a follower of the Utopian socialist Charles Fourier, thus remarked in the ‘Salon de 1851’ published
in La Démocratie Pacifique: ‘His [the Sower’s] gesture has a Michelangelesque energy and his tone a strange power […]; he is a Florentine
construction […]. He is the modern Demos.’78 In this remark we already
notice the one recurring ingredient of the heroisation of work:
the neo-classical cult of the idealised body. And it can in fact be documented that Millet, despite his peasant upbringing, always based
his figures on studies of nude figures in the academic tradition. Characteristically, he claimed as his prototypes, whom he patriarchically
termed les forts, Poussin, Mantegna, Michelangelo and Rembrandt,
the first three of whom – and emphatically the first and third – were
artists in the classical tradition.79 Nevertheless the critics also
noticed that this classical quality of Millet’s figures was fused with a
highly painful concept of work, reminding us of the shadows of
later totalitarian developments. Just before the above-cited passage,
Sabatier-Ungher makes the following remarks:
:fd\gfficXYfi\i#jfnpflij\\[#k_ifnflkkfk_\jf`cpfliÔjk]lcjf]^iX`e
K_\jf`c`j]\ik`c\Xe[n`ccY\Xi]il`k#Ylke\okp\XiXjk_`j#pfln`ccY\gffiXe[
pfln`ccnfibYpk_\jn\Xkf]pfliYifn#Y\ZXlj\d\e_Xm\jfn\ccXiiXe^\[
k_`e^jk_Xknfib`jXdXc\[`Zk`fe#k_\nfibn_`Z_n`ccY\k_\fecpi\Xcgc\Xjli\
f]`ek\cc`^\ekY\`e^j`eXi\^\e\iXk\[jfZ`\kp%/'
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These observations on the worker’s poverty and his dependence
on an earth with everchangeable fertility are reminiscent of Heidegger’s description of the imaginary peasant owner of van Gogh’s
shoes, notably the ‘quiet gift of the ripening grain and [the earth’s]
unexplained self-refusal in the fallow desolation of the wintry
field’. Although Sabatier-Ungher even emphasises that ‘work is a
malediction’ with biblical pathos, this is nevertheless framed within a revolutionary socialist vision of a ‘regenerated society’ in which
work becomes ‘the only real pleasure of intelligent beings’. At the
same time, Sabatier-Ungher’s phrasing of the sower throwing his
grain ‘out to the soil’ evokes an image of sacrifice to the earth, an idea
made explicit by the moderate critic Théophile Gautier in 1855: ‘but
the gesture with which the poor workman threw out the sacred wheat
into the furrow was so beautiful that Triptolemus guided by Ceres
on some Greek bas-relief could not have had more majesty’. Gautier
remarked similarly on another Millet painting, The Peasant Grafting
a Tree (Salon 1855, now in a private collection in the United States),
‘The man […] seems to be accomplishing some rite of a mystic ceremony and to be the obscure priest of a rural divinity.’81 In these times
of the rising industrial exploitation of the earth, however, it seems
as if the sacrifice the earth needs in order to compensate for this
cynical use of its body is no less than a sacrifice of the workers
themselves.
These highly ambivalent notions of peasant work, vacillating
between heroism and deep suffering and framed within biblical,
pagan cultic and socialist notions, seem to be fairly close to Millet’s
own ideas of his work. In a letter to his friend Alfred Sensier from
Barbizon, the most extensive statement of Millet’s position, he linked
the depiction of tough rural work with humanity, unhappiness,
poetry and socialism:
9lk ÔeXccp# k_\j\ Ôijk Riljk`Z dfk`m\jT jl`k dp k\dg\iXd\ek Y\jk# ]fi @ dljk
Zfe]\jj#Xkk_\i`jbf]Y\`e^kXb\eX^X`e]fiXjfZ`Xc`jk#k_Xk`k`jk_\ki\Xkd\ekf]
k_\_ldXeZfe[`k`fek_XkkflZ_\jd\dfjk`eXikR¿T%@ek_\Zlck`mXk\[gcXZ\j#
Xck_fl^_ Xk k`d\j `e i\^`fej _Xi[cp Xk Xcc k`ccXYc\# pfl j\\ Ô^li\j jgX[`e^#
_f\`e^%Pflj\\fe\#]ifdk`d\kfk`d\#jkiX`^_k\elg_`jYXZbR%%%TXe[n`g\_`j
]fi\_\X[n`k_k_\YXZbf]k_\_Xe[%ÊPfln`cc\XkpfliYi\X[Ypk_\jn\Xkf]pfli
Yifn%Ë@jk_Xkk_\^Xp#afccpnfibn_`Z_Z\ikX`eg\fgc\nflc[_Xm\pflY\c`\m\6
@k`jefe\k_\c\jjk_\i\k_Xk@Ôe[k_\kil\_ldXe`kp#k_\^i\Xkgf\kip%/)
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To be sure, in statements like this Millet expressed a profound pessimism concerning the human condition, and by all evidence he was
not a friend of the socialist movement and its belief in bettering the
human condition through revolution – the 1848 and 1871 versions
of which disappointed him to an increasing degree.83 Nevertheless,
his attitude here seems deeply ambivalent, quite similar to his attitude to religion: Herbert declares him to be an agnostic, although
most of the critics, in accordance with his upbringing, consider him
profoundly religious.84 Pissarro, a committed follower of the anarchist communist movement headed by Pierre Kropotkin, was disappointed by Millet the believer, too, but nevertheless wrote: ‘He was
a bit too biblical. Another of those blind men, leaders or followers
who, unconscious of the march of modern ideas, defend the ideas
without knowing it despite themselves.’85 True, Millet defended
revolutionary ideas unconsciously, such as through the heroic
tendencies of his working figures, but just as unconsciously this
revolutionary heroism pointed towards a work malediction far
worse than in the era when it was just identified with the human
condition.
One of the hoeing figures of the cultivated places hardly at all
tillable was later painted by Millet in the horrific Man with a Hoe
(c. 1860-62; ill. 2.8). Here, in a desolate landscape with burning fields
in the right background, a rough-looking and impoverished worker
is leaning heavily against a spade while staring from shadowy, clearcut orbits, his expression fusing pain, desperation and exhaustion
bordering on apathy. To the critic Jules Castagnery, this image
signalled biblical hope in the midst of eternal pain. It represented
‘The woeful Christ of the peasant’s eternal tillage’ who brings the
curse of Adam into the promise of the New Testament. For Paul de
Saint-Victor, however, we must search for a long time before finding
this man:
JlZ_kpg\jXi\eËkZfddfe#\m\eXkk_\XjpcldXk9`Zki\%@dX^`e\Xdfejk\i
n`k_flkXjblcc#_`j\p\j\ok`e^l`j_\[#k_\^i`ef]Xe`[`fk#gcXek\[Ziffb\[cpc`b\
XjZXi\Zifn`ek_\d`[[c\f]k_\Ô\c[%K_\i\`jef^c\Xdf]_ldXe`ek\cc`^\eZ\`e
k_`jXe`dXc%?Xj_\aljkZfd\]ifdnfib6fi]ifddli[\i`e^6
Hope has been suppressed by an impression of proletarian work
opening up for all sorts of degrading phenomena: not only losing
one’s intelligence (in striking contrast to Sabatier-Ungher’s abovementioned remark about work being ‘the only real pleasure of intel-
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ligent beings in a regenerated society’), but murdering, becoming an
animal, a monster, if not death itself. So we see once more that if
work, as in the heroisation of work, is fused with violence, this
violence turns inward upon its own performer, transforming him into
a homo sacer.
But then again, this image was not only about eternal suppression: it gave rise to apocalyptical connotations clad in the language
of socialist revolution. When it came to the United States in the late
19th century it acquired national fame as an expression of democratic sensibility through the words of the socialist poet Edwin Markham.
His poetic paraphrase of the painting, ‘The Man with the Hoe’, published by the San Francisco Sunday Examiner in 1899, was recited
by three generations of American school children:
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9fn\[Ypk_\n\`^_kf]Z\ekli`\j_\c\Xej
Lgfe_`j_f\Xe[^Xq\jfek_\^ifle[#
K_\\dgk`e\jjf]X^\j`e_`j]XZ\
8e[fe_`jYXZbk_\Yli[\ejf]k_\nfic[%
R¿T
?fnn`cc`kY\n`k_b`e^[fdjXe[n`k_b`e^j
N`k_k_fj\n_fj_Xg\[_`dkfk_\k_`e^_\`jÆ
N_\ek_`j[ldYK\iifij_Xcci`j\kfal[^\k_\nfic[#
8]k\ik_\j`c\eZ\f]k_\Z\ekli`\j6/The ekphrasis predicts, then, that this suppressed worker will rise at
some point from his bowed position and confront his suppressers,
who have turned him into a thing and whom he has silently tolerated through the centuries. However, it seems highly unlikely that
this revolutionary confrontation will turn into a socialist utopia, as
the person who is going to perform the world judgement is called
a ‘dumb Terror’. This poem marvellously captures the haunting
ambiguity of Millet’s revolutionary omens by not only hinting that
the revolution will turn into terror – as indeed occurred for the many
20th-century revolutions that turned into totalitarianism – but also
stating that this terror is built into the very figure of the suppressed
worker rising, so that heroising former victims of terror only generates more terror.
Such terror was faced by Millet himself during the revolution
of 1871, the Paris Commune, which he considered a catastrophe:
‘Isn’t it rather horrible what these miserables have done in Paris!
These are monstrosities without precedent. In comparison, the
Vandals were conservators.’ So: ‘One could call our age the age of the
great massacre.’87 In spite of Millet’s denigration of the destructive
energies of revolution, he could, with characteristic ambiguity, resort
to this very imagery of apocalyptic destruction when illustrating
the sovereignty of thought as a creative force. Thus, a year before, in
a discussion with the radical critic Théophile Thoré about what
qualifies a work of art, Millet and his Barbizon colleague, Théodore
Rousseau, would not accept the too factually minded critic’s belief
in the subject’s importance. And accordingly, in order to show that
any subject could be turned into a grand artwork, Millet strangely
invoked a menacing prophet, mediating God’s voice and graphically
describing such coming disasters, with ‘cockchafers and grasshoppers, my great army, etc.’,
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k_Xkfe\_X[e\m\i`dX^`e\[X^i\Xk\i[\mXjkXk`fef]k_\\Xik_%8e[@Xjb\[_`d
`]k_\d\eXZ\Xgg\Xi\[^i\Xk\ikf_`d`]#`ejk\X[f]k_\ZfZbZ_X]\ij#k_\gifg_$
\k_X[jgfb\ef]nXiZ_Xi`fkjf]jfd\b`e^2]fik_`j[\mXjkXk`fe`jjf^i\Xk#jf
Zfdgc\k\#k_Xk`k\ok\e[jkf\m\ipk_`e^%K_\<Xik_#`k`jYXi\[JZi\Xd#cXYfli$
\ij#]fik_\_Xim\jkf]k_\Ô\c[j`jg\i`j_\[8e[k_\n`c[[feb\pjXe[Xcck_\
Y\Xjkj_Xm\Zi`\[#Y\ZXlj\k_\i\nXjefdfi\^iXjjNXkZ_k_\ek_\^fXcf][\m$
XjkXk`fe^i\XkcpXZZfdgc`j_\[#Xe[k_\`dX^`eXk`fe`jXjkfe`j_\[%//
That Millet should find the strongest parallel to artistic creativity in
this suggestion of divine world destruction brought about by armies
of insects, a sublime terror devastating the nutritional ground of the
rural labourers, is perhaps not so strange after all. For, considering
the typically apocalyptic world of Millet’s paintings – sovereign
visions of wounded working heroes roaming around on the bare
earth – it is not such a great leap to sensing an ‘age of the great
massacre’ here. If so, only the humble origin of the apocalypse has
shifted from armies of insects to the workers themselves. This, then,
may be a warning of the perverse intermingling of artistic creativity
and revolutionary self-destruction which would be refracted in the
cleft lenses of the 20th century totalitarianisms, from Stalin the choreographer to Hitler the sculptor of mass. No wonder that in the
immediate aftermath of the 1848 revolution Millet could portray
Liberty (ill. 2.9) as a wrathful woman with a sword, walking across
the king’s body while dragging a starved female cadaver with her left
hand.89 This female obviously belongs to the enemies of revolution,
but characteristically she is not vanquished through the sword but
through famine, a characteristic side effect of the 1848 Revolution,
affecting even Millet himself – and one which was to ensue from
many future revolutions.
K?<;@J:FEK<EKJ@@1M8E>F>?8E;D@CC<K

This ambiguity of the revolutionary prospect of the rising workers’
movement is also found in Millet’s ardent disciple van Gogh
and made explicit in van Gogh’s letters. In a letter to his brother
Theo, van Gogh mentions a painting of a woman made before
his reading of Zola’s naturalist novel Germinal (1885), which made a
big impression on him and from which he therefore paraphrases
extensively:
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)%0% A\Xe$=iXef`jD`cc\k#C`Y\ikpZ%(/+/ #Z_XiZfXc[iXn`e^%
Pfln`ccÔe[XmXi`Xk`feXdfe^k_\dÆgifÔc\ÆXYXZb^ifle[f]1Êk_\ÕXkgcX`e
f]jl^Xi$Y\\kÔ\c[jle[\ik_\jkXic\jje`^_k#[XibXe[k_`Zbc`b\`eb%ËJkXe[`e^
flkX^X`ejkk_`j#k_\_\X[f]X_\iZ_\lj\fijZce\lj\n`k_Xe\ogi\jj`feXj
f]Xcfn`e^Zfn#Xg\ijfe]ifd1Êk_\Zflekipj`[\nXjgi\^eXekn`k_XiXZ\f]d\e
n_f^i\n#XYcXZbXm\e^`e^Xidp#^\id`eXk`e^`ek_\]liifnj#`eZi\Xj`e^]fi
k_\_Xim\jkf]]lkli\X^\j#Xe[k_`j^\id`eXk`fenflc[jffeYlijkk_\\Xik_Ë%9lk
k_XkcXjk\ogi\jj`fe`j#@k_`eb#Y\kk\i`ek_\jkl[pn_`Z_@_Xm\j`^e\[#Xe[n_`Z_
@dX[\Y\]fi\@i\X[`k#jfn`k_flkk_`eb`e^f]>\id`eXc#j`dgcpXg\XjXekZfd`e^
_fd\]ifdgcXek`e^gfkXkf\j#XccZfm\i\[n`k_k_\[ljkf]k_\Ô\c[%RmXe>f^_Ëj
\dg_Xj`jT0'
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Although Zola would eventually turn into a socialist, Germinal, which
revolves around a coal miner strike, is likewise marked by an ambivalent attitude to the revolutionary project. This is not least felt in van
Gogh’s paraphrase, the prophetic last sentence of the book, which
turns the sprouting metaphor of the novel’s title, derived from the
first spring month of the French revolutionary calendar, into a modern version of the ancient myth of Cadmus sowing dragon’s teeth
which grow into a horde of armed men. Instead of Markham-Millet’s
dumb terror rising to judge the world, and more in tune with Millet’s
natural army of insects, Zola’s avenging black army – of which van
Gogh posits his own peasants as representatives – literally grows
forth from the furrows soon to burst the earth. The threatening tone
of this revolutionary image of autochthonic worker-warriors, transcending their subterranean mine prison to new growth, is given a
directly macabre timbre by also fusing with the ancient image of
death as harvester, indicating that the ‘harvest of future ages’ will
be felled by death: as Chronos-Death eats his own children, so Revolution, forcefully accelerated history, consummates its workerwarriors in acts of terrorist sacrifices to that earth which procreated
them. This pessimistic view of revolution is stressed in another Zola
paraphrase from the same van Gogh letter, in which the manager of
the Montsou mines, M. Hennebeau, while the coal miners are striking outside his house, has masochistic fantasies about being one of
the brutish workers who obeyed him:
8_c`m\c`b\XY\Xjk#_Xm`e^efgfjj\jj`fejf]_`jfne#ÕXkk\e`e^k_\Zfien`k_
k_\l^c`\jk#[`ik`\jk]\dXc\ZfXckiXdd\i#Xe[Y\`e^XYc\kfÔe[Zfek\ekd\ek
`e`k%?fnjklg`[k_fj\_fccfn[i\Xdjf]k_\i\mfclk`feXi`\jn\i\#k_\pnflc[
`eZi\Xj\ k_\ le_Xgg`e\jj f] k_\ \Xik_# jfd\[Xp k_\p nflc[ _fnc n`k_ [\$
jgX`in_\ek_\p_X[c\]kY\_`e[k_\\XjpjXk`j]XZk`fef]k_\`i`ejk`eZkjYpiX`j`e^
k_\dkfk_\leXgg\Xj\[jl]]\i`e^f]k_\gXjj`fej%RmXe>f^_Ëj\dg_Xj`jT0(
As in the visions of Millet and van Gogh, then, the workers are seen
as beings close to nature, beasts living only to satisfy their instincts.
And Revolution will not change this meanness, only amplify it into
intensified suffering marked by unrest.
To be sure, van Gogh typically paints countrysides which seem
much more fertile than the barren ones of his predecessor Millet
– in fact almost manically so, with their screaming green and yellow
cornfields, blossoming apple trees and sunflowers, and wriggling
cypresses. Yet, some of his landscapes also seem haunted by bad
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omens which are tempting to combine with apocalyptic visions of
revolutionary forces growing forth from the furrows. Especially van
Gogh’s famous late painting (ill. 2.10) of the winding path disappearing into a sprouting wheat field seems appropriate here. In contrast
to so many later communist depictions of wheat fields (ill. 2.11) in
which huge amounts of happy yellow are spilled to conceal the shadowy costs of revolution, this wheat field by van Gogh is overarched
by a blue-black thunderous sky, with an ominous flock of black crows
hovering over the wheat stalks. In van Gogh’s own words, paintings
like this one represent ‘the health and restorative forces that I see in
the country’; however, in the same breath he describes their subjects
ambivalently as ‘vast fields of wheat under troubled skies, and I did
not need to go out of my way to try to express sadness and extreme
loneliness.’92 Indeed, something evil seems to be lurking over these
overly fertile fields, and I will suggest that this evil should be seen as
the apocalyptic costs resulting from the heroisation of work.
Seeing the empty path winding into the field, one is particularly
reminded of Heidegger’s reading of van Gogh’s shoes ‘[u]nder [whose]
soles slides the loneliness of the field-path as evening falls. In the
shoes vibrates the silent call of the earth, its quiet gift of the ripening grain and its unexplained self-refusal in the fallow desolation of
the wintry field.’ Here, however, the call of the earth would seem to
have turned from silence into a scream, reminding us of Heidegger’s
note to Karl Löwith in 1923:
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=fip\XijXjXp`e^f]mXe>f^__XjfYj\jj\[d\1È@]\\cn`k_Xccdpgfn\ij
k_Xkk_\_`jkfipf]dXe`jc`b\n_\Xk1`]fe\`jefkgcXek\[`ek_\\Xik_kfÕfli`j_#
Zfd\ n_Xk dXp# fe\ n`cc Y\ ^ifle[ lg ]fi Yi\X[%É Nf\ kf _`d n_f `j efk
glcm\i`q\[%0*
Thus, van Gogh’s thunderous wheat field would seem to scream
for the sacrifice of the workers in accordance with his own desire recirculated by Heidegger: that men should fulfil their destiny by
becoming harvested and pulverised like wheat stalks.
In what resembles an attempt to maintain some kind of balance,
van Gogh seems to have transferred all his heroic energy to a deliriously blossoming countryside, while its inhabitants have broken
down most of the academically derived heroism of Millet and display
only the simple, rough and animal-like tendencies mentioned in
Markham’s poem. In fact, in the early 20th century, van Gogh’s peasants were seen as parodies of Millet’s well-proportioned bodies.94 As
Griselda Pollock acutely remarks, van Gogh paints this roughness
zigzagging between sympathetic identification and a menacing
otherness in which the peasants are turned into dumb beasts: ‘Why

)%((% J\i^\`>\iXj`dfm#8:fcc\Zk`m\=Xid=\jk`mXc(0*. #f`cfeZXemXj%DfjZfn#Ki\kpXbfm>Xcc\ip%
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are the workers with whom the artist sat day after day presented
as creatures from so alien a world, threatening to come forward but
relocated by the manipulation of paint on canvas as merely performing their tasks as part of nature?’95 No less than van Gogh, in fact,
Millet posited the peasants in intimate connection with the soil they
worked: ‘I admit only with difficulty that one can separate the peasant from Nature. He is in some way an integral part of it, like a tree,
or ox. […] From the artistic point of view he finds himself simply the
most elevated point in a system that begins with the vegetable and
ends with him.’96 Pre-Darwinian as it is, this radical inscription of
the peasant into the organic world of plants and animals gives the
modern onlooker uneasy reminiscences of the Nazis’ later forced
act of disalienation: on the one hand stigmatising their enemies as
Untermenschen, and on the other identifying themselves with wild
beasts. In his eagerness to classify the peasants as part of nature, van
Gogh was similarly guided by a worrying cocktail of racism and class
discrimination. For example, in Brussels he read a book on Johann
Kaspar Lavater and Franz Joseph Gall’s phrenology, which designated the African Negro as ‘a totally unintelligent man’ because he had
a flat nose and big lips.97 Adapting such observations to European
peasants, with a strange mixture of denigration and adoration, in
1884 van Gogh looked for models with ‘rough, flat faces with low
foreheads and thick lips, not sharp, but full and Millet-like’.98 After
harvesting the fruit of these studies, The Potato Eaters (1885; ill. 2.12),
which was originally planned as part of a series derived from Millet’s
diurnal cycle, van Gogh explained:
@ _Xm\ ki`\[ kf \dg_Xj`q\ k_Xk k_fj\ g\fgc\# \Xk`e^ k_\`i gfkXkf\j `e k_\
cXdgc`^_k#_Xm\[l^k_\\Xik_n`k_k_fj\m\ip_Xe[jn_`Z_k_\pglk`ek_\[`j_#
Xe[jf`kjg\Xbjf]dXelXccXYfli#Xe[_fnk_\p_Xm\_fe\jkcp\Xie\[k_\`i]ff[%
@_Xm\nXek\[kf^`m\k_\`dgi\jj`fef]XnXpf]c`]\hl`k\[`]]\i\ek]ifdlj
Z`m`c`q\[g\fgc\%R¿T@g\ijfeXccpXdZfem`eZ\[@^\kY\kk\ii\jlckjYpgX`ek`e^
k_\d`ek_\`iifl^_e\jjk_XeYp^`m`e^k_\dXZfem\ek`feXcZ_Xid%R¿T@]Xg\Xj$
Xekg`Zkli\jd\ccjf]YXZfe#jdfb\#gfkXkfjk\XdÆXcci`^_k#k_XkËjefkle_\Xck_p2
`]XjkXYc\jd\ccjf][le^R¿T2`]k_\Ô\c[_XjXef[flif]i`g\ZfiefigfkXkf\j
R¿TfidXeli\Æk_XkËj_\Xck_p#\jg\Z`Xccp]fiZ`kpg\fgc\%JlZ_g`Zkli\jdXp
k\XZ_k_\djfd\k_`e^%RmXe>f^_Ëj\dg_Xj`jT00
By stressing that the peasants’ hands move directly from the earth
and into the dish of potatoes, van Gogh suggests an organic connectedness of earth, manual labour and nourishment that stands in dia-
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metric contrast to the civilised and alienated way of life. If this dream
of a disalienated, earth-founded labour now reminds the readerviewer not only of Marx with his ‘Nature [as] the un-organic body of
the human being’, but also specifically of the proto-fascistic Carlyle,
it is not accidental. For in fact, as Griselda Pollock partially indicates,
it draws heavily on van Gogh’s reading of Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus
(1833-34) and its veneration for the work-worn craftsman who ‘with
earth-created tools modestly conquers the world and turns it into
the possession of man.’ This worker with horny, bent hands and a
dirt-smeared face with weather-beaten features is in turn heroically
described as a soldier who is worn out because he has fought our
battles. In fact, when he is fused with that other type Carlyle adores,
the worker of the spirit, he is turned into the peasant-saint who leads
the way to Nazareth. That The Potato Eaters is partly modelled on
this holy Carlylean worker-hero could be seen not only from the similarities between him and the painting’s rough inhabitants – paint-
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ed, as they said about Millet’s figures, ‘with the earth which they
sow’100 – but also from Carlyle’s statement that Heaven’s glory originates from the most humble creatures of the earth, as a light that
shines in a huge darkness: a trigger, perhaps, of van Gogh’s radiant
paraffin lamp. Furthermore, Carlyle says of these ‘Poor-Slaves’ that
they are ‘worshippers of Hertha, or the Earth: for they dig and affectionately work continually in her bosom […]. All Poor-Slaves are
Rhizophagous (or Root-eaters) […]. Their universal sustenance is the
root named Potato […]’.101 To cement the connection to van Gogh,
Carlyle ends up describing a domestic scene in which a ‘Poor-Slave
Household’ of eleven sit around ‘a large oaken Board […] to receive
the contents of their Pot of Potatoes.’102 No wonder van Gogh could
heroically place Carlyle among the many people – including realist
writers such as Harriet Beecher Stowe and George Eliot – who stood
‘at the head of modern civilisation’.103
Having established this link from van Gogh’s honest and rough
peasants to Carlyle’s saintly worker-hero labouring in the earth and
using earth-created utensils, it does not seem to take a big leap to
reach Heidegger’s disalienating reading of van Gogh’s shoes, mentioned in the introduction, including Heidegger’s exclamation
that ‘This equipment belongs to the earth, and it is protected in the
world of the peasant woman.’ In fact, seen from the perspective of
Carlyle, Heidegger does not so much conjure up an alien view, exclusively coming from a later essentialist discourse infiltrated by Nazi
Blut-und-Boden ideas, and project this view back onto an innocent
material; rather he re-exposes the vitalist trend of heroising work
and linking it to nature already intended by van Gogh and whose
Carlylean ballast reached Heidegger via Jünger.
Although both Millet and van Gogh represented the peasants
as beings close to nature’s bosom, thereby giving them an aura
of otherness in relation to their urban onlookers, both artists also
heavily identified with the peasants and sought to transform their
own identity as an artist into that of a worker. According to van Gogh,
‘one must paint the peasants as being one of them, as feeling, thinking as they do.’104 This may have proved easiest for Millet, who would
always boast of his peasant upbringing: ‘My programme is work,
because every man is vowed to the suffering of the body. You shall
live by the sweat of your brow […]: an eternal destiny which will not
change [Millet’s emphasis].’105 Just as Millet’s peasants themselves
suffer when fighting through this physical labour, Milled claimed
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that ‘Art is not a picnic. It is a battle, a wheelwork that crushes […].
Pain is, perhaps, that which makes the artists express themselves
most strongly.’106 These martial and torturous associations appeared
not least in the many instances when Millet, in an idiosyncratically
racist manner, described himself as working like one or more
Negroes.107 We should also observe that van Gogh’s prolificness
came about through an almost inhuman effort which mimicked the
worker-martyrs he so adored, and one may ask oneself if his suicide
in a ripe cornfield at Auvers-sur-Oise, committed at the point of complete exhaustion, was somehow a sacrifice to that earth to which
all workers allegedly belonged. By pulverising himself, wheat-like,
in this way, his work could become Eucharistic bread for his alienated urban viewers.
Because of this fundamental identification with the workers, we
must consider with a certain degree of scepticism Meyer Schapiro’s
attempt to disqualify Heidegger’s van Gogh interpretation. According to Schapiro, there is no evidence for Heidegger’s claim that the
old pair of shoes van Gogh painted actually belonged to a peasant.
Instead, Schapiro prefers to see them as van Gogh’s own, thereby
considering the painting as a kind of self-portrait.108 However, even
if Schapiro is right, exactly because van Gogh identified so closely
with the peasants and workers, the act of painting his own worndown shoes would still count as portraying a pair of ‘worker’s shoes’.
In fact, his grand-père Millet often gave his masculine admirers a
small pencil sketch of a pair of peasant clogs, telling them in this
way that he was truly a peasant. So van Gogh’s series of shoe pairs
may certainly be seen as a monumentalised appropriation of this
kind of self-portrayal.109
A general point in Heidegger’s ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’ is
that the artwork is part of ‘createdness’, in contrast to the equipment’s readiness: whereas the thing of use is marked by reliability
and habit and therefore glides into oblivion when used (for instance,
the peasant’s shoes), the artwork lets truth happen because it posits
the usual being in a state of unusual unconcealedness, aletheia
(for instance, van Gogh’s painting of the peasant’s shoes).110 Part of
this ‘happening of truth’ is what Heidegger terms unheimlich, a dialectical quality which, not unlike Freud’s notion, occurs when the
familiar, reliable and safe is displaced to new circumstances. 111
Dismembered as they are from their usual context, standing alone
on the floor with their dark hollows gaping open, van Gogh’s shoes
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certainly possess such an unheimlichkeit. Taking into account that
the above-mentioned doubt of their belonging has been driven to
extremes by the Jewish philosopher Derrida, who even questions
whether the shoes belong together at all and furthermore suggests
Schapiro’s doubt as caused by his own identity as a nomadic, urban
Jew,112 one perceives perhaps a further unheimlichkeit that also turns
back from the future. From this horizon, the near future of Heidegger’s
1935-36 reading, van Gogh’s lonely shoes seem to multiply (ill. 2.13)
and become mountains of abandoned shoes (ill. 2.14), hyper-nomadised leftovers of that terror regime which turned the heroisation
of work into a death industry. By industrially re-cycling these leftovers which primarily belonged to urban nomadic Jews, allegedly
decadent idlers, the Nazis hoped to re-convert uselessness to use;
although by so doing, nature turned into the most extreme example
of Bestand, that passive repository for industry’s exploitive equipment, Ge-Stell, which Heidegger, from the post-war position in 1949,
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described as a prime danger of civilisation and, in fact, himself fleetingly compared to the Nazi death industry:
=Xid`e^ `j efn dfkfi`j\[ elki`k`feXc `e[ljkip# `e \jj\eZ\ k_\ jXd\ Xj k_\
]XYi`ZXk`fef]Zfigj\j`e^XjZ_XdY\ijXe[[\Xk_ZXdgjRM\ie`Z_kle^jcX^\ieT#
k_\jXd\Xjk_\YcfZbX[\Xe[jkXim`e^f]Zfleki`\j#k_\jXd\Xjk_\]XYi`ZXk`fe
f]_p[if^\eYfdYj%((*
Since the fabrication of corpses was the unacknowledged outcome
of Heidegger’s own rustic dream – the danger of his beloved workcamp life having become infinite – could one imagine a more ironic
example of Heideggerian truth happening as unheimlich unconcealedness than these mountains of shoes, the shadows of otherness
collapsing into Heidegger’s sought-for presence?
The idea that this multiplication of shoes signifies not only a paranoiac return from the future but also a deferred action becomes
clear from one of Heidegger’s seminars from the winter of 1933-34,
Heraclitus’ Verdict: The Fight as Being’s Character. In words eerily
matching the impending Nazi extermination programme against the
Jews, Heidegger emphasises how important it is for a people’s wellbeing to identify and eliminate an enemy that threatens the beingthere of this people, even if the enemy is invented: ‘And it could

)%(+% G`c\jf]j_f\j]ifdm`Zk`dj#g_fkf^iXg_%Fj¡n`\òZ`d8ljZ_n`kq #D\dfi`Xc
Xe[Dlj\ld8ljZ_n`kq$9`ib\eXl%
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appear that there is no enemy. Then the prime requirement is to
find the enemy, place him in the light or even first to create him, so
that this resistance against the enemy happens and being-there does
not become blunt.’ As ‘[t]he enemy could have fastened in the innermost roots of the being-there of a people’, it is crucial to keep up the
constant readiness ‘and initiate […] the attack with the goal of the
total extinction [völligen Vernichtung].’114 So Auschwitz’s mountains
of shoes, the outcome of the total extinction of the enemy wished
for by Heidegger, are indeed not far away. They are a testimony to
a movement which would go infinitely far in creating this enemy – a
race of urban idlers, which should be extinguished so that the soil,
to which van Gogh’s shoes allegedly belonged, could remain pure
and its people avoid becoming blunt. Nonetheless, when Heidegger
made his explicit post-war linkage of agricultural soil and extinction
of humans, the latter no longer served as purification through sacrifice of the former; rather soil and humans had both been transformed
into an anonymous reserve for the cynical machinery of industrial
modernity.
This future-informed unheimlichkeit invading van Gogh’s shoes
through Heidegger’s reflections casts perhaps its longest shadows
if we also bring into the discussion Millet’s images of shepherds.
In these images, mostly pastels, in which lonesome shepherds walk
or stand among their flocks of sheep or cows, their bodies veiled in
long cloaks and their faces hidden in shadows, the silent atmosphere
seems vibrant again with a latent threat. Take the pastel Flight of
Crows (c. 1866; ill. 2.15), in which the cowherd turns away from the
viewer in order to see a flock of crows flying up from the barren
field.115 Standing there completely veiled and leaning on her stick,
with the crows rising behind a row of naked autumn trees, their black
silhouettes first standing out against the setting sun, then disappearing in the dark clouds, she appears to be watching an omen of evil.
Indeed, with her skull-like head-veil, she herself metamorphoses
into an image of death. The crows here resemble hellish smoke coming, Bosch fashion, from the dark earth, while the row of trees gives
a feeling of containment, as if they were a fence of some kind. This
fence-like quality, often characteristic of Millet’s autumn trees, crystallises into fact in the eerie Sheepfold by Moonlight (c. 1856; ill. 2.16).116
In this work, the black silhouette of the shepherd rises from the
moonlit grid of the paddock, his right hand raising a menacing stick
over the sheep whose mass of bodies shine dimly against the low
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moon; in the words of Sensier, this is ‘a bizarre and awesome world’.
Indeed, Sensier acutely describes this shepherd as ‘a being of prey to
the evil spells of the night.’117 Such scenes make it understandable
that Millet could describe his experiences of the field and forest as
‘dreamy, a sad dream, though painfully pleasurable’, and that at the
end of the day he could return from the forest crushed by its stillness
and greatness, if not directly scared.118
Of course, the shepherd has a long tradition in Western art as a
benevolent figure, nurturing and caring for his flock. In metaphoric
language turning the flock into an anthropomorphic crowd, the
Mesopotamian or Israelite king was the shepherd for his people;
Christ was the good shepherd for humankind; and the priest became
the pastor for his congregation.119 Taking into account that Millet’s
images are generally permeated by Christian significance and that
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his idea of peasants collapsed the animal-human distinction, it is
indeed plausible that his shepherds refer to this tradition. But in
Millet’s images the shepherds do not appear as unequivocally benevolent; rather there seems to lurk a threat that, haunted by the ‘evil
spells of the night’, their role of guard will take over and turn them
into tyrannical suppressors, wolves who violently force their flock
behind fencing wire before slaughtering them. This is clearly what
happened in the Sheepfold by Moonlight, where the sheep acquires
connotations of sacrifice, displacing the memory of Christ from the
shepherd to the sacrificial lamb.
Legitimising this reading in terms of future developments, we could
first note that the shepherd’s shadow cast from the head gear and
erasing the contours of his eyes just as in the Sower later became an
important part of military iconography. This shadow under a helmet
or peaked cap which emphasises the terroristic anonymity of power
is evident in numerous images of German soldiers from World

)%(-% A\Xe$=iXef`j D`cc\k# J_\\g]fc[ Yp Dffec`^_k Z% (/,- # YcXZb Zfek ZiXpfe fe Yl]] gXg\i% 9Xck`dfi\#
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War I to Nazism. A transitional stage between pastoral-peasant and
militaristic power may be found in Albin Egger-Lienz, a heroising
painter of rural Austria whom the Nazis saw as forerunner of their
own image culture and whose Heimat paintings of peasant work
culture otherwise look like a brutalised version of Millet.120 In Egger-Lienz’s Two Shepherds at Rest (c. 1918; ill. 2.17), for example, two
outstretched, Michelangelesque shepherds let their powerful sticks
rest on their legs while their faces are menacingly hidden in the sharp
shadow from their sun-beaten hats.
If we expose this genealogy more fully, Millet’s shepherds thus
represent in embryo Agamben’s platonic leaders of the mob who
cannot abstain from the blood of their tribe and therefore turn into
wolves. Accordingly, one of these leaders, Goebbels, described the
Nazi delegates to the German Reichstag in 1928 in these words: ‘we
come as enemies! Like a wolf tearing into the flock of sheep, that is
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how we come!’121 To Millet’s vision are thus added uncanny images
from the Third Reich in which SS guards violently force their enemies
behind the barbed wire of concentration and death camps (ill. 2.18).
Their nakedness in death, the industrial manner of their slaughtering, and of course the cattle trucks in which they are transported,
mimicking the animal transport system developing since the 1860s,
all point to the prisoners’ status as cattle.122 This status is not only
pragmatic but also interwoven with layers of significance blurring
the distinction between self and other. In the Nazi propaganda
movie The Eternal Jew (1940), directed by Fritz Hippler, for example,
Jews are shown as torturers of animals before bucolic scenes with
lambs relaxing take over. And Julius Streicher, the editor of the infamous anti-Semitic journal Der Stürmer, allegedly pointed to passages in the Talmud stating that ‘All who are not Jews are animals.
They are livestock in human form. Against them everything is allowed.’
This image of Jews converting their enemies into animals did not
prevent Streicher, as a Franconian party official in 1933, from himself ordering 250 Jewish businessmen in Nuremberg to work like
cattle by pulling up grass with their teeth, and by this means turning them into those homines sacri into whom the Jews allegedly
changed their enemies. As the ultimate sign of Streicher’s – and the
totalitarian forerunners’ – complete confusion regarding self and
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other, hero and victim, before his execution Streicher, allegedly
partially Jewish himself, asked the Nuremberg tribunal if he might
be a Jewish citizen.123 This bond between executioner and victim in
Nazism and totalitarian culture as such could also be inferred from
the Jewish side, for according to a Jewish tradition referred to by Isaac
Bashevis Singer, ‘the souls of the dead were reincarnated in cattle
and fowl and […] when the slaughterer killed them with a kosher
knife and said the blessing with fervor, this served to purify these
souls.’124
These disturbing images identifying humans with cattle and blurring the distinction between self and other all derive, of course, from
a later epoch of which Millet could know nothing. However, in
his shepherd images we do find apocalyptic forebodings and embryonic warnings of protective leadership changing into evil, tyranny
and slaughter, and of animal farming mutating into industrial cynicism. And 20th-century totalitarianism provides us with the most
obvious cases of this badness transforming from virtuality to actuality, an exhaustion of potential which cannot be obliterated from the
modern viewer’s memory, and in this manner exposing certain bad
omens of Millet’s images which would otherwise go unnoticed.
K?<;@J:FEK<EKJ@@@198J<C@KQ8E;B@<=<I

If Millet and van Gogh exhibited the misgivings of tendencies whose
actual fulfilment lay ahead of their present horizon, Baselitz and
Kiefer conversely exhibit the trauerarbeit of factual occurrences
already fully consummated, some of them lying far back in time,
others still being perpetuated in the present of the artists. However,
in spite of these divergent chronological positions in relation to the
same cultural phenomenon – totalitarianism – I hope to show that
certain thematic trends are urgent to both pairs of artists, and, moreover, that both Baselitz and Kiefer not only deal with the shadows of
totalitarianism, but also refer to the universe of Millet and van Gogh,
thereby making explicit the genealogy I am attempting to elucidate.
As neo-expressionist figurative painters, Baselitz and Kiefer are
among the first German post-war artists to grapple distinctly with
totalitarian experiences: starting in the early 1960s, Baselitz has
commented on communism as it survived in the Soviet Union and
East Germany, the country of his youth; and starting in the late 1960s,
Kiefer has digested the National Socialist past. Furthermore, both
Baselitz and Kiefer seem so involved with these experiences that
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their artistic projects lose a great deal of force after they both underwent basic thematic shifts: Baselitz moving on to his well-known
‘upside-down’ universe already from 1969; Kiefer moving on to old
civilisation and Chinese imagery after 1991. However, perhaps reflecting the particular strands of totalitarianism that each focused on,
Baselitz’s images, no matter how amorphous, are basically figurative, whereas Kiefer’s, bordering self-consciously on iconoclasm,
exhibit a multivalent landscape space excluding proper figures. In
this space, unheimlich reminders of the recent and deep past are
evoked, not through explicit symbols but through deliberately vague
signifiers that nonetheless, in a mirror reversal of Millet and van
Gogh, seem infected by collective memories. Kiefer himself remarks,
‘Such an experience, such a knowledge determines our viewing
angle on things. We see railway tracks somewhere and think of
Auschwitz.’125 In spite of their divergent attitudes to figures, we
observe in both Baselitz’s and Kiefer’s pictures a peculiar, almost
cyborgian merging of the human body, nature and artefacts which
perhaps comments on the basic space of totalitarianism and its forerunners: one in which humans and their work are allegedly disalienated from nature. Furthermore, in a manner specifically recalling
Millet and van Gogh, both artists are marked by an obsession of selfidentification with the themes suggested.
The thematic trend in Baselitz and Kiefer pertaining perhaps most
directly to totalitarianism is the hero. Recollecting the revolutionary
way in which Millet’s The Sower was termed the New Man and of how
communism later attempted to institutionalise this figure, in 19651966 Baselitz painted a series of hero paintings called The New Type
(Der Neue Typ), a title attached explicitly to a few of them (ill. 2.19).126
These heroes are obviously critical elaborations of the kind of worker-soldier propagated in totalitarian systems. Later, in his comments,
Baselitz refers especially to the Soviet variant for which he even feels
a certain veneration, but otherwise he emphasises their presence
in other East Bloc states, in Nazi Germany, and even in Mexico,
America and France of the 1930s.127 However, in Baselitz’s depictions, and not unlike the premonitions of Millet and van Gogh, these
heroes emerge as victims of the violent power they themselves
represent: in comparison with the amorphous bio-mass and fragmented bodies Baselitz started painting in the early 1960s, works
reminiscent of Otto Dix’s war imagery, the heroes appear as just
vaguely more coherent agglomerations of flesh – for instance, their
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feet swollen, their hands stigmatised and caught in trap-like devices
– wandering among body fragments and burning rubble, the remains
of some devastating war. The façade of totalitarianism verbally breaks
down in these depictions as the fascist body loses control, beyond
the reach of the heroes’ all-too-small and feminine-looking heads.
The uniforms of the heroes, which normally present a whole and
polished surface, shrink into rags and fuse with the expanding, vulnerable flesh. This expansion includes erect penises, unprotected
masculine power, and androgynous breasts, all signs of a dissolving
gender identity. What we are confronted with here is, in Lisa Saltz-
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man’s words, ‘a masculinity in ruins’, a depiction of what is left
when the paternal authority dissolves, which is shown with particular emphasis in the row of dismembered and monstrous bodies in
Picture for the Fathers (1965; ill. 2.20). Obviously, totalitarian culture
is alluded to, for in this culture a paternal authority is characteristically secured in the aging father figure around whom a cult is built
and whose ideals are allegedly carried out by heroic citizens, his
perennially youthful sons.
Taking into account Carl Jung’s observation that heroisation is by
definition juvenile, if not infantile, and that human maturity is only
reached when heroisation is overcome,128 Baselitz’s hero paintings
could nevertheless also be conceived as more general statements,
portraying the widespread break-down of masculine authority happening in Western states in the lengthy aftermath of World War II.
In fact, just two years before Baselitz’s hero series, the German psychoanalyst Alexander Mitscherlich published his Society without the
Father (1963), a book stating similarly that Western society, due
to industrialisation and war, was losing its paternal authorities and
undergoing an oedipal, or rather anti-oedipal, identity crisis.129 That
for Baselitz this loss of paternal authorities included his own role as
an artist could be inferred from the fact that some of his wounded
heroes – for instance, the Blocked Painter (1965) – have a palette and
brushes in their hand, thereby bringing even the van Goghian grandpère and Milletian les forts types into the sphere of wounded heroes.
Indeed, perhaps Baselitz’s painting lost its nerve after 1969 because
by then he himself had appropriated the authoritarian figure he
had deconstructed earlier.130 Greenberg-fashion, he would now claim
that the upside-down manoeuvre was a trick to ensure that his
‘relationship to the object is arbitrary.’131 And for his public persona
he would adopt a dress code, including a shaven head, gold rings and
black leather coat, which hauntingly recalled totalitarian military
authorities.
But, of course, especially significant in relation to a genealogy of
totalitarianism in visual art, Baselitz’s hero paintings are not only
about fallen military and artistic authorities: their heroism is bound
up with work, rural work. Recurrent pictograms encircling the
wounded heroes are thus rustic symbols harking back unmistakably
to the universe of Millet and van Gogh: ploughs, wheelbarrows, harrows, and, particularly explicit, flocks of crows and detached pairs
of old shoes. Instead of focusing on more modern agricultural
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implements known from Eastern Bloc Socialist Realist images – tractors, combine harvesters, silos – Baselitz emphasises the point I have
tried to foreground earlier: that the heroism of work culminating in
totalitarianism has significant forerunners in Millet and van Gogh,
because these artists give omens of the same dark side of the revolutionary project which Baselitz now explores in retrospect. In fact,
in Baselitz we sense the same mixture of modern and mythically
Christian which characterises the paintings of Millet and van Gogh.
Not only do several of the heroes spread out their arms and expose
the stigmata of their big, clumsy hands, as if the wounded working
hero replays the martyrdom of Christ; but in some paintings either
a Michelangelesque divine hand or the hand of a hero named
The Shepherd carry forth assemblages of culture in which burning
houses mingle with ploughs, indicating a biblical Fall in which war
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and work are two sides of the same civilisational coin. In the recurrent Baselitz hero, The Shepherd, one is specifically reminded of
Millet’s shepherd figure metamorphosing into the evil guard of
totalitarianism.132
If we now turn to Kiefer’s concept of the hero, we will find that it,
too, has a related affinity to the universe of Millet and van Gogh. For
example, in 1963, as a symptom that van Gogh counted among
Kiefer’s early artistic heroes (together with Rodin and Rilke), Kiefer
won a student travel stipend for an essay in which he suggested
exploring the different geographical locations earlier explored and
painted by van Gogh.133 However, when Kiefer went on a journey of
self-discovery in Switzerland, France and Italy in 1969, the mental
location he occupied was not that of van Gogh but that of a Nazi
– a shift again implying the totalitarian forebodings of van Gogh. In
the photographs from the book projects Heroic Symbols (Heroische
Sinnbilder, 1969) and For Genet (1969) and their rearrangement in
Occupations (Besetzungen, 1975), a seventeen-page spread for the
Cologne avant-garde journal Interfunktionen, Kiefer is thus seen posing in different locations – everyday or historically significant sites –
raising his hand in a Hitler salute.134 Even if Kiefer seems to reperform the occupational ambitions of the Nazis, the way the conquering gestures are completely alienated from the sites in these
photographs makes them pathetic, if not ridiculous, and in this manner relieves some of the burdens of the past.
When Kiefer begins to explore the more monumental formats of
painting from 1973 onwards, however, the presence of the human
figure is mostly excluded, substituted by written names, allegorical
symbols, inserted formulaic portraits, or more vaguely anthropomorphic connotations hovering in the heavily sign-loaded interior
spaces or landscapes.135 The heroic figures alluded to in these spaces are mostly ‘great’ figures from the German mythological, philosophical, literary or military past – from Hermann to heroes from
Wagner’s operas to Heidegger – and as such they present a more
Romantic and ‘Nietzschean’, even National Socialist version of the
hero than that of Baselitz, with his explicit references to rustic work.
However, even more than Baselitz, Kiefer projects his own ego into
these heroic spaces, again in the form of an easel, hovering over the
landscapes, or by way of his own studio, an attic of a former school
building at Hornbach, which constitutes the matrix for his indefinable wooden Heimat interiors.136
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Although a critical commentary on the heroisation of work is
mostly absent from Kiefer’s universe of names, it seems all the more
to be subtly alluded to in these landscapes and architectural interiors. One kind of space for such a commentary is the fields which
are once more posited in the grey totalitarian area between work and
war. Their perspectival patterns of characteristically desolate furrows
and high-lying horizons are often overlaid with symbolic markers
– handwriting, pictures, real materials like sand or straw, or, more
abstractly, titles – connoting destruction of some kind, typically a
devastation shifting vaguely between war, artistic creation and the
agricultural cycle’s own processes. The recurrent idea of burning
earth (‘verbrannte Erde’), for example, clearly suggests agricultural
field burning for the purpose of refertilisation in pre-industrial
societies. But as is made explicit in paintings such as Cockchafer Fly
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(Maikäfer flieg, 1974; ill. 2.21), this burning also evokes the martial
burning of enemy land, not least that of the Nazis, or the destruction
of Germany itself.137 Discreetly running along the far hillside above
the pitch-like, locally burning fields interspersed with snow, a sentence from a German children’s song is written in Kiefer’s characteristic schoolboy handwriting: ‘Maikäfer flieg, der Vater ist im Krieg,
die Mutter ist im Pommerland, Pommerland is abgebrannt’ (‘Cockchafer fly, the father is at war, the mother is in Pomerania, Pomerania
is burned down’).
With this intermingling of war and agricultural work in landscape
imagery, Kiefer seems to comment critically on the Carlylean tradition perpetuated by Jünger and the totalitarian regimes, in which a
battlefield is a sort of quintessence of work, of work in its utmost
concentration.138 More generally, the many-layered inscription of
these landscapes with historical significance appears almost as a
visualisation of the way Heidegger fused the earth with the fatal occurrences of the historical Volk living on it: victory and defeat, blessing and curse, mastery and serfdom.139 Furthermore, in works such
as To Paint = To Burn (Malen = Verbrennen, 1974) or Nero Paints (Nero
malt, 1974), Kiefer, by way of the palette symbol, again projects his
artistic persona into the destroying agent of the landscapes: in the
latter, flames from the paint brushes set afire a row of houses and a
church on the horizon, recalling specifically the verbrannte Erde strategy of the Nazi eastern front. Here we are back among the ruined
buildings encircling Baselitz’s Neue Typ.
Considering Kiefer’s full thematic circle, it is not easy to forget
certain strands of Millet’s and van Gogh’s imagery. Kiefer’s emphasis of the desolate state of fields otherwise supposed to be the source
of human nourishment recalls the dialectic of blossoming and exhaustion found in the van Gogh-Millet combination, and his use of
earthy materials such as sand, ash, straw and lead amounts to a
realisation of Millet and van Gogh’s common desire to paint with
the earth itself, including letting peasants be of the earth. Likewise,
his insistence on filling his panoramic canvases with flat earths overlaid by a small strip of sky especially re-evokes Millet’s simple
juxtaposition of plane-like earths and skies – a simplicity he himself
emphasised: ‘In my pictures of fields I see only two things: the sky
and the ground, the two separated by the horizon, and imaginary
lines, rising and falling. I build on that and the rest is either accidental or incidental.’140 And if we consider the violent connotations
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pertaining to the quantities of smoke rising from Kiefer’s burning
fields, the many smoking fields of Millet are emphatically re-invested with a future-informed unheimlichkeit. Superimposed with this
remembrance they invoke not only the agricultural cycle but also that
apocalyptical destruction of the earth and its crops, which Millet
himself presented as a grand metaphor for artistic, thought-based
creation. In this way, Millet’s paintings of burning fields are also
superimposed with an imaginary palette, signifying that the workerartist may turn into a tyrannical emperor painting with flames,
whether in politics or on canvas: ‘Watch the goal of devastation
greatly accomplished, and the imagination is astonished.’
Kiefer’s burning fields also allude to the Holocaust, of course.141
With the master metaphors of golden straw and leaden and ashen
grey, Kiefer, for instance, puts into haunting visual imagery the
‘Todesfuge’ (1945), the poem by the Romanian-Jewish poet Paul
Celan which perhaps triggered Adorno’s famed dictum that ‘After
Auschwitz, to write a poem is barbaric.’142 In this poem, which more
than most contemporary poetry renders explicit the Nazi genocide,
Celan intermingles the killing and cremation of Jews in the concentration camps with the Israelite hope for salvation, even resurrection,
thus unknowingly exposing the literary significance of the later
designation, Holocaust, as a ‘sacrifice by fire’. Celan also crosses the
images of victim and master by juxtaposing the golden hair of
Margarete, the Ur-German maiden known from Goethe’s Faust, and
the ashen hair of Shulamith, the Jewish bride from the Song of Songs.
In his appropriation of these ambivalent displacements, Kiefer
inserts, for instance, bundles of straw on greyish field-like backgrounds, turning Margarethe’s hair (in Kiefer with an h) into the
Ur-German cornfield while at the same time interweaving her with
Shulamith, the burning of the same field, through the understanding of straw as dead grass and the grey colour as ash (ill. 2.22).143
This, then, brings us back to the anthropomorphic identification of
the corn with autochthonously bred humans – an identification
which was first suggested in relation to Germinal’s revolutionary
armies of labourers and their appropriation again in van Gogh’s
peasants, and which, of course, now becomes especially obvious in
relation to the Nazi ideas of Blut-und-Boden. However, by letting the
corn wither into straw and ash, Kiefer points to the vulnerable point
of totalitarian cultures: that same and other, master and victim,
become indistinguishable. This flickering victim-master is also con-
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noted by another aspect of the straw – that it was used as a bed not
only by countless concentration camp prisoners but also, as mentioned by Kiefer himself, by Faust’s Gretchen in the prison.144 Peter
Schjeldahs sums up this idea: ‘As grasses sprout from the ground
and are burned back into it, perhaps, the Holocaust was a harvest
and is now a constituent of the German soil.’145 If, in Celan’s words,
‘Death is a master from Germany’, this master’s attempt to mow
down the Other implies that a considerable part of the Same was harvested too. It is no wonder, after all, that the young Kiefer’s object of
identification could shift from van Gogh, the painter of earth-born
peasants who sacrificed himself in the midst of cornfields, to a Nazi
conqueror who venerated the native soil and sought to burn to its
level the Jewish race, the big other of the earth-born Germans.
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In an ultimate defloration of the past – perhaps bordering on rape,
some would think – we could include in this sacrificial circle Millet’s
depiction of a Woman Baking Bread (1853-54; ill. 2.23).146 In the pallid light of the otherwise dark rustic kitchen, the bread being passed
into the stone oven by the mannish peasant woman has a corporeal
glare, enshrouding the scene in disturbing associations to cremation.
The immediate horizon would be a Christian one, turning the heating of the crushed grain in the oven’s womb into a Eucharistic promise of Resurrection – a symbol of renewed fertility sustained by the
woman’s penetrative gesture and the disturbingly vaginal form of her
apron. But in the light of later events, and Kiefer’s interpretation of
them, this horizon is fused with memories of Holocaust, the crushed
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grain now signifying Jewish corpses sliding into the crematoria of
the death camps: an ironic reversal of Heidegger’s vision of man
turning into grain: ‘Woe to him who is not pulverized.’ And Millet’s
longing for the countryside, including ‘the ruined roof from which
the chimney lets out smoke that fades poetically in the air and lets
us perceive the woman who cooks supper for those who enter, tired
of work in the fields’,147 glides over into Celan’s resurrectionist vision
of the smoke of the concentration camp crematoria: ‘your ashen
hair Shulamith/ we shovel a grave in the air there you won’t lie too
cramped’.
Whether or not the reader will find this layer of significance in
Millet revealing, Kiefer himself explores in-depth the notion of transformation, if not resurrection. Using materials like straw, ash and
lead, he evokes a partially alchemical dialectic of creation in which
baser materials, especially the heavy metal of melancholia, will be
transformed into higher ones, with gold at the apex.148 One macabre
part of this reinterpretation is the Nazis’ industrialist efforts at recycling the remnants of exterminated victims and turning them into
useful items. In three giant leaden books, perhaps ultimately derived
from van Gogh’s still-life with a huge Bible, Kiefer has, for instance,
inserted locks of women’s hair, twisting further the Margarethe/
Sulamith dialectic;149 similarly, human teeth, along with small toy
soldiers, have been encapsulated in the wings of a leaden war aeroplane in Jason (1989). By evoking both the concentration camp victims and the warriors rising from the dragon’s teeth sown by the
title protagonist of the piece (just as the black avenging army of workers would rise from the furrows in van Gogh’s paraphrase of Zola’s
Germinal), Kiefer once more pronounces the extreme ambivalence
of resurrection.150
A final part of nature invested with totalitarian dilemmas by both
Baselitz and Kiefer, and also having certain forerunners, especially
in Millet, is the forest and its timber. With the forest we are close to
the totalitarian dream of re-connecting with nature’s sources and
revealing their anthropomorphic potential, but also to the brutal
inversion of this dream in the industrial hyper-exploitation of nature
– turning nature into Heideggerian Bestand – which perhaps culminated in the communist regimes. For Baselitz, especially, the forest
formed an important part of personal experience, since in 1956 he
considered a career as a forester and was admitted to the State
Forestry School in Taranth before entering art school.151 In his paint-
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ings from the second half of the sixties, trees constitute a crucial
ingredient, mingling, for instance, with dogs and overgrown forest
workers in the split and splintered images leading up to the ‘upsidedown’ shift, or assuming an almost human suffering in the Neue
Typ and related paintings. In these, the trees also seem to be victims
of the martial efforts resulting in the ruined landscapes: they are partially dismembered and bleeding from newly inflicted wounds from
sharp instruments, their roots pierced with a knife, or trunks penetrated by their own branches (ill. 2.24). Forebodings of such a violent
exploitation of nature’s resources, perceptibly converting work into
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war, are sensed in Millet’s Woodsawyers (1848; London, Victoria and
Albert Museum), in which the titanic efforts of the sawing workers
result in a series of huge, surgically cut chunks of logs; and it is
taken to caricatured heights in Hans Schrödter’s Nazi Forest Workers, in which the sawing utensils and axes resemble a parade of gruesome battle and torture instruments.152
In Kiefer, the forest first of all represents the roots of the German
Volksgeist, pointing, for instance, to the impenetrable Teutoburger
Wald in which Arminius (Hermann) defeated the Roman army headed by Varus in 9 AD. As depicted by Kiefer, this forest again seems
full of anthropomorphic forces, crystallising into the handwritten
names (Varus, 1976; ill. 2.25) or formulaic icons (Ways of Worldly
Wisdom, 1976-77 and 1978-80) of Germany’s ‘spiritual heroes’
(Geisteshelden). In Varus, furthermore, the surprisingly barren and
linear branches of the densely packed fir trees are uplifted symmetrically around the lonely, snowy path which disappears into the
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bluish depths. This erectness not only generates a vault-like effect,
playing on old ideas of Gothic architecture’s origin in the primeval
wood,153 but also multiplies the Heiling gesture appropriated by
Kiefer in the slightly earlier Occupations, in this way evoking an
applauding crowd which paves a historical processional way leading
from the Arminius battle to Romanticism and on to National Socialism. In this anthropomorphisation of the forest, Kiefer reactualises
Nazi ideas about the German landscape being a huge organism, such
as those propounded by Walter Schoenichen, the most popular
writer on biology in the Weimar and Nazi era. According to Schoenichen, the landscape could be ‘sick’, ‘wounded’, ‘tamed’ or ‘domesticated’, and foresters were sylvan ‘doctors’ who should implement
‘therapies’ for the illnesses of civilisation, including racial pollution.154 Schoenichen could also remark that spruce trees ‘hardened
by battle with the elements, are the first line of defence for the forest
in the high mountains’, and that ‘the confusion of branches reaching in all directions marks the forest of spruce as a battle zone’, thereby suggesting a Darwinistic 19th-century tradition in which the
whole of nature is seen as a battlefield.155 From this highly anthropomorphic charging of trees there seems to be but a small step
to Kiefer’s forest parades; and likewise Baselitz’s wounded trees are
invoked.
Yet Kiefer’s trees not only point to corporeal signifieds but are
superimposed with references to evil artefacts which pollute, for
instance, the otherwise modernist metamorphosis of Piet Mondrian
– Arminius’ Battle (1976), a fir tree mutating into a grid of black bars.
Memories of concentration camp fences thus also suggest themselves in Varus’s erect branches rising from naked tree trunks, an
association emphasised by the white, dryly billowing lines seen in
the right foreground and multiplied to tangles in Ways of Worldly
Wisdom: forms resembling decayed barbed wire.156 Once more metamorphosing master to victim, self to other, the ghostly heroes of the
forest path of Varus turn into hardworking Muselmänner following
a ghoulish Holzweg – late successors of Millet’s Death Gripping
the Woodcutter (1859) perhaps?157
The same kind of connotative shifts, only with a starting point
in culture, are mixed in, finally, when we move into Kiefer’s wooden
interiors. Whether more explicitly suggesting his own attic studio
in the former school building or some indeterminate heroic hall – Old
Norse, Wagnerian or National Socialist (Deutschlands Geisteshelden,
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1973) – the nakedly exposed wooden boards, beams, rafters, and not
least the windows with their simple grid of bars, give the viewer
unheimlich reminders of some other buildings of the recent past: the
humbly constructed barracks of the concentration camps (ills. 2.26
and 2.27).158 In these interiors, the Germanic cult of rustic Heimat
building, visualised already in peasant construction scenes such as
Egger-Lienz’ Das Leben (1912)159 and reaching a climax in the Nazi
Heimatschutzstil of wooden youth homes, schools and recreation
centres, is ironically reversed, so that again the worlds of victors and
victims melt into one another. The ominous atmosphere of these
interiors is stressed by elements such as strangely immaterial Trinitarian fires; a viper like those played with by the guard in Todesfuge;
or a Wagnerian sword, whose bloody penetration of the naked wood
recalls the sword piercing the roots of Baselitz’s Der Baum I (1965).
Not so unlike Baselitz’s trees then, Kiefer’s forest is a vulnerable one,
forced into violent uses and in this way getting wounded itself.
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As Kiefer’s and Baselitz’s far-sighted perspectives might confirm,
then, the heroisation of work is not a phenomenon that can be bracketed off to the eras of totalitarian regimes. It is a utopian-dystopian
seduction of late modernity which resurges when the heroic ideals
from an otherwise work-shy classical past are revived and form a sinister amalgam with a modernity that accepts work but is otherwise
non-heroic. Hereby an unstable alliance is shaped between elitist
warrior power and the duties of the working mass which threatens
to turn the superhuman heroes into animal victims. More specifically, when rural motives pertaining to this alliance recur in Millet/
van Gogh, totalitarianism, and Baselitz/Kiefer, respectively, it is
because they are iceberg tips of a deeper-lying cultural development,
one moving from ominous potential to a schizophrenic divide of idyllisation and horrific action, and further on to reflective trauerarbeit.
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The concept of totalitarianism is notoriously slippery. After the term
was first put into use by opponents of Mussolini’s fascist movement
in the early 1920s – Mussolini was critiqued for giving excessive
power to the fascist party – the term has been debated for decades
but still lacks a proper definition. Tellingly for the slipperiness of the
term, Mussolini was able to pick it up as a positive description of
the fascist project.1 For Mussolini the term expressed the primacy of
the political over all other social spheres as well as the state’s integration of and control over all aspects of social life. The use of the
term quickly spread to other European nations, and in Germany
several conservative and rightwing writers associated with the
Völkisch movement used it in a positive sense. The writer Ernst
Jünger, for example, used the terms ‘total’ and ‘totality’ in his writings on the mobilisation in World War I.2 In the interwar years the
term was also taken up by leftwing philosophers like Boris Souvarine and Karl Korsch, who made use of it in a ‘negative’ description
not only of the Nazi regime, but also of the totalitarian character of
capitalism.3 Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer also used the
term in their analysis in Dialectic of Enlightment from 1944, in which
they wrote about the violence perpetrated by Western nations against
not only colonial people but also the poor in the capitalist metropolis.4 After World War II and the arrival of the Cold War the concept acquired a new significance when liberal thinkers like Jacob
Talmon and Hannah Arendt used the term as a description of
Hitler’s Germany and the Soviet Union.5 According to these theories,
both systems were characterised by the absolute rule of a party-state
led by a charismatic leader who instituted a lawless system and used
terror to control the population. This interpretation became dominant during the 1950s and 1960s, and remains so even today. The
earlier polysemy disappeared in favour of a focus on the similarity
between Nazism and communism. By stressing this similarity
the Western world was able to present itself as the embodiment of
freedom and liberty in a struggle against the new totalitarianism now
located in the Soviet Union and its vassal states, all of which were
infected by the communist ideology.
The following article is written as a modest contribution to the
discussion of the concept of totalitarianism and totalitarian art. It
offers three interconnected clusters of observations. The first concerns the relationship between totalitarianism and democracy.
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Following the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben, I propose to
understand totalitarianism as a dangerous dimension in democracy
that provides cohesion and unity to democracy. The border between
democracy and totalitarianism is not fixed. I will then continue with
an overview of the problems inherent in the idea of totalitarianism,
understood as a characterisation of the 20th-century experience
of both Nazi and Stalinist dictatorships. The third cluster of observations is of a historico-political nature and concerns the relationship between art, state and counter-revolution in Italy, Germany
and the Soviet Union. Through a discussion of Igor Golomstock’s
Totalitarian Art, I will consider the relationship between art and
politics in totalitarian regimes.
;<DF:I8:P#JFM<I<@>EKP8E;KFK8C@K8I@8E@JD

When discussing the relations between democracy and totalitarianism, we are entering very complex terrain that requires a certain
scepticism with regard to the way the term totalitarianism is used.
The term is often used to stigmatise opponents of the West because
it generates images of slaughter and brutality. We have to prevent
the instrumentation of these ‘unconscious’ reactions. 6 When we
– in the light of 9/11 and former President George Walker Bush’s
permanent ‘State of War’ – approach the question of totalitarianism,
we have to take into account the very important analyses of sovereignty, power and law that Agamben has carried out for the last ten
to fifteen years.7 According to Agamben, there is ‘an inner solidarity
between democracy and totalitarianism,’ because both of these
systems create a zone where law and violence become indistinguishable.8 Agamben provocatively claims that democracy and totalitarianism are not each other’s opposites, but should be considered two
points on a sliding scale. We must of course insist on the historical
differences between the democratic systems and the totalitarian systems; but we cannot, Agamben argues, stay blind to their similarity.
Totalitarianism, like democracy, regards state power as being central
and in principle all powerful. Or in Agamben’s more technical terms,
both systems share the same idea about the form of sovereignty. Both
democracy and totalitarianism equip the sovereign with a special tool
for use in extreme cases: the state of emergency.
Following the Swedish jurist Herbert Tingsten, Agamben argues
that the constitution of a state of exception threatens to liquidate
democracy, because a zone of indistinction is created between law
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and exception. The state of exception is a juridical paradox. When
it is declared it is possible for the sovereign to act outside the law.
According to Agamben, at this moment the sovereign shows his
true face in so far as sovereignty is the existence of a power that can
suspend the law. This is the ‘secret’ of sovereignty: the sovereign is
simultaneously inside and outside the juridical order as he decides
on the exception. In deciding on the state of exception, ‘the sovereign creates and guarantees the situation that the law needs for its
own validity.’9 Since the exception cannot be codified in the established order, it is necessary to decide whether it is an exception, and
whether the rule applies to it. The sovereign is the one who takes this
decision on what constitutes public order and security, the person
who decides whether the public order has been disturbed. As Agamben phrases it: ‘[W]hat is at issue in the sovereign exception is not
so much the control or neutralization of an excess as the creation and
definition of the very space in which the juridico-political order can
have validity.’10
Following 9/11 and the so-called ‘war on terror’, the fluidity of the
border separating democracy and totalitarianism has become evident
as several Western governments led by the American administration
have suspended a series of rights fixed by the law in order to protect
their nations. The Patriot Act and other emergency laws concerning
internal security have undermined fundamental liberties associated
with the constitutional state. With the declaration of a ‘war on
terror’, President Bush as Commander-in-Chief was granted war
powers. This effectively left the interpretation and application of the
law to Bush’s discretion. This is a very dangerous process that
reveals the proximity between democracy and totalitarianism. As
Agamben reminds us, a statute permitting exceptional measures for
the sake of the nation formally justified the Nazi extermination of
the Jews. Hitler never abrogated the Weimar Constitution, he suspended it for the whole duration of the Third Reich with his Reichtag Fire Decree issued on 28 February 1933. The difference between
totalitarianism and democracy is thin, as rule by decree has become
increasingly common since World War I.
But why do the democratic nation states of the Western world
need a power that can eliminate democracy? According to Agamben,
the nation state and all sovereigns are dependent upon exclusion:
the sovereign creates excluded subjects in order to constitute himself. The sovereign is created by a combination of the exclusion and
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inclusion of so-called naked life. In Greek Antiquity life was already
divided into two different spheres: naked life (zoe) and political life
(bios). From the outset the political sphere was separated from
the sphere of women and slaves, from propagation and work. The
sovereign produces the political sphere by excluding someone:
‘[T]he production of a biopolitical body is the original activity of sovereign power.’11 The subject of the exclusion is not simply set outside
the law, it is given to the law in its withdrawal. The subject that is
excluded is thus both inside and outside the juridical order. In
Antiquity the majority of people existed as a faceless and bio-political mass exposed to the whims of the sovereign power. Historically,
a growing portion of these faceless people gained access to the
political sphere, but only so far as they conformed to the demands of
sovereignty. The body of the people was disciplined and regulated
by various bio-political measures that gained momentum in the
18th and 19th centuries. The population was subjected to political
governance where everybody was marked and identified and misfits
were expelled as sick or aliens. The opposition between sovereign
power and naked life thus reappeared in the formally democratic
societies: ‘Behind the long, strife-ridden process that leads to the
recognition of rights and formal liberties stands once again the body
of the sacred man with his double sovereign, his life that cannot be
sacrificed yet may, nevertheless, be killed.’12 According to Agamben,
the attempt to unite the people around a party or an identity will
always result in a split where ‘the others’ are excluded from the
political and juridical spheres and left to die. The refugee is the proof
that this process in which people are being stripped of their juridical
and political status and transformed into naked life is active in
the contemporary world. Refugees are transformed from political
subjects with a legal status and reduced to lawless hordes of naked
beings that are placed in camps at the mercy of the police.
As the Belgian sociologist Jean-Claude Paye has shown, the ‘war
on terror’ launches a transformation where the constitutional state
is replaced by a permanent state of exception.13 The ‘war on terror’
has created a zone of indistinction between law and exception. This
indistinctness is both temporal and spatial. The ‘war on terror’ takes
place indefinitely and on an unspecified battlefield, against an enemy which is periodically redefined. The terms of this war are not
dictated by earlier international laws, but by the representatives of
the executive power of the United States. Politics is thus transformed
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into a continual security operation that suspends the right of citizens. As Paye (following Agamben) writes, American international
police repression functions in a state of exception, setting rules contingently while using the institutional framework of the rule of law:
‘The antiterrorist fight abolishes the distinction between enemy and
criminal. War is reduced to a simple police operation against bandit
states. Likewise all social movements can be criminalised in the
name of the actions against terrorism.’14 In many Western nations
the state can now arrest citizens and deprive them of their citizenship without explanation and without taking them to court. In the
present situation more and more people risk ending up in this zone
where they are transformed into outlaws – homines sacri.
The Guantanamo camp has become a symbol of this lawless zone,
a place where the sovereign can send subjects that are said to present
a danger to the nation.15 As such, Guantanamo exposes a deep crack
in the very foundation of the constitutional state of the Western
world. The camp is an enclosed zone established on a field in Cuba
controlled by the United States. The camp is outside any lawful
jurisdiction and more than 600 people are imprisoned there, stripped
of their juridical status and deprived of the possible alternatives of
international law – they are neither prisoners of war nor accused with
the right to have their cases tried in court. They are thus placed in a
situation of maximal indeterminacy that is similar to the situation
in the camps of Nazi Germany, where Jews, homosexuals and the
mentally ill were put to death in order to protect the Aryan race.
In the Guantanamo camp and in Abu Ghraib we have witnessed
the American military reducing Iraqis to bare life.
:FLEK<II<MFCLK@FE#KFK8C@K8I@8E@JD8E;K?<:FC;N8I

In his book from 2001, Did somebody say Totalitarianism? Five interventions in the (mis)use of a notion, the Slovene philosopher Slavoj
Zizek undertakes an analysis of the use of the notion of ‘totalitarianism’.16 As Zizek writes, this notion is commonly used to compare
the fascist regimes in Germany and Italy with the Stalinist regime in
the Soviet Union. This comparison and juxtaposition of fascism and
Stalinism has always, according to Zizek, had a precise strategic
function, namely to guarantee the liberal-democratic hegemony by
dismissing the leftist critique of liberal democracy as the twin of
the fascist dictatorships. He writes:
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K_ifl^_flk`kj\ek`i\ZXi\\i#ÊkfkXc`kXi`Xe`jdËnXjXe`[\fcf^`ZXcefk`fek_Xk
jljkX`e\[ k_\ Zfdgc\o fg\iXk`fe f] ÊkXd`e^ ]i\\ iX[`ZXcjË# f] ^lXiXek\\`e^
k_\ c`Y\iXc$[\dfZiXk`Z _\^\dfep# [`jd`jj`e^ k_\ c\]k`jk Zi`k`hl\ f] c`Y\iXc
[\dfZiXZpXjk_\fYm\ij\R¿Tf]k_\I`^_k`jk=XjZ`jk[`ZkXkfij_`gR¿T%R@Tk`jlj\$
c\jj kf kip kf i\[\\d ÊkfkXc`kXi`Xe`jdË k_ifl^_ [`m`j`fe `ekf jlYZXk\^fi`\j
\dg_Xj`q`e^k_\[`]]\i\eZ\Y\kn\\ek_\=XjZ`jkXe[k_\:fddle`jkmXi`\kp 1
k_\dfd\ekfe\XZZ\gkjk_\efk`fef]ÊkfkXc`kXi`Xe`jdË#fe\`jÔidcpcfZXk\[
n`k_`ek_\c`Y\iXc$[\dfZiXk`Z_fi`qfe%(.
The notion of ‘totalitarianism’, according to Zizek, functions as a
kind of Denkverbot where any attempt to engage in political projects
that aim to challenge the existing order is branded suspicious and
dangerous, forcing us to abandon all serious radical engagement.
The notion of ‘totalitarianism’ is thus a strategic counter-shibboleth
forcing the left to accept the basic co-ordinates of liberal democracy:
‘democracy’ versus ‘totalitarianism’. A strategic bogey forcing the
left to refrain from proposing alternatives to the present order of
things.
As Zizek writes in his book, the discourse on the problem of totalitarianism has returned with ever-greater force after the fall of
the Berlin Wall, thereby paradoxically confirming the decline of a
utopian vision that once imbued leftists. The combination of liberalism and market capitalism is seldom challenged, and if it is any
such challenge will quickly be considered suspect and old fashioned.
As a consequence of this, people on the left harbour no far-reaching
vision of the future, Zizek writes. They anticipate crises and limited
employment, but call for only limited reforms, ‘grounded in the possible’, a better balance between labour and capital. For critics like
Zizek the point is not that improved air, enhanced welfare or a broader democracy is bad. The question, rather, is the extent to which a
commitment to reasonable measures supplants a commitment to
unreasonable ones – those more subversive and visionary. Should
a leftist not protest against an idea of the future as an improved
model of the present, where labour is not abolished or minimised,
but simply better compensated? Will radicalism persist, Zizek
worries, if it is reduced to means and methods through the blackmail
of the notion of totalitarianism?
There is no question that the concept of totalitarianism has played
and still plays a central role in the attempt to cast doubt on the
revolutionary tradition of 1789-1917. As the Italian philosopher
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Domenico Losurdo argues, totalitarianism is one of the central
categories of historical revisionism that claims that it is possible to
deduce the totalitarian phenomenon from the revolutionary project.18
According to revisionist writers like Friedrich Hayek and later
Ernst Nolte, the ideal of perpetual peace advanced by the French
Revolution turned into its opposite: total civil war.19 Blinded by missionary zeal, the revolutionary tradition refused all rules and undermined the borders separating nations and classes, they argue.
Nazism and the communist ideology were 20th-century versions of
this dangerous phenomenon. Thus, after World War II the situation
was clear: the threat came from the Soviet Union. According to the
revisionist historians, the violent suppression of freedom evident in
the USSR was the direct consequence of the communist ideology put
forward by Karl Marx, an ideology now menacing the free world and
undermining the security of the United States. Stalin’s totalitarian
regime was the logical, inevitable consequence of Marxist ideology.
Communist totalitarianism was characterised by the sacrifice of
morals on the altar of the philosophy of history and its necessary
laws. Communism and the revolutionary tradition were demonised,
and totalitarianism explained ‘all the horrors of the 20th century’.20
From the French Revolution and onwards the revolutionary demand
for equality had threatened to overflow the world and institute
barbaric regimes indifferent or hostile to liberty.
Arendt’s classic presentation of totalitarianism, The Origins of
Totalitarianism from 1951, provides symptomatic evidence of the
way the category of totalitarianism was transformed with the advent
of the Cold War. As Losurdo shows, Arendt’s book is composed of
two highly disjointed parts. In the two first parts of the book she
writes about anti-Semitism and imperialism, analysing Lord Cromer’s
murderous administration of Egypt and the rise of pan-Germanism.
In an attempt to account for the origins of Nazi violence, Arendt looks
into the administrative massacres committed in the colonies by
the British imperialist administrator. According to Arendt, these constituted the condition of possibility for Hitler’s regime, a regime
that sought to create a ‘colonial empire [in Central and Eastern
Europe] based on the dominion of a pure, white, Aryan race, once
the Jewish germ of subversion, which fuelled the revolt of Untermenschen and inferior races, had been exterminated once and for all.’21
In the two first parts of the book – written while Arendt was in France
– racial imperialism played the leading role. In the third part Arendt
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focuses exclusively on Hitler’s Germany and the Soviet Union,
analysing the total state created in both places. Here, however, she
downplays the fundamental role colonialism played in the orchestration of the origin of Nazi violence, and presents communist
totalitarianism as the logical outcome of Marx’s philosophy. In the
movement from the first part of the book to the last part, which was
written in the United States, the category of imperialism is replaced
by the category of totalitarianism. The objects of study were no longer Great Britain, France and the Third Reich, but Stalin’s USSR and
Nazi Germany exclusively. These two regimes suddenly appeared
as totalitarian twins, both characterised by dangerous ideologies that
inevitably lead to the death camp.22
‘Totalitarianism’ was a key weapon for the West in the ideological struggle of the Cold War. The concept of totalitarianism
was – this is the case with Carl Joachim Friedrich and Zbigniew
Brezinski’s influential Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy from
1956 – often created through a reading of similarities in the systems
of the Third Reich and the Soviet Union.23 This model was used as
an illustration of the necessity of fighting Soviet communism as a
continuation of the fight in World War II against Nazism. Communism and Nazism were essentially the same, the argument ran. The
fact that they had been engaged in a mortal combat in World War II
simply provided evidence of the destructive nature of the two ideologies that drove the two regimes. The evils of the Hitler regime
were thus used to condemn the Soviet system that opposed the Western world. The 1940s and 1950s were a replay of the 1930s: the
enemy was identified and the American administration knew what
to expect.24
Alongside the Cold War deployment of a comparative analysis of
Nazism and communism, various criticisms of the dominant version
of the idea of totalitarianism did also emerge. Philosophers, scholars and writers on the political left tried to question the usefulness
of the notion. But even though leftwing formulations of the totalitarian thesis were made – by Claude Lefort, Cornelius Castoriadis
and others associated with the post-Trotskyist Socialisme ou
Barbarie group in France – the conservative and liberal versions were
far more influential.25 The problem for leftwing writers in the postwar years was that they were caught between the liberal attempt to
merge Nazism and communism and the USSR-backed attempt to
glorify events and experiences in the Soviet Union. It was extremely
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difficult to create a third position, as the two Cold War combatants
tried to reduce the political horizon to a choice between Americanled liberal democracy and capitalism and Soviet-style one-party
communism. The Soviet-directed communist parties had almost
hegemonic status in most European nations in the 1950s and 1960s,
so most leftists could not bring themselves to compare Stalinism and
Nazism. Few dared to describe the Soviet Union as a totalitarian
state, and many mistakenly concentrated on defending the principle
of ‘socialism in one country’ and defending ‘existing socialism’.
In general the notion of totalitarianism then served the political interests of the Right in Western Europe. The comparisons of Soviet
and Nazi regimes had enormous value as an intellectual weapon
against communism and as a tool for legitimating a variety of anticommunist policies taking place both locally and globally in the
Third World. The crude assertions of an imminent global communist threat not only made it possible to lead an anti-Soviet foreign
policy, it also paved the way for domestic anti-communism where
any identifiable leftwing proposal was connected with the intangible
mechanics of totalitarianism that could show its face anywhere.
Because of the ideological dominance of the Cold War version of
the concept, the Left tends to dismiss the notion and totalitarianism
has appeared to many as a lamentable product of the Cold War itself. But as Losurdo has shown, this picture is both too simple and
too politically convenient. The comparative analysis of dictatorships
in the 20th century has a longer and more challenging history than
the most outspoken critics of what has come to be called ‘totalitarian theory’ have been willing to grant. Critiques of modern tyranny
have emerged from a variety of political and philosophical perspectives, including the leftist perspective. In fact, a look at the contemporary historical context of the 1920s and 1930s will reveal that
a relevant critique of dictatorship – and recognition of the blurring
of the borders separating democracy from totalitarianism – was
produced by leftists such as Karl Korsch, Amadeo Bordiga and Otto
Rühle.26 For these ultra-leftists the function of the concept of totalitarianism was to enable an anti-fascist critique that could also
account for Stalinism. This posture measured both the dynamics of
the fascist and Stalinist regimes and their convergence in the use of
terror, as well as measuring the crises of liberal democracy. The concept was thus also used as an analytical tool in a critique of the functioning of liberal democracy. The liberal democracies were not spared
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from critique: the category of totalitarianism was used to show the
danger inherent in the democratic system.
According to Karl Korsch, ‘socialism in one country’ (the Soviet
Union) as well as fascism (Italy and Nazi Germany) were counterrevolutionary forms aimed at blocking the revolutionary energies
that had challenged the established orders of the world. The counterrevolution was, according to Korsch, the movement that took over
the dynamic in a political-economic transformation when the transformation was devoid of alternatives. A transformation of revolutionary energies into an impetuous innovation of modes of production,
lifestyles and social relations that re-established and consolidated
capitalist command. The counterrevolution enjoyed the very presuppositions and the very economic, social and cultural tendencies
that the revolution would have been able to engage; it occupied and
colonised the territory of its adversary; it gave different responses to
the same questions that caused the revolution. Korsch described the
counterrevolution as the variety of efforts in several nations – including nations politically and even military opposed to one another – to
nullify the independent movement of the working class. The counterrevolution prevailed as a conscious attempt both to destroy an
actual revolutionary process and to prevent a future one from taking
place. The counterrevolution, like its symmetrical opposite, left nothing unchanged. It created an extended state of emergency in which
the temporal succession of events seemed to accelerate. It actively
made its own ‘new order’ and forged new mentalities, cultural habits, tastes and customs.
Both the preventive counterrevolution in Italy and the final counterrevolutions in the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany were reformist and capital preserving. None of them were engaged in the abolition of capital that would require the abolition of money. Instead,
they were different continuations of the capitalist economic system
privileging production and work. The Soviet Union played a leading
role in this process: the Soviet experiment had ‘degenerated’ since it
became isolated at the end of the last war. Korsch wrote in the text
‘State and Counterrevolution:
K_\Iljj`XejkXk\_XjXYXe[fe\[dfi\Xe[dfi\`kjfi`^`eXci\mfclk`feXipXe[
gifc\kXi`Xe]\Xkli\j%K_ifl^_k_\Zfdgi\_\ej`m\e\jjf]`kjXek`$[\dfZiXk`Z
Xe[kfkXc`kXi`Xe[\m\cfgd\ek`k_Xjf]k\eXek`Z`gXk\[k_\jf$ZXcc\[]XjZ`jkZ_Xi$
XZk\i`jk`Zjf]k_\fg\ecpZflek\ii\mfclk`feXipjkXk\jf]<lifg\Xe[8j`X%).
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Confronted with the situation in the Soviet Union, it was necessary
to analyse the process through which a ‘revolutionary dictatorship’
became a ‘counterrevolutionary state’ and even ‘a powerful lever in
the fascization of Europe’.28 The new use of the state was also a central characteristic of the fascist counterrevolution, Korsch argued.
Fascist state capitalism deliberately used the state as an instrument
of suppression. The tendency of the fascist state as well as the
Soviet state was thus towards totalitarian control of the entirety of
society. The counterrevolution was a movement that adopted the
dynamic in a political and economic break, when the break lacked
ways and means. Revolutionary preparedness was transformed into
totalitarian politics and economy. Whether the counterrevolution
was preventive as in fascist Italy or finishing as in Nazi Germany,
it was always reformist and safeguarded capital.
In the counterrevolution revolutionary preparedness was transformed into totalitarian solutions within politics and economy. As
such, Korsch emphasised, the counterrevolution was opportunistic
in its references to the communistic perspective and the revolution.
‘After the complete exhaustion and defeat of the revolutionary forces, the Fascist counterrevolution attempts to fulfil, by new revolutionary methods and in widely different forms, those social and
political tasks which the so-called reformistic parties and trade
unions had promised to achieve but in which they could no longer
succeed under the given historical conditions.’29 Fascism was successful because capitalism ‘had not, in fact, developed all the forces
of production’.30 Fascism had been able to do this by furthering the
development of the capitalist forces of production. The anti-capitalistic propaganda of the fascists should not be taken at face value;
it had not managed (and did not want) to put an end to class conflict.
At the same time it was vital to understand the serious threat
fascism posed. The fact that fascism continued to revolutionise the
capitalist forces of production did not make it yet another stepping
stone on the way to socialism. Fascism was not a ‘preparation stage’
for the inevitable revolution, Korsch argued. Nazism was not the last
stage of capitalism to be followed by the proletarian dictatorship.
Fascism actually represented the danger of a more or less permanent
defeat of the working class.
Supporting the ‘democracies’ of the non-fascist or non-‘socialist’
countries was not a solution, according to Korsch. The pre-totalitarian systems were not worth defending. The Western capitalist
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nations were totalitarian states in spe.31 Korsch refused to defend
‘democracy’ against ‘fascism’. Democracy tended to either collapse
in the face of fascist offensive, or to adopt totalitarian methods in
its own economy, society and foreign policy.
K_\Êj\Zi\kËle[\icp`e^k_\m\iYXcYXkkc\jY\kn\\eÊkfkXc`kXi`Xe`jdËXe[ÊXek`$
kfkXc`kXi`Xe`jdË Xe[ k_\ dfi\ `dgfikXek [`gcfdXk`Z Xe[ d`c`kXip jkil^^c\
Y\kn\\ek_\8o`jXe[k_\8e^cf$8d\i`ZXe^iflgf]`dg\i`Xc`jkgfn\ij`jk_\
_`jkfi`ZXc]XZkk_Xkk_\nfijkXe[dfjk`ek`dXk\]f\f][\dfZiXZpkf[Xp`jefk
?\ii?`kc\iXe[g\fgc\n_fk_`ebc`b\_\[`[#YlkÊ[\dfZiXZpË`kj\c]%*)
There was no desirable choice between Hitler and the actually existing ‘democracy’ of the Western nations. Totalitarianism was a dimension within all the democratic nations – this had been evident ever
since the Social-Democrat President of the Republic Friedrich Ebert
(after Hitler’s failed coup d’etat in Bavaria) forced the workers’ government in Saxony and Thuringia to step down in 1924. Ebert’s counteroffensive had instituted a kind of legal fascism for which Korsch had
nothing but contempt.
According to Korsch, the movement between constitution and
emergency law was more important than the bombastic opposition
between totalitarianism and democracy. The ideal of equality before
the law could be sidestepped in favour of a political facticity that suspends the law. The political discourse always grounds its actions
in something other than the law. Nothing augments the facticity
and the lawlessness of politics like the revolution and the counterattack that legitimates itself as a response to the revolution. This was
the case in 1924 in Italy when Mussolini referred to the threat of
revolution; and it was also the case after 9/11 when Bush declared
a ‘state of war’.
The interwar use of ‘totalitarianism’ disappeared after World
War II in favour of a rigid opposition between democracy and totalitarianism. Liberal democracy became the rational counter model to
the dangerous revolutionary ideologies. ‘In the monochromatic
scheme [of Cold War totalitarianism theory], revolutionaries and
counterrevolutionaries became totalitarians bent on subjecting first
their own countries and then the world to a permanent system of
oppression, exploitation, and dehumanization.’33 As Zizek writes,
the Cold War rhetoric still looms large over the term totalitarianism.
And he is not the only one warning about the use of the notion of
totalitarianism. The historians Ian Kershaw and Zeev Sternhell have
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also recently warned against collapsing the Nazi regime and the
Stalinist regime into one monolithic model of dictatorship.34 They
fear that a new wave of anti-communism is distorting our historical
perspective by combining historical phenomena which are altogether
different. According to Kershaw and Sternhell, the two regimes
were fundamentally different – the Nazi movement, unlike Stalin’s
Communist Party, was a classic charismatic leadership movement,
and Hitler’s dictatorship was wholly unbureaucratic while Stalin
immersed himself in bureaucratic detail. The theory that fascism and
communism are twins, accomplices and enemies at the same time,
and that Nazism was an imitation of Stalinism, an understandable
and even natural response to the Bolshevik danger and a simple
product of World War I, is regarded by both Kershaw and Sternhell
as a banaliation of Nazism, but above all as a distortion of the true
nature of the European disaster of the 20th century.
This idea of communism being the explanation of Nazism, put
forward by Nolte in the 1960s and recently taken up by François Furet
in his Le passé d’une illusion, which is accepted by a large part of the
conservative right in Europe, is indeed highly suspect and should be
critiqued because of its obvious historical shortcomings and blatant
anti-communism.35 As Jean Pierre Faye has explained:
=XjZ`jd Xe[ EXq`jd \ogc`Z`kcp gi\j\ek k_\dj\cm\j Xj Zflek\i dfm\d\ekj
[\ep`e^Xe[\]]XZ`e^k_\nXb\f]k_\=i\eZ_I\mfclk`feXe[k_\`ijkXk\[fYa\Z$
k`m\j`jk_\i\`e]fiZ\d\ekf]`e\hlXc`kp#_`\iXiZ_pXe[fggi\jj`fe%N_\i\Xj
k_\Iljj`XeI\mfclk`feXgg\Xc\[kfk_\cfe^dXiZ_f]i\mfclk`feXipc`Y\iXk`fe
Xe[`ej\ik\[`kj\c]\ogc`Z`kcp`ek_\Zfek`elXk`fef]k_`jkiX[`k`fe%*According to Faye, an interpretation that is uniquely oriented towards the conflict between Bolshevism and Nazism cannot but
deform the complexity of the period: ‘[T]otalitarianism […] obstruct[s]
the examination and comprehension of some of the most important
issues of contemporary history. In particular they detract attention
from the genesis, course, and nature of the confrontation of revolution and counterrevolution in the context of a global civil war.’37
Although Hitler’s war against the Soviet Union and the attempt to
create a Lebensraum for the Aryan race were all aspects of the same
project, the project was embedded in the deep crisis of the European world. The Russian Revolution was not the cause of this crisis,
but only one of its first effects. As Karl Heinz Roth has shown in his
Geschichtrevisionismus. Die Wiedergeburtder Totalitarismustheorie,
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Nolte’s equation of ‘red’ and ‘brown’, Stalinist and fascist, is simplistic, threatens to criminalise all attempts to question the current
order of things, and transforms ‘liberty’ into signifying the citizen’s
rights to choose which commodities to buy.38 Because of the muddled political motives current in the use of the notion of totalitarianism, it is necessary, I believe, both to provide a historical explanation of the different uses of the notion and to clearly situate one’s
own use within the present world situation, which is characterised
by a counterrevolutionary attempt to prevent the creation of alternatives to the present American-led globalisation. Today highly differentiated kinds of syntheses between fascism, racism and democracy are possible. Totalitarianism is not concentrated in states in
Southern or Eastern Europe but is, as Korsch and Agamben have
shown, embedded in all Western democracies.
KFK8C@K8I@8E8IK

The art created in the so-called totalitarian regimes – Nazi Germany,
fascist Italy and the Soviet Union – still largely remains outside
the scope of mainstream art history. The publication of the book Art
since 1900 by the leading art historians associated with the very
influential and dominant journal October confirms this tendency.39
Art produced in the Soviet Union, Nazi Germany and fascist Italy
is rarely included in the canon of art. For the most part modern art
is still seen as opposed to the art produced in the USSR, Nazi Germany and fascist Italy. This opposition of free art and totalitarian art
is embedded in the Cold War logic that Zizek and Losurdo critique.
It is of course also connected to the historical development of Western bourgeois society, where art is constituted as an autonomous
sphere with its own rules. In the 18th century a courtly-representative culture was replaced by a bourgeois culture in which the artist, ideally, created his art works isolated from the masses and from
the market. In this historical transition art came to be viewed as a
paradigm of freedom and expression. During the Cold War the idea
of the autonomy of art from the world of politics became entangled
in the political battle between East and West. The ‘freedom’ of modern art was an equivalent to or expression of the freedom that characterised the liberal democratic American world. Art was ‘free’ to
explore its own intrinsic concerns in the liberal democracies of the
Western world, and was used as a propaganda tool in the Soviet
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Union just as it had been in Nazi Germany. The art created in the
Soviet Union celebrated the achievements of socialist Man, while
the art of the West was free of any such obligation and in its uselessness focused on humanity’s failures and cruelties. ‘Free’ art equalled
the ‘Free West’. Because of this ideological over-coding, the art
created outside Western liberal democracies has rarely been the
object of art-historical attention; and it has often been dismissed as
bad art or kitsch on the few occasions when such attention has been
focused on it.
In 1990 the Russian art historian Igor Golomstock published a big
book titled Totalitarian Art. In this book Golomstock sets out to
account for what he terms ‘the second international style of our century’s culture.’40 According to Golomstock, there is such a thing as
genuine totalitarian art with a specific content and form, and throughout the text he investigates striking similarities in the establishment
of an official aesthetic in fascist Italy, Nazi Germany, and communist
Russia and Maoist China. As he writes in the introduction, not only
is ‘the final product [totalitarian art] identical’, but also ‘the means
of preparation (totalitarian aesthetics) and the technology of production (totalitarian organization) turn out to be equally similar’ in
the four regimes.41 The constitution of totalitarian art follows a
certain pattern according to Golomstock, and he excavates ‘the general laws of development of a totalitarian revolution’.42 These laws
lay down the terms of development of art whenever a totalitarian
regime comes into being. As Golomstock writes:
=ifd`kjÔijkXgg\XiXeZ\#k_\kfkXc`kXi`XejkXk\Y\^`ejkfZfejkilZkXe\nZlckli\
XZZfi[`e^kf`kjfne`dX^\R¿Tn`k_efgXikjk_XkXi\efkjki`Zkcp]leZk`feXc#
n`k_Xi`^`[gif^iXdd\Xe[Xle`m\ijXcX`d%8epk_`e^k_Xk_`e[\ij`kjnfib`j
ilk_c\jjcp\c`d`eXk\[%K_\]fle[Xk`fejf]kfkXc`kXi`XeXikXi\cX`[[fneXkk_\
jXd\k`d\Xe[gcXZ\Xjk_fj\f]k_\fe\$gXikpjkXk\1(%K_\JkXk\[\ZcXi\jXikR¿T
kfY\Xe`[\fcf^`ZXcn\XgfeXe[Xd\Xejf]jkil^^c\f]gfn\i%)%K_\JkXk\
XZhl`i\j X dfefgfcp fm\i Xcc dXe`]\jkXk`fej f] k_\ ZflekipËj Xik`jk`Z c`]\%
*%K_\jkXk\ZfejkilZkjXeXcc$\dYiXZ`e^XggXiXklj]fik_\ZfekifcXe[[`i\Z$
k`fef]Xik%+%=ifdk_\dlck`gc`Z`kpf]Xik`jk`Zdfm\d\ekjk_\e`e\o`jk\eZ\#k_\
JkXk\j\c\Zkjfe\dfm\d\ek#XcnXpjk_\dfjkZfej\imXk`m\#n_`Z_dfjke\Xicp
Xejn\ij`kje\\[jXe[[\ZcXi\j`kkfY\f]ÔZ`XcXe[fYc`^Xkfip%,%=`eXccp#k_\
JkXk\[\ZcXi\jnXikfk_\[\Xk_X^X`ejkXccjkpc\jXe[dfm\d\ekjfk_\ik_Xe
k_\f]ÔZ`Xcfe\j#[\ZcXi`e^k_\dkfY\i\XZk`feXipXe[_fjk`c\kfZcXjj#iXZ\#
g\fgc\#GXikpfiJkXk\#kf_ldXe`kp#kfjfZ`XcXe[Xik`jk`Zgif^i\jj#\kZ%+*
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The megamachine and the laws of totalitarian art install a certain
style that Golomstock terms ‘total realism’ – even if influential
leading members of the party seek to get more modernist styles
accepted, which was the case in Nazi Germany. Golomstock writes:
‘Goebbels’s personal ambitions had clashed with the iron laws of
development of totalitarian culture.’44 Even though leading actors in
the totalitarian systems might try to enforce the use of modern styles
and practices, the laws of totalitarian art enforce themselves. According to Golomstock, the result is the proliferation of an official
aesthetic which imposes an anti-modernist, formal realism whose
function is essentially propagandistic. ‘But once the [totalitarian]
megamachine is set in motion, however diverse the historical and
cultural traditions of the countries in question, there arises a style
one can justifiably term the international style of totalitarian culture:
total realism.’45
There is no doubt that the fascist regime, the Nazi regime and
the Stalinist regime exerted a pressure on art and that this pressure
became more systematic over time. Golomstock has collected a
breathtaking number of pictures of leaders, happy workers and peasants. In particular, there are similarities between some of the paintings and sculptures created under the three regimes. But there is
a great distance between these similarities and the concept of totalitarian art that Golomstock advances. There are very significant
differences between the way the three regimes tried to orchestrate
the art world and use art to symbolise their own grandeur. Golomstock may have supplied us with an account of the art produced in
Nazi Germany, fascist Italy and the Soviet Union (and Maoist China);
but he has done so in a way that only reinforces the Cold War logic
of ‘totalitarianism’. The direct connection that he claims exists between style and ideology is problematic. The fact that the art of
Nazi Germany and the art of the Soviet Union in some respects share
themes, modes and tropes cannot amount to the existence of a
particular form of totalitarian art. Golomstock starts out by ascertaining the existence of totalitarianism, and his exposition then advances by juxtaposing paintings from the regimes under discussion.
But we can easily disturb this collapsing of style and ideology if,
for instance, we place a state-commissioned American painting of
a worker from the 1930s next to a Nazi painting with a similar depiction of a worker. What has been called ‘the aesthetics of production’
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was by no means restricted to what Golomstock without hesitation
terms the totalitarian states.46 Golomstock plays on the relative
difference between most of the art created in the United States and
Western Europe in the 20th century and the art created in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union to construct totalitarian art as a distinct
artistic and ideological product. But if we place a Neue Sachlichkeit
portrait next to a Nazi painting things get more complicated, because
the paintings are similar ‘technically’ even though they are ‘politically’ different. It is impossible to equate style and ideology.
And it is evident when reading Golomstock’s book that he has a
hard time getting rid of the diversity that clearly characterises the
four regimes he considers – it is difficult to prove the existence of
the ‘iron laws’. Throughout his book Golomstock comes up against
the obvious differences between the regimes and he has difficulties
explaining them away. Because he does not take context, circumstances and contingency into consideration, he constructs a simple
structure of opposition between democracy and totalitarianism, free
art and totalitarian art. Therefore, he cannot grasp the important
differences between a totalitarian state like that of Italy, which descended from a liberal (although brief) constitutional state, and the
state erected in the Soviet Union, which arose out of a revolutionary
process with new representative agencies and a civil war involving
several armies. As Angelo Tasca has written, the fascist assumption
of power was a preventive counterrevolution as the fascist terror set
in after two years of strikes, occupations of factories and pillaging of
shops. In other words, what was involved was a quasi-revolutionary
but ineffective movement that was never close to taking power.47
In Russia it was almost the opposite that happened: first the revolutionaries took power, and then a counter-movement set in that was
able to weaken both economically and juridically the constitution
process of the revolutionary power.48 Golomstock is blind to the
struggle between revolution and counterrevolution.
Fascist Italy was more receptive to modernist aesthetics than the
rival totalitarianism regimes in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union,
although the general backlash of the 1930s was also felt in fascist
aesthetics. In Italy the shift from a constitutional state to a state of
exception in which Mussolini repressed all rival political organisations took place over more or less five years; while the process took
place almost overnight in Germany in 1933 even though the consti-
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tution in itself had been bent systematically by Ebert and then Paul
von Hindenburg in the 1920s. Mussolini’s fascism did not destroy
the artistic avant-garde, and permitted and promoted all strands
of modernism from Rationalist architecture to Futurism and the art
of the novecento. These different styles mixed in a curious blend.
Art played a vital role in fascism’s attempt to rediscover the irrational dimensions in the relationship between people, politics and history. As Emily Braun writes:
@knXjk_\gifa\Zk`fef]X]lkli\[\jk`ep^ifle[\[`eXi\dfk\gXjkk_Xk[\Ôe\[
k_\ k\dgfiXc [peXd`Z Xe[ gfc`k`ZXc df[\ie`jd f] =XjZ`jd1 k_\ gfn\i f] `kj
dpk_cXpgi\Z`j\cp`eXe`dX^`eXipeXk`feXc\jj\eZ\fifi`^`ejk_Xkn\i\kfY\
Êi\Zfm\i\[ËXe[Zi\Xk\[Xe\n%+0
Art historians like Braun, Giovanni Lista and Marla Stone have shown
how concepts associated with modernist aesthetics – regeneration,
spiritualism, primitivism and avant-gardism – were not only integrated into the anti-enlightenment pantheon of fascist values. Fascist
aesthetics also utilised new and dynamic media like photomontage,
typography and collage.50 As for Nazi Germany: although the ferocious attacks on modern art drastically worsened conditions for
the creation of modern art, it has been shown that it would be simplistic to assume that all elements of modernism were eliminated at
once in the Third Reich.51 In several spheres of artistic expression
like advertising, architecture, cinema, design and music, modernist
elements subsisted.52 As Golomstock himself acknowledges and as
Alan Steinweis has shown, campaigns for different artistic expressions were competing at least until 1936.53 But Golomstock’s ‘laws
of totalitarian art’ do not permit such diversity. They can neither
allow for competition among various Nazi organisations for economic and cultural hegemony, nor understand the complex process
of compromise and compliance on the part of modernist artists
working for the government.
The complicated relationship between art and politics – where art
tries to appropriate politics while politics recuperates art – is transformed into an easy relationship in Golomstock’s account insofar as
he is highly sceptical towards any attempt to rethink the relationship
between art and politics. According to Golomstock, the Russian
avant-garde – Tatlin, Rodchenko, Lissitzky – paved the way for totalitarianism because it tried to rethink the relationship between art
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and politics and strove to open art to society. Although Golomstock
en passant does mourn the tragic destiny of Majakovsky et al., it is
clear that these artists lie on the beds they had made for themselves.
Clearly, Golomstock sides with an art that confirms its autonomy and
does not work on the borders separating art and life. That is why
he is unable to offer a suitable explanation of the change from avantgarde culture to totalitarian art policy. But if we affirm the significance of the counterrevolution we find ourselves able to explain
the interplay between a revolutionary take-off in the egalitarian
aspirations of the masses and the state-controlled continuation of
this take-off as a counterrevolutionary replacement.54 The notion
of counterrevolution is much better suited to account for this complex interplay than the schematic ‘law of the totalitarian regimes’
that Golomstock proposes in his book. It is in within this horizon
– the exterminating fight of the counterrevolution against the artistic avant-garde – that the question of the state as a total work of art,
Gesamtkunstwerk, makes sense. And within this horizon it is also
possible to account for the differences between the totalitarian regimes when it came to art. Contrary to the real counterrevolutions
of Hitler and Stalin, the preventive counterrevolution of Mussolini
was able to start before the revolutionary take-off became a real revolt;
and because of this Mussolini was able to integrate and recuperate
parts of the avant-garde culture, such as architecture, visual arts,
poetry and philosophy. Hitler’s regime was so late in performing the
counterrevolution that it had to deal with a Keynesian or ‘reformist’
problem of New Deal character that it was almost not able to integrate national-Bolshevik elements like Heidegger and Jünger while
the pro-national-socialist expressionism of Emil Nolde and Gottfried
Benn was almost too much art to fit into the construction of the Nazi
state. The lesson would be that if the counterrevolutionary dynamic
is able to move fast – as in Italian fascism – it can allow experimentation at least as long the counterrevolutionary energy is alive.
But if it moves slowly it cannot permit experimentation as local
freedom as was the case in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union
in the 1930s.
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I begin this essay with three images with which to think about
the aesthetic possibilities for the representation of fascist politics.
The three works of art that I introduce here engage issues of empire,
the Italian past and the fascist present. They each in different ways
reconcile the domination of Italy over Ethiopia; they each offer
ideas about Italian civilisation and about fascism as the incarnation
of Italian history. These works of art give us three languages and
three forms for the depiction of fascist ideology in the late 1930s. Do
their narratives, symbols and varied styles indicate anything about
their production and reception? To what extent have they integrated
the political and ideological priorities of the regime? What do they
have in common? Is one of them more fascist than the others? What
do they tell us about fascism in the late 1930s? We must think about
the form, as well as the content: two of the three were executed in
genre – murals and bas-relief – encouraged as authentically Italian
by fascist official culture.
The first image, The Conquest of Empire (La conquista dell’impero)
by Franco Girelli, was shown at the 1938 Venice Biennale as an entry in the bas-relief competition (ill. 4.1). The bas-relief operates at
two levels: on one level it is a depiction of the Greek myth of Pegasus,
the winged horse, and Bellerophon, who captured Pegasus while it
was drinking from a spring. In the myth, Bellerophon rides Pegasus
and defeats the Chimera, the fire-breathing monster with the head
of a lion and the body of a goat. After the defeat of the Chimera,
Bellerophon tries to ride Pegasus to Mount Olympus, but Zeus sends
an insect to sting Pegasus, who then throws off Bellerophon and flies
to freedom. At this level, the bas-relief is about Bellerophon’s hubris.
Yet, the work is titled ‘The Conquest of Empire’, which forces another
reading onto the obvious one. In this second reading, Pegasus represents Civilisation in the guise of Italy, throwing off the forces of
barbarism, crushing the naked Bellerophon and the tragic lion. Contemporary Italy becomes the last in a historical sequence which
moves from Greece to Rome to fascist Italy, as the Roman battle
standard adorned with an imperial eagle in the background links
Greece to Rome. Here Empire is civilising, inevitable, and predestined by History. In this reading, the horse is a symbol of power,
authority and mastery. The figures are tightly squeezed into the space;
indeed, the three figures – horse, human, and monster – are interconnected, implying a link between the forces of Civilisation/Free-
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dom and those of ignorance and oppression. The gap between the
title of this work and its content also raises the possibility that
Girelli executed it and then changed the title in order to receive official patronage.
Girelli’s bas-relief follows a common pattern for some Italian
art following the declaration of war against Ethiopia: after 1935, the
pre-existing emphasis on Romanità assimilated an explicit racial
component, often depicting Africans and political opponents (such
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as the Spanish Loyalists) as subhuman or animal-like. In addition
to race, some art in the late 1930s elevated bombastic historical and
national categories to produce a kitsch Roman style known as stile
littorio. At the same time, La conquista dell’impero has many of the
qualities of late 19th-century monumental statuary and could easily
have represented only a slight departure from pre-fascist work on
the part of the artist. Girelli was a regionally successful sculptor who
exhibited in a number of national shows during and after the fascist
era, including the 1932 and 1936 Venice Biennales. He served as
director of the Accademia Cignaroli of Verona, and received local
church and municipal commissions. Like so many artists who prospered under fascism, Girelli’s career seems to have been little damaged by his participation in fascist official culture. After the war, his
work was shown at the 1954 and 1958 Venice Biennales and the 1955
Roman Quadriennale.
The second image, by the Futurist Mario Menin, takes an entirely
different aesthetic for its representation of the fascist war for empire.
This painting, The Battle of Uorc Amba as Experienced by the Futurist
Blackshirt Menin (Combattimento Dell’ Uorc Amba Vissuto Dalla Camicia Nera Futurista Menin), shown at the 1936 Venice Biennale,
applies the Futurist technique of aeropittura to a battle scene (ill. 4.2).
The battle took place in February 1936 over the conquest of the
Ethiopian town of Uorc Amba. Menin paints the offensive from
above, with the Italian forces attacking from the surrounding hills.
The landscape moves with the Italian soldiers, whose bodies fuse
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into the hills. The fascist body is dynamic and one with the landscape, implying the naturalness and vitality of fascist conquest.
Menin depicts the Ethiopian forces as ant-like dots in the valley. The
canvass has the viewer looking down over the hills from the perspective of the soldiers and over the fascist machine guns, creating an
immediate identification between the audience and the military
conquest. Menin works to show the experience of combat from the
inside, ‘as he lived it.’ His painting embraces the Futurist goal of
showing technology as an extension of the human body. This celebration of the landscape of modern war has no remorse for the overwhelming force unleashed by the Italian military. Moreover, this
canvass depends upon the ‘colonial gaze’, with its erasure of the specificity of those about to be conquered.
The third work of art, by Arnaldo Carpanetti, uses fascist empire
as the endpoint of Italian history. The mural painted for the 1936
Milan Triennale entitled The Millennial Italian Civilisation (La millenaria civiltà italica) offers the inexorable triumph of history in the
style of a Renaissance fresco (ill. 4.3). Here History begins with
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Rome in the upper left-hand corner and ends with fascist empire
in the lower right-hand corner. In between, Italians make cities,
spread law, defend Christianity and culture, become a nation, die
for the nation, are reborn through fascism, and bring civilisation to
Ethiopia. In this mural, the horse figures prominently again as
a symbol of civilisation and as a symbol of the submission of the
‘barbarians’. The final image depicts a fascist legionnaire breaking
the chains of slavery in Ethiopia and bringing enlightenment and
freedom. In this summary of Italian history, the movement is always
forward, with the figures pointing toward the fascist victory in the
upper right-hand corner: history is male and is embodied through
the achievements of conquest, building, culture. Civilisation comes
through male sacrifice for the nation, as in the dying World War
I solider who precedes the act of fascist conquest. Carpanetti, an
artist who skillfully used the fascist arts patronage system to his
own advantage, won prizes for paintings on fascist themes at the
1930 and 1932 Venice Biennales and received a commission to work
on the Exhibition of the Fascist Revolution (Mostra della rivoluzione
fascista).
K?<8KK<EK@FEKF:LCKLI<

I offer these three images as a way to frame my discussion of the
impact of the scholarly focus on culture for our understanding of
Italian fascism. The last two decades have witnessed an academic
movement which analyses the culture of the fascist era, its production and reception and its origins and legacies. Scholarly assessments of the cultural bases of Italian fascism and attention to interwar Italian cultural life have been so extensive as to constitute a
significant body of work. One historian writes of ‘an explosion of
interest in the origins and nature of Italian fascist culture.’1 And
certainly beyond the borders of academia, fascist culture fascinates:
‘it is the Fascist aesthetic and obsession with aesthetics’, writes
Richard Spencer, ‘whether in the form of national symbolism,
extreme cultural chauvinism, and the mass rally, that continues to
haunt the modern imagination.’2
The Mussolini dictatorship’s commitment to an aestheticised
and visualised politics and its intervention in all fields of cultural production makes culture a rich vein and an important path into the
workings of fascism. Moreover, the promise embedded in the fascist
project of ‘totality’ and of a ‘new society’ populated by ‘new fascist
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men’ depended heavily upon culture. As scholars both in Italy and
abroad have revealed, Italian fascism pursued many of its priorities
– from the renovation and the regimentation of society by class, gender and region to the pursuit of national and international legitimacy
and expansion – to a significant extent through cultural initiatives.
Culture represented fertile ground for the realisation of goals as
varied as national identity, demographic growth and empire. Between 1922 and 1945, the fascist party and government patronised,
oversaw and coordinated a vast world of cultural programmes, events
and products – from the fine arts to mass culture, from tourist excursions to summer camps. These, to one degree or another, touched
the lives of all Italians.
The attention to the cultural origins, cultural mobilisation and
culture produced during the fascist ventennium continues, and its
ripples are felt beyond the study of Italy. In the wake of the first works
rethinking the fascist relationship to culture and to cultural producers and audiences, as well as the scholarly appraisal of the diverse
influences upon fascist culture, scholars began to ask similar questions about the 20th century’s other dictatorships, from Nazi Germany to Stalin’s Soviet Union.3 In each case, where we had seen
only monolithic policy and inexorable drives toward centralisation,
we now see culture in even the most totalitarian settings as shaped
from above and below and as taking form from a range of cultural
influences.4 While none of this alters the fundamental terror and
repression through which fascism and totalitarianism ruled, it does
argue for the critical and complex role played by culture in the
achievement and maintenance of that power. It also calls for even
greater attention to the interplay between politics and culture at all
levels of society. And it calls for investigations into areas scholars
previously imagined as separate – because for these regimes culture
and politics were never distinguished from one another.
An academic movement that began by questioning fascism’s
relationship to culture and its uses of culture to penetrate society has
transformed the ways in which we comprehend fascism. The multifaceted analysis of culture has brought in its wake a series of revisions and new challenges: as it has led to a more nuanced understanding of the support of many Italians for the dictatorship and
the collaboration of many intellectuals and artists with the regime.
Finally, it has been part of a movement to rethink the depth and
breadth of the regime’s racist and antisemitic ideologies. We now
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have the cultural history of fascism from above: that is from the viewpoint of the state, and from the cultural producers who collaborated
with the fascist state. Not only has the attention to culture changed
the way we see the material legacy of fascism, from the buildings to
the visual culture it left behind, but it has pushed us to think about
the ways in which we ‘see’ Italy itself. Fascism left behind a transformed Italian landscape that shapes our own understanding of Italian history and culture, from the beauty of the Tuscan ‘Renaissance’
hill towns to the imposing monuments of Rome.
In several areas the study of fascism’s relationship to culture
has added to our historical knowledge about Italian fascism. For the
purposes of this discussion, I use culture in a wide sense to include
high culture, mass culture, academic production, and cultural experiences, from mass tourism to ritual. Cultural histories of fascism
have proposed a more diffused and negotiated view of fascist power
and historical agency than traditionally assumed. In much of the
new work, fascist rule is seen as a multi-valenced system in which
power, while wielded from above, is also negotiated among a diversely administered party and government, cultural producers, and
a complex and shifting set of publics. In these readings, power is in
flux and is shaped by a range of forces, with dictatorship obviously
being the dominant one. Once fascist power is understood in this
way, the origins and character of fascist policies and practices must
be looked at from below and between, as well as from above. In this
vein, D. Medina Lasansky and Diane Ghirardo have examined the
ways in which local leaders, such as podestà and mayors, and local
organisations responded to and reshaped government cultural directives, such as those involving urban reconstruction projects, exhibitions or regional festivals, in accordance with local agendas.5 And
the negotiations between cultural producers, from artists to writers,
and the fascist state is the subject of a number of studies, including
Ruth Ben-Ghiat’s Fascist Modernities (2001) and my own The Patron
State (1998). In its desire for cultural producers to have ‘collaborative relationships with the state’, the various organs of the party
and government actively courted cultural producers and promoted
policies which would encourage their participation.6
Cultural studies of fascism have raised critical questions about the
articulation and reception of fascist programmes, ideology, and the
process through which ideology became policy. What has emerged
from this investigation is the multiple ways in which the regime’s
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priorities were mediated by a number of forces – cultural producers,
audiences, and bureaucrats at all levels.
The attention to culture opened the door to interdisciplinary studies of fascism. Disciplines beyond history and political science now
posit interpretations of fascism, particularly through engaging culture. Sociology, anthropology, art and architectural history, cinema
studies, gender studies and literary studies have all contributed to
the ‘cultural turn’. The work being produced is, in many cases, innovative in method and novel in interpretation; it has challenged the
historiographic and disciplinary assumptions of the field, and often
blurs the boundaries between disciplines. Much of the interdisciplinary scholarship on fascist culture has been written by scholars
working in English. This is due in large part to the stress on interdisciplinarity and theory in American universities and the existence
of more rigid disciplinary boundaries in Italy. 7 The American
embrace of interdisciplinary approaches to fascism has also been due
to the differing political contexts: in Italy the study of fascism, until
recently, mirrored the postwar Italian politics of left and right, making it difficult to challenge reigning orthodoxies.
Interdisciplinary scholarship on fascism and culture has expanded the subjects and objects of study. The enlarged notion of legitimate scholarly subjects led both to the inclusion of new topics, such
as gender relations, sexuality and public and private space, and to a
new look at ideology, cultural production, rituals and myths. From
historical sociology have come, as in the work of Simonetta FalascaZamponi and Mabel Berezin, analyses of the ways in which fascism
mobilised, transmitted and translated its ideology to Italians. Looking at the regime’s uses of symbols and rituals, and at its mobilisation of the public sphere through rallies, commemorations and
parades, Falasca-Zamponi and Berezin revealed the ideological
elements of fascism’s pursuit of the participation and consent of
Italians.8 Even more, some new work on the fascist era defies the
notion that the ‘text’ – be it a film, painting or building – itself is a
stable object. As Lasansky wrote, buildings, for example, can ‘have
multiple and transient pasts depending upon the changing cultural
context.’9
Nearly every contemporary theoretical development has appeared
in the work on fascism and culture: cultural analyses of fascism have
applied the techniques of critical analysis, discourse analysis and
semiotics, among other tools, to aspects of fascist Italy previously
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overlooked, especially to the relationship between the state and
its publics. Cultural investigations have focused on the diverse identities of the Italians and looked at them as workers, gendered subjects, consumers, members of families, member of generations, and
inhabitants of regions. Inspired by the new social history and postcolonial studies as well, cultural studies of the fascist era have
explored the margins of society and those farthest from the centre of
power, such as women, children and colonial subjects. Awareness
of the differing experiences of various segments of the Italian population under fascism has helped us to understand better the successes and failures of the fascist pursuit of a shared national and
fascist identity.
One of the first and primary achievements of the interest in
culture has been the research into the variety and character of fascist
official culture. From the numerous studies of the artistic and literary movements which embraced the regime’s priorities and/or
worked alongside them, we have learned that cultural producers
were both conditioned by fascist ideology and, in turn, shaped that
ideology. From the 1980s forward, Walter Adamson, Giorgio Ciucci,
Enrico Crispolti, Emily Braun, Richard Etlin, Dennis Doordan,
Rossana Bossaglia and Esther da Costa Meyer, among others, traced
the connections between fascist and pre-fascist cultural styles,
genres, practices and movements. They continued the debate over
what is meant by the term ‘fascist culture’.10 This work ranges in
focus from Futurist aeropitture (air painting) to monumental architectural expressions of Romanità; from the Novecento search for
a contemporary aesthetic which drew inspiration from national traditions to the Strapaese (Supervillage) movement, which saw indigenous Italian styles as the dominant source for Italian artists to
abstraction. Much of this work, such as that of Walter Adamson and
Giorgio Ciucci, isolated the contribution of the avant-garde, from the
Florentine literary modernists around journals such as Lacerba to
the Rationalist architects of the Gruppo 7, to the fascist project.
Once the notion of a ‘fascist culture’ was posited, the era’s once
ghettoised visual culture and cultural products – buildings, films,
fine art, popular culture and literature – were looked at for the first
time in forty years and analysed alongside the culture of non-fascist
nations. Scholars discovered a trove of officially-sanctioned art,
architecture and film, diverse in style, inspiration and quality; they
studied the cross-fertilisation between German Expressionists,
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Russian Constructivists and fascist modernists for the first time.
There is now a vast literature detailing the diversity in influence and
style of officially sanctioned art, architecture and film, from Futurism to ‘Return to Order’ to Neo-classicism. Party- and governmentpatronised culture, as we now recognise, varied from the glass and
steel of Rationalist architecture to the kitsch frescoes of fascist naturalism to replicas of Roman bas-relief. The scholarly rehabilitation
of fascist culture meant that buildings such as Guiseppe Terragni’s
Casa del fascio, ignored for a generation because of its fascist patronage, are now analysed as the confluence of influences – Bauhaus and
Corbusier and Classical Roman – that they are. Painters and sculptors, from Mario Sironi to Felice Casorati, were returned to the modernist canon, as was their use of a modernist vocabulary to convey
fascist ideas and aspirations.11
Analysis of the cultural production of the fascist era has revealed
the international character of some of the era’s art, as well as its
diversity and modernity.12 Rossana Bossaglia has highlighted the
international origins and character of the Futurists, as well as stressing the non-Italian influences in the Novecento movement, such
as Felice Casorati’s ‘interactions with central European culture’.13
The design arts and the exchanges among design and painting and
sculpture were critical aspects of fascist culture borrowed from
the international avant-garde. The regime’s interest in cultural
innovation and experimentation was visible in a number of places,
such as in exhibition design and in some official events, such as
the avant-garde theatrical spectacle 18BL.14 Cultural innovation and
openness to foreign inspiration was also visible in the widely
promoted public arts of mosaics, murals and bas-relief seen on most
party and government buildings by the late 1930s.
The focus on culture has revealed that the fascist dictatorship
gained, for much of its rule, the consent and participation of cultural
producers. Once the era’s cultural products (art, architecture, literature and film) entered the scholarly and, then, public mainstream,
this corollary issue emerged: if the fascist era produced some critically acclaimed work and if some of it has international and avantgarde influences, while being patronised by the fascist Party and
government, what was the relationship between those who produced
that culture – artists, writers, architects, film makers – and the
fascist regime? How did the regime attract the allegiance of many of
Italy’s most talented artists, writers and intellectuals? In The Patron
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State: Culture and Politics in Fascist Italy, I proposed an answer
through the arts patronage policies of the fascist party and government.15
Fascist cultural intervention, beginning in the late 1920s and
accelerating in terms of funding and bureaucratic intervention, was
imprecise and changing – the product of a constant negotiation among
the dictatorship’s interest in patronising a fascist and national culture,
the aesthetic choices of artists and the tastes of spectators. The
offices of the party and the government designated to organise
artists and to patronise art did so with an approach I have labeled
‘hegemonic pluralism’ or ‘aesthetic pluralism’ – the acceptance,
appropriation and mobilisation of a variety of aesthetic languages
in the pursuit of consent and in the search for a representational
language evocative of the fascist ‘new era’. By accepting a variety
of formal representations and genres, the dictatorship created a
culture of widespread adhesion and hegemonic control over the
structures of representation, such as exhibitions, arts academies
and artists’ unions.
But beyond a tolerance of stylistic diversity, how did the regime
and its bureaucracies attract a notoriously fractious and autonomous
social group such as artists and writers? In Fascist Modernities,
Ben-Ghiat argued that the complex and mutual relationship between
the fascist regime and Italian intellectuals, especially the generation
that came of age during fascism, was based on fascism’s programme
of national regeneration or bonifica.16 The fascist promise of its
particular brand of modernity, neither the Soviet mass collective nor
the atomised marketplace of America, attracted many intellectuals,
writers and film makers. What fascism offered instead was a ‘fascist
modernity’ of social order and renewal within a national, imperial
and racial collective.17
K?<DF9@C@J8K@FEF=K?<@K8C@8EG8JK

While the first wave of fascist cultural studies emphasised the contribution of modernism and the avant-garde to fascist culture and
stressed fascism’s self-representation as new and revolutionary,
the search for fascism’s cultural sources soon drew scholars to the
another side of fascist culture – its mobilisation of the Italian past.
A fundamental element of fascist culture, the appropriation and
assimilation of the past allowed the regime to represent itself as
the fulfilment of Italian history, as the incarnation of the Italy of the
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Caesars and the Popes.18 ‘Rome’ appeared continually in the era’s
fine arts, mass culture and architecture – as an ideological reference
and a cultural inspiration. Romanità manifested itself in archeological excavations and urban plans highlighting Roman imperial
ruins and exhibitions, such as the Augustean Exhibition of the Roman
World (Mostra Augustea della Romanità), the celebration of the 2,000th
anniversary of the birth of the Emperor Augustus which presented
Mussolini as Italy’s modern-day Augustus. The scholarly attention
to Romanità in fascist culture and political discourse brought to
light the multiple uses of the classical past and the collaboration of
classicists and archeologists in adapting antiquity to fit fascist priorities from empire to race.19
Fascism’s own obsession with the Roman past translated into
an initial neglect by cultural historians of the regime’s uses of other
historical epochs, especially the medieval and Renaissance periods.
D. Medina Lasansky, one of the first scholars to assess the fascist
relationship to these later epochs, wrote that the memory of medieval and Renaissance Italy was ‘integral to the discourse of local and
national identity’ and ‘an important element of Fascist cultural
experimentation.’20 A number of recent interdisciplinary books have
taken up fascist culture’s relationship to Italian history, opening new
facets of fascist cultural politics and continuing the debate over the
penetration into Italian culture of fascist rhetorical and aesthetic
priorities. Donatello Among the Blackshirts: History and Modernity in
the Visual Culture of Fascist Italy (2005) brought together classicists,
medievalists, art historians, architectural historians, comparative
literature scholars and historians for a collection of essays on fascism’s appropriation of Italy’s iconic pasts.21 As the editors, Claudia
Lazzaro and Roger Crum, wrote, ‘the Fascist regime shaped the available pasts into a new myth of the nation.’22
As a result of works such as Donatello Among the Blackshirts, we
now know much more about local cultural initiatives, such as officially coordinated revivals of Renaissance gardens and maiolica
ceramics. Such cultural interventions reveal the regime’s desire to be
seen as the guardian and patron of all things ‘authentically’ Italian.
While government-sponsored garden, wine-making, or ceramic
competitions seem distant from the core of fascist politics, these
programmes do say something about the impact of fascism on daily
life. They also reflect the fascist commitment to the cultural sphere
in its most local and regional guise. Demonstrating great energy at
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both national and local levels, fascist cultural bureaucrats sought,
through urban renewal, tourism, film, high art and popular culture,
to highlight the ages of Italian independence and cultural hegemony and to minimise the centuries of foreign domination. As
Diane Ghirardo wrote in ‘Inventing the Palazzo del Corte in Ferrara’,
this impulse translated into sometimes dubious ‘historical’ reconstructions which privileged ‘scenography’ and an idealised past
over historical accuracy. 23 Ghirardo detailed Ferrarese civic leaders’
pursuit of a reconstructed historical centre which ‘bypassed the
period of economic and cultural decline under the papacy and
returned to the era of the city’s greatest cultural prominence, the
centuries of d’Este dominion.’24 Here, local leaders nostalgic for
their own glorious regional past battled with the government in
Rome for reconstructed civic buildings, such as the Palazzo del Corte,
which reflected their visions of typical 13th and 14th century architecture. The interest in a politically usable past came from both the
central and local governments, from ‘above’ and ‘below’ – an example of how fascist policy becomes a more negotiated process when
examined at multiple levels.
D. Medina Lasansky’s The Renaissance Perfected: Architecture,
Spectacle and Tourism in Fascist Italy, one of the most innovative of
the interdisciplinary studies of fascist culture, detailed the regime’s
dependence upon a repackaged medieval/Renaissance past for representations of Italian national culture and civic life. In her study
of fascist-led reconstructions of historical Italian city centres and the
folklore festivals, pageants, tourism, films and trinkets that accompanied them, Lasansky assessed the many layers of fascist national
identity construction and demonstrated the central role played
by phenomena such as regional festivals and historical tourism. In
‘Towers and Tourists: The Cinematic City of San Gimignano’ she
examined government-funded short documentaries of Italian cities
to reveal the intersection of film, tourism, national culture and consumption. San Gimignano, Town of Beautiful Towers (San Gimignano
dalle belle torri), produced by the government newsreel production
company, the Istituto Luce, transformed the Tuscan hill town into a
‘protagonist’ and the purveyor of the priorities of fascist cultural
politics. The film ‘focus[ed] on the city’s medieval past to the exclusion of all else’ and presented ‘medieval Tuscany as the repository
of native culture and Italic spirit [...]’25
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We now have a much richer picture of the multiple and changing
uses of the Italian past by fascism. What emerges is the centrality
of a flexible past to fascist conceptions of national identity and
national culture. The regime located the Italian past at the centre of
its cultural programme, while celebrating itself as the embodiment
of cultural revolution and modernity.
An awareness of the legacy of fascist cultural politics for postwar
Italy and for our own experience of Italy is a very recent contribution
by cultural studies. Lasansky’s example of San Gimignano reveals
the ways in which the contemporary iconic ‘vision of the Tuscan
landscape’ is a product of the fascist architectural emphasis on the
medieval era, which it deemed native and masculine in contrast
to the foreign and feminine baroque. In Mussolini’s Rome, Borden
Painter examined the ways in which fascist urbanism in the city of
Rome, especially with its scenographic isolation of imperial monuments, shapes contemporary views of the Roman past. The proposition that our own experience of Tuscany or ancient Rome has been
shaped by fascist ‘packaging’ raises the provocative possibility that
we all view the built environment left by fascism in ways determined
by the rhetorical priorities of the era.26 In addition to illuminating the
ways in which contemporary views of Italy are configured by fascist
programmes and by the priorities of fascist urbanism, recent scholarship has raised questions about the legacies of fascist involvement
in academic disciplines such as art history, history and classics.
Fascist interventions in university culture, from establishing research
agendas to the hiring and firing of professors, have coloured academic agendas to the present day. As Scott Perry has written, the
new work on fascist culture, ‘make[s] a compelling case for the importance of analyzing the ‘visual culture’ and the ‘spectacle’ created
by the Fascist dictatorship, not only to understand that regime, but,
perhaps more importantly, to understand how our own vision of art
history, right up to the present moment, has been unwittingly shaped
by the Fascists.’27
Some of the challenges to the postwar myths of Italian national
victimhood and to ideas of Italian inoculation from racism and antisemitism have come through critiques focused on culture. Giorgio
Israel and Pietro Nastasi in Scienza e razza nell’Italia Fascista (2005)
unearthed the significant collaboration of scientists and social
scientists in fascist racial politics and practices.28 With Racial Theory
in Fascist Italy, Aaron Gillette looked at the domestic production of
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fascist racial theories. Fascist racism, with its arguments about
Latin/Italian superiority based on notions of Italian descent from the
Romans, was an ideological project designed to transform Italian
culture: Mussolini, wrote Gillette, ‘thought [racism] would strengthen the consciousness of the Italian’s identity, remind them of the
imperial might of their ancestors, and foster the ardent desire to
conquer new territories.’29 It is through the analysis of culture,
academic and popular, that we have come to see the construction and
diffusion of domestic racial theories and the increasingly central
role they played in fascist ideology during the course of the ventennium.
<EMF@

Taken as a whole, the scholarly work on culture has deepened
our knowledge of life in Italy during the fascist era: we now know the
rituals, symbols and narratives of fascist official culture, its multiple
cultural influences, its frondes and its cultural mainstream. Fascist
cultural studies have illuminated the struggle for a unique aesthetic
representative of fascism. They have revealed the internal conflicts
among fascist bureaucratic factions and the era’s cultural movements and generations. They have elucidated the meanings of
modern and historical aesthetic languages in the fascist context.
They have debated the legacy of the culture produced under fascism
for postwar Italy. This body of work has forced a reconsideration of
what was considered ‘modern’ culture, and challenged the Cold War
notion that monumentalism and modernity were incompatible
or that abstraction and dictatorship were an impossible pairing. The
field has analysed the fascist pursuit of the past in order to mobilise
it for the modern fascist future.
Certainly, scholars of fascist culture must be cautious: their field
suffers from the weaknesses and pitfalls of cultural studies. There
are cases in which a few cultural products are used as evidence for
broad contentions about the function and content of fascism. And
because so many of the sources used by cultural studies and cultural history were produced under dictatorial and coercive conditions,
we must be wary of our sources and of their origins, interrogating
them carefully. There are examples in which the work is so theorydriven as to be detached from historical evidence and specificity. And
in some cases, scholars have been intoxicated by the ‘modernity’ of
some fascist-era cultural products, from architecture to film, and
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have decontextualised and even fetishised them. Nonetheless, the
best of the scholarship on Italian fascism and culture avoids such
mistakes by cautiously reading its sources and reading them against
official intentions, offering up the complexity of their production and
consumption.
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The twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Wall spurred a flurry of
renewed interest in East German art, as shown most notably in the
travelling international exhibition Art of Two Germanys/Cold War
Cultures, in 2009-10.1 This exhibition, curated by Stephanie Barron
of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and Eckhart Gillen of
Kulturprojekte Berlin, examined the diverging artistic paths in East
and West Germany and the artists’ responses to the historical events
of their time. The cover of its extensive exhibition catalogue and the
banners promoting the show depict the making and installation
of East Berlin’s Marx and Engels monument. Formally and metaphorically, the photographs of the incomplete and transitional
stages of the monument come to symbolise the cut between two
Germanys, subsequently shaping a ‘division of identity’ (ill. 5.1).2
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Since Art of Two Germanys focused on both private and commissioned political art of the German Democratic Republic (GDR), the
exhibition brings to view contradictions that emerge when art linked
to the East German regime and mass organisations is inserted into
a canon of art defined according to Western parameters. In fact, the
inclusion of commissioned political projects points to the ways
in which the current art historical reception of East German art
necessitates, at times and paradoxically, the effacement of a particular modernist tradition from which this art also draws its artistic
inspiration. The current omission relates specifically to its official
acceptance by the East German regime. Thus, this paper examines
how two post-1989 institutions, in legislature and art respectively,
have positioned two East German artworks within a new aesthetic
framework by eschewing reference to the works’ modernist source,
in this case the art of the Expressionist sculptor Ernst Barlach.
This is not to say that Barlach, Käthe Kollwitz, Max Beckmann
and other Weimar artists are not consistently listed as artistic influences in contemporary histories of East German art. Rather, the
designation of that source is made selectively in accordance with an
aesthetic goal that seeks to save East German images for Western
art history. The first case examines a Berlin Senate Monument Committee report issued in 1993, which prevents a political monument
by probably the most admired of all East German sculptors, Fritz
Cremer: the Spain Fighter memorial in Berlin (1968, ill. 5.2), also
known as Spain Fighter (Spanienkämpfer), from being destroyed or
dismantled by designating it an artwork. Nominating the monument
as such, according to the report’s definition of art, requires that the
committee forgo research into Cremer’s artistic influence, namely
Barlach’s sculpture The Avenger (ill. 5.3). The second case explored
in this paper involves the 2009-10 exhibition of the two photographs
of the Marx and Engels monument used on the cover of the catalogue
and the banners for Art of Two Germanys, as captured by the East
German photographer Sibylle Bergemann in 1984-86 (ills. 5.5 and
5.6). In a similar fashion, various authors efface or ironise the trope
of Barlach that underlies Bergemann’s photograph of the installation
of the monument. This displacement leads to the assurance of Bergemann’s position as a subversive artist readily inserted into Western
art history. The current institutional reception of Cremer’s monument and Bergemann’s photographs of the Marx and Engels monument manages to reframe them as an art of resistance to the East
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German regime, an interpretation made possible precisely by ‘forgetting’ the East German appropriation and official acceptance of the
art of Barlach after the late 1960s.
The integration of East German images into an inherently Western conception of art history clashes most vehemently with the
shamelessly heroic political monuments of the former East German
regime. These monuments led the Berlin Senate to set up a politically independent Senate Monument Committee in 1992-3 to evaluate
East Berlin’s public memorials so as to determine which objects to
preserve, modify or destroy. The criterion for the committee’s judgment was that a given memorial meet one of four specifications: it
had to possess historical, scholarly or artistic value, or hold significance for the urban space on which it was sited. It is especially the
assessment of artistic value that emerges as pertinent for the concerns of this paper, consequently requiring an initial investigation
into the historical foundation for the conceptualisation of a public
monument in East and West Germany.
:C8J?@E>=FIDJF=:FDD<DFI8K@FE@E
<8JK8E;N<JK><ID8EP#(0+,$/0

While one of the causes for the controversy about the East German
political monuments after 1989 concerned the clashing concept of
a monument’s proper function (e.g. should a political memorial serve
to glorify or mourn a person or event?), another reason for the conflict involved contrasting notions of German identity and the proper
image of the ‘nation’. If the idea of a nation is like a theatrical stage
occupied by characters that reflect a preferred national identity,
unwanted characters will eventually taint that performance. Thus,
even when the legislation and administration surrounding the handling of GDR monuments after 1989 were fragmented and dispersed
among local governments, departments, offices, districts and municipalities, one can discern how Germans on both the left and the right
strove for an ideal and authoritative image of the state to guide the
way.3 Berlin’s gigantic Lenin monument, dismantled in 1991-92, was
one of the significant characters disrupting the stage performance,
demonstrating as a result the crucial role of images in the culture
of politics.
Indeed, in the years following World War II, West and East
Germany developed markedly different ways of employing state imagery because of their distinct constructions of German memory.4
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The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) was at odds about the right
way to handle a troubling national legacy, and so deliberately avoided too many political icons and symbols that might remind viewers
of the recent National Socialist past. The response to the heroic monuments erected by the Nazi regime was a subsequent and general
distrust of any type of glorification represented in political images.
The result was that no heroic monuments, military parades or
aggressive visual confirmations of a German identity were erected
or performed after 1945. After forty years with limited monument
production, memorials began to emerge more forcefully in West Germany in the 1980s, reflecting on German shame as the ‘culprit
nation’.5 However, theoretical reflections on monuments were already surfacing in the 1960s and 70s, alongside changing definitions
of sculpture in art, involving an expansion of its field that admitted
many kinds of structures such as architecture.6 Artists often negated the classical monument of victory through oppositional gestures,
invoking ideas of the ephemeral, the non-decorative, the aniconic,
the ‘counter’ and the ‘negative-form’ monument.7
In Western scholarship the distinction between the memorial
(‘Mahnmal’ or ‘Gedenkstätte’) and the monument (‘Denkmal’) gained
critical attention in the 1980s. Conceptually, the ‘memorial’ tends
to commemorate tragedy and address victims of war, such as The
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.8 The term ‘monument’, on the other hand, may describe statuary that glorifies an
achievement or person. While these two terms are often used interchangeably and commemorative sites can serve both purposes
simultaneously, a clear distinction remains in the preferred form of
dedication in united Germany.9 The numerous recent public commemorations in Berlin function as mournful ‘memorials’ dedicated
to victims, such as the infamous Holocaust Memorial (‘HolocaustMahnmal’) completed in 2005, officially entitled the Memorial to
the Murdered Jews of Europe (‘Denkmal für die ermordeten Juden
Europas’).10
In the GDR, fascism was negated or displaced as a character
belonging to West Germany.11 East German authorities initiated an
approach to the staging of images which conceptually contrasted
with, yet formally paralleled that of the National Socialists. In East
Berlin, street names were thoroughly modified to reflect the iconoclastic inversion, using the names of communist heroes to replace
the names and icons of Nazism. Initially, the East German state held
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marches on national holidays, but slowly the celebrations and ceremonies became increasingly formalised displays, the leadership
believing that this visualisation would influence or, at the very least,
impress the spectators. The inauguration ceremonies for public
monuments in the GDR were in many ways the ultimate visual claim
for power. By the 1980s, the veneration of socialist heroes in public
monuments had become one of the main agendas of the Central
Committee of the Socialist Unity Party (SED).12 They were in all
respects icons of official culture, and little weighed heavier in
the state’s cultural politics than its political statues.13 These official
monuments were a way for the GDR to legitimise its existence and
leave its mark on the urban landscape in the various cities across East
Germany.14
After the creation of the East German state in 1949, the SED leadership projected grand visions onto the capital of Berlin. According
to the Third Party Congress of the SED, in 1950, the plan for the
rebuilding of the capital was to create a city centre for ceremonies
and demonstrations, where the city’s great monuments and architecture would be given a central position.15 Where the original conception of East Berlin’s Thälmann monument, honouring the German antifascist Ernst Thälmann, involved the confrontation with
Hitler’s former Reich chancellery on Wilhemstrasse; the original idea
behind the Marx and Engels monument (ill. 5.4) was that it would
iconoclastically replace the dismantled equestrian statue of Wilhelm
I, formerly situated in front of Frederick I’s royal city palace on Unter den Linden. In 1950, the main square in front of the royal palace
was renamed ‘Marx-Engels-Platz’ and, later that year, the leader
Walter Ulbricht, aided by Erich Honecker, who would become
Ulbricht’s successor, began the complete destruction of the ruins of
the Prussian city palace. To manifest their victory, the first great mass
demonstration of the state took place on the new square the following year.16 The destruction of the old images would occur, then,
simultaneously with the production of new images of which the state
monuments played a crucial part.
While other parties did exist, the SED governed the state singlehandedly. This meant that in the visual arts, a rigid hierarchy controlled the decision-making on public monuments. In the 1980s,
the SED leadership began refashioning the state’s image of an East
German heritage, as made evident by the re-introduction of the Prussian past. In 1983, the equestrian statue of Friedrich II was re-locat-
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ed on Unter den Linden in East Berlin and inserted into the political
memory of an East German state. But despite a re-conceptualisation
of historical representation in the GDR, combined with changing
attitudes toward the visual arts, several structural aspects of official
monument production changed little in the forty years of the state’s
existence.17
Firstly, the guidelines of the cultural politics remained fundamentally the same and in agreement with the procedures of the Soviet
Union. Secondly, as stated, all cultural activities were planned by
the Politburo and Central Committee of the SED and followed a rigid hierarchy. Thirdly, the state’s cultural politics were to be legible
and visible at all times in state monuments, as no separation of culture and politics was desired.18 Lastly, the language of culturalpolitical speeches and writings always entailed a limited and preestablished terminology.19 The focus on a set terminology in speeches was particularly notable in the formal address at inaugural ceremonies for political monuments.20
The function of the political monuments in the GDR followed
a standardised script for honouring heroes over victims, and it is
precisely this triumphant character that clashed most forcefully with
West German conceptions of the public monument. Even GDR
memorials to the fallen victims of fascism contained an element of
the victorious, since the memorial would honour individuals and
groups because they fought for a better (communist) future.21 The
death of a hero (the communist leader Thälmann, for instance)
involved his transformation into an icon that served as the future
hope for the state. The Nazi concentration camps became especially
important as sites for monuments that commemorated the victims
of fascism, but also honoured future heroes for their brave resistance. Such monuments functioned as an East German gesture of
triumph conveying hope for the future. Thus, both before and after
the collapse of the GDR, Western-minded viewers disapproved of
the SED regime’s victorious state monuments. West Germans
distrusted the authoritarian monument with its one-way form of
communication; while the socialist monuments were perceived as
ridiculous impositions, both aesthetically and politically.
The self-importance given to the veneration of the political monuments by the SED leadership makes their post-1989 condemnation
as embarrassing and perverse appear almost destined to happen.
Yet, the evaluation of the political monuments of the GDR was a his-
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torically necessary process after 1989, and the ethics of their visibility and presence in museum exhibitions and the urban landscape
became primary concerns. The East German regime’s objective in
the animation of its tradition, as imbedded in a political monument,
was to affirm the commemorative value of the nation’s heritage, even
if the animated components highlighted particular aspects over
others. From the view of the East German state and Party, the GDR’s
state monument represented the nation’s true legacy. For the state
and Party, there were no myths involved. In contrast, in the West,
the function of a state monument commemorating the past must be
truthful to the historical facts rather than faithful to a legacy. History, as privileged in the West, concerns the recording and preserving
of facts; whereas heritage aims to secure value.22 Consequently, the
function of an historical monument in the West is to memorialise
an event with respect to the known facts, concerned as it is with historical accuracy. The objective of the East German state monument
was to embed a past event with value so as to enrich that experience.
Competing claims for German history and the conception of an
authoritative image provoked Berliners in the early 1990s. They
sought people seeking to correct what they perceived as myths
depicted in many of the East German political monuments and so
expose the false ideas represented in them. It is the very concept
of truth as represented by a monument that comes to view in the
handling of Cremer’s Spain Fighter.
8IK8JKILK?6=I@KQ:I<D<IËJJG8@E=@>?K<I

In the spring of 1992, the Berlin Senate established a politically
independent committee with the purpose of examining the over 400
commemorative symbols – statues, tablets, stones, plaques, busts
and stelae – erected in East Berlin after 1945. Berlin’s Senator for
City Development and the Senator for Cultural Affairs selected the
members of the committee based on their expertise regarding
Berlin’s monuments. The participants (six from former East Berlin,
four from West Berlin) were art historians, curators, artists, architects, historians, district politicians, urban planners and monument
conservators. In the winter of 1993, the committee issued its report.
The determination of a monument’s historical value was the committee’s primary criterion for the evaluation of East Berlin’s political
monuments, judged on the basis of the monument’s representation
of history as well as the authenticity of its location. Any falsification
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of an historical event merited the image’s or plaque’s destruction
or removal from the urban landscape. Most ambiguous of all of their
criteria was the evaluation of a monument as worthy of protection
because of its artistic value, and among the monuments recommended for preservation because of their artistic merit was Cremer’s Spain
Fighter (ill. 5.2).The committee’s designation of a monument as ‘art’
was one of the safest ways to protect its existence in Berlin’s urban
landscape, and much is at stake, then, in a monument meeting the
aesthetic standard. The 1993 committee report views art as a sphere
in which artists are free to create works without ties in ‘ridiculous
detail’ to commissions.23 In the GDR, the report notes, the demand
was that artists adopt political subjects uncritically for the sake
of socialism, an approach that was ‘fatal’.24 The GDR monuments
are ‘predominantly without great artistic significance’, argues the
report, adding that, ‘[t]he committee sees therefore no reason to pre-
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serve every monument’.25 There is an ethical necessity involved in
the report’s dismissal of aesthetic significance. As a valuable object,
art raises the cultural and historical importance of the period in
which it was produced. It would be morally unsound to promote the
remains of a culture controlled by a dictatorship, which censored
the visual arts and imposed its own strict cultural politics on artists.
In this sense, the report relies on the notion that false political content destroys aesthetic form. The issue is that of ethics inextricably
bound to the politics of memory in present-day Germany, for one
cannot not be astutely critical of the cultural remains of a former
dictatorship comprising part of recent German history.
The status of the GDR artist before 1989 was an important
consideration in the report’s criterion concerning artistic value. Was
the artist well respected among other artists and the intelligentsia in
East Germany? Did the sculptor exhibit a degree of independence
and resistance, despite the rigid cultural politics of the SED regime?
One example of an East Berlin political monument that the report
designates as art is, as mentioned, Cremer’s Monument to the
German Participants in the Spanish Civil War. The commissioners
of this monument were the municipality of East Berlin and the
Committee of Antifascist Resistance Fighters, and Cremer’s task
was to commemorate the German volunteers fighting with the
International Brigades against fascism in Spain, during the years
1936–39, with the German communist volunteers losing the battle
to the fascists.
The Senate Monument Committee report concludes that Cremer’s monument holds artistic merit and should be preserved for that
reason. They recommended, however, that the text plate next to the
monument be removed or modified with a critical commentary.26
This decision to preserve the monument yet censor the accompanying text plate raises the question as to why one component of the
monument was acceptable while another was not. The crucial difference between image and word in this case lies, according to the committee report, in their respective interpretation of the historical
events surrounding the German International Brigades and their
defeat by the Spanish Nationalists.
The founding myth of the GDR, as aptly illustrated by the textual
plate, conveyed that the death of heroes serves the future of the
nation as a triumphant state. The communists who volunteered in
the International Brigades were incorporated into the GDR’s found-
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ing myth, in which the state’s political victory against fascists was
made to appear imminent. Defeat would be overcome, for the Spain
Fighters were the heroes of the nation, and they led the way for GDR
citizens toward future victory. Consequently, when the text plate next
to Cremer’s monument states ‘The model for our youth in our
Socialist fatherland’, the Senate Monument Committee designates
these words a ‘falsification of history’. The false message of the
textual plate was that of communist victory, despite the facts of the
actual events which culminated in loss. In contrast, the committee
interprets Cremer’s statue quite differently, seeing in it the symbolic futility of the resistance fighters. The soldier balances on one knee
with his fist paradoxically obstructing his own view. The weight of
the monument is heaviest at the front, hence signalling the soldier’s
eventual fall.27 In an artistically skilled manner, Cremer’s image
symbolises the tragedy of the events, argues the report, whereby
Cremer’s memorial remains historically accurate.
The historical accuracy and by extension artistic value of the
image becomes a precarious argument, however, when one takes
into consideration Cremer’s own interpretation of his monument as
stated in 1971:
@_Xgg`cpkffbfm\ik_\Zfdd`jj`fe%K_`jd\dfi`Xc`jXjpdYfcf]fli_`^_i\^Xi[
]fik_\c\^XZpf]k_\Ô^_kf]k_\JgXe`j_g\fgc\Xe[k_\@ek\ieXk`feXc9i`^X[\j%
K_\Ô^_k\i`j`em`eZ`Yc\2i`j`e^]ifdk_\ki\eZ_\jn`k_\oki\d\\e\i^p#i\X[pkf
XkkXZb%<m\e`]_\dljkp`\c[kfk_\jlg\i`fi`kp]fiXn_`c\#_`j]fiZ\#k_\]fiZ\f]
k_\gifc\kXi`Xe`ek\ieXk`feXc`jd#i\dX`ejleYifb\e)/
Cremer expressed how his statue moves forward symbolically, conveying the continued fight and victory over fascism. He had hoped
that his monument would evoke in viewers a readiness to fight for
the cause: ‘The fight is not over. It carries on’, says Cremer about his
monument in 1968.29
Does Cremer’s soldier symbolise the loss of balance and eventual fall of the International Brigades, as argued by the Senate Monument Committee in 1993? Or does he signify forward movement,
the forcefulness and invincibility of the antifascists, as conveyed
by the artist in 1971? Does the Spain fighter’s fist obstruct his view,
or does it formally stress the preference for a frontal view of the sculpture so that the strength of his clenched fist would be visually maximised? The symbol of the clenched fist had strong political resonance in the GDR, linked as it was to Thälmann. Indeed, Cremer
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was initially inspired by pictures of a soldier from the Thälmann
Battalion of the International Brigades surging from the trenches.30
One might also argue for a third interpretation of the monument:
Cremer was playfully operating with a semantic ambivalence allowing for both interpretations, his official account of his Spain Fighter
monument being disingenuous in order to hide his real pictorial
message from his political commissioners. The problem with this
reading is that it would be completely out of character for an artist
infamous for speaking his mind freely, at inopportune moments and
without fear of the consequences, much to the annoyance of the GDR
leadership. Cremer was a consistent taboo-breaker.31 He never hid
his contempt for the colossal monuments to Lenin and Thälmann,
or the absurdity of persistently hiring Soviet artists for German artworks.32 Even if the GDR department of agitation and propaganda
had censored his words for the 1971 booklet in which the citation appears, the artist’s intentions are difficult to misconstrue. The image
commemorates, according to Cremer, the rising and unconquerable
force of the antifascists. His artistic intentions were most likely in
full accordance with the textual plate labelled by the committee
as unworthy of monument protection because of its falsification
of history.
The Berlin Senate financed the restoration of Cremer’s monument
in 1992, and the original text plate was later removed and replaced
by a plate stating only the historical facts: ‘Memorial to the German
International Brigades, Spain, 1936-1939’. Cremer’s sculpture is,
then, an artwork according to the Senate Monument Committee
because it is viewed as a mournful memorial rather than a victorious
monument, skillfully portraying ‘a doomed fight rather than glorified heroism’.33
K?<<8JK><ID8E8GGIFGI@8K@FEF=98IC8:?

Cremer’s Spain Fighter was inspired by Barlach’s The Avenger from
1914 (ill. 5.3).34 Barlach had considered his avenger, an unstoppable
force and a righteous depiction of defence in war.35 The sculpture had
also expressed Barlach’s nationalist sentiments at the onset of World
War I, thus emerging as an exception in Barlach’s artistic oeuvre,
which predominantly operates with the conviction that art and
politics do not mix: ‘Nothing can be more certain than that art is
not subject to the strictures of a political view of the world’.36 If one
interprets The Avenger as being concerned with an abstraction deal-
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ing with a ‘transcendental act’ or ‘force of nature’ fighting for justice,
then one can more readily accept the content and form of the sculpture as a relevant source for Cremer’s monument, argues Cremer’s
biographer Gerd Brüne. He finds the same symbolic character in
Cremer’s Spain Fighter, as evidenced by the soldier holding a sword
rather than a rifle.37 But Cremer’s stylistic appropriation of Barlach’s
sculpture must also be understood within a larger history of East
German art that transforms Barlach into a trope with stakes in both
art and politics.
While Barlach was most active in the first two decades of the 20th
century, he retained his popularity to a degree during the early years
of the Third Reich. The Nazi authorities (especially Goebbels) did not
initially question his artistic abilities, and nor did they criticise the
formal language of his sculptures. Instead, it was the content of his
art that the regime soon criticised as un-German and ‘destructive
modernism’.38 The problem with the content of much of Barlach’s
art was its apolitical stance in relation to fascism, harbouring an
emotionalism, individualism and sense of mourning that was difficult to integrate into the victorious nature of Nazi art.39 As an avid
defender of the autonomy of artistic creation, Barlach refused to
explicitly convey an aestheticisation of politics which was vital to the
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apparent success of the Nazi regime. By 1936, two years before his
death, Barlach was under constant scrutiny by the authorities and
many of his bronze sculptures had been dismantled or melted
down.
After World War II, art exhibitions in the East funded by the
SED regime included works by Die Brücke as well as Kollwits and
Ernst Barlach, yet these were now reframed as politically active artists and incorporated into a longstanding socio-critical tradition of
Realism.40 In the work of Kollwits and Barlach, East German artists
and art historians found a reference to the German proletarian art of
the 1920s; and Expressionism consequently allowed East German
artists to make a compromise between the artists’ desired artistic
autonomy and an attempt to satisfy the cultural politics of the SED
leadership.41 Despite the SED Party’s official negation of Barlach in
1951, because he expressed an unacceptable ‘subjective emotionality’ in a social realm where art’s purpose was to be in the service
of science, artists and art historians found ways to negotiate the
line between modernist art and the political system nevertheless. By
the mid 1960s, Expressionism had become an acceptable visual language to the SED leadership, once again conceptualised as a legitimate socialist art that rejected bourgeois society. In 1967/68, then,
when Fritz Cremer produced his Spain Fighter monument, the art
of the Expressionists was a favorite visual quote among contemporary East German artists and art historians, allowing Cremer to
address an artistic tradition of modern art and, at the same time,
politically assert the humane ideas of socialism, the GDR’s heritage,
and the triumph of justice to come. Because Barlach’s The Avenger
supports Cremer’s intention to depict a heroic fighter surging from
the trenches, the acceptance of Cremer’s monument as a ‘work of art’
by the Senate Monument Committee in 1993 necessitates a ‘forgetting’ of the role of Ernst Barlach as an artistic source.
J@9PCC<9<I><D8EEËJD8IO8E;<E><CJDFELD<EK

The negotiations between a modernist tradition and Party guidelines
for art continued in the 1970s and 80s, a period when the political
elite permitted a greater variety in the visual arts. The 1986 Marx and
Engels monument in Berlin serves as an example of such negotiations (ill. 5.4). Commissioned by the Central Committee of the
SED and guided by the East German sculptor Ludwig Engelhardt,
the monument ensemble on the Marx and Engels Forum echoes
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several styles, including the art of Barlach as well as the Constructivists, at least conceptually, a Moscow-Berlin artistic connection
prior to Stalin’s programme of Socialist Realism.42 While using
Expressionism and Constructivism, the artists of the Marx and
Engels Forum managed to please and adhere to the ideology and
cultural-political preferences of Party officials in the 1980s through
the installation’s content, which narrates the global struggle of
the proletariat towards revolution as led by the science of MarxismLeninism.43
Rather than considering the modernist influences in the Marx and
Engels installation, the reception of this state monument after the
collapse of the GDR preferred a different and curiously teleological
representation, seeing it as a symbol of the last and futile phase of
GDR history.44 An essay by Eugen Blume and Roland März in the
catalogue for the 2003 exhibition Kunst in der DDR, held at the New
National Gallery in Berlin, turns the Marx and Engels monument
into the image of the state’s collapse.45 They accuse the makers
of the Marx and Engels installation of ‘false deification’ of the his-
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torical persona of Marx and Engels, and in an effort to illustrate this
point they refer to the series of images by Bergemann. Bergemann
had followed the creation and installation of Engelhardt’s Marx
and Engels monument and captured various moments during its
production and installation in Berlin.46 Blume and März argue that
her photographs disavow the statue and its ‘ridiculous’ and ‘propagandistic’ form.47 The interpretation of Bergemann’s photographs of
the Marx and Engels monument in the exhibit Art of Two Germanys
/ Cold War Cultures is more refined but still noticeably rooted in the
idea of her disavowal of the regime’s programme. Indeed, her photographs come to represent the art exhibition as a whole – not only
on the cover of the catalogue, but also on the banners outside the
museum promoting the show. The catalogue cover pictures Bergemann’s 1984 photograph of the Marx and Engels monument as a
plaster cast where the upper bodies of Marx and Engels were still
unfinished and unassembled, creating an eerie incompleteness
or ghost-like presence because the identity of the two men remains
unknown. The museum banners, on the other hand, show Bergemann’s 1986 photograph of the sculpture of Engels as it is being
installed on the square with a rope around its torso, thus seemingly
dangling from the air and formally dividing the picture plane into two
halves (ill. 5.1).
Bergemann’s framed photographs were included in the Art of
Two Germanys exhibition in a gallery room dedicated to the artistic
and social criticism of the 1980s in East and West Germany. This
room, entitled ‘1980-1989 Manic Normality in Germany’, argued
rather ambiguously that the preservation of routines took on a ‘manic character’ during this decade. The theme of the gallery also aimed
to show how the SED regime slowly permitted more public criticism,
which became a catalyst for change eventually leading to the end of
the Cold War. Thus, Bergemann’s two photographs, comprising
the frontispiece for the exhibit as a whole, come to represent social
and artistic criticism before the collapse of the GDR. In the catalogue
one reads that:
J`Ypcc\ 9\i^\dXeeËj g_fkf^iXg_j i\m\Xc Xefk_\i `ej`[`flj j`[\ f] k_\
>;I#k_ifl^__\ilj\f]k_\leZXeep%@efe\g`Zkli\f]k_\`ejkXccXk`fef]k_\
DXio$<e^\cj dfeld\ek `e 9\ic`e# <e^\cj Xgg\Xij kf _Xe^ ]XZ\[fne ]ifd
Xeffj\%@eXefk_\ij_fkj_fn`e^XZfejkilZk`fej`k\`e>lddc`e#k_\Ô^li\j
cffbc`b\_ldXeYf[`\jZlkZc\Xecp`e_Xc]%N`k_flkbefnc\[^\f]k_\[Xk\jk_\j\
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g_fkf^iXg_jn\i\kXb\e#fe\Zflc[i\X[`cpgi\jld\k_Xkk_\pXi\[fZld\ekj
f]:fddle`jkdfeld\ekjY\`e^[`jdXekc\[%9lkdfi\`dgfikXekcp#k_\[`m`j`fe
f]`[\ek`kpk_Xkk_\pjl^^\jkjk`cci\jfeXk\jkf[Xp%+/
The monument’s inception looks prophetically to its potential demolition, while the curators use the images to refer metaphorically
to the two Germanys. What remains unexplored is the message
of Bergemann’s images before this recent interpretation. Would an
examination of pre-1989 relations justify the conclusions that
her photographs are a disavowal of the SED’s propaganda art, as the
exhibition Kunst in der DDR argued? Would it confirm the ‘insidious’
message about the GDR in her photographs, as claimed by Art of
Two Germanys?
Bergemann, a fashion photographer, was commissioned by the
Ministry of Culture of the GDR to document the creation of the Marx
and Engels monument, from the winter of 1975 until its installation
on the Forum in the spring of 1986. The Ministry of Culture used
some of her early photographs from her collection on the monumentin-progress for their public exhibition about the Marx and Engels
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Forum in 1983.49 In the 1984 photograph of plaster casts of Marx and
Engels, Untitled (Gummlin), showing only the lower parts of their
bodies, they are fixed with strings to the board on which they stand
(ill. 5.5). Because their cast, unfinished bodies are abruptly cut at the
waist, the clouds behind them seem to hide their upper bodies, making it appear as if their heads are in the clouds. The sky was often
used as the appropriate background for officially sanctioned monuments in the GDR, as it implied monumentality and a connection
with the divine. Bergemann’s image could be suggesting that if the
strings were not holding the statues of Marx and Engels to the
ground, these gods would rise to the heavens. Bergemann’s own 1993
interpretation would appear to be in alignment with such a reading,
for the theme of the divine reappears when some of her photographs
were reprinted in the journal Daidalos. Bergemann entitles her photograph of Marx and Engels with their heads in the clouds ‘Götterklein’
(‘Morsels of Gods’).50 Rather than being brought to the ground, Marx
and Engels are elevated metaphorically to the skies in Bergemann’s
picture of the plaster casts of Marx and Engels.
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Bergemann’s photograph from February 1986, Untitled (Berlin),
capturing the moment that the bronze cast of Engels is being installed on the Forum, depicts the stiff and horizontally lifted bronze
body of Engels hanging from a the rope of a crane (ill. 5.6). But is
Engels hanging ‘face down from a noose’ (as Art of Two Germanys
claims) if one takes into consideration that Bergemann’s image is a
visual reference to Barlach’s bronze figure of a floating angel, the
Güstrow Memorial from 1927? (ill. 5.7)51 Barlach’s statue hung in the
Cathedral of Güstrow suspended from the ceiling. His commissioned
memorial commemorated the 234 members of the congregation
killed in World War I, but he memorialised it in such a way as to
stress the tragedy of the event while ignoring any message of heroic
duty or service to the nation. Consequently, his memorial conveyed
a non-patriotic sentiment which was considered unacceptable to
many, especially the National Socialists.52 The bronze statue was
confiscated by the Nazis in 1937 and melted down in the early 1940s.
Like Barlach’s angel, Bergemann’s figure of Engels (‘Engel’ in
German means angel) appears elevated above the earth and below
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the heavens. In 1986, Bergemann’s image of Engels in a tilted position, floating in mid-air, suggested the communist hero’s affinity
with the divine. The implication is that Bergemann quoted Barlach
in order to endow the figure of Engels with the aura and sacredness
of Barlach’s no longer existent angel, thus in a sense resurrecting
a legacy.
The GDR writer Heiner Müller’s book of poetry, Ein Gespenst verlässt Europa from 1990, includes Bergemann’s photos of the Marx
and Engels statues reproduced at the end of the book. The book’s
title is a reference to the very first line of The Communist Manifesto,
‘A spectre is haunting Europe’, only Müller modifies the line to
‘A spectre leaves Europe’.53 Müller’s 1990 juxtaposition of his critical
poetry and Bergemann’s photographs of the Marx and Engels monument recast her photographs as images that clarify Müller’s words.
Because of the poetry’s political emphasis, Bergemann’s images
come to be read as satire of the SED regime, or even a ‘parody’ of
Barlach’s angel, according to the East German film director Peter
Voigt in 1990. Voigt was also commissioned by the regime to assist
in the production of the monument installations on the Marx and
Engels Forum during the 1980s.54 But to what extent did Bergemann
‘parody’ Barlach’s angel in 1986, and what would such a parody
entail, taking into account the immense respect that East German
artists held for Barlach?
Indeed, did Bergemann possess the same political interests as
Müller and express that agenda in her photographs before 1989?
Müller’s political interests were exposed as far from clear when, in
1992, the Stasi files were opened to the public. It became known rather than merely suspected that Müller, like other GDR writers, had
collaborated with the Stasi. Müller had worked in support of the SED
regime, while simultaneously claiming his resistance. The regime
had given him gifts in exchange for conformist literature, which
included some criticism of the regime, yet maintained the political
system nonetheless. While other writers expressed their disappointment in Müller, his own reaction to the charges remained ambivalent. My point in reviving a twenty-year old controversy is not to
judge Müller once again or even Bergemann for the compromises
they may or may not have made, but to question why it has become
pivotal for current artistic exhibitions to claim Bergemann as a
subversive artist when the evidence of her practice before 1989 could
just as easily suggest otherwise.
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In many ways, the stakes involved in the current re-appropriation
of Bergemann’s photographs concern the definition of art. The view
on art as necessarily autonomous believes that true art can only
be produced with the artist’s freedom to express his or her creativity
without political restraints and guidelines. By representing Bergemann as a dissident, then, Kunst in der DDR had a particular mission
in mind. Focusing primarily on paintings, the catalogue and exhibition portrays the category of the visual arts as a sphere where there
is no place for commissioned political projects.55 Despite its more
diplomatic approach to commissioned GDR works, Art of Two Germanys/Cold War Cultures remains nonetheless dedicated, however
subtly expressed, to the idea that good art is independent of a political commissioner and resistant to an oppressive political regime.
Describing a GDR photographer employed by the Party as sincerely aligning herself with the cultural politics of the SED regime in
the 1980s would seem to unnecessarily complicate her status as an
artist today. Indeed, few living artists who were active in the GDR
would announce their compliance with or belief in the political goals
of the former regime, as they wish to forget and dissociate themselves
from the past. This belies the fact that well-respected East German
artists were often proud of their state political commissions. There
was never a shortage of GDR artists more than willing to undertake
a politically motivated commission by the state or Party.56 The goals
of artists in the GDR were more compliant and sympathetic to various aspects of the politics in the GDR than current historiography
tends to admit. The recent trend in the reception of East German
art thus imposes a discursive form onto the visual arts which seeks
to save artists for Western art history by placing them in the category
of subversive GDR artists. The result is that the history of art of East
Germany is being re-written as a history of and tribute to resistance.
The interpretive development in the historiography of Barlach toward
political affiliation provides an ironic twist to the events, when taking into consideration that Barlach himself was an avid defender
of the autonomy of artistic creation. The trope of Barlach, which
allowed East German artists a space of freedom to address a modernist tradition of autonomous art, is now too easily associated with
its apparent opposite, with antifascism and the cultural policies of
the SED regime.
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Nazi propaganda ministry policies were notorious for rejecting and
attacking modernist avant-garde artistic practices in the name of constructing a true ‘German Identity’; yet, they used them to display the
undesirable. Thus, the Nazi relationship to modernity was both complex and contradictory. Jeffrey Herf, in a sociological investigation of
the Weimar period through the Nazi regime, identifies this complexity as ‘reactionary modernism’, a right-wing, politically conservative
movement that takes place within the framework of modernism.2
Reactionary modernism describes an ideological trend in early 20th
century Germany, when technology was embraced and Enlightenment reason was rejected.3 The rejection of Enlightenment reason is
coupled with what Joseph Goebbels termed a ‘steel like romanticism’
(stählernde Romanticism),4 the pastoral being paired with the industrial aspects of the modern nation state. According to Herf, reactionary modernists were modernist in two ways: 1) as technological modernists, and 2) as modernists who believed in ‘the triumph of the
spirit and will over reason and the subsequent fusion of this will to an
aesthetic mode.’5 He continues that ‘modernism celebrated the self,
when modernists turned to politics, they sought engagement, commitment, and authenticity, experiences the Fascists and Nazis promised
to provide.’6 The attempt to bring modernisation technologically into
line with the romantic or mythological idea of the Nazi völkisch
ideology is well illustrated by Goebbels in the following passage:
R¿TEXk`feXcJfZ`Xc`jde\m\ii\a\Zk\[fijkil^^c\[X^X`ejkk\Z_efcf^p%IXk_\i#
fe\f]`kjdX`ekXjbjnXjkfZfejZ`fljcpX]Ôid`k#kfÔcc`k`enXi[cpn`k_jflc#kf
[`jZ`gc`e\`kXe[kfgcXZ\`k`ek_\j\im`Z\f]flig\fgc\Xe[k_\`iZlckliXcc\m\c%.
The romantic was linked with an irrationality that rejected the
Enlightenment ideals. Yet, romanticism was a modern movement.
The complexity of linking a ‘forward-looking’ or modern perspective
with the ‘backward-looking’ or romantic is evident in Nazi museal
practices. Indeed, the concept of a reactionary modernism is very
useful in studying the complex form of modernity presented in the
Nazi art world itself.
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To examine the reactionary modernism of the Nazis, we turn
to modern museal8 practices utilised in the 1937 Great German
Art Exhibition (GAE, Grosse Deutsche Kunst Ausstellung) in Munich,
which was the first exhibition of official Nazi art. Nazi museological
practices embraced the most modern display techniques of the day,
employing hanging and lighting techniques that are still used today.
Despite their rejection of the modernist or avant-garde artistic
vocabulary, practices and lifestyles, modern elements were hidden
under the visual cues of romantic, conservative, populist, realist and
classical ‘German’ artistic practices. In order to make visible modern
elements in museum practices, the architecture as well as the artwork and hangings in the GAE are addressed, including a comparison with the Degenerate Art Exhibition held at the same time across
the park, suggesting a contradictory and complementary dialogue.
What are seen as ubiquitous and conservative museal conventions
used in the GAE were also part of new museal practices.
The practices that relate to the display and production of art work
in Nazi Germany are often dismissed as a ‘rupture’ in or anomalous
to the historical ‘progression’ of artistic production. Most art historical surveys focus on the notorious Degenerate Art Exhibition and dismiss the official Nazi exhibitions as retrograde or propaganda. The
GAE was an official annual exhibition. If the official Nazi art works
are acknowledged, it is usually to show the contrast between the
official works and the ‘degenerate’ works.9 However, the work displayed in the GAE was considered to be art by the Nazis and was
displayed as such. Thus, it seems fitting to deal with these works as
art and not to dismiss them in order to see what impact they may
have had theoretically. Furthermore, these official works were woven
into the modern German institution of the museum, which displayed
art to the public.
K?<K<DGC<F=><ID8E8IK

The importance of art to the Third Reich is clear when one is aware
that the Temple of German Art (ill. 6.1) was the first structure that the
Nazi party ordered to be built after coming to power, a building which
10
became a domicile for Party-endorsed art. According to the Party’s
chief racial theorist Alfred Rosenberg, the Temple was the place in
which art was to be used to ‘reawaken’ the volk-spirit and religion.11
Furthermore, the museum was to be a part of the community’s cultural as well as spiritual education.12 Rosenberg claimed that the duty
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of the artist was, in part, to give the community an ideal image of
itself. The ‘Nordic’ viewer should lose track of time, place and distance. The viewer was put into an environment where (s)he would be
able to contemplate the greater meaning of the artistic message.13
The official exhibitions held there were ‘blockbusters’ in today’s
rhetoric – in other words, they were exceptionally well attended. The
walls of the Temple of German Art functioned as physical boundaries
within which the viewer was to leave behind the ‘secular’ or ‘real world’
atmosphere and its corresponding patterns of behaviour and progress
to a ‘spiritual’ or ‘ideal’ environment, adopting the behaviour and
manners of a virtuous citizen. In short, the museum acted as a frame
in which a prescribed process of forming the ideal citizen, a subscriber to Aryan spirituality, the volk, was catalysed. In a compelling environment, the visitors were educated in their comportment while
being surveyed and controlled; they were to leave transformed into
ideal citizens, a development which was not unusual as such knowledge and power functions are those of the modern museum. The
Temple of German Art was the archetypal setting for this process.14
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Nazi political philosophy and practice, largely involving the recycling of already existing cultural traits and values, was directed
toward constructing a power base, the Nazi volk. This articulation of
a romanticised mythological volk and its historical roots occurred
in the Great German Art Exhibition, where further performative space
was provided. ‘Space’ included the general architectural environment, the ways in which the objects were hung, ordered and labelled,
and the social events, souvenirs and media which surrounded the
exhibits. The latter extended the museum space outside to the lives
of the people, providing sites for socially and politically elicited
behaviour and an epistemology. The museum was the context that
constructed the objects and volk as ‘art’; the museum attempted to
direct the appropriate behaviour of the viewers, which reified the
status of the objects and volk as ‘art’ works. These associated values
and meanings not only provided a signifying structure that corresponded to the works of art but also transposed onto a different signified, the actual groups or individuals that correlated to the works
of art. The display was a narcissistic presentation to and of the visitor, i.e. only the ‘attractive’ elements of the Nazi volk ideology were
represented within the frame of the museum. Thus, a semiological
system was constructed within the space of the Temple of German Art
that created a mythology for the ‘True German Identity’, a type of mirror for the viewer and an ideal of the ‘virtuous German citizen’.
The GAE provided an arena in which the audience could (per)form
an identity of the citizenry in a modern national museum. The performance relied heavily upon pre-existing protocol and signifying
systems, tropes, which were in place prior to the exhibitions. The
exhibitions then served the purpose of manipulating ideas which
were already familiar and acceptable to the audience. Carol Duncan
relates this manipulative and ‘constructive’ power of the modern
museum in the following:
KfZfekifcXdlj\ldd\Xejgi\Z`j\cpkfZfekifck_\i\gi\j\ekXk`fef]XZfd$
dle`kp Xe[ jfd\ f] `kj _`^_\jk# dfjk Xlk_fi`kXk`m\ kilk_j% @k Xcjf d\Xej k_\
gfn\ikf[\Ôe\Xe[iXebg\fgc\#kf[\ZcXi\jfd\Xj_Xm`e^X^i\Xk\ij_Xi\k_Xe
fk_\ij`ek_\Zfddle`kpËjZfddfe_\i`kX^\Æ`e`kjm\ip`[\ek`kp%K_fj\n_f
Xi\`ek_\^i\Xk\jkXZZfi[n`k_k_\dlj\ldËjm\ij`fef]n_Xk`jY\Xlk`]lcXe[
^ff[dXpgXikXb\f]k_`j^i\Xk\i`[\ek`kp%(,
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It should be recognised from the outset that the Temple of German
Art was not only a kind of spiritual sanctuary, but also a museum
with an overall environment associated with modern museum practices. A desire to be a member of the volk was promoted by the ideological framework of the museum, where science and technology
were used to frame an exhibition in the interest of constructing a
myth and identity of the citizen. What makes this exhibition a reactionary modern exhibition is that the myth constructed was romantic, which in turn necessitates a rejection of Enlightenment reason.
Modern Nazi museum practices promoted a romantic ideal, the
volk,16 an aspect of romanticism. However, the development of the
modern museum itself was guided by Enlightenment principles. Stylistic and institutional breaks with established traditions in the name
of progress may be seen as a progeny of the Enlightenment, which
provided the epistemology that became naturalised in the modern
nation state and a subject of postmodern critical evaluation. The
major strategy arising out of this Enlightenment mode of thinking is
the idea of a unitary end of history and of the subject, a masternarrative which tells the universally ‘true’ story and legitimises this
‘truth’ through the consensus of authorities in their respective fields.
This aspect of modernity is one way of starting to understand the
development of modern museal practices.
The ultimate realisation of Enlightenment ideals has been seen in
the revolutionary fervour which swept through the United States,
France and the UK in the last quarter of the 18th century, when the
modern nation-state came into being. At that time there was a series
of legitimising ‘myths’ or ‘cultural fictions’ that rose to the service
of the modern nation-state. The two main ‘cultural fictions’ were
the mystery novel and the museum.17 The museum and its sister
institution, art history, were the cultural fictions formed as part of
the nation-state’s need to create and maintain power. As a result of
serving the needs of the nation-state, there were modern forces and
powers at play that were part of the covert existence of these two institutions. It is these covert forces and aims, residing at the very heart
of modern practices, that were exemplified in the general practice
of art history and museology in the Third Reich and were present
at the GAE.
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The policies which controlled art in the Third Reich were strictly
based on racism. Furthermore, this racism was governed by evolutionistic ideas which are today considered at least partly pseudoscientific. This discourse comprised modern ideas such as genetics
and natural progressive evolution, which were widespread in many
Western contexts, but took a particularly sinister form in Nazi
Germany.18 The following quote from Mein Kampf should illustrate
the use of this modern discourse and vocabulary within the context
of Nazi thought:
<m\ipXe`dXcdXk\jfecpn`k_Xd\dY\if]k_\jXd\jg\Z`\jR%%%T%8epZifjj`e^
f]knfY\`e^jefkXk\oXZkcpk_\jXd\c\m\cgif[lZ\jXd\[`ldY\kn\\ek_\
c\m\cf]k_\knfgXi\ekj%K_`jd\Xej1k_\f]]jgi`e^n`ccgifYXYcpjkXe[_`^_\ik_Xe
k_\iXZ`Xccpcfn\igXi\ek#YlkefkXj_`^_Xjk_\_`^_\ife\R%%%TEfdfi\k_Xe
EXkli\[\j`i\jk_\dXk`e^f]n\Xb\in`k_jkife^`e[`m`[lXcj#\m\ec\jj[f\j
j_\[\j`i\k_\Yc\e[`e^f]X_`^_\in`k_Xcfn\iiXZ\#j`eZ\#`]j_\[`[#_\in_fc\
nfibf]_`^_\iYi\\[`e^#fm\ig\i_Xgj_le[i\[jf]k_fljXe[jf]p\Xij#d`^_kY\
il`e\[n`k_fe\YcfnR%%%T%@kj_fnjn`k_k\ii`]p`e^ZcXi`kpk_Xk`e\m\ipd`e^c`e^
f]8ipXeYcff[n`k_k_Xkf]cfn\ig\fgc\jk_\i\jlcknXjk_\\e[f]k_\Zlckli\[
g\fgc\R¿T%(0
The progressive leitmotiv of modernity considered the evolution of
humanity to move from ‘rude’ simplicity to ‘civilised’ complexity.
Thus, the ultimate aim of evolution was that all the peoples of the
planet would eventually catch up with the white European. It seems,
however, that one difference between the democratic Enlightenment
thought of human evolution and Hitler’s reactionary modernity is
that Hitler dared to overtly pronounce the pinnacle of evolution in
his own time rather than ‘politely’ implying it; and that he also linked
this pinnacle exclusively with race rather than culture.
The National Socialist movement set out to redefine the volk as a
totality, which was a race, a government, a set of customs and traditions, including a religion based on romanticised origins and the
uniqueness and predispositions of the Aryan race and soul.20 Modernity was the frame for Nazi myth, asserting that there was a unitary
end of history and of the subject as well as a master-narrative,
describing the totalised and true story of the totalitarian state. The
art of the Third Reich was employed in a modern fashion in order to
foster the Nazi racial myth. Dr. Paul Schutze-Naumburg and Dr.
Hans Guenther, both Nazi art historians, promoted the notion that
classic or Hellenic beauty was Nordic and any deviation was degen-
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erate – applying principles of eugenics. They believed that works of
art reflected the artist, and specifically his or her race. If an artist was
of inferior racial strain or suffered from mental or physical illness,
their art work would have identifiable ‘degenerate’ features. People
of a ‘pure’ blood line would produce classical beauty, a reflection of
themselves.21 Dr. Walter Darre, a colleague of Schultze-Naumburg,
furthered this doctrine of racial art by fostering the idea that art
should serve eugenic racial selection and promote the birth rate. All
of this was solidified and made party doctrine with the publication
of Rosenberg’s Myth of the Twentieth Century in 1930. Thus, a work
of true German art became a form of evidence or ‘scientific proof’ of
the genetic make-up of the artist, demonstrating that which is beautiful and desirable as an ‘ideal-I’ or depicting the proper Aryan mate
for the propagation of the Nazi race. Thus, by utilising the modern
myth of proof and evidence, relating to the pseudo-scientific foundations of genetics and evolution, the Nazi myth was seemingly not
only legitimated but also propagated.
The uses of art within the institution of the museum acted as an
educational instrument of modern ‘totalising’ and homogenising in
the Third Reich. This was further articulated by the appointed Nazi
director of German art education, Robert Boettcher,22 who promoted the ideas that art was the ‘social cement’ of society and that art
should reflect the collective mentality of the people. He viewed art as
important in the promotion of patriotism through an appreciation of
German history, beauty and myth and in combating social unrest by
providing enjoyment for Germans through exhibitions and museum
tours.
The idea of art and the museum as educational tools or institutions is not an uncommon modern notion. In fact, the following
quote is a description of the British Museum of the 18th century: ‘the
Museum was endeavoring to educate all classes. A predominant
concern of those interested in the education and the ‘civilizing’ of
the public was the use of the Museum as a means for providing an
aesthetic education.’23 The prime example of the use of Nazi art as
‘education’ of the people is exactly seen in the 1937 Great German
Art Exhibition. It was the beginning of the artistic legitimisation of
the new Reich, which required the building of a cultural myth and
legitimising the Nazis as cultural benefactors and leaders of the new
state by demonstrating what it meant to be German through art.
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Donald Preziosi views modern museums as performing ‘the
basic historical gesture of separating out of the present a certain
specific ‘past’ so as to collect and recompose (to re-member) its displaced and dismembered relics as elements in a genealogy of and for
the present.’24 This was evidenced clearly in the opening of the GAE.
In Hitler’s dedication speech, he referred to the museum as a ‘Temple’ – ‘a House of Art for the German People’ housing an art that
corresponded ‘to the ever-increasing homogeneity of our racial composition, and that would then in itself present the characteristics of
unity and homogeneity [...] what it means to be German’.25
Further, Preziosi states that the modern museum teaches us how
to solve things, how to think and how to piece the world together in
a coherent, rational and orderly manner – the natural – and that the
present job of the museum seems to be to tie identity and cultural
patrimony to a historical or mythical past. In short, the museum
evokes and enacts ‘a desire for panoptic or panoramic points of view
from which it may be seen that all things may indeed fit together in
a true, natural, real or proper order [...] convincing us that each of
us could ‘really’ occupy privileged synoptic positions [...] The use of
prefabricated materials and vocabularies [...] [and provide] demonstration and proof, and techniques of stagecraft and dramaturgy’;26
and this is exactly what occurred in the lavish historical parade
offered during the Days of German Art and within the frame of the
GAE. To be extended a role in history or myth gave individuals the
illusion that they occupied a panoptic position. What was meant by
‘to be German’ was offered in the events which surrounded the opening of the exhibition as well as in the exhibition, itself.
For the Nazis, the GAE was the elixir that would heal a great society gone astray. It was a demonstration of what was beautiful and
what it meant to be an ideal citizen in Nazi society. The ideal citizen
was a highly romanticised version of the German, which is the key to
reactionary modernism in Nazi museum practices. The romanticised
German was based on heroism, exaltation of their ‘primitive’ roots
and an association with nature – an imaginary notion of the Aryan
race. Major representative categories of the German exhibition of
1937 were Hitler and his leaders, womanhood, manhood and rural
landscapes. Landscapes were used to represent an idealised rural
Germany, while womanhood and manhood displayed idealised
Aryans and Nazis divided along gender lines. Men held public offices
and military positions – they were bread winners or farmers and pro-
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viders. In short, men dominated the public sphere; and the art works
depicted men in such activities. Women dominated the private
sphere. They were mothers, farmers27 and housewives. The German
Madonna and Child or ‘mother happily nurturing her children’ were
the most frequently seen female images. The woman’s role was in
the household or as an allegory. Reproduction was the ultimate function of the woman. The woman held the ‘natural’ or ‘biological’
position in society. Farmers and landscapes were representations
that naturalised the Aryan subject and associated the identity with
nature, fertility and fecundity,28 while (re)presentations of Hitler and
the leaders not only acted as venerable icons but also possessed
a surveying panoptic gaze. This kind of categorisation typifies the
exhibits displayed by modern museums: ‘for every people and ethnicity, for every class and gender, for every individual no less than for
every race, there may be projected a legitimate ‘art’ with its own
unique spirit and soul; its own history and prehistory; its own future
potential; its own respectability; and its own style of representational
adequacy.’ 29 In fact, this following discussion of the modern museum by Preziosi seems to describe that of the GAE:
K_\`ejk`klk`fegcXZ\j`kjlj\i`eXeXdfig_`Zgfj`k`fej]ifdn_`Z_`kdXpY\j\\e
k_XkXZ\ikX`e_`jkfi`ZXc[iXdXkli^ple]fc[jn`k_j\Xdc\jjeXkliXc`jdR%%%Tn_Xk
fe\`j[`jkiXZk\[]ifd`jf]Zflij\k_\cXi^\ig`Zkli\Xe[k_\[\k\id`eXk`fejf]
k_\j\jkfi`\[jgXZ\j1k_\fm\iXccjfZ`Xc\]]\Zkjf]k_\j\i`klXcg\i]fidXeZ\j#
n_`Z_X `ejkXek`Xk\Xe`[\fcf^pf]k_\eXk`feXjYlkXe`e[`m`[lXcjlYa\Zkni`k
cXi^\#Xe[Y i\[lZ\Xcc[`]]\i\eZ\jXe[[`jaleZk`fejY\kn\\e`e[`m`[lXcjXe[
Zlckli\jkfmXi`Xk`fejfek_\jXd\2knf[`]]\i\ekYlkZfdd\ejliXk\m\ij`fejf]
k_\jXd\jlYjkXeZ\Xe[`[\ek`kp%@ejlZ_Xi\^`d\#n\Xi\Xcci\cXk`m\j`ek_`j
=Xd`cp$f]$DXe$Xe[&Xj$@kj$Nfibj%*'
With this view of the modern museum, society can be united under
aesthetic preferences and schooling that are administered by the
state. In the case of the Nazis, the art was overtly used in order to
control and direct the ‘desire’ of an ego ideal as well as of the mate
one desires. The ego ideal was comprised of gender identity and all
of the accouterment required of that subject position. The controlling and directing of taste also affected the way in which people chose
a mate, for the mate had to be aesthetically pleasing in order to
be desired. The notion of beauty in the Third Reich was primarily
physical,31 for beauty was the result of purity of the race. This beauty
directly correlated to the reproduction practices in Nazi society,
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which had as their ultimate goal the production of a pure Aryan race:
a eugenic and sometimes modern concept.
To promote this education and these aesthetic preferences, the
modern museum offered each object as a trap for the gaze. The art
work ought to speak directly to the viewer with a minimum of interference and distraction. In the GAE museum space, the pieces were
hung at eye-level with limited commentary. This, accompanied by
the clear representational form of the sculpture or the painting in
question, framed the work in a context of clear legibility. The frame
of the entire exhibition and surrounding events disallowed any freeplay of meaning.
Furthermore, the intense interaction between the art works and
the individual viewer provided the ultimate opportunity to ‘personalise’ the education. There were varied representations in the exhibition, catering to individual differences and diverse stations in
society. Diversity is a strange term to use for the representations of
the Aryan race; however, some diversity within the ‘race’ was recognised – diversity in careers, Germanic cultural groups, age and
geographical locations. Thus, any Aryan was sure to find a painting
that communicated to her/him and presumably offered an ego ideal
or a desirable ideal mate. The masses could be tamed and educated
in a museum space which trapped and spoke directly to the viewers
in personal terms. In sum, the GAE offered, in a modern environment, an organised, deliberate and ‘enlightened’ synoptic view of
what it meant to be German and what it meant to be a German man
or woman, stereotypical gender roles.
In sum, the art displayed in the GAE deliberately wove a myth of
the German ideal which the Nazis claimed was based on scientific
reasoning, but this reasoning was distorted for the purpose of developing the romantic myth. Thus, Enlightenment reason was rejected
in deference to romanticism. The displays presented were, in fact,
those of reactionary modernism with myths being offered within the
most technologically advanced environment of the museum.
I<8:K@FE8IPDF;<IEDLJ<LDGI8:K@:<J1
K?<<EM@IFED<EKF=K?<>I<8K><ID8E8IK<O?@9@K@FE

The Temple of German Art was described as follows in the official Nazi
1934 booklet, The Temple of German Art Munich, written for Englishspeaking tourists to introduce and justify its construction, location
and historical significance:
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K_\ÈK\dgc\f]>\idXe8ikÉefnkfY\\i\Zk\[`egcXZ\f]k_\fc[È>cXjjGXcXZ\É
n_`Z_nXj[\jkifp\[YpX]\Xi]lcZfeÕX^iXk`fen`ccefkd\i\cpj`^e`]pk_\flk\i
jpdYfcf]k_`j`e[fd`kXYc\n`ccf]k_\e\n^fm\ied\ekXe[k_\>\idXeg\fgc\
kfi\alm\eXk\k_Xkm\i`kXYc\>\idXe8ik#Ylk`j#`ek_\ÔijkgcXZ\#kfY\`kjcXjk`e^
[fd`Z`c\#`kjg\idXe\ek_fd\#Yp`kjnfibj\m\igifZcX`d`e^Xk_fd\Xe[XYifX[
k_\`ee\idfjkjlYjkXeZ\f]k_\>\idXejflc%*)
The Temple, the place in which the ‘true German soul’ was to be embodied for eternity, was a symbolic limestone domicile. But why
should Munich be the chosen city for the Temple? The booklet tells
us about the art historical mythology of the location:
K_\iXZ\#gfglcXk`e^k_\jflk_$>\idXekfnejXe[m`ccX^\j#jf[\\gcpiffk\[
`e`kjXeZ`\ek#gli\cp>\idXekiX[`k`fej#jfnXid$_\Xik\[Xe[_fjg`kXYc\#jf
]\im\ek Xe[ eXkli\$cfm`e^ Xe[ ^\el`e\# _Xj \m\i j`e^cp `eÕl\eZ\[ Xik# _Xj
XcnXpjfZZlg`\[`kj\c]n`k_`kjgifdfk`feXe[_XjXkXcck`d\jZfej`[\i\[XikXj
k_\i\Õ\Zkfif]`kjiXZ`Xcjflc%**
Along these lines, the volk is romanticised as a culture closer to its
pure origins. The whole Nazi artistic programme was set out in this
24-page booklet. It begins by stating the importance of art and art
museums to the national identity:
Nfibjf]XikXi\efkX[`jg\ejXYc\clolip]fiXepeXk`feR%%%TXjk_\XikXZk`m`kpf]
XZflekiplem\`cjXg\fgc\ËjZfddfejflc#k_lj#k_`jXik`jk`Zlkk\iXeZ\i\Õ\Zkj
lgfek_\m`\nf]c`]\f]Xcck_fj\n_ffg\ek_\`i_\XikjXe[d`e[jkf`kj`eÕl\eZ\%
K_lj#k_\]lik_\iXeZ\f]X^\el`e\#leX[lck\iXk\[>\idXeXikdljkY\Xe[`j
fe\f]k_\gi`eZ`gXckXjbjf]k_\eXk`feXcjkXk\#f]k_\n_fc\>\idXeg\fgc\%*+
The text reveals the art which is to be valued by the ‘German people’,
and introduces the polarisation of ‘Degenerate art’ versus ‘German
art’, without using the term ‘degenerate’. Art as a ‘reflector’ of the people is taken into a logical circularity in which ‘the art productions of
a people are the criterion according to which the vitality of a people
can be judged, the instrument by means of which its vigor can be tested: art is the ‘breath of a nation’s nostrils.’’35 Therefore, Nazi art is a
reflection of the people; and the people are a reflection of their art.
The second significant publication which was part of the museum’s propagandistic machine was the German catalogue for the 1937
GAE, Grosse Deutsche Kunstaustellung 1937: Im Haus der Deutschen
Kunst zu Muenchen, which further sets36 the stage with regard to how
this art came to be exhibited. The selection of the paintings was done
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in the academic tradition. According to the catalogue, a request was
made public for German artists from everywhere in the world to submit paintings for ‘examination’. 25,000 pieces were submitted;
15,000 were sent on to Munich; and 900 were exhibited, an almost
democratic process. The criteria for exhibition were as follows:
@k`jZc\Xik_Xkfecpk_\dfjkZfdgc\k\#Ôe`j_\[Xe[Y\jkZXeY\j_fnef]n_Xk
>\idXeXik`jXYc\kfXZ_`\m\`ek_`jle`hl\Le`k\[>\idXe8ik\o_`Y`k`feR%%%T
GifYc\dXk`ZXe[`eZfdgc\k\Xikn`ccefkefnfi\m\i_Xm\XZ_XeZ\f]XZZ\gk$
XeZ\`ek_\?flj\f]>\idXe8ik%*.
These criteria are met out of ‘[...] the obligation which lies in the
architecture of the House of German Art! It is a building of the most
perfect National Socialistic architecture.’38 The building is seen as a
gift from the Führer and Paul Ludwig Troost, the architect, to the
German artists and people and the culture of the (Aryan) world.
Again, this is a process of exclusion, laying claim to Aryan representative art. It sets up a power structure which puts the Nazis in a position of judgment and recognition. They demonstrate by example
‘good taste’ and ‘virtuous citizenship’.
The ‘Foreword’ in this catalogue concludes with a powerful statement of an exclusive, unified German identity that shares a common
history or deep history of the German past:
@ek_\=_i\iËjnfi[jn_`Z_jkXe[XYfm\k_\\ekiXeZ\f]k_\?flj\f]>\idXe
8ik# È8ik `j Xe fYc`^Xk`e^ d`jj`fe f] ]XeXk`Z`jd# jlg\i`fi kf fe\Ëj ]Xk\%É DXp
k_`jj\ek\eZ\XcnXpjjkXp`ej`^_kf]k_\>\idXeXik`jk`Z^\e`lj`eXcck_\`infibj2
k_Xk`kRXikTdXpY\k_\]XeXk`Z]lcÔccd\ekf]k_\`iRk_\Xik`jkjTjlg\i`fid`jj`fe
Æ]ifdk_\j\_`^_\jkXik`jk`ZXZ_`\m\d\ekj#n_`Z_Xi\nfik_pf]k_\^i\XkXik`j$
k`Z>\idXegXjkXe[n_`Z_Xi\`eZfdgXiXYc\#Xe\ncpXi`j\e_`^_\jk\ogi\jj`fe
f]k_\^i\Xke\jjf]R>\idXeTYcff[Xe[\Xik_#f]k_\EXk`feXcJfZ`Xc`jkgfj`k`fe
Xe[f]Xnfic[g\iZ\gk`fe#Xe\n>\idXe\iX`jYfie%*0
Thus, good taste, which is a trait held by the most exemplary of citizens, is institutionalised in the GAE. If one desires to be part of the
‘virtuous citizenry’ and partake in the ‘community’s common heritage [...] in its very identity’, one must accept the ‘highest and most
authoritative [Aryan] truths’, consecrated (constructed and romanticised) within the walls of the Nazi museum or temple.
The catalogue section on ‘The House of German Art in Munich’
delves deeper into the architecture of the building than the booklet
the Temple of German Art.
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The catalogue description of the museum offers a mould or boundary within which aspects of the ‘modern’ are absorbed or exiled. The
text elaborately describes the museum’s appearance (colonnades,
stairways and materials), thereby attempting to illustrate the enormous but simple construction. It begins with a visitor crossing
the street and walking up the front steps into the entry hall, detailing the minimal architectural embellishments (limestone, marble
and mosaics). One is given the sense of an austere classical building,
grandeur being expressed in the materials, space and light.40 The
plain, austerely geometric architectural elements gave one the
impression that the Nazis truly had not completely escaped modernist artistic vernacular. What was avoided was any actual display of
technology and any direct use of an obviously modernist or avantgarde elevation or style.
For the Nazis, there was a conflict between using current technologies in the museum and being perceived as avant-garde. As we
know, the ‘temple’ for the romantic myth of the volk could not allow
technology to be visible in the architecture or it would approximate
an avant-garde building style. From this perspective, the strengths,
weaknesses and constructive power of the frame become apparent.
The concept of the volk was constructed within the walls of the
museum. The concept of the volk was defined through exiling those
things that were seen as not being part of the concept, i.e. things that
were othered. The modernist or avant-garde was seen as anarchistic, Marxist, Jewish and degenerate. However, the Nazis were not
able to exile all the constitutive elements of ‘modern’ – and nor was
this desirable. The Nazis attempted to construct the ‘modernist’ or
avant-garde as an ‘other’, which was equated with the rise in metropolitanism and avant-garde artistic styles. But they also wanted to
be seen as progressive and superior to their ‘modernist other’, which
disallowed the exclusion of technological advancement. This conflict
forced them to negotiate their position. The negotiation was present
in the architecture of the museum, which looked to antiquity for
its design and materials in its elevation and to the modern for its
displays, which included not only the way the objects were hung, but
also the lighting and climate control.
Technology was embraced through the lighting in the museum.
The description in the catalogue gave lighting great importance
by highlighting the care given to the tone and tint of the glazing.
The light in the major exhibition rooms was provided mainly by great
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skylights, resulting in subdued natural light. In addition, special
lighting fixtures were set behind the skylights for use in the evening
or during poor weather. Despite the importance of the innovative
lighting system – the matt glass plates and huge metal frames into
which these plates were set – it was obscured from the outside of the
building by the architrave. Incorporating this technology into the
building façade would have betrayed the mythological or romantic
history the museum was to narrate: ‘Important and modern, in the
best sense, is the extraordinarily clearly ordered rooms that benefit
the visitor and make it impossible to get lost and tired.’41
Overtly, this statement demonstrates how the modern was carefully inserted into the texts. Nazi progress was also affirmed through
the description of the technology housed in the basement, that of climate controls and a bomb shelter: ‘It may be said that the technical
installations are among the most modern; however, the technical
aspects are not visible from the outside.’42 This ‘modern’ technology was the ‘right’ kind of modern, the kind of modern associated
with a progressive ‘first’ world identity, while the aesthetics of the
modernist or avant-garde were associated with the ‘degenerate’.
Thus, the exhibition catalogue description of the museum architecture acted as a frame in which the objects were to be experienced
by the viewers. The museum frame embraced the ‘romantic’, looking
back to the Greeks and Romans. It embraced the eternal in its use of
‘permanent’ materials such as marble and limestone. It embraced the
notion of progress in its ‘modern only in the best sense’. It rejected
‘modern in its worst sense’ (anarchy, Marxism, Judaism and degeneracy). By virtue of the catalogue, the mould or frame was, in part,
provided by the architecture of the museum for the construction of
Aryan/volk mythology/identity and the kind of modernism that
appeared acceptable in the construction of an industrialised society.
The catalogue directly acknowledged the visitors within the frame
of the museum. The rooms were said to be organised so that fatigue
and confusion were impossible. The comfort of the visitor was
emphasised, providing an accessible environment. A mention of the
‘elegant’ restaurant and the ‘cosy’ basement Bierstube informed
the visitor that these facilities were open to the general public. The
‘elegant’ restaurant was ‘for everybody, [and was] accessible outside
of exhibition hours [...] they [the visitors] should arise from the spirit
of the House, an exemplary place of groomed cultural expression.’43 In
a surprisingly overt manner, the museum guide tells its visitors their
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appropriate ‘cultural expression’, behaviour and comportment. The
‘spirit of the House’ in its ‘inclusive’ language, i.e., ‘for everybody’,
applies to a very specific group of people, those who are claimants to
the volk mythology and identity.44
The end of the text reiterates that the museum is a reflection of
the art and that the art is a reflection of the German soul and the
museum. It states that
EXk`feXc$JfZ`Xc`jd`jefkXi\mfclk`fe%8e`dd\ej\>\idXeeXk`feXc]\\c`e^`j
Y\`e^XnXb\e\[%K_\fm\iZfd`e^f]ZcXjj[`jk`eZk`fejXe[k_\afp]lcjlYfi[`eX$
k`fef]`e[`m`[lXc`kple[\ik_\j`e^lcXi>\idXe`[\X`jZfejkilZk`m\Xe[efki\m$
fclk`feXip%Fecpk_\Zc\Xi`e^f]k_\dXk\i`Xc`jk`Z$DXio`jkilYYc\`ji\mfclk`fe$
XipR%%%Tk_\XZklXceXkli\f]EXk`feXc$JfZ`Xc`jd`jZfejZ`flje\jjf]k_\[\\g\jk
>\idXemXcl\j1Xi\fi^Xe`jXk`fef]k_\>\idXejflcXe[`kj^fXcXjXefi^Xe`Z
^ifnk_f]k_\>\idXeZlckli\%+,
This ‘constructive’ German idea was seen as a natural occurrence.
The growth, development and existence were ‘organic’. There was no
reason to question the German ideal because it was natural, just as
God intended. It implied that the German ideal followed ‘natural laws’
without question. Everything that fell outside this natural category
was unnatural or aberrant (cf. the punishment for not complying).
Thus, the museum publications not only provided an architectural frame for the construction of the volk mythology and identity,
but also described the environment and appropriate behaviour for a
Temple of Art. The texts themselves utilise language which placed
limits on the audience or defined the appropriate subject (visitor).
The texts ‘historically documented’ that the German/Aryan subjects
had fought for their rights to exist: the polarisation of ‘us, the Aryan’
and ‘them, the degenerate’ was definitively constructed. The Temple
of German Art and its contents and contexts were solely intended for
‘us’ to the exclusion of ‘them’. The text spoke to the Aryan audience;
therefore, the voice spoke of an ‘us’. It spoke of a common desire for
‘our’ Aryan representation.
:FEKI8JKF=K?< >I<8K><ID8E8IK<O?@9@K@FE 8E;
K?<;<><E<I8K<8IK<O?@9@K@FE 18M8EK$>8I;<DLJ<LDGI8:K@:<

The Aryan and ‘us’ mythology and identity and the highly technical
environment of the GAE are further enhanced when one compares
the ‘us’ exhibition, the GAE, to the ‘them’ exhibition, the Degenerate
Art Exhibition. This contrast illuminates the acceptable (reactionary
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modern art practices), with the Degenerate Art Exhibition offering examples of the undesirable through the display of the unacceptable
and the use of artistic avant-garde practices.
The Nazi value placed on the two exhibitions is initially suggested by the inscription over the doors of the buildings that housed
these two exhibitions. Over the door of the Degenerate Art Exhibition
was inscribed ‘Eintritt Frei’ or ‘Entrance Free’, which implied that
everything displayed here had been excised from our ‘national identity’ or ‘that which has no positive value is here’ (ill. 6.2). In contrast,
the inscription over the Temple of German Art read ‘Art is an obligating mission of fanaticism, superior to one’s fate.’ The corresponding
valuation of the exhibitions is further highlighted with respect to who
did the honours of opening the exhibitions. The Degenerate Art
Exhibition was opened by Adolf Ziegler, president of the Reich chamber of visual arts, one day after the GAE was opened by Hitler himself, on 18 July 1937.
The museum housing the Degenerate Art Exhibition also acted as
a frame in which objects of disrepute (both people and works of art)
were defined. The works of art were actually classified ‘degenerate’
(their taxonomy), and were offered as visible ‘evidence’ of the ‘degeneration’ that was genetically undermining the German culture.
Since art was the highest reflection of its people, according to the
Nazis, the Degenerate Art Exhibition did not display ‘art’ but ‘artifacts’ of a dead or dying culture within the walls of an archaeological museum; while the GAE displayed works which were considered
the highest and noblest reflection of the German volk. The GAE
offered images of ‘genetically strong and healthy’ Germans and displayed them as the ‘highest’ art form in the new Temple of Art. The
Degenerate Art Exhibition labelled in a condemnatory manner several
groups of people, e.g. the Jews, the mentally ill, the congenitally
malformed and the Bolsheviks; while by contrast the GAE moulded
the viewer into an ideal citizen, the volk, an important resource for
the state.
The dialogue between the two exhibitions continued, bringing to
the fore other important aspects necessary in moulding a concept of
the volk. The Degenerate Art Exhibition was somewhat like a cabinet
of curiosities that did not highlight individual pieces to be contemplated. In fact, the museum space was ‘refashioned into a ‘conversable space’, a place where the exhibition of nature’s curiosities served
as ‘a prelude to conversing about natural history’ in a heavily ritual-
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ised manner that was calculated to forge and strengthen bonds
of civic solidarity.’46 Civic solidarity was formed by the interactions
of the viewers with one another, creating a boundary between themselves and that which was ‘degenerate’. This is similar to the dialogue
between the GAE and the Degenerate Art Exhibition. According to one
visitor, ‘[t]he large number of people pushing and ridiculing and proclaiming their dislike for the works of art created the impression of
a stage performance intended to promote an atmosphere of aggressiveness and anger. Over and over again people read aloud the pur-
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chase prices and laughed, shook their heads, or demanded ‘their’
money back.’47 In this ‘conversable space’, the crowd spoke loudly,
sacrilegiously, commenting and laughing over the pieces represented. This was not the appropriate, reverent bourgeois behaviour
required for viewing the GAE .
On the other hand, one could look at the Degenerate Art Exhibition
as masterfully appropriating the Dadaist exhibitioning strategy of the
First International Dada Exhibition, which displayed art works in
avant-garde modernist fashion, pointing to the ‘meaningless’ nature
of art (the ‘Dada Wall’, for instance). The Dadaists were engaged in
displaying their avant-garde work in an avant-garde setting, which
is much like installation practices of the contemporary art world. In
the Degenerate Art Exhibition, the avant-garde strategies of exhibiting works of art was appropriated by the Nazis to demonstrate to the
crowd the lack of value associated with the avant-garde art on display. The idea was to reject the avant-garde artistic practices, and in
so doing the avant-garde exhibition strategies were utilised in order
to demonstrate that the art works had no value in themselves.
The Degenerate Art Exhibition was a ‘disease’ that triggered an immune reaction in the healthy German. It introduced a pathological
strain (the ‘degenerates’) that, in its full power and strength, threatened the existence of the ‘true’ German culture. In contrast to the
‘healthy’ romantic offerings of the GAE, the work of the Degenerate
Art Exhibition evoked the destructive ‘degenerate other’ and not the
visible progressiveness of the nation as represented in the GAE. The
apex of evolution was to be represented in art in the GAE. The works
were from one period (the Thousand Year Reich), and little or no
explanation of the works seemed necessary. On their own, the works
spoke to the audience. The meaning was determined as firmly as it
was in the Degenerate Art Exhibition; it was just not overt. It gave the
impression that interpretive power was in the hands of the viewer.
The two exhibitions could also be viewed as working in concert to
construct identities within community and national contexts. With
the construction of the Aryan identity, a violent polarisation was created; the Aryan category was defined by constructing and assaulting
the identity of the ‘inferior’ Other. Hitler saw the architecture and art
programme as ‘a tonic against the inferiority complex of the German
people [...] He who would educate a people must give to it visible
grounds for pride. This is not to show off but to give self-confidence
to the nation.’48 This construction of the concept of the volk was as-
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sociated with both visible grounds for public pride and for shame (the
GAE and the Degenerate Art Exhibition respectively). One visitor at
the Degenerate Art Exhibition observed that ‘[t]he rooms were quite
narrow, as were the openings from one room to another, and the ceilings much lower than in the House of German Art.’49 Certainly, what
is being described is a space that inspired little awe and respect for
the art works. In the Temple of German Art, the ceilings were high;
the rooms were large; and the natural light was plentiful. The limestone material from which the museum was constructed was permanent, implying that the objects within were eternal and living, creating a discursive space charged with meaning and value proper
to these works (ill. 6.3). The objects within this space were highly
regarded in contrast to those in the Degenerate Art Exhibition.
Furthermore, the hanging of the works in the two exhibitions differed dramatically. In the Degenerate Art Exhibition, the initial installation took only two weeks; the works were rashly hung.50 They
occupied almost every centimetre of wall space. Many of the pieces
were unframed and were hung upside down or crooked. Peter Guenther recalls that the paintings were ‘hung very closely together, some
above others, some over the doorways’, resulting in a ‘chaotic impression’.51 The art works were ‘organised’ in the first rooms according to vague themes. As one progressed to the last rooms, those on
the ground floor, there were no thematic or iconographical classifications to help the visitor in ordering the information received or
making any individual identifications. The lack of order and of
rationality and the vagueness and discontinuity of themes were significant parts of the manipulative strategies put into motion in this
exhibition to alienate the viewer from the works and construct the
opposing concept to the volk, the ‘degenerate’ other, the very devil
himself. It was clear that the major goal of the Degenerate Art Exhibition was to demonstrate that the works of these artists were not
rational or comprehensible.
The deliberately cluttered and fragmented disorganisation of the
paintings displayed in this exhibition presented the viewer with a
constant visually chaotic bombardment of images, the fragmentation and visual discontinuities creating an alienating and hostile
space.52 Seemingly, the Third Reich believed that, from this experience, the viewers would desire sanity, security and the restoration of
their mental health by rejecting ‘degenerate’ art. In contrast, the
Great German Art Exhibition was presented in a clear, comprehen-
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sible manner – months had been spent on its planning and execution. Care and consideration were given to each individual display.
The exhibition was not organised in a strictly thematic manner. The
paintings were mainly limited in subject matter to Hitler, the leaders, womanhood and manhood and rural landscapes. The exhibition
escaped any obvious narrative structure, representing the 1,000-year
Reich. Thus, the ‘perfection’ of the Aryan race ‘reflected’ in the works
of art did not consist of temporal manifestations but represented the
fully evolved example of the race. The clarity of the exhibits remained
with the individual works, which were shallow and over-determined
in terms of their iconography. Complexity was strictly avoided; nonsense and confusion were left to the Degenerate Art Exhibit. Each
painting was showcased by good lighting, correct orientation and
comfortable spacing so that the audience could reverently contemplate the work, the most significant audience activity in aesthetic
appreciation, which was facilitated by modern museum practices.
Contemplation is an activity reserved for the appreciation of ‘high’
culture and for ‘fine’ art museum spaces such as the Temple of German Art.53 The aim of contemplation in such a desirable environment
was to persuade visitors that this was the type of person and life they
should embrace and seek to truly desire and identify with.54
The labelling and commentaries were mutually defining in these
two exhibitions owing to their stark contrast. One exhibition was
clearly defined as undesirable, while the other was defined as desirable. With such a polarisation, the high regard for the volk as well as
the construction of the concept of the volk were further established.
Commentaries and labels in The Degenerate Exhibition were smeared
freehand across the walls, providing reasons for and ‘rational’ causes of the viewer’s confusion, disorientation and hostility.55 There was
no standard format, size or script. There was no narrative to follow
that would assist the audience in ‘understanding’ the meaning of the
objects – only the artists’ names, titles, museums from which the
works were taken, years of acquisition and prices paid. The prices
were often those paid in the inflationary period of the 1920s, preposterous prices offered without an explanation of the economy.56
Furthermore, to add to the assaults on the works, there were often
stickers next to many of the works which read, ‘Paid by the taxes of
the working German people’.57 This was intended to communicate
the ‘degeneracy’ of the works of art and to create outrage in the
audiences at the thought of public funds being squandered by former
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administrations for the purchase, display and veneration of such
objects. The meaninglessness of this exhibition (and, therefore, art)
was rationalised as a result of an intrinsically confusing art (rather
than exhibition space), products of ‘degenerates’ (people who do not
conform to the currently evolving concept of the volk, who lack the
German soul). Furthermore, the cramped space and clutter created
an environment that promoted disrespectful behaviour rather than
contemplation and veneration.
Georg Simmel theorised individual reactions to crowded metropolitan space: ‘[t]he innerside of this external reserve is not only indifference but more frequently than we believe, it is a slight aversion,
a mutual strangeness and repulsion which, in close contact, has arisen anyway whatever, can break out into hatred and conflict.’58 There
were approximately two million visitors in a four-month period, and
most days twenty thousand visitors attended.59 As Peter Guenther
observed, there were large numbers of people crowded into the rooms
while he was there.60 He noted that ‘[...] people pressed up against
one another to see the badly lighted works; the atmosphere was
dense.’61 Thus, the cluttered atmosphere of paintings and crowding
of people seemed instrumental in establishing a hostile audience
reaction, and served to promote curiosity in the people – a circus side
show presenting the deviants of society.
In contrast to the Degenerate Art Exhibition, the uncluttered volk
exhibition, the GAE, was offered in airy and antiseptic spaces. The
thoughtfully hung works of art were labelled in carefully printed
script with the artists, titles and requested sale prices. The works of
art were left to speak for themselves, implying that the meaning and
value were inherent qualities. Rather than establishing an atmosphere of alienation and hostility, the GAE attempted to be spacious,
comfortable and accommodating to its visitors. Labelling and commentaries were part of the defining strategies for the value and
regard given the works of art in their respective exhibits, which in
turn were operative in defining the concepts of the ‘degenerate’ or
other and the Aryan volk respectively.
:FE:CLJ@FE

It should be apparent from the aforementioned discussion that
the Munich art exhibitions of 1937 served as major artistic events
that were to define for ‘the German volk’ the difference between
‘good’ and ‘bad’ or ‘high’ and ‘low’ or ‘healthy’ and ‘degenerate’ art.
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However, these two exhibitions not only demonstrated these qualities but were also operative in constructing a category with associated qualities called the volk. As was demonstrated through the exhibition strategies and art work, the Degenerate Art Exhibition operated as the antithesis of the moulded German volk and represented
those aspects of the cutting-edge modern that were unacceptable:
the metropolitan, the avant-garde, the Bolshevik etc. It was by such
a contrast in museological strategies that the volk concept was well
established. Without such a remarkable contrast, a strong sense of
what the concept volk should include could not have occurred.
Through these two concurrent exhibitions, an inside and outside
of German culture were created. The inside of German culture
was found in the Temple of German Art, embodying the ‘right kind of
modern’, reactionary modern. This highlighted the ‘German Soul’
and the associated values of health, strength, industriousness, good
taste, high art, and a sense of community, unity and nationalism; and
was offered through aesthetic technology at its most virtuoso. The
outside was (re)presented in an old archaeological museum, where
the associated values of ‘the wrong kind of modern’, avant-garde,
poor taste, low art, madness, illness, anarchy, Bolshevism, Judaism
and ‘degeneracy’ were manifested. All the art work was housed in an
aging, outdated museum and displayed in Dadaist avant-garde fashion. The ‘virtuous’ citizen was forced to turn to the works across the
park housed in the Temple of German Art for identification; this
is where the truly desirable qualities could be found. Hence, both
displays encompassed complex and different uses of modern strategies. The GAE provided a modified form of modernity, reactionary
modernity that presented a mythology of the German volk, where
romanticism was predominant and over-ruled Enlightenment
reason, but where the art was displayed in the most technically
advanced museum and associated practices of the day. In contrast,
the Degenerate Art Exhibition offered starkly realistic presentations
that lacked the use of modern technology, but were offered in the
Dadaist avant-garde fashion of modernism. Thus, some form of
modernity (although veiled and differing) was present in both of the
Nazi 1937 art exhibitions held in Munich.
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1 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung 1937
im Haus der Deutschen Kunst zu
München (exh. cat.), Haus der Deutschen Kunst, Munich, 1937, p. 25.
2 Jeffrey Herf, Reactionary Modernism:
Technology, culture, and politics in Weimar and the Third Reich (Cambridge
University Press; Cambridge, 1984),
pp. 1–11. Quote on p. 3.
3 This is where the stark difference
between reactionary modernism and
the multiple characterisations of modernism lie. Many forms of modernism
embrace Enlightenment ideals and
rational scientific progress.
4 Herf, Reactionary Modernism, pp. 1–11.
5 Herf, Reactionary Modernism, p. 12.
This can also be seen as a form of
individualism.
6 Herf, Reactionary Modernism, p. 12.
7 From Deutsche Technik (March 1939),
pp. 105–06 (speech at the opening
of the Berlin Auto Show, 17 February
1939). Quoted by Herf, Reactionary
Modernism, p. 196.
8 Modern refers to the museum practices
that emerge out of the Enlightenment
model, in which the public museum
was born and the princely collection
was in decline.
9 Note that this is a modernist polemic
in which the discourse that involves
the Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung
is often steeped. It allows official Nazi
art to be dismissed as inferior or ‘low’
art, in contrast to the ‘high’ art that was
incorrectly labelled ‘degenerate’. Thus,
‘true’ art was eclipsed, by a period of
propagandistic schlock that was propagated by a conservative/fascist regime.
10 The ‘Temple of German Art’ is what
the Haus der Deutschen Kunst, or
House of German Art, is referred to
in the museum guide produced for English-speaking visitors. Karl Drechsel,
MA, The Temple of German Art Munich
(F. Bruckmann; Munich, 1934).
11 James Whisker, Social, Political and
Religious Thought of Alfred Rosenberg
(University Press of America; Washington, 1982), pp. 121–22.
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12 Cultural and spiritual educations are
not mutually exclusive concepts.
13 Whisker, Social, Political and Religious
Thought, pp. 120–22.
14 See Tony Bennett, The Birth of the
Museum (Routledge; New York and
London, 1995). Note that the modern
museum was born out of the Enlightenment, under which a citizen could be
educated on cultural subjects as well
as becoming a better or ideal citizen.
Please see the next section for a more
complete discussion; ‘Modern Museum
Practices’.
15 Carol Duncan, ‘Art Museums and
the Ritual of Citizenship’, in Ivan Karp
and Steven Lavine (eds.), Exhibiting
Cultures: the poetics and politics of
museum display (Smithsonian Institution Press; Washington and London,
1991), p. 101.
16 This analysis of the volk as romantic
can also be seen as related to the modernist use of the romantisation of the
primitive, à la Gauguin, in which a
notion of the ‘uncontaminated’ ‘original’ of a culture is idealised. This is
a very difficult line to argue as this is
a retreat into the past that many avantgarde artists enjoyed. The Nazis ambivalently embraced industrialisation
and selective and strategic aspects of
modernist practices, while the avantgardes and modernism were perceived
as ‘degenerating’, ‘contaminating’
the Aryan origin myth.
17 Donald Preziosi (ed.), The Art of Art
History: A Critical Anthology (Oxford
University Press; Oxford and New
York, 1998), p. 508.
18 See Sander L. Gilman, Difference
and Pathology: Stereotype of Sexuality,
Race and Madness (Cornell University
Press; Ithaca and London, 1985). Note:
The United States preceded the Nazis
in their eugenics programmes and
provided the basis for the Nazi programme. The intellectual and scientific
legitimisation of the eugenics programme was provided by such major
institutions as the Carnegie Institute,
the University of Chicago, Harvard,

Princeton, Yale, Perdue, Northwestern,
UC Berkeley, NYU, and Stanford. The
eugenic programme was integrated
into the college curriculum between
1910 and 1940. It was viewed as progressive and was the model for the
Nazi eugenics and genocide programmes. Edwin Black, The War
Against the Weak: Eugenics and
America’s Campaign to Create a Master
Race (Thunder’s Mouth Press; New
York, 2003), pp. 75 and 259–60.
19 Adolf, Hitler, Mein Kampf, trans. Ralph
Manhaim (Houghton Mifflin Company;
Boston, 1971; German 1st edn. 1927).
20 Alfred Rosenberg, Myth of the
Twentieth Century, trans. Vivian Bird
(Noontide Press; Torrance, CA, 1982;
German 1st edn. 1930), pp. 428–43.
21 Hans F.K. Günther, Rassenkunde
des deutschen Volkes (J.F. Lehmann;
Munich, 1923) and idem., Rasse und
Stil: Gendanken über ihre Beziebungen
im Leben und in der Geistesgeschichte
der europäischen Völker (J.F. Lehmann;
Munich, 1926), 2nd edn.; Paul SchultzeNaumburg, Gestaltung der Landschaft
durch den Menschen (George D.W. Callway; Munich, 1928).
22 Who published Kunst und Kunsterzeihung in dritten Reich in 1933.
23 Inderpal Grewal, The Guidebook
and the Museum: Aesthetics, Education
and Nationalism in the British Museum
(ms. 1989), p. 2.
24 Preziosi, The Art of Art History, p. 511.
It should be noted that Preziosi also
says: ‘In no small measure, modernity
itself is the museum’s collective product
and artefact; the supreme museographic
fiction.’ p. 509 [original italics].
25 ‘Hitler’s Speech Dedicating the House
of German Art’, Volkischer Beobachter,
19 July 1937, in Benjamin Sax and
Dieter Kuntz (eds.), Inside Hitler’s
Germany: A Documentary History of
Life in the Third Reich (D.C. Heath and
Company; Lexington (Mass.), 1992).
26 Preziosi, The Art of Art History, p. 512.
27 Women depicted as farmers were
usually mothers or associated with
the land or nature – Heimat.
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28 This not only addressed the primitivising myth of the German farmer,
untouched by the degenerate, but
promoted the ‘progressive’ idea of
eugenics – a genetically constructed
ideal citizen.
29 Preziosi, The Art of Art History, p. 513.
30 Preziosi, The Art of Art History, p. 514.
31 The Nazi physical ideal of beauty
was derived from classical models.
One might note that higher education
in Germany at the time took place in
the Gymnasium. The Gymnasium was
where Socrates trained young minds
and where a beautiful body reflected
a beautiful mind.
32 Drechsel, The Temple of German Art,
p. 10.
33 Drechsel, The Temple of German Art,
pp. 13-14.
34 Drechsel, The Temple of German Art,
p. 5.
35 Drechsel, The Temple of German Art,
p. 6.
36 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung
(cf. note 1).
37 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung, p. 5.
38 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung, p. 5.
39 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung, p. 6.
40 Duncan discusses the connection
of the Greek and Roman temple architecture, which was adopted as fitting
for the museum. It marks off the museum space as secular and ritualised,
a place where a culture’s identity is
performed. Duncan, ‘Art Museums and
the Ritual of Citizenship’, pp. 91–92.
41 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung,
p. 22 [italics mine].
42 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung,
p. 24.
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43 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung,
pp. 22–23 [italics mine].
44 This refers to Deleuze’s definition
of grounding, in which he states: ‘The
operation of grounding renders the
claimant similar to the ground, endowing it with resemblance from within
and thereby allowing it to participate in
the quality or the object which it claims.
As similar to the same, the claimant is
said to resemble – this, however, is not
an external resemblance to the object
but an internal resemblance to the
ground itself.’ Gilles Deleuze, Difference
and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton
(Columbia University Press; New York,
1994; Fr. 1st edn. 1968), p. 272.
45 Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellung,
p. 25.
46 Tony Bennett, ‘Pedagogic Objects,
Clean Eyes, and Popular Instruction:
On Sensory Regimes and Museum
Didactics’, Configurations: A Journal
of Literature, Science and Technology,
vol. 6, no. 3, 1998, p. 2.
47 Peter Guenther, ‘Three Days in
Munich, July 1937’, in Stephanie Barron
(ed.), “Degenerate Art”: The Fate of
the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany
(exh. cat.), Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, 1991, p. 38.
48 Peter Adam, Art of the Third Reich
(Harry Abrams Publishers; New York,
1992), p. 211. Quote from Hitler at
Nuremberg, in Volkischer Beobachter,
9 September 1937.
49 Guenther, ‘Three Days in Munich’,
p. 36.
50 Stephanie Barron, ‘1937: Modern
Art and Politics in Prewar Germany’,
in idem., “Degenerate Art”, p. 20.
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51 Guenther, ‘Three Days in Munich’,
p. 38.
52 Note similarities in terms of alienating
space in Georg Simmel, ‘Metropolis
and Mental Life’, in Donald N. Levine
(ed.), On Individuality and Social Forms:
Selected Writing (University of Chicago
Press; Chicago, 1971).
53 Kant, Cassirer, Collingwood and Aristotle are just a few of the philosophers
who think that the act of contemplation
is central to aesthetic appreciation.
54 The classifications of ‘high’ and
‘low’ art were subverted. The ‘high’
art of Nazi Germany was the popular
art, while the ‘low’ art was the art
of the ‘elite’ brought down to its ‘true’
‘degenerate’ origins.
55 Note that the dialogue written freehand in cartoons generally appeals
to the audience in a more personal
manner than mechanically produced
script. This type of freehand lettering
provided a more (psychologically)
immediate form of communication,
which effectively elicits emotion.
56 Mario-Andreas von Luettichau,
‘Entartete Kunst: Munich 1937:
A Reconstruction’, in Barron,
“Degenerate Art”, p. 45.
57 ‘Bezahlt von den Steuergroschen
des arbeitenden deutschen Volkes’.
58 Georg Simmel, ‘Metropolis and
Mental Life’, p. 331.
59 Barron, ‘1937: Modern Art and
Politics in Prewar Germany‘, p. 9.
60 Guenther, ‘Three Days in Munich’,
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61 Guenther, ‘Three Days in Munich’,
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The intent of this essay is to examine the 1939 All-Union Agricultural Exhibition in order to analyse the role of Socialist Realist art
in Soviet culture during the early Stalinist epoch. Traditionally, in the
West, Socialist Realism has been discussed as solely propaganda; but
this essay will argue that is was both propaganda and fine art as the
two are not mutually exclusive in the Soviet case. Moreover, the multivalency of Stalinist art extended into representing the alleged successes of the Soviet present and, at the same time, the ‘great’ socialist
future.2 The 1939 exhibition will thus be used as a means of analysing
Socialist Realist art of the early Stalinist period both as art and propaganda, and as a representation of the present and the future.
Exhibitions, both in major museums and those that travelled to
smaller venues, brought the visual arts to the attention of the Soviet
populace. Through both the execution of the shows and the objects
displayed they were one of the ways in which the government recreated the alleged achievements of the Soviet Union.3 Exhibitions were
in fact a hallmark for Stalinist indoctrination because the ‘government liberally finance[d] art and arrange[d] big exhibitions, [...] to
foster art on a huge, national scale.’4 Works centring on a particular
theme or themes were often grouped together for art shows that
toured a variety of venues.5 These exhibitions were sent on tours to
industrial cities, factories, remote towns, workers’ clubs and collective farms in an active effort to take art directly to the masses.6 The
non-traditional venues of such exhibitions fostered a new kind of
connection between artist and audience, as ‘the artist needs to come
into direct contact with the chief spectator to whom he is addressing
[his art]’.7
Socialist Realist exhibitions brought art to the people in a fashion
similar to ‘The Society of Travelling Art Exhibitions’, known as the
Peredvizhniki, an organisation of Russian realist artists of the midto-late 19th century whose association was established in 1870 and
included such luminaries as Ilya Repin and Ivan Kramskoi.8 The
Peredvizhniki travelled the countryside exhibiting their works in
order to reach as broad a spectrum of the public as possible. However, their exhibitions, unlike Socialist Realist travelling exhibitions,
were not intended for the masses and, additionally, the admission
price was too expensive for the average Russian; consequently, there
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was a limited audience for these shows.9 Socialist Realist exhibitions,
by contrast, were created for the masses and were affordable so that
the populace could experience artistic displays that illustrated the
ostensible glories of Soviet society, for example collectivisation.
Art shows were held not just in large and small cities but were
‘sent out to the remote borderlands, to workers’ clubs and to collective farms.’10 The official art press characterised the masses as displaying an ‘active interest [...] in art [...] [that] is astounding. Visitors’
books at exhibitions are filled with thousands of spirited entries.’11
The masses did attend the exhibitions, even if we take into account
inflated attendance statistics, as such shows offered a diversion to
the populace, particularly in the rural areas.12 Exhibitions, such as
the seminal 1939 All-Union Agricultural Exhibition, were leisure
activities that, concomitantly, innocuously educated the masses
about the achievements of Stalinist society through Socialist Realist
art and other sanctioned visual material.
This indoctrination was achieved, in part, because the Soviet people were said to collectively own the works (after all, they were hung
in public museums), and because individual citizens could also
possess the art through reproductions of these same works. The original paintings functioned in their role as high art not only by holding
a special place in museum collections but also because they had been
created by professional artists. These same paintings, reproduced in
a variety of media such as postcards and leaflets in publications, gave
the populace wide access to the images, and, in this way, permitted
the works to operate as mass art. After an exhibition the high art
works were, presumably, to be sent to museums and in this way
the Soviet public would then, collectively, own these paintings.
K?<(0*08CC$LE@FE8>I@:LCKLI8C<O?@9@K@FE

The 1939 All-Union Agricultural Exhibition, the embodiment of the
ideal Stalinist agricultural space, was both a massive spectacle that
showcased the alleged successes of Soviet farming and an immense
display of Stalin’s power (ill. 7.1).13 The exhibition, important not only
to the ‘history’ of the development of collectivisation but also to
Socialist Realist art, occurred during the tenth anniversary of the
inception of collectivisation. The show, which opened on 1 August,
was ‘conceived as a one-time state fair that would sell peasants on
the wonders of collectivisation.’14 Vyacheslav Molotov, President of
the Council of People’s Commissars, was quoted in Pravda (Truth,
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the official party newspaper) as referring to the exhibition as a ‘demonstration of the Great Victory [of collectivisation]’,15 while a further
claim was made that the people came in order to ‘drink in the methods and practices of the gigantic success of collectivisation’.16 The
show reinforced, as noted, the alleged successes of Soviet farming
not just through the presentation of fine art works, with themes of
collectivisation, but also thanks to the availability of affordable reproductions of these same works; both high art and mass art thus
functioned in a propagandistic sense. The All-Union Agricultural
Exhibition, through the visual images displayed, reflected the real
and mythical farm life; real because at least a few farms functioned
as reported – although perhaps not as grandly as displayed in the art
– and mythical because most of the farms did not work as reported
through the Party’s propaganda machine. The exhibition’s visual
language therefore served as an important venue for shaping public
perceptions about art and, consequently, Soviet society.17
The exhibition seems to have been intended to encourage the fulfilment of the third five-year plan in farming. The collectivisation
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process that began with the first five-year plan continued to be an
integral part of Stalin’s five-year plans during the 1930s.18 The three
guiding principles of the second five-year plan (1933-38) were effective operation of industry and farms, mastering techniques for both
industrialisation and collectivisation, and improving Soviet living
standards.19 While the collective farm was not, by any means, a fully
accepted fact of life in rural Russia, in the post de-kulakisation and
post famine era of the early thirties the kolkhoz did stabilise as an
institution by the mid thirties, although not with the success wished
for by the party.20 Unlike the ad-hoc approach to collectivisation during the first five-year plan, in the thirties more systematic methods
for collective farm planning became the focus of the five-year plan.21
At the Seventeenth Party Congress held in January 1934, Stalin
declared that the Soviet Union had been turned into a country of
large-scale mechanised collective farms.22
Stalin announced at the conference of officials on collectivisation,
held in June 1934, that ‘in order to ensure the uninterrupted growth
of collectivisation, there should be a tightening of the tax screw
on the individual peasants’,23 which economic historian Alec Nove
asserts was because outside of the collectives there still remained
some nine million peasants – a sizable enough number for Stalin to
issue such an edict.24 The Model Charter for Collective Farms of 1935,
which issued statutes referring to the kolkhoz as a ‘voluntary co-op’,
granted state-owned land rent-free to the collective.25 An elected
chairman and board ran the collective and oversaw the dispensing of
all grain and monetary obligations. In opposition to the collective’s
actual yields, the projected yields, referred to as biological yields,
became the method for establishing crop prices by the end of the thirties.26 The economic outcome was that the rates paid to the collective, and hence the individual farmers, were lower given the skewed
statistics of the biological yields.27 A decree by the Central Committee on 8 July 1939 mandated that peasant households should augment livestock herds at their own expense and incorporate land from
the private plots back into the collective.28 After the farms’ expenditures, the remaining grain and money were divided between the
farmers on the basis of their ‘labour-day unit’, which varied according to the tasks performed, with the more skilled workers garnering
a greater share of the compensation.29 Farmers, however, made the
bulk of their money through the legal sale of their private crops and
livestock at special kolkhoz markets.30 Not surprisingly, the peasants
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concentrated their efforts on the private plots and the collective
suffered as a result, a situation that would effect changes in the collective farm regulations later in the decade.
Tractors played an important role in attesting to the modernisation and progress of Soviet collective farms, as the mechanisation
of the kolkhoz was an important goal of the state. Grain procurements were increased in the early 1930s, with payments owed by collectives to the Machine Tractor Stations (MTS), the place from which
the farmers obtained their tractors, rising concurrently.31 The MTS,
organised after a decree of 5 June 1929, initially allowed the peasants
to have shares in the stations; however, by the early thirties these
stations were completely state run.32 However, tractors could only be
found on 11.2 % of the 1930 collective farms, while MTS comprised
only 13.6 % of industry.33 If tractor factories still had a particularly
high priority, it was not only due to collectivisation but also because
these plants could easily be converted into factories for tank production. Tractors, Victoria Bonnell argues, took the place of the traditional scythe as a symbol for farming and rural life.34 In addition,
newspaper photographs represented farmers driving tractors, such
as the example in Pravda of a female Stakhonovite, one of those collective farmers who produced in excess of the prescribed quotas, on
a Belorussian MTS. Showing a woman on a tractor subtly implied
that on the collective, as in society at large, Soviet citizens enjoyed
gender equality. In fact, images of tractors played not only a vital part
in Socialist Realist art but also a crucial role in the 1939 exhibition.
According to Pravda, the All-Union Agricultural Exhibition inauguration day, 1 August 1939, ‘became in reality a people’s celebration, an all-peoples’ festival’,35 which, to a degree, can be said to be
accurate given that the many visitors came from all the republics of
the Soviet Union. Those who went to the exhibition were supposed
to be transformed by encountering the greatness of collectivisation.
‘Collective famers make the display and the whole people observe
it […].[it is a] great school’, wrote David Zaslavskii in a review of the
exhibition for Pravda.36 Opening day had the ‘modest count of at least
10,000 people and they continue[d] to arrive’37 with estimated figures
on subsequent days of 20-30,000 people a day.38 The opening celebrations were noted in Pravda as consisting of ‘thousands of guests
[...] walk[ing] along the alley. Among them you can see deputies of
the Supreme Soviet [...] members of the Central Committee [...] people’s commissars, scientists, cultural figures and artists.’39 In addi-
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tion, important persons from the collective farms went to the opening, among them ‘many with gleaming orders and medals on their
chests, which were awards for Stakhonovite work in the collective
fields.’40 As farmers who garnered such prizes would have been
pleased to display them on an average day, it can be surmised that at
an exhibition honouring collective farms these medals were worn
with particular pride.41
Molotov, in his inaugural speech for the opening of the exhibition,
reviewed the many accomplishments in the production of agriculture.42 The exhibition, according to Molotov, would demonstrate the
highest achievements of collectivisation, which were selected on the
basis of scientific criteria as monitored over a two-year period (193739). While these criteria were not specifically explained by Molotov,
it can be presumed that they were based on Soviet scientific methods
similar to so-called developments in agriculture such as the biological yields discussed above. Molotov noted that ‘hundreds of thousands and millions of people from the peasantry have been transformed over these years [of collectivisation] into experienced organisers of large-scale agriculture on collective farms, in collective farm
teams and brigades.’43 The speech concluded with panegyrics to the
Party of Lenin and Stalin, the Soviet Union, and, of course, to Stalin
as the creator of collectivisation.
The massive exhibition space, similar in size to a world fair or even
a small town, was created on specially consecrated ground solely for
displaying the supposed achievements of Soviet farming. While there
is scant extant evidence, it is to be presumed that there were strict
guidelines for the various displays, as with so many other areas of
Soviet art and life. Walkways, designed as grand boulevards with cultivated foliage on either side, accommodated large crowds who could
stroll down them with ease. Benches lined the promenade areas for
visitors to relax and, at the same time, take time to contemplate the
glories of collectivisation. Fountains with sculptures were found on
the exhibition grounds, completing the aura of grandeur. Even
the amazingly tall lights that graced the exhibition space bear the
shape of wheat sheaves, further enhancing the agricultural paradigm.44 The majority of the pavilions, those that housed the various
achievements of collectivisation, such as tractor displays and those
housing ‘unique’ farming methods and products of the Soviet republics, were classical post and lintel structures and often faced with
rounded arches.45 There were even working models of farms that
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were more than mere replicas but rather substantial enclosures in
which Soviet citizens could walk as if strolling along a collective farm.
The entire atmosphere of the exhibition space displayed monumentality, reinforcing the show’s glorification of the monumental achievements of Soviet collectivisation.
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Visitors were prepared for the monumentality of the exhibition
at the very start of their viewing experience, as the entrance to the
grounds was through a large triumphal arch.46 The massive arch, created by the architect L.M. Polyakov and the sculptor G.I. Motovilov,47
was reminiscent of those employed by Ancient Roman emperors to
extol their exploits, virtues and superiority. It was flanked on either
side by huge piers, each of which had a relief sculpture at the top
depicting collective farmers. The arch itself had high relief sculpture
of the various food products generated by collective farms throughout the Soviet empire. Adding to the grandiosity of the entrance, ‘a
passage’ leading to the arch was ‘lined with wooden ears of wheat,
topped with bouquets of flags’48, an obvious visual reinforcement of
the collectivisation theme of the exhibition.
‘The Tower for Sculpture,’ as it was termed, lay just beyond
the arch and was topped by a monumental work titled Tractor Driver
and Collective Farm Woman (ill. 7.2), by P.N. Budulov, assisted by A.A.
Strekavin, and a ‘brigade of sculptors’ whose robust figures, each
holding aloft a bundle of wheat, stride forward confidently.49 In fact,
it was so close to the entrance that it could be seen from beyond the
entry way. The prominent placement of this statue, which was just
after the entry arch to the show along with the reproduction of the
statue in the catalogue, signalled that all the art in the show would
be thematically aligned to collectivisation. But while this work served
as the emblem for the exhibition, as it designated the two main venues of collectivisation – machinery and produce – it did not receive
the same press coverage or accolades reaped by the famous Vera
Mukhina statue, Worker and Collective Farm Woman, which also
stood in the exhibition grounds.50 In fact, in an article by Iu. Zhukov
in the journal Nasha strana (Our country), while paying particular
attention to the Mukhina statue he only briefly noted the Tractor
Driver and Collective Farm Woman sculpture and did not even mention the name of the sculptors of the artwork that stood as the signifier of the exhibition.51
A colossal statue of Stalin (ill. 7.3) by Sergei Merkurov was situated
at the crossing of the show’s two main walkways, so not only literally but also figuratively Stalin dominated the exhibition space as
well as all the participants in and visitors to the show. From his great
height Stalin, dressed in a long greatcoat, looks down on the populace with a slight smile as if to signal that he was the benevolent
father of Soviet farms and farming. The fact that the statue stood
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directly in front of the Pavilion of the Mechanics, one of the few
architectural structures not made from marble but rather from steel
to signify both the industrial prowess and modernity of Soviet
agrarian life, underscores Stalin’s supposed role in making Soviet
agriculture a modern miracle. Merkurov’s massive sculpture, and its
primary position on the exhibition grounds, indicated that everything
about collectivisation radiated out from Stalin.
While Stalin’s statue dominated the grounds and the Tractor Driver and Collective Farm Woman was the symbol of the show, the critical reception regarding statuary at the exhibition was occupied, as
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has been noted, with Mukhina’s famous statue, which had ‘brought
fame to the artist [...] already in 1937, in the days of the International
Exhibition in Paris.’52 The figures of the tractor driver and farm
woman, which ‘from far away you could see, glittering in the sun’,53
seem to soar vertically into the air. Mukhina’s sculpture, displayed
near the entrance, shows a sturdily built peasant woman carrying a
sickle high over her head alongside a man with a hammer, as both
stride forward signifying the progress of collectivisation and industrialisation.54 Erected in front of a shimmering pool of water, Worker and Collective Farm Woman could be seen as a monumental testament to viewers that Soviet collectivisation had conquered the air,
land and sea. Mukhina’s statue, on which ‘the sun’s rays sparkle and
shine on the shapely and courageous faces of the worker and collective farm woman’,55 was positively discussed in many of the published accounts of the exhibition both in the popular press and in art
journals. The amount of press given to the Mukhina statue may have
been because it was a well known and well respected work of art, but
also because the figures held ‘high the symbols of the motherland
– the sickle and the hammer.’ 56
Pravda called the exhibition a ‘holiday of the people’;57 as each
republic had its own pavilion, including the non-Russian peoples. In
fact, visitors ‘all speaking different languages,’58 from all regions of
the Soviet Union were present at the inaugural ceremonies of the
opening day. In what may be seen as an imperialistic, condescending stance, it was noted in Pravda that even if you did not know the
languages, you could tell that the people were from republics other
than Russia by the ‘rapt light in their eyes and their beaming faces’.59
The pavilions of non-Russian republics were erected in connection
to their alleged agricultural glories, with each edifice bearing unmistakable attributes of the region the building represented. The Uzbek
pavilion, which still stands in all its dishevelled splendour, signals
its heritage through the faux nomadic tent of tall, willowy columns
capped by a geometric star-like pattern standing at the entrance to
the building. Aniconic designs of blue and white glazed ceramic tiles
decorate both the preliminary structure and the pavilion itself.
Given that it was not until 1936 that the Soviet East was hailed as
having achieved the victory of collectivisation, the inclusion of pavilions celebrating the non-Russian republics signalled that the Soviet
Union, through this exhibition, now celebrated itself as a multinational state.60
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The catalogue, with a publication run of 500,000 copies, reinforced the breadth of the exhibition, not to mention the enormous
financial undertaking involved, as it was a 621-page hard-backed
tome replete with photographs of the pavilions and their various displays, produce and livestock, modern farm equipment, awards, Stakhonovite farmers, and reproductions of sculptures, frescoes and
paintings. Detailed discussions of each pavilion, articles on the
achievements of collectivisation and other myriad ‘facts’ about
Soviet farming and awards given at the exhibition were also included in the catalogue. At the back of the catalogue there is a section on
the various participants of the exhibition with accompanying statistical charts, to further attest to the progress of collectivisation.
Important speeches included in the catalogue were Molotov’s opening-day speech along with a speech on the Laws of the All-Union
Agricultural Exhibition by Mikhail Kalinin and A. Gorkin. A February presentation to the central committee, signed by Stalin and
Molotov, described the organisation of the exhibition and, being de
rigeur for anything by Stalin, was included in the catalogue. An article
by the director of the exhibition, N.V. Tsitsin, reviewed the victory of
Socialism as it was alleged to exist in the countryside, attesting to
his importance not only as director of the exhibition but also as an
‘expert’ in the arena of collectivisation.61 The catalogue for the show
reinforced the massive scale of both the exhibition and of Soviet
collectivisation.
Molotov’s inauguration speech, reprinted in its entirety, was
accompanied by a foldout photo of the gala opening with Molotov
and others standing on a dais, greeting participants of the exhibition.
Another photograph shows Molotov and Tsitsin at what was called
the ‘Triumphant Opening’, cutting a ribbon to the entrance of the show
signalling the exhibition’s opening. Another photographic fold-out
shows Andrei Andreev,62 Georgy Malenkov63 and Andrei Zhdanov,64
all wearing white suits reminiscent of those favoured by Stalin, talking with exhibition participants. Those who purchased catalogues
could thus excise these images from the book and thereby ‘own’ these
important photographs, a form of socialist art. It is also within the
realm of reason to surmise that these photographs would have been
available at the fair for separate purchase by the Soviet populace.
Original works were displayed at the exhibition for all the people
of the Soviet Union to see; in this manner paintings played the part
of fine art. The works also functioned as mass art because individ-
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uals could ‘own’ the works by keeping the reproductions in the
catalogue. Masters of Stalinist Productivity (ill. 7.4), by A. Bubnov,
T. Gaponenko and D. Shmarinov, depicts the different peoples of the
Soviet republics and is reproduced in the catalogue in conjunction
with the entry on the main pavilion. 65 The various nationalities were
represented by their idealised stereotypes, according to Soviet standards, for each cultural group. These figures, bathed in light, stride
forward smiling proudly as they carry the produce reaped from their
bountiful collectives. The collectives, in all parts of the Soviet Republic, were acknowledged in this image as successful and therefore
all peoples of the nation were able to take part in the ‘success’ of
Soviet achievements. The painting is reproduced as a fold-out that
could be taken out of the catalogue and either hung in homes for
individual ownership of the work or displayed in kolkhoz clubs for
ownership by all the farm’s members; thus the reputed success of
collectivisation in all regions of the Soviet Union was reinforced
through the Masters of Stalinist Productivity.
The interaction of high art and mass art had its roots in various
artistic movements throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries in Russian history. The intersection of high and mass art continued into the Soviet period, when this amalgamation was promoted
by the government as mass culture constructed, promoted and
financed by the state.66 Society as a whole, according to the Soviet
artistic paradigm, was the ‘owner’ of the works because the original
oil paintings hung in museums. At the same time, individual Soviet
citizens could own these same works themselves because they were
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available to the public through a variety of reproductions such as
postcards and posters. In this way popular culture allowed citizens
access to the propagandistic message of the alleged advancements
of Soviet society in a manner familiar to the masses.67 The reproductions could be hung in people’s homes and were often hung in
factories, workers’ clubs, kolkhoz clubs, classrooms, and other
places where the Soviet public convened, the visual material serving
as a constant reminder of what the government termed the ‘glories
of collectivisation.’ In addition, other areas of high culture provided
people with access to works on collectivisation, for example Mikhail
Sholokov’s classic socialist realist novel Virgin Soil Upturned; in
this way the visual arts reinforced general trends in the cultural and
social life of Soviet citizens.
Debt Collection (ill. 7.5), by V. Pukirev, and Bringing of the Bread
for the Day’s Work (ill. 7.6), by I. Evstigneev, were juxtaposed in the
catalogue to illustrate the basic difference not only between Russian
Realism and Socialist Realism but also between the Russian and
Soviet systems of governance. Debt Collection is described as being
set in the countryside of Czarist Russia, and Bringing of the Bread for
the Day’s Work is noted as taking place on a kolkhoz in the countryside. The painting by Pukirev depicts a peasant woman, on bended
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knee, pleading with a well-dressed landowner not to take the family’s only cow. The other peasants are ineffectual as they merely stand
around with their hats in their hands in front of and next to ramshackle dwellings. The pathos evidenced in this work signals that no
good can come of the woman’s pleading to the landowner, who looks
at her disdainfully. The inclusion of this painting in the catalogue
was because the work was indicative of 19th century realism’s critique of Czarist society by showing the cruelty and indifference the
landed gentry had toward the peasants. Soviet art historians during
the Stalinist epoch hailed such 19th century paintings, but generally
left aside any discussion of those realist works from this same period
that were not critical of the Czarist regime.
Bringing of the Bread for the Day’s Work shows the splendour of
Socialist construction in stark contrast to Debt Collection. Evstigneev’s
work depicts a happy family emerging from the doorway of a wellconstructed, modern house. The collective’s other farmers, led by a
man in a dressy peasant tunic followed by a pregnant woman and
a young girl holding flowers, stride with confidence towards the
family. Off to the side is a truck laden with bread for the peasant family. The scene is one of joy as everyone smiles and the sun shines
brightly over the abundant yields of the collective farm. In addition,
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the pregnant woman helps to underscore the fertility of the collective. The comparison of the paintings highlights not only the artistic
differences between Russian Realism and Soviet Realism, as evidenced in the gloomy tone and pessimism of the Pukirev contrasted
with the sun-drenched optimistic aura of the Evstigneev, but also the
harshness and tribulations of Czarist society versus the alleged joy
and richness to be found in Socialist society. Reinforcing the theme
of the exhibition, Evstigneev’s work represented the care the government, under the guiding force of Stalin, had for its people by signalling assurance of the masses that no-one would suffer from want
because of the alleged success of Soviet collectivisation.
Photographs reproduced in the catalogue were also used to display the glories and achievements of Soviet collectivisation. Extraordinary yields from the collective were shown, both of animals and
crops, to illustrate that Soviet farms had the biggest and healthiest
livestock and the most fecund produce. An example in the catalogue
of this photographic propaganda shows a man dressed in casual garb
presenting the corn produced by his collective to a stylishly dressed
urban woman. The two are strolling along a path next to corn stalks
that are larger than twice the normal size. Yet if one looks closely at
the shadows cast by the people versus that of the corn a problem is
detected. Had the photographer actually captured this scene at the
same point in time, the shadows of the corn and the people would
be pointing in the same direction; however, in this photo they are
cast in opposite directions, thereby indicating how photographs were
intentionally altered for propagandistic purposes.68 Similar tell-tale
signs occur in most of the photographs in the catalogue, such as the
woman holding a cabbage two to three times the size of her head and
the pig whose girth fills up the entire frame of the image. Photography, like painting, manipulated the scene to present collectivisation in all its glory or, in other words, what was alleged to be Soviet
contemporary reality, a reality that would surely continue in the great
socialist future.
The individuals involved in the exhibition or honoured in the show
were people who were said to have led to the success of the collective farm. Reproduced in the catalogue is a photo of one such admired figure, a smiling Maria Demchenko surrounded by Ukrainian
farmers, who had been handpicked by Stalin as the winner of a State
prize. Pravda, which also listed a number of these individuals, likewise took special note of Demchenko as ‘one of the important peo-
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ple of the splendid movement of collective farm women for a big harvest of sugar beets.’69 In addition, Angelina, the founder of the first
Soviet all-female tractor brigade and hero of Socialist Labour, was a
gold-medal winner at the exhibition.70 Ibragim Rakhmatov, who
‘bravely raised the flag of struggle for breaking the world record
for cotton yields’, was also hailed as a hero of collectivisation in
Pravda.71 Yet while many ‘heroes’ of collectivisation were feted at the
exhibition, there were still some people associated with the show
that did not escape Soviet-style justice. Two key examples come from
the Sychevka district with the director of the state farm and the
regional veterinarian. The former was charged with leading a conspiracy to destroy the farm’s livestock, as some 80% of the animals were
allegedly infected with disease, and the veterinarian was accused of
spreading the epidemic throughout the country by sending animals
from the infected herd to the agricultural exhibition.72 Thus despite
myriad accolades given to numerous individuals associated with
agriculture, some exhibition participants were clearly not immune
to the denunciations and arrests so common in the Stalinist era.
:FE:CLJ@FE

The exhibitions illustrate that Socialist Realism was utilised by the
Soviet government as an extensive programme of fine arts coupled
with adroit propaganda. High art and the masses, which intersected
at exhibitions, had allegedly a symbiotic relationship. Fine art functioned to edify the public and, concurrently, to inform them, while at
the same time it was intimated that it was this very public that had
created the high art culture and Soviet accomplishments on display
in the works of art. Soviet exhibitions were thus the polar opposite
of exhibitions of modern art, not only in the style of art but also as
these shows in the West were meant to show the unique talents of
individuals, and not a collective enterprise as in the Soviet Union.
Here, paintings and sculptures, endowed with socialist content and
rendered with the appropriate style of Soviet realism, helped express
Party ideology and display the avowed achievements of collectivisation through their inclusion in exhibitions and in the attendant
catalogues.
The 1939 All-Union Agricultural Exhibition remains a premier
example of the Soviet government’s utilisation of Socialist Realism
as a tool for extolling the alleged glorious successes of collectivisation
and, hence, the postulated achievements of Stalin’s Soviet Union.73
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The study of political economy has seemingly been implicit in much
of the art history of recent decades. State and party policies and institutions have interested art historians as much as markets, patronage and other economic factors. And yet, the real essence of political
economy in its emphasis on the permeation of economic conditions
with political and social actions has rarely been taken up in all of
its complexity by art historical scholarship. Focusing rather on the
explication of movements, artists and objects, art history remains
interested primarily in the significance of culture rather than in the
functional relationship between cultural work and political economic forces. Such a functionalist art history still deals with questions
of particular artists, objects and aesthetic choices. But these are
merely the starting points of the analysis. An art historical political
economy must use cultural work as a means of explaining the legitimisation and conflict of broader conditions of society, thus breaking free of the very limitations analytically imposed on a focused
study of culture per se. This, too, is a crucial art historical project.
Given this necessity of political economic analysis, the question
of totalitarianism as a descriptive term for art of fascist and communist regimes in the modern era is central. It has been made abundantly clear that limiting ourselves to a view of art produced under
Hitler or Stalin (and Ulbricht, Ceausescu, Pol Pot or Mao, to extend
the usual parameters of debate) cannot be analysed transparently,
that is as a clear, formal expression of state and party power and
ideology. While the forms of state art are, obviously, crucial, it is their
complex and variable relationship to state policy, economic change
and the political mobilisation of the masses that brings the question
of totalitarianism to the fore. Indeed, the variable relationship
between art and the state in these regimes seems to undermine the
very use of a static and generalised term such as totalitarianism.
Analysing this issue – the validity of the term totalitarianism as it
is used in relation to art production under fascism – is what I wish
to do here.
This essay revisits several themes previously published in my contribution to Julie F. Codell
(ed.), The Political Economy of Art (2008).
My thanks to Mikkel Bolt Rasmussen and Jacob Wamberg. Additional thanks to Michael
Thad Allen, Olaf Peters and Julie Codell for their comments on various versions of this text.
My work in this field was originally inspired and continues to be informed by the work of
O.K. Werckmeister, to whom I am particularly grateful for his critical comments on the
manuscript.
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For this analysis, the case of the monumental building projects of
the National Socialist Party and state is crucial. The monumental
buildings constructed under the design or control of Hitler’s main
architect Albert Speer have been interpreted by scholars as the most
overt examples of the attempt to depolitise the German population
through aestheticising their participation as a ‘Volk’ in the support
of the government, i.e. as a manifestation of totalitarianism. But the
building industry was not only of central ideological import – it also
had great economic value to the National Socialist government upon
coming to power. As a means of helping Germany recover from the
Depression, the building trades and state or Party projects provided
employment and a concentration of production and resources on a
massive scale. And in the monumental projects for such prestige
sites as the Party Rally Grounds at Nuremberg and the rebuilding of
Berlin, the building industry prospered under the ideological projections of various Party institutions and leaders wishing to connect
themselves to Hitler’s favourite peacetime programme. While not
the largest industry in the Third Reich, building production was
nevertheless one of the most high-profile state and Party tasks and
thus became a key point for consensus among leading institutions
and for the power-politics that occurred between these institutions.
9L@C;@E>K<:?EFCF>@<J8E;8<JK?<K@:J

Building technologies – or, more precisely, the question of what kind
of construction techniques to use – became a central point of departure for the consensus and conflict that marked the building industry. Engineers and architects, bureaucrats and labour leaders made
decisions for particular sites and made arguments against each
other based on the developing building policies of the state and the
contingent economic plans occurring because of rearmament. These
discussions and debates intensified with the very public promotion
of monumental building projects that increased dramatically in the
late 1930s and into the war. Monumental projects favoured by Hitler
not only had an intense propagandistic value but also provided a
high-profile symbolic focus to contemporary discussions concerning
the integration of building technologies with the increasing strength
and militarisation of the German economy. Architects used changes
in building policy and ideological interpretations of built forms to
legitimise economic strategies and conditions that were pushed and
pulled by the development of state policy. As one of Hitler’s major
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peacetime initiatives, the reconstruction of specific cities on a massive scale and with particular aesthetic materials (above all, stone)
helped revive particular segments of the building economy, a revival
that was thoroughly aligned with the broader policies of the state.
It is this alignment of monumental building aesthetics and technologies with state economic and military policy which is the subject here. The integration of culture with repressive state policy is
taken as a hallmark of the totalitarian impulse. Analysing the conforming of the Nazi monumental building with political economy
must work from such valuable early studies as that of the New
Reich Chancellery by Angela Schönberger, Alex Scobie’s investigation of the meaning of neoclassicism in the buildings of Hitler’s Germany, and the work of Joachim Thies, in which the integration of
architectural policy with state and Party concerns was first thematised.1 However, while each of these authors and those who have
followed them have noted the conjunction of building and broader
political goals, nevertheless scholars have most often been interested in either: 1) how such a synchronism helps to explain the ideological significance of built forms; or 2) how additional generalised
evidence indicates the integration of economic and political goals
in the development of Nazi Germany. In either case, the specific
political economy of state architecture remains peripheral to the
main argument. Reintegrating political economy with our analysis
of culture allows us to examine whether National Socialist Germany
can be usefully incorporated into a study of totalitarian regimes, or
whether we need to consider the fascist particularity of its policies
and structural conditions.
Certainly, in the case of monumental architecture, political economy must be part of our analysis, as such architecture involves the
mobilisation of vast resources and labour that so often was influenced, shaped, or directed by other political goals. The question
revolves around how unstable economic variables like available
resources are subjected to compelling or conflicting policies, institutions and agents, and what function culture has within this historical dynamic. Or, as Charles Maier has stated, political economy can
most effectively be used ‘not to account for politics according to criteria of alleged economic rationality, but to analyse economic choices in terms of political forces. Those who advocate this approach [...]
ask what power relations underlie economic outcomes.’2 This historical political economy also poses a challenge for art history, as it
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means extending our investigations beyond an explanation of the
significance of particular forms or the biographies of specific artists
or artistic institutions. Historical political economy as an analytic
tool thus allows us to explore not only how buildings get built or
artworks get made but also what effects the production of works of
art and architecture have on other, seemingly non-artistic state and
economic policies. That is to say, I would argue that historical political economy necessitates breaking away from an elite and isolating
focus on objects or artists towards a more synthetic – and hence
historical – understanding of the function of culture. Nowhere is this
question more necessary than in analysing the link between culture
and state policy in the development of National Socialist Germany.
A failure to examine the political economic significance of culture in
this period is a failure to analyse more completely the oppressive
function of architecture, and to leave our analysis of totalitarianism
at the level of mere generality.
The importance of such specificity becomes clear if we consider
the crucial years of 1937-39. Following Hermann Göring’s pronouncement in late 1936 of the Four-Year Plan regulations for the
building industry, debates concerning building materials went
through a decided shift towards a promotion of masonry construction. In conjunction with this, it was precisely in these years that
Hitler and Speer dramatically increased the number of monumental
building projects to be undertaken in peace-time Germany and to
be built mostly with limestone and granite. Hence, this moment
in which the building industry was further centralised under state
regulation and in which key high-profile privileged projects were promoted almost daily in Party speeches and the press is a moment in
which architects and engineers reconsidered construction techniques and redefined the importance particularly of stone construction for state and Party goals. At no other point in Nazi Germany were
design decisions, technological considerations and economic factors
so thoroughly and broadly integrated with one another. Analysing
the debate concerning the ideological significance and economic
possibilities of masonry construction in these years clarifies this
moment of concomitant interests. Further, it also indicates the ways
in which the choices for monumental state and Party architecture
were at the heart of many of the central policy decisions and goals
of the building industry in general as well as Hitler’s goals for a
peace-time Nazi state.
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Before looking at the material development of the building economy
and the legitimisation of specific aspects of that economy in the
architectural press, it is worth reminding ourselves of some of the
important features of the debate on totalitarianism and art, and how
political economy fits within that debate. As detailed in the works
of Karl Popper, Leonard Shapiro and Hannah Arendt, for example,
totalitarianism describes those single-party regimes that mobilise all
social, economic and political means to implement and realise the
utopic goals of a complete transformation of society in line with
a dominant ideological programme. So, for instance, Hitler’s drive
towards making a state free of Jews and Stalin’s claimed interest in
creating a classless society can be compared in this model. But, of
course, the other necessary factor that allows us to describe these
states as totalitarian rests on the question of the acquiescence and
consensus of a mass population, either manufactured by the state or
real. For this factor, the Nuremberg Party Rallies have become iconic as examples. The monopolisation of cultural production – from
the mass media to the architectural monument – in the hands of the
elite of the state allows for the linkage between the idealist goals and
the participation of the masses as a legitimating body that is politically disenfranchised.
Crucial to both its original meaning as well as in its later philosophical and social scientific development is the political authoritarianism required to make this link between policy and mass participation. So, for example, we can see this figured in such relatively
early works as that of Herbert Marcuse in his 1934 essay, ‘The Struggle Against Liberalism in the Totalitarian View of the State’:
K_\j\gXiXk`fef]jkXk\Xe[jfZ`\kp#n_`Z_c`Y\iXc`jd_X[Xkk\dgk\[kfZXiip
flk`ek_\e`e\k\\ek_Z\eklip#`jXYfc`j_\[1k_\jkXk\kXb\jfm\ik_\gfc`k`ZXc`ek\$
^iXk`fef]jfZ`\kp%8e[#`ek_\gifZ\jjf]k_\\o`jk\ek`Xc`qXk`feXe[kfkXc`qXk`fe
f]k_\gfc`k`ZXcjg_\i\#k_\jkXk\XcjfY\Zfd\jk_\Y\Xi\if]k_\Xlk_\ek`Zgfk\e$
k`Xc`k`\jf]\o`jk\eZ\`kj\c]%@k`jefkk_\jkXk\k_Xk`ji\jgfej`Yc\kfdXeYlkdXe
n_f`ji\jgfej`Yc\kfk_\jkXk\2_\`j[\c`m\i\[fm\ikf`k%8kk_\c\m\cfen_`Z_
gfc`k`ZXc\o`jk\ek`Xc`jddfm\j#k_\i\ZXeY\XYjfclk\cpefhl\jk`fen_\k_\ik_Xk
jkXk\`e`kjÈkfkXcÉ]fid`ji`^_k`edXb`e^jlZ_[\dXe[j#n_\k_\ik_\jpjk\df]
[fd`eXk`fek_Xk`k[\]\e[jn`k_XccXmX`cXYc\d\Xej^lXiXek\\jXepk_`e^c`b\
k_\gfjj`Y`c`kpf]dfi\k_Xe`ccljfip]lcÔccd\ek]fidfjkd\e%K_\\o`jk\ek`Xc`kp
f]k_\gfc`k`ZXcjkilZkli\`ji\dfm\[]ifdjlZ_ÈiXk`feXc`jk`ZÉhl\jk`fej2\m\e
Xjb`e^k_\d`jXZi`d\%*
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Again, it is the relation of state policy to human action that is emphasised and particularly how human action is negated and mystified by the totalitarian state. The power of the state (in fact, its very
reason to exist) rests in its ability to project an ontological argument
of its natural and complete right to rule, backed up by the total ability to criminalise and punish any who would question the state’s existence. But further, the crucial distinction that marks a totalitarian
government for Marcuse is the total authoritarian power of the state
to act and manipulate the mass population, so that the rhetorical or
ideological legitimisation of the state blends seamlessly with policy
and developing structural conditions. For Marcuse, this definition of
the state corresponds to both the Italian and German fascist regimes
and is based firmly on the protection of bourgeois private property
and interests, which the state leaves relatively intact.
But it is precisely these factors that a materialist understanding
of the building economy and its legitimisation through the architectural press throws into question: 1) did the state have total authority to manipulate, unimpeded by questions of structural crisis and
human agency? 2) can fascism be seen as preserving capitalist structures particularly of private property and labour relations? 3) and,
if so, is it not more appropriate to describe the political economy of
Hitler’s state architecture as fascist rather than as totalitarian, given
the very different relation of property and labour rights in other
totalitarian states?
K?<DFELD<EK8C9L@C;@E><:FEFDP

These are the central questions that need to be resolved by turning
to the monumental building economy. In terms of a focus on the
years 1937-39, the specific decisions made obviously did not rise out
of thin air but rather developed from the particular limitations and
conditions of the broader German building economy. In this regard,
we can identify roughly three distinct phases in the building industry which correspond to the German economic recovery, militarisation, and the conditions of war: 1) the early years of Nazi rule up to
full employment in 1936, characterised by a concern with getting
labourers into jobs and promoting autarkic state policy; 2) the conjunction of the military economy and the monumental building economy before the outbreak of war in September 1939 based on specific
goals of worker allocation as well as the division of key material
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resources for privileged architectural sites; and 3) the prioritisation
of architectural goals to complement the Blitzkrieg strategy during
the early war years and up to the turn in the war on the Eastern Front
beginning in 1942. In this last phase, labour allocation and the use
of war-important materials like steel were the major concerns.
Notably, in each phase, the two key factors were available workers
and choices of materials for construction.4
Keeping these factors in mind, a brief overview of the German
building economy up to 1937 helps to clarify the kinds of changes
in building technologies that were promoted in those years.5 The
German economy in general began sluggishly but significantly to pull
out of its 1929 crash in the fall of 1932, months before Hitler came to
power. In the initial recovery, however, unemployment remained
high, and National Socialist candidates made the issue central
to their campaign promises and criticism of the Weimar Republic.
Employment had significant political importance because by 1932-3
only two out of every five people with a job in 1929 were still working. This ratio was even higher in some geographical areas of Germany with strong building industries. In Bavaria, for example, rural
crises and a disenchantment with the parliamentary democratic system proved influential in turning citizens to vote for the National
Socialist German Workers’ Party (NSDAP) in the 1932 elections (with
support at just over 37 per cent in July 1932). But economic distress
and unemployment became important factors as well for voters
rejecting the republican political parties.6 A crucial campaign issue,
the unemployment situation provided fodder for the NSDAP leaders
in general, and for sectors of the building economy in particular.
As a major concern of the new NSDAP regime, the unemployment
situation and stimulation of production formed the core of economic policy as they had in the previous republican governments. From
1933-6, work-creation schemes and the stimulation of trade were
astonishingly successful in the recovery of the German economy. Furthermore, Hitler promoted the construction industry as a central
component of this directed government spending effort. In this
regard, while no one sector of the economy was sufficient on its own
to cause the recovery, construction nevertheless grew at a much
greater rate than the economy as a whole. The bulk of this construction was in new housing and road construction (particularly the
Autobahn), but industrial and commercial construction as well as a
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few high-profile public buildings formed a significant contribution
to the overall economic effect. Government expenditure in the construction industry not only had the desired economic impact of stimulating businesses related to and reliant on building activity, but also
helped achieve the political goal of marking the NSDAP as the party
that had brought Germany back from the economic brink.7
Through such means as work creation and directed state investment, the employment situation was eventually stabilised by 1936.
At that time, the reverse problem arose of an increasing demand for
the available labour pool. Public works projects (particularly the
Autobahn and building construction) and the growing importance of
armaments production as a percentage of total economic output
strained the labour market even further.8 The competition for labour
in these years had considerable influence on decisions concerning
state and Party construction projects, and on the infighting over
labour allocation between government administrations pursuing
individual and institutional interests.
Monumental Party and state construction prospered from the
initial impetus generated by direct government spending towards
building; yet after 1936, such construction was also restricted by
the crisis in the unregulated labour markets and limitations on
materials. Hence, aesthetic choices began to combine with political
economic policies. This situation can be elucidated by looking at the
stone industry, stone being the key aesthetic material promoted by
Hitler and his architects. Paul Ludwig Troost’s Temple of German
Art in Munich (ill. 6.1), Hitler’s first major commission after he came
to power in 1933, relied on vast quantities of German limestone for
its façade, a material Hitler had chosen himself. In these cases as in
others, Hitler’s belief in the permanence of stone and its connection
(unlike modernist structures) to a craft tradition which he associated
with powerful political regimes and a ‘German’ style obviously
influenced aesthetic choices made by state and Party architects.
Though many different materials were used throughout the National
Socialist period, the high-profile projects of the Party and state remained exclusively stone buildings with modified neo-classical
forms, and they influenced a broad range of building types including
major residential and public structures.9
And yet, before the end of 1936, the ideological justifications for
using stone were generally distinct from arguments for an autarkic
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economic policy and work-creation measures. As an example, in May
of 1936 a provincial building official (Landesbaurat), one G. Steinlein,
wrote a revealing article in the pages of Der Deutsche Baumeister, the
main professional journal for architects and engineers. By this point,
the labour issue provoked less concern in the industry due to growing employment. Not surprisingly, then, Steinlein framed his discussion of the kinds of stone and their potential use with a nationalist
economic interest instead. Notably, the potential ideological significance of masonry remains outside of this promotion of particular
economic policies. The building economy in this early period functioned on a continuum with the broader German economy, in which
political and industrial energy was spent on protecting national markets and ensuring employment. With little monumental building
underway, the aesthetic influence on the building economy was not
as yet felt or seen as a priority.
Steinlein begins with a statistical report on how Hitler’s regime
had increased the reliance of German builders on stone quarried in
Germany, an economic goal reversing the reliance on imported stone
in the Weimar Republic but not yet achieving its potential of employing the entire stone industry within the country. In this context, the
only buildings specifically mentioned are Troost’s Temple of German
Art and his proposals for the Königsplatz in Munich, i.e. monumental projects privileged by Hitler. Steinlein then detailed the technological aspects of using stone including resistance to pressure of different kinds of stone, the use of stone as facing material, etc. Noteworthy in this discussion is the emphasis on the nationalist economic policy, but also the assumption that the main use of stone would
be as a facing or decorative material, not as structural material for
the building’s core. Steinlein’s article thus develops out of this period
of recovery in the building industry in which nationalist economic
goals are being pursued and the use of stone is defined predominantly as an aesthetic element derived from Hitler’s taste but not
yet affected by limitations on structural steel frames.10 The linkage
between the ideologically-driven cultural significance of a building
and the economic or technical choices architects faced is not a part
of the early promotions of masonry construction.
However, by the end of 1936 it was becoming more evident that
the intensification of production in certain sectors of the economy
was leading to shortages of key materials and a renewed need to
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focus on labour allocation. As preparations for war began to dominate state economic policy, attempts were made to correct these
problems through the centralisation of the distribution of material
resources as well as the regulation of the work force. In April 1936,
Hitler appointed Göring to organise the economy and put all available state and Party institutions at his disposal. This resulted in
Göring’s Four-Year Plan (announced at the Party Rally in September
1936), which promoted a rapid militarisation of industry including
the production of structural steel. The German economy continued
to operate under competitive market conditions, but the conjunction
of increased political control over resources and the labour market
as well as the interests of large private conglomerates tended towards
a highly managed economic system.11 The same process of centralisation affected the building industry, most intensely by the reduction of its access to iron and cement as well as the stricter control of
labour.
The Four-Year Plan came at a time when Hitler was formulating
a much more high-profile role for monumental projects in the German building economy. While Hitler’s architectural commitments
were clear as early as the writing of Mein Kampf, it was not until the
privileging of the new projects connected with the so-called ‘Hitler
Cities’ in 1937 that the influence of this aesthetic became so strongly felt in the general building economy.12 From that point, the most
important monumental projects were constructed almost in their
entirety – including structural support – from granite, limestone and
marble with a brick core. But while monumental buildings were a
very public focus, the promotion of stone as a structural material also
led to other large-scale uses, above all the many residential estates.
The preference for stone caused a strong revival of the quarrying
industry up to the outbreak of war in 1939, but only for specific types
of stone.13 When it came to stone, architects and contractors depended on aesthetic decisions made by Party and state leaders who, in
turn, took their cues from Hitler and Speer. These aesthetic decisions
were concomitant with the economic limitations on the use of steel
promoted by Göring’s Four-Year Plan. This strengthened position
of masonry within the building materials market allowed architects
to avoid structural steel as well as aligning themselves with Hitler’s
stated preferences, even if it did not solve the crunch in the
work force (stone quarrying in particular being a labour-intensive
industry).
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Hence, by 1937 the building industry was subject to political
manipulation by state and Party institutions which were greatly
stressed by the huge demands of rearmament and the aesthetic
debates surrounding monumental architectural policy. Gradual
centralisation of the industry allowed for the protection of fewer and
fewer projects and for a concentration on those enterprises deemed
absolutely crucial to the state. Further, the pressure on employment
markets left the private economy and state projects eager for ways to
maximise the output of a limited labour force. It was in the context
of these conditions that architects and engineers turned to synthesising the ideological and economic arguments for the use of masonry
technology as the ideal building material (outside of industrial concerns) for the German building industry. Concomitantly, this synthesis legitimised the reality of the redistribution of materials for a
militarising economy and naturalised the function of stone within
the construction industry.
It is worth emphasising the main point here: after the introduction
of the material restrictions of the Four-Year Plan and the stepped-up
privileging of high-profile monumental projects by Hitler and Speer,
masonry building technologies were ideologically and economically
promoted as a means of avoiding the use of steel and supporting
the developing cultural goals of the state. The cultural significance
of building could be used to affirm the militarisation of the economy,
and the armaments build-up in turn conditioned interpretations
of monumental construction. But further, state political economic
goals concerning the building industry were influenced by decisions
made concerning the privileged cultural work of monumental architecture.
This dialectic relation between political economy and architecture
came about only gradually after the introduction of the Four-Year
Plan and culminated in the focused promotion and pursuit of architectural and militarist economic goals in 1939. In the initial stages,
architects and state officials tended to weigh the dual problems of
access to labour and choice of materials differently. From the point
of view of the economic authorities in the state, the crisis in labour
markets remained the main problem to be resolved in 1936-37.
Released in November 1936, the fourth order from the Office of the
Four-Year Plan made clear that labour allocation was the top priority
for the building industries as well as the need to link these industries
to the policy of rearmament.14
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However, material regulation – and above all the need to cut back
on the use of iron and steel – occupied the very different concern
of those in the professional architectural press. A typical example is
the anonymous article concerning ‘The Direction of the Building
Economy’ from June 1937 in Der Deutsche Baumeister. Here, the
author’s concerns centred on the need to provide different kinds of
building technologies; notable, however, is the focus not on monumental building but rather on the much larger project of residential
construction. For the author, steel frames must be avoided at
all costs, to be replaced by such methods as reinforced concrete.
But better still would be the use of wood and stone. In this early pronouncement, economic considerations related to resource distribution sound the dominant note.15 Here, the influence of state economic policy is one-way: architects and engineers are being asked to think
about alternative materials for the good of rearmament. The cultural
significance of specific forms and aesthetics is of course crucial for
Hitler or state and Party architects, but has not yet been integrated
into the discussion of economic limitations and possibilities.
Speer makes this unreconciled tension between ideological projections and economic needs clear in his one major pronouncement
concerning materials and the building economy. He authored an
article on the subject written in the autumn of 1937 for Der Vierjahresplan, the main organ coming out of Göring’s office. The article was
presciently entitled ‘Stone Instead of Iron’ (‘Stein statt Eisen’).16
Speer is certainly interested here in the ideological significance
of masonry construction that follows from Hitler’s own writing in
Mein Kampf. So, for example, in the second paragraph of the article
he mounts a defence of stone as superior to iron in relation to its
superior ability to represent a powerful people:
N_`c\fecpX]\nZfej`jk\ekcplj\[`ifeYi`[^\jfi_Xccj_Xm\cXjk\[dfi\k_Xe
Ô]kpp\Xij#k_\k_fljXe[p\Xi$fc[jkfe\jkilZkli\jf]<^pgkXe[Ifd\jk`ccjkXe[
kf[XpXjgfn\i]lci\d`e[\ijR9Xlq\l^\eTf]k_\gXjkf]k_\j\^i\Xkg\fgc\j
RMcbT%K_\j\jkilZkli\jXi\`edXepZXj\jil`ejY\ZXlj\k_\_ldXe[\jkilZk`m\
dXe`X_XjdX[\k_\djf%EXkli\Xcfe\Zflc[_Xi[cp_Xm\_Xid\[k_\d%(.
At first glance, this seems to be the same argument Hitler made in
his autobiography that politically admirable societies construct the
best monumental architecture. And yet Speer is not specific here
about the political function of masonry – instead, he emphasises its
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permanence. Ideological claims are broad and vague, at best, with
no mention of particular buildings or even the monumental projects
on which he was working such as the German Stadium at the
Nuremberg Party Rally Grounds (ill. 8.1). Rather, his focus is made
clear in the remainder of the article, which discusses the great flexibility of masonry construction as well as its proven worth in buildings that remain over time. Emphasising how turning to masonry
(particularly stone) allows for a conservation of steel needed for
armaments work, Speer ends the article with a revival of the argument concerning autarkic policies, a goal dominant in the early years
of the National Socialist state, as we have seen. He reminds the reader not of stone’s ideological significance but rather of the variety
of clay and stone deposits available for exploitation within Nazi
Germany itself. In the pages of Göring’s journal, Speer is clearly indicating that the architects are falling into line with economic policy
through their choice of aesthetics and building technologies.
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Within the next two years, however, the pace of high-profile monumental building projects rapidly increased as more and more officials
attempted to tie themselves to what by then was clearly Hitler’s main
peace-time interest. The privileging of key architectural sites began
to demand a similar kind of centralised management of the building
economy as the Four-Year Plan, if on a smaller scale. The expansion
of building projects, architects and sites required a different definition of how privileged architectural projects were going to have access
to the key resources of labour and materials. But, further, it required
some flexibility of Göring and other administrators to make their
economic principles fall into line with architectural policy. Hence, by
1939, economic rationales alone are no longer what architects are
using to define their relation to state policy. Rather, economic needs
have been clearly combined with the forceful interest in and influence of the monumental building projects. The ideological legitimisation of particularly building technologies has become itself an
influential policy on the broader direction of the German building
economy.
Erich Simon, an architect in the German Labour Front (DAF,
Deutsche Arbeitsfront), made this clear in an article in Der Deutsche
Baumeister. Certainly, for Simon, economic efficiency and the rationalisation of the building industry in line with armaments concerns
were still a priority (the article appeared in March, many months
before the outbreak of war): ‘For architects the connection to the
material resources [of the national economy (Volkswirtschaft)] plays
a completely decisive role.’18 But just as significant for Simon was the
promotion of the ideological use of specific masonry techniques,
above all stone and its association with particularly classical Roman
building. He goes so far as to articulate the argument that the renunciation of steel technology allows for the rediscovery of the beauty of
vaulted masonry construction.19 Thus, within a relatively short span
of time, it is not simply that issues of efficiency dictated alternative
building materials; rather, it is also the case that the need for these
materials was promoted in public pronouncements and state policy
as both economically efficient and culturally significant. Such a shift
is accounted for by the massive influence of the high-profile architectural concerns of the Party and state on the building economy as
both the economy and architecture were integrated into the milita-
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rist and expansionist goals of a Germany on the brink of war. Hence,
the building economy was not just subject to state objectives but
rather part of those very political economic goals.
This integration of the political economy of the state with cultural production by 1939 can be exemplified in the extreme case of
the involvement of the SS with monumental building. When Heinrich Himmler’s administrative chief, Oswald Pohl, reoriented the
forced labour production in the concentration camp system in 1937,
he and economic bureaucrats within the SS decided to devote the
majority of inmate production to bricks and stone. In an important
meeting between Hitler, Himmler and Speer, it was decided that
these building materials could be used for the monumental structures of the Party and state. It is significant that the first contract
Speer signed with the SS-run firm, the Deutsche Erd- und Steinwerk
(DEST), was for structural bricks. In 1937-38, only the brick-making
operations at the camps of Sachsenhausen and Buchenwald were
being constructed. But, by the spring of 1938 Pohl and his advisors
had extended those operations to include two new camps set up at
Flossenbürg and Mauthausen. These camps were established around
high-quality granite deposits, suitable as structural and facing material for monumental projects. By the beginning of the war, these
camps were already producing materials for such high-profile projects
as Wilhelm Kreis’s Soldiers Hall on Speer’s monumental Berlin
north-south axis (ill. 8.2). In the process, however, the production
of granite was also literally killing tens of thousands of inmates designated for political and social reasons as supposed enemies of the
state. At these camps, the aesthetic goals of the state led to a linkage
between the authoritarian need to suppress and control unwanted
populations and the political economy of building production. By the
outbreak of World War II, four of the six existing camps were thus
geared to Hitler’s major peace-time initiative, a clear case in which
state cultural policy influenced the development of other politically
oppressive goals.20
The coming of war in September 1939 led, however, to a very
different set of conditions and policies in the building industry. The
difference between pre- and post-1939 was significant: not only were
certain production costs fixed, but the state also implemented
increasingly stringent measures in terms of the prioritisation of ‘useful’ projects. The building economy was not excepted from these
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measures even while Hitler pushed to have specific monumental
projects continued in spite of restrictions. In the optimistic war years
before 1942, articles in the architectural trade journal of Der Deutsche Baumeister emphasised the need of architects to become more
knowledgeable about the use of diverse building technologies, the
availability of building materials, and the relation between the building economy and the war effort. But as most materials were by this
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time already carefully regulated, the variable of greatest concern to
the building economy was the labour force. Already within the first
war year, the state encouraged architects and construction professionals to maximise labour output at all costs. While the curtailment
of peace-time building projects during the war (excepting after June
1940 Hitler’s favoured projects for Berlin, Nuremberg, Munich, Linz
and Hamburg) led to some relief from the worker shortage in other
areas of the building economy, construction was seriously threatened
by the loss of skilled and unskilled workers to military conscription.
Replacements needed to be found, and state officials discussed publicly the use of more foreign civilian labour from occupied territories
and the use of prisoners of war. In article after article, professionals
focused on the quantity and quality of the labour force as the most
pressing need in the war economy, and (until 1942) for the presumed
postwar needs of the monumental building projects, which seemed
to be only a battle victory or two away.21 Thus, in the early war years,
the efficient use of regulated materials like steel was still a factor
– but the focus of economic development shifted to the expansion
and maximisation of labour productivity. Labour became the concern
that dominated the interests of the state and its architects. It was
precisely in these years that DEST prospered most, expanding its
operations to include camps and quarrying concerns inside Germany
and in occupied Europe. For DEST administrators, the optimism of
the early war years as well as their ability to manage and expand their
control over thousands of forced labourers from throughout the
continent seemed to guarantee their eventual dominant political role
in Hitler’s postwar artistic policies. With the conjunction of political
oppressive and artistic goals, it is not surprising that precisely the
early war years proved to be most deadly in terms of the labour conditions for the majority of the prisoners in the quarry concentration
camps.
However, the conjunction of the ideological significance of
masonry technology with the needs of the militarised economy had
lost much of its impact even though work on monumental state and
Party projects continued at least up until the clear military setbacks
on the Eastern Front. Even before the military defeats, Speer had
signalled a clear direction in the interpretation of architectural production during the war by making broad associations between the
history of architecture through the centuries, the Nazi buildings then
planned and under construction, and vague claims as to architec-
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ture’s role in an expansionist Germany.22 In this sense, a narrower
interest in justifying and using certain kinds of building technologies
like masonry became of less interest; in its stead, newer and more
brutal ideological goals became the focus of government regulation
even as the war led to further regulation of the economy and expansion of extreme labour policies. Here too, the building industry
worked with state policy as a key component in the military expansion and policies of oppression particularly against the European
Jews.23 In essence, thus, a reconsideration of historical political economy in relation to Hitler’s state architecture indicates that aesthetic
debates and the use of particular building materials or technologies
became subject to and part of the gradual radicalisation of all major
government policies dealing with militarisation and resource management most forcefully in the years leading up to World War II.
KFK8C@K8I@8EFI=8J:@JK6

Which returns us to the question of whether this integration of
culture and politics is best described as totalitarian or fascist: it
seems to me that based on the evidence presented here, one can
speak (following Marcuse) of the clear totalitarian impulse of the
state to use and manipulate all elements of society including culture
to achieve its ends. This extends to the use of the most oppressive
institutions of the concentration camps. And yet, precisely here at
the camps, we also see elements in the political economy which
question this assessment. DEST, as an SS firm, was always registered
as a private concern. In addition to its extreme control over labour
and its access to specific contracts, it competed on the building
materials market as a private firm subject to the variables of pricing,
supply and demand. That is to say, the building economy of Nazi
Germany was highly managed and politically influenced but still
preserved the economic relations of pre-fascist society. In fact, it was
precisely the SS administrator’s ability to engage in the private economy that allowed for the alignment of political goals of oppression
and cultural goals of architecture. And yet, of course, its authoritarian practices legitimised by state policy and conditioned economically by regulations on markets tend to temper this assessment as
well. Still, in this respect, it does seem to me valid to distinguish
the mobilisation of a capitalist political economy for authoritarian
political goals as being closer to a particular fascist model rather than
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a general totalitarian one. In terms of structural conditions, our analysis allows for greater clarity in terms of the multiple ways in which
political economy works in relation to cultural production.
While crucial for understanding the debates around masonry
in 1937-39, this is also a lesson that should make us look carefully
at the political economy of other historical periods in order to assess
more completely the relationship between art and the distribution of
resources in a given society. Resources (labour, materials and also
time) are variable components that influence every art historical
problem whether it is that of the individual painter or the institutional goals of a state cultural apparatus. Seeing the functional relationship between cultural work and resources points us squarely
to the intersection between art history and political economy. This
intersection reveals the embeddedness of art in broader structural
relations, a condition that can be used analytically to open up the
opportunity for art history to perform a radical critique of society.
Such a critique is dependent on the question of whether art history
should argue from within the box of problems raised exclusively by
the artist and her or his work. Seeing this hermeneutic box as itself
a construct rather than as an historical condition allows for new
questions concerning the functional role of cultural work in relation
to specific objects and institutions as well as to the broader social,
economic and political forces seemingly beyond the realm of art
historical investigation.
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On 11 December 1934, a notice appeared in the newspaper Evening
Moscow announcing the departure of the thirty-five year-old artist
Aleksandr Deineka for a three-month trip to the United States (ill. 9.1).
The short text appeared below a photograph of the artist and a reproduction of one of his recent watercolours of the Crimean seaside,
and explained that he had been sent abroad by the organisers of the
major exhibition Art of Soviet Russia that was to open a two-year tour
of North America later that month in Philadelphia. Deineka had left
for Berlin to set sail for New York on the Hamburg-Amerika Line,
travelling with the other Soviet representative of the exhibition, Osip
Beskin, the powerful head of the Critics’ Section of the Moscow
Artists’ Union. Deineka was an officially favoured figurative artist
within the new Soviet art system – otherwise he would not have been
chosen for the rare honour of travel to the West – and was actively
involved in the debates about the formation of Socialist Realism,
which had just been declared the official art form of the Soviet
Union earlier that year at the First Soviet Writers’ Congress.
As the very appearance of a notice like this in a popular newspaper
suggests, Deineka was a well-known cultural figure, and Soviet cultural institutions promoted his trip abroad, and the ‘Art of Soviet
Russia’ exhibition itself, as sources of national pride. In the standard
histories of so-called totalitarian art, Socialist Realism is always
judged and found lacking by the Western standards of advanced art.
This essay will attempt to complicate this history by taking seriously
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the Soviet side of the story: Deineka arrived in the United States confident that he was there to represent a vital new form of socialist art
and culture, and to judge American art and culture by its standards
– even though he spoke no English and had never travelled abroad
before. The encounters of the Soviet Art exhibition, and of Deineka
himself, with America challenge the East-West, Socialist Realistmodernist binaries that have been retroactively imposed on this
period by Cold War critical models. Much of the art categorised as
Socialist Realism in the 1930s, and in particular Deineka’s work of
that decade, can more productively be understood as variants of
modernism, responding to Soviet modernity, than as coerced totalitarian art.2 A study of Deineka’s transcultural encounter with American modernity can sharpen and clarify our understanding of the
shape and limits of this alternate modernism.
K?<Ê8IKF=JFM@<KILJJ@8Ë<O?@9@K@FE

Despite its all-encompassing title, the Art of Soviet Russia exhibition
that opened in Philadelphia in December 1934 failed to offer anything
like a representative sample of the new doctrine of Socialist Realism,
or even of the range of Soviet art as it was then practised. Organised
on the Soviet side by VOKS (Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries), and on the US side by the Pennsylvania Museum
of Art – now the Philadelphia Museum – in conjunction with the
private American Russian Institute of Philadelphia, the exhibition
ended up a disappointing compromise for both sides. It included only
50 oil paintings – one-third of the planned amount – and 190 works
on paper. The archival records of the planning stages of the exhibition, held in the Russian State Archive, show that American organisers had begun with highly ambitious plans for the show, aiming
for a ‘comprehensive resume’ of Soviet art over the previous fifteen
years:
N_`cjk Ô]k\\e p\Xij `j X Yi`\] jgXZ\ `e n_`Z_ kf Xck\i k_\ jg`i`k# Z_XiXZk\i#
Xe[Zfdgc\o`fef]XeXk`feËjXik#n\e\m\ik_\c\jjkiljkk_Xkk_\Zfd`e^\o_`Y`$
k`fedXp`ejfd\[\^i\\i\m\Xck_\]\id\ekf]]fiZ\jXZk`m\kf[Xp`ek_\LJJI
R¿TN_Xkn\efn[\j`i\kfj\\#d`iifi\[`eIljj`XegX`ek`e^#`jk_\gif]fle[Xe[
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They hoped to base the Pennsylvania exhibition on the famous
‘15 Years of Art of the RSFSR’ exhibition that had taken place in
Moscow and Leningrad in 1932-33, and therefore requested works
by a broad range of artists, including avant-garde artists such as
Malevich, Tatlin and El Lissitzky as well as the figurative artists then
favoured by Soviet art institutions.4 But as the increasingly agitated
internal correspondence between VOKS, the Philadelphia organisers,
and the Russian embassy in Washington, DC reveals, none of the organisers was pleased with the final form of the exhibition.5
The failures of the exhibition make plain the dysfunction of many
aspects of the new Soviet art bureaucracy, while at the same time its
relative breadth and inclusiveness attest to the fluidity of the definition of the term ‘Socialist Realism’ at this moment.6 There was no
agreement as to what a Socialist Realist work would look like; rather,
there were constant debates and arguments on the topic, in the
Artists’ Union and in the art press.7 Although by 1934 there was no
longer any possibility that the Soviet government would send works
by avant-garde artists as representative of current Soviet art, as
requested by the US organisers, VOKS otherwise set out to fulfil their
requests for a broad range of works – and in the process, to further
its own agenda of demonstrating the vitality of Soviet art after the
Writers’ Congress. The exhibition included hardly any examples of
the kind of painting that would usually be associated in the West
with Socialist Realism: the large-scale, sunny, optimistic image of
groups of Soviet people enthusiastically greeting the communist
leader. If anything, in its aim to emphasise the dynamism and modernity of Soviet art, VOKS did a better job of representing the new
generation of officially recognised but still experimental figurative
artists with roots in avant-garde painting of the 1920s, such as
Deineka and Petr Viliams (Peter Williams, an artist of Welsh-Russian ancestry), whose works were illustrated in the catalogue (ills. 9.2
and 9.3).
Deineka’s work was one of the exhibition’s prime examples of
Socialist Realism as a form of modern art. As a person, he fulfilled
the role of socialist artist almost perfectly: an outspoken and enthusiastic supporter of his Soviet homeland, he had been born to semiliterate, working-class parents in 1899, and had immediately joined
in with the Bolshevik cause in the revolution of 1917, becoming an
artist attached to the Red Army during the Civil War before moving
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to Moscow to attend art school. Starting around 1924, he became a
prolific illustrator for the new communist journals, and in 1925
he began to produce overtly modernist oil paintings (such as Before
the Descent into the Mine (1925), Building New Factories (1926), and
The Defense of Petrograd (1928)). They were modernist in the most
straightforward, Greenbergian definition of the term: they self-consciously questioned the forms by which they were made, as conventional two-dimensional marks organised on a canvas, as much as they
conveyed a particular socialist content. He emerged from the famous
VKhUTEMAS art school, where avant-garde figures such as the constructivist Aleksandr Rodchenko taught, to found the modernist-inspired but figurative painters’ group OSt (Society of Easel Painters)
in 1925; OSt was committed to developing new painterly forms for
representing Soviet life and themes, in contrast to the 19th-century
realist models promoted by the rival AKhRR group (Association
of Artists of Revolutionary Russia). By the mid-1930s, however,
Deineka’s paintings had shed most of their earlier montage-like
qualities, and even though their laconic, flattened and poster-like
pictorial language continued to connect him more closely to the
modernist tradition than to AKhRR-style realism, he was still considered a major player in the formulation of a new Soviet realism.8
Deineka’s contribution to the ‘Art of Soviet Russia’ exhibition
included his three recent oil sketches for a major mural project for
the new building of the National Commissariat of Agriculture
(Narkomzem); the one illustrated in the exhibition catalogue depicts
the favourite Soviet theme of the old and the new, juxtaposing a
horse-drawn cart with brand-new tractors, one of them driven by
the iconic female tractor driver or traktoristka (see ill. 9.3, upper left).
He also contributed a rather stiff oil painting of a father and son
relaxing on a bench in a flower-filled park, Rest, illustrating Soviet
leisure, and his important canvas Goalkeeper (1934), in which a soccer
goalie seen from behind hurtles horizontally across the elongated
picture surface, suspended in mid-air, in a spatially destabilised
composition reminiscent of avant-garde works such as Lissitzky’s
Prouns (Russian acronym for ‘Projects for the Affirmation of the
New’) of the early 1920s. The critic Abram Efros, writing in 1935,
called Deineka the ‘most ‘modern’ (sovremennyi) of the Soviet artists’.9 The whiff of modernism that still permeated Deineka’s form,
denigrated as it had been in recent attacks on formalism and the
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formulation of Socialist Realism, combined with his predilection for
outdoor, sporty and even aeronautic imagery representing socialist
ideals and achievements, gave his works their contemporary feel.
This perception of Deineka’s modernity – of both his work and his
personal style – made him the ideal choice for bureaucrats faced
with the choice of which artist to send to America for this highprofile mission.
Deineka’s status as an official representative for the exhibition,
and the fact that he himself would accompany his works to the US,
made it possible for him to contribute representative examples of his
work to the exhibition. In contrast, Williams and most other artists
were inaccurately represented, because few of the artists solicited
for the exhibition submitted major works. Williams, for example,
who was known for his dynamic paintings of modern subjects as well
as for his portraits, submitted only two portraits. Large-scale technological and industrial paintings such as, for example, his imposing
Assembling Workshop (1932), were not available for the exhibition because they were already owned by government collections. Internal
memoranda show the increasing frustration of VOKS officials:
K_\]le[Xd\ekXc[`]ÔZlckp`jk_\Xkk\dgkkf[\dfejkiXk\k_\Zlii\ekj`klXk`fe
f]Jfm`\kXik\oZclj`m\cpk_ifl^_g`Zkli\jY\cfe^`e^kfk_\Xik`jkjk_\dj\cm\j2
`ei\Z\ekp\Xij#Xcc`dgfikXekJfm`\kgX`ek`e^^\kj[fe\YpZfdd`jj`fefi]fi
fi^Xe`qXk`fejfi`ejk`klk`fejfidlj\ldj%K_\dlj\ldji\]lj\kfcfXek_\`i
g`Zkli\j%('
Even artists who had major works in their possession refused to lend
them to the exhibition, not believing, as one official ruefully noted,
that they would ever get them back from abroad.11 Fully half of
the paintings that made it into the exhibition were portraits, landscapes and modest domestic scenes, rather than the kinds of thematic
paintings on new Soviet subject matter that had been desired by the
organisers on both sides. For example, the catalogue illustrated an
unusually domestic and almost Matisse-like modernist oil painting
of female bathers by Iurii Pimenov, a young artist with origins, like
Deineka and Williams, in OSt, who regularly painted more standard
Soviet thematic compositions.
The paradox is that the very eclecticism of the ‘Soviet Art’ exhibition, with its mix of works on socialist themes and works on more
traditional artistic subjects, and of low-key modernism with 19th-
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century realism, contributed to the considerable success of the exhibition with American critics and audiences. The organisers may have
been downright embarrassed by the show, but the public liked it. The
venerable New York Times art critic Edward Alden Jewell enthused
about the Philadelphia exhibition in two separate reviews, singling
out Deineka, Williams and a few others, including Deineka’s friend
Georgii Nisskii. On the Railroad Tracks, May (1933), is typical of
Nisskii’s pared-down painterly language, capturing an alternative
romantic vision of a Soviet industrial pastoral, as the billowing white
dress of the woman is echoed in the puffs of smoke rising from the
train behind her (ill. 9.4). Like many other American critics responding to the exhibition, Jewell emphasised that in spite of what audiences might have expected, the works were not propaganda:
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Lec\jjXccf]k_\j\Xik`jkj_Xm\Y\\eZlee`e^cpÊYfl^_kËYpX^fm\ied\ek[\k\i$
d`e\[ k_Xk gifgX^Xe[X j_Xcc Y\ jgi\X[ XYifX[ k_ifl^_ k_\ d\[`ldj_`g f]
XeXikk_Xk]Xcj`Ô\jXe[k_`jdljkXgg\Xi^ifk\jhl\cp`dgifYXYc\ #n\ZXeefk
YlkZfeZcl[\k_Xkk_\nfibR%%%Ti\gi\j\ekjk_\jg`i`kf]Xg\fgc\i\c\Xj\[2f]X
g\fgc\]i\\#Xkc\e^k_#kfnXid`kj\c]Xkk_\_\Xik_f]_ldXeg\XZ\Xe[ZfdiX[\$
j_`gXe[j`dgc\#jgfekXe\flj_Xgg`e\jj%()
The language is flowery and more than a bit patronising, but its
emphasis on the Soviet Union as a young country struggling for freedom also suggests the often noted affinity between America and
Soviet Russia.
The affinity was also between two models of modern art that
emphasised figuration over abstraction. It is well known that American art of the 1930s, like Soviet Socialist Realism, was less ‘advanced’
than European art according to the standard modernist paradigm;
Jewell was himself a well-known partisan of homegrown figurative
art in America, as opposed to the modernist tendencies that originated in Europe. Reviewers noted over and over the affinities between Soviet and American art: in the newspaper the Philadelphia
Inquirer one critic wrote:
K_\j\Iljj`XeXik`jkjXgg\XckfXe[Xi\`ejg`i\[YpdXepf]k_\jlYa\Zkjn_`Z_
[\c`^_kk_\^\e\iXcilef]8d\i`ZXegX`ek\ij#XkkiXZk`m\cXe[jZXg\j#m`ccX^\
jZ\e\j#gfikiX`kli\Xe[jgfikj%M`j`kfijn`cccffbcfe^Xe[_Xi[]fik_\gifgX^Xe$
[Xg`Zkli\#n_`Z_d`^_k_Xm\Y\\e\m\eXi[\ekcp\og\Zk\[%(*
A critic for the Baltimore Sun, in the state of Maryland, pushed the
affinity even further, zeroing in on Niskii’s On the Railroad Tracks
in particular:
K_\i\n\i\g`Zkli\jf]Yi`[^\ZfejkilZk`feR¿Tf]iX`cifX[pXi[jn`k_XnfdXe`e
n_`k\ilee`e^Xcfe^k_\k`\jÆX^iflgf]g`Zkli\jn_`Z_fe\m`j`kfii\dXib\[
Êd`^_k_Xm\Y\\egX`ek\[YpXle`kf]k_\<e^`e\\ijË:clYf]9Xck`dfi\%Ë(+
Now this kind of praise, it must be admitted, is exactly the kind of
evidence that has been used to deride Socialist Realism as a kind
of amateurish non-art; but it suggests what it was that endeared the
Soviet efforts to an American public that was largely suspicious
of European modernism. An intelligent and well-informed review of
the exhibition in Fortune magazine was subtitled ‘how to tell
Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Deyneka of Kursk, Ukraine from Thomas
Hart Benton of Neosho, Missouri.’ Specifically comparing Deineka
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to Benton, the author enthused that ‘in no man more than Deyneka
does the Russian painter’s kinship with the American appear.’
Putting forth the thesis that American and Russian art were similar
because, despite political dissimilarities, both countries were ‘continental nations’, sharing the same earth and land, the author refused
to dismiss the Soviet work as propaganda, claiming that ‘even in their
propaganda the Russian painters and the American painters are not
far apart.’15 Given this reception, it is not surprising that after Philadelphia, the exhibition would travel to 17 more venues in the United
States and Canada before returning to the USSR in December 1936,
garnering significant interest and many more supportive reviews.16
K?<JFM@<K8IK@JKAL;><J8E;I<GFIKJ1
;<@E<B8ËJ<E:FLEK<IN@K?K?<LJ8

In a lecture he gave on his return to Moscow at the Central Artists’s
House in May 1935, Deineka returned the favour, exhorting his
listeners that American art, about which he said Russians knew
nothing, merited far more attention than French art: ‘you think when
you get to America, there is nothing to see, you can see it all easily,
while in Paris there is so much that you will never see it all. This
impression is the reverse of the truth.’17 (After leaving the US in midMarch, he had gone on to visit Paris and Rome before returning to
Moscow in May, so he was in a position to make this comparison.)
He claimed to have visited dozens of exhibitions and collections
in the US, and he sketched out for his audience an account of the
various groupings of American artists. He admitted that Benton and
the other regionalists were politically reactionary in their overt
nationalism, but this did not change his admiration for Benton,
whom he described as ‘terribly active’ and ’terribly fertile’, capable of
producing ‘great works’;18 he was particularly taken with Benton’s
mural programme America Today from 1930, which he had studied
carefully at the New School for Social Research in New York (ill. 9.5).
The other major American artistic group that Deineka discussed in
detail during his Moscow lecture was, not surprisingly, the international communists of the John Reed Clubs. In the opposition
Deineka sets up between the reactionary regionalists and the John
Reed Club artists, as well as in his cursory discussion of the other
major artistic groups in the US – the uninteresting ‘academics’ on the
one hand, and the slavish followers of the French modernist masters
on the other – he follows quite closely, and may have borrowed from,
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JZ_ffc]fiJfZ`XcI\j\XiZ_2efnE\nPfib#k_\cfYYpf]k_\8O8Yl`c[`e^Xk()0'J`ok_8m\el\%
the assessment of the American art scene made by the left critic
Stephen Alexander in his art column in the communist journal New
Masses in 1935. For Alexander, Benton’s art was ‘basically tabloid
in character’, conveying the message: ‘American life has no meaning
– don’t try to figure it out.’19 Alexander admired the direct and simple truths about class and race painted by proletarian John Reed
Club artists – such as Joe Jones in his painting Roustabouts (1934),
showing African American dock workers in St. Louis (ill. 9.6) – which
he counterposed to the false consciousness and false vision of American life and history evoked by Benton’s writhing forms and superficial energy.20
Yet contradicting the standard view of Socialist Realism as a univalent art form, Deineka – the model Socialist Realist sent abroad
to judge and report back – objects to such oversimplified standards
of authentic proletarian art. He acknowledges that Benton’s work,
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and most American art, is ultimately ‘in the service of advertising’,
but applauds Benton’s formal means for bringing a ‘particular American posterness (plakatnost’)’ to monumental art.21 As Deineka had
himself until recently been an active poster artist, and taught poster
design at the Institute of Fine and Applied Arts in Moscow – and was
himself known for the poster-like quality of his schematic, flattened
paintings – this was significant praise. He claims more negatively, on
the other hand, that the John Reed Club artists are ‘experiencing,
if one can put it this way, their first RAPP period.’22 RAPP was the
Association of Proletarian Writers, whose proletarian militancy and
combativeness toward all other groups led to Stalin’s infamous April
Decree of 1932 dissolving all artists’ groups. By referring to RAPP,
Deineka confidently describes American art in the terms of Soviet art,

0%-% Af\Afe\j#IfljkXYflkj(0*+ #f`cfeZXemXj%NfiZ\jk\iDXjj% #NfiZ\jk\i8ikDlj\ld%
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indicating that he refuses to perceive any kind of incontrovertible difference between modern art East and West. The John Reed Club artists have taken up earlier Soviet methods of fighting over art and arguing over the correct depictions of class struggle, Deineka tells his
Moscow audience, at a point when ‘we’ Soviets have already moved
beyond such methods – and in this case, the ‘we’ is a hopeful one,
referring to himself and other artists who were attempting to avoid
the worst factionalism, and the most rigid definitions of Socialist Realism, within the Moscow Artists’ Union. In the John Reed Clubs, he
sees the rigidity of RAPP’s schematic portrayals of class struggle; for
John Reed Club artists, ‘the bourgeois is drawn this way, and the enslaved worker – this way.’23
Though he makes fun of the John Reed Club artists for their schematic depictions of class difference, the many sketches he made of
America over the course of his three-month stay encompass, not
surprisingly, plenty of well-dressed men in hats and women in fur
collars, as well as images of African Americans, whom he romanticised and exoticised, but whom he also regarded as a kind of
authentic working class (‘Most importantly’, he said, characterising
African-Americans, ‘they are workers’) (ills. 9.7 and 9.8).24 His uncharacteristically melancholy painting Negro Concert (1935), based
on his American sketches, was exhibited, along with most of the
other paintings based on his trip abroad, in his major one-man show
that opened in Moscow in December of 1935. It was widely reproduced in the press and discussed approvingly by all critics; he was
regarded as having fulfilled the brief of the critical, class-conscious
Soviet artist dutifully reporting on the class and racial inequalities of
the capitalist and imperialist West. But taken as a whole, his American drawings and paintings exceed this model of the critical Soviet,
and reveal instead his engaged confrontation with American modernity that led him, in his own work, to diverge even more strongly than
previously from the rigid model of ‘the bourgeois is drawn this way.’
The range of people in his drawings – from the young office worker
standing a bit forlornly over her meagre meal in an ultra modern
automat restaurant, to two older women sketched from behind as
they listen attentively at a charity club meeting, to four different
types of men engrossed in their newspapers – suggests a range of
individual experiences of modern life that, judging by the interest
and even sympathy that the sketches project, Deineka did not
simply dismiss as ‘bourgeois’ (ills. 9.9, 9.10 and 9.11).
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As the self-styled brash, ‘most modern’ of Soviet artists, he avidly sketched aspects of American technological modernity: not only
the skyscrapers of New York and Philadelphia, but also the well kept
roads and abundant automobiles. Just as Rodchenko, ten years
earlier in 1925, had written rapturous letters home to Moscow from
Paris about the wonders of modernity, Deineka wrote letters to his
lover at the time in Moscow, Serafima Lycheva, in which he calls the
American roads ‘stunning’, telling her that they are ‘wide and endlessly long.’25 The roads appealed to his obsession with travel, movement and machines; in the Soviet Union too, where cars were infinitely more scarce, he loved to drive – even though he was never able
to master the art of driving and had to be driven by a chauffeur.
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There is no doubt that in 1935 America represented the primary
and dominant form of modernity, and that Deineka was keenly aware
of observing it from the perspective of a Soviet who desired this
level of technological modernity for his as yet still modernising country, but without the capitalist excess and inequality. Some of his driving scenes lovingly trace the path of the sleek road through the landscape, with the roadside billboards functioning as brightly coloured
markers of the modern (ill. 9.12); while in others, the carcasses
of abandoned cars litter the roadside and coloured billboards with
their dollar signs as effective shorthand signs for capitalism seem
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to intrude on the wintry landscape (we can assume that he zeroed in
on the dollar signs because he had trouble reading and forming
the Latin letters) (ill. 9.13). There is even a watercolour sketch from
the outskirts of Philadelphia that captures the symbolic side-by-side
placement of an automobile graveyard with a human graveyard,
a juxtaposition that Deineka heightens by placing a shiny new car
on the road in the foreground: we do not need to be unusually welltrained in Marxist rhetoric to understand from this picture that
in capitalist America humans are equated with commodities, and
discarded with the same heartlessness when they have outgrown
their use. Just as his sketches of American people evince his interest
in a range of subject positions, his landscape images show America
as both a technological dreamworld and a wasteland.26 They function not as a stock condemnation of capitalist modernity – as some
of his Soviet reviewers would have it – but as a pictorial interrogation
of the forms of alienation as well as exhilaration that he experienced

0%(*% 8c\bjXe[i ;\`e\bX# 8d\i`ZXe IfX[j`[\ (0*+$*, # ^flXZ_\ fe gXg\i% Jk% G\k\ijYli^# JkXk\ Iljj`Xe
Dlj\ld#;\gXikd\ekf];iXn`e^j%
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in America, especially as he shuttled back and forth on roads or trains
between New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore (where the Soviet Art
exhibition travelled in March), Washington, DC, (where he held a
small exhibition in the Soviet embassy in early March), and even the
winter resort of Lake Placid, New York, where he was sent on a commission by Vanity Fair magazine in late February.
Deineka staged direct encounters with American audiences in
three small but largely well-received solo exhibitions during his stay:
a two-week public exhibition at the Art Alliance gallery in Philadelphia in February 1935; a one-day exhibition at the Soviet embassy in Washington, DC, on 5 March, attended by invited guests and
members of the press; and a three-week public exhibition at the
Studio House Gallery in Washington, DC, held in March-April after
Deineka had already departed for France. All three exhibitions
consisted primarily of works on paper, mostly those he had brought
with him from Moscow (apparently for just this purpose), and the
rest were his brand-new American drawings and watercolours; in all
he seems to have sold about a dozen works from these exhibitions.
Deineka reported with no little pride that some Philadelphia viewers
complained about the critical themes of his America sketches
– downtrodden black people, bored rich women, dirty roadsides.27
An affronted critic in the Philadelphia Inquirer wrote: ‘In Motor Road
and American Landscape he does nothing more than has been done
by the anti-billboard societies, and his persistent introduction of
dollar signs is a further affront to our dear capitalistic system.’28
Deineka seemed to relish his role as the trouble-making Soviet:
‘I show up here’ he boasted, ‘open an exhibition, and for three days
I’m the “Moscow bear.” They even photographed us with Russian
bears when we were at the zoo.’ In another fierce animal metaphor,
he reported that a prominent Philadelphian had named him the
‘Philadelphia lion’.29
These colourful claims about his interactions with Americans
are intriguing, but unfortunately limited: his letters home to Moscow,
in which, apparently, he wrote in detail about the places he visited,
the people he met, the art he saw, and his opinions about all of it,
have been lost. One Soviet-era researcher, Irina Nenarokomova, was
shown the letters briefly by Serafima Lycheva, their addressee; all
we have is her account of them. After Lycheva’s death in 1987, the
letters disappeared. Deineka wrote a few accounts of his trip abroad,
one of which was published at the time, but they have a more official
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character than the immediacy of his letters home, and they do not
include daily details. We are therefore left to piece together his encounter with America from this scattered textual evidence, and from
his pictures themselves. The remainder of this essay will examine a
set of his more finished American works, beyond the sketches, whose
density can convey his contradictory contact with American modernity, and with its artistic modernism.
;<@E<B8ËJDF;<IE@JD@E8D<I@:8

If modernism is the pictorial form that answers to modernity, we
would expect Deineka’s pictures to register the profound contrast
between modern life in America and the distinctly more primitive
conditions of Soviet life in the 1930s. Deineka’s sketches constitute
a kind of diary of his encounter with America, documenting his
perception of American modernity; but in their form they do not
differ much from his previous or subsequent style of drawing – they
are largely mimetic, shorthand images meant to capture what he
sees. His visual form is more clearly affected in the more elaborate
works; we can see him embracing, resisting and selectively incorporating the visual forms of modern American art and mass culture.
A series of highly stylised silhouette drawings in India ink with
white, for example, represent a dramatic injection of contemporary
American modernist and commercial imagery into Deineka’s visual
form (ill. 9.14).30 In New York, with his interest in African-American
culture, Deineka would likely have seen the black and white, silhouette-based gouache illustrations for magazines and books done by
Harlem Renaissance artists such as Aaron Douglas; in Douglas’s
illustration Charleston, for example, the woman’s sleek cap of hair
and the exaggerated curved and pointed line of her arms and shoulders might have offered a model for Deineka’s silhouetted women
(ill. 9.15). Douglas’s work is exemplary of the combinatory or hybrid
logic of cross-cultural modernism, in the way that it combines the
‘primitive’ form and imagery of African masks with elements of modernist geometric abstraction, endowing the typical jazz age scene
with a complex set of meanings around blackness, whiteness, magic
and modernity.31 Deineka performs his own combinatory logic in his
silhouette works, drawing on modernist artistic forms but also, in
the extreme stylisation of the streamlined curves of the car, dogs and
women, and the attention to the fashionable outlines formed by the
shapes of hats and suits, on the contemporary visual language
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of fashion illustrations in Vogue or Vanity Fair.32 Mining the imagery
of mass culture is itself a time-honoured avant-garde technique,
although it is open to question whether Deineka, in these silhouette
images, is critically mining or simply copying or enacting fashion
imagery. But whether or not we judge his experiments to be successful, this kind of departure from naturalism, and conscious dabbling
in the imagery of modernism and fashion, would not have been well
received at home in the Soviet Union; he did not exhibit these works
in his one-man exhibition in Moscow in 1935. Although they are both
clearly labelled ‘America’ in Deineka’s hand near his signature on the
lower right, the foreign subject matter would not adequately have
justified the stylistic ‘distortions’, as they likely would have been
described by contemporary Soviet critics.
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The two ladies with their purebred dogs are, from the Soviet
perspective, such obvious images of capitalist class excess that one
would expect them to be parodied, as rich women so often had been
in Deineka’s earlier graphic work. In a drawing published in 1924 in

0%(,% 8Xife;fl^cXj# :_Xic\jkfe(0)0 #^flXZ_\fegXg\i%@ccljkiXk`fe]fik_\
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the magazine Bezbozhnik u stanka (Atheist at the Factory Workbench), for example, where Deineka published many images, the rich
mistress is nasty and spoiled, and also lumpy and unattractive
(ill. 9.16). Yet Deineka’s focus in the American drawing is not on the
inevitability of class exploitation, as seen in the hunched form of
the kneeling servant in the earlier image, but on the effect of the
sinuous, black silhouette shapes of women and dogs and car; the
women are granted a slenderness and elegance of form, and an
alluring, erect sexuality that is, for once, free of censure. Deineka’s
concern is the elongated stretch of automobile and daschund, the
bubble shape of short jackets, the graceful thrust of slim buttocks,
the flare of a narrow skirt, and, most playfully, the amoeba-like forms
standing at attention above the women’s heads, only barely legible
as stylised feathers perched on unrepresented hats. These experiments are significant in their revelation of Deineka’s openness to
embracing new pictorial forms beyond those realist forms – such as
the works of the John Reed Club artists – that had the formal approval of the Soviet art establishment. We see him imagining, however
briefly, and however modestly in small works on paper, a complete
flight from the constraints of Soviet art – productive as those constraints were for him.
A very different American work, this time a large-scale watercolour, can be interpreted as the reverse of this openness: American
Woman, also called Gymnastics on the Roof (America), seems to be an
image of outright resistance to the sexualised commodity blandishments of American modernity, as well as an assertion of his own
well-honed pictorial language in the face of new influences (ill. 9.17).
He places a female figure representing the Soviet fantasy of physical
culture (fizkul’tura) into the setting of a grand New York apartment
balcony.33 The floating vertical brushstrokes that delineate the buildings produce a pastel dream of skyscrapers, a vision in the morning
light, emphasised by the two white puffs of steam emerging from
below; they appear as the dreamworld of modernity imagined from
the Soviet East, despite their actual presence before Deineka in New
York. But the newness of this cityscape is confronted by the familiar
figure of the broad-backed, athletic young person, seen from behind, who appeared frequently in Deineka’s Soviet images; almost
exactly the same tightly cropped figure, with her leaning stance,
outstretched arms, taut back and clenched buttocks, appeared in
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Deineka’s painting The Ball Game (1932; ill. 9.18). Yet in the American
drawing, the figure of the Soviet athlete is removed from the ball
game with her two comrades and instead faces, alone, this dreamscape
of modernity. Her aloneness gives the drawing its peculiar erotic
quality. While The Ball Game certainly has its own erotic charge, it
is one that is woven into the fabric of sportive bodies in nature; the
modern, urban setting of An American Woman, however, rules out
any naturalising of her nakedness and instead makes it strangely
disturbing. The woman’s public, urban display of her naked body
partakes, however distantly, of the commercialised public display of
the bodies of dancers and strippers – American urban entertainments
that Deineka observed in a number of his US sketches such as
Burlesque Show with the avid attention to every detail of thrust and
costume that we would expect from an artist visiting from the offi-
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cially chaste public culture of the Soviet Union (ill. 9.19). If we were
to search for a Deineka image that bridges the gap between these
two trios of women in The Ball Game and the Burlesque Show – that
imagines an eroticised body that can somehow adequately confront
modernity, rather than being sucked into its capitalist maw and
becoming yet another sexual commodity – I think we might get
An American Woman.
Deineka’s model for the female figures in The Ball Game had been
an actual Soviet athlete, the long-distance swimming champion
Liusia Vtorova; by a series of transferences, it is as if Deineka summons an echo of Vtorova’s capable, broad-backed body to confront
this spectacle of modern skyscrapers.34 Solid and balanced, architectural like the skyscrapers themselves yet at a distinct angle from
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them, warding us off with those clenched buttocks, her sexuality is
palpable but not immediately available to us, as is the case with so
many of the Soviet bodies that populate Deineka’s works: turned
away from us, or with masked, unreadable faces, they can be understood as his deliberate refusal to pretend, as Socialist Realism
demanded, that the Soviet dream of collectivity is already knowable
and therefore representable.35 Deineka grants this same inaccessibility or unknowability to his fantasised ‘American woman’ on the
balcony, in contrast to the immediacy and sexual availability of the
trio of dance hall performers; the result of her subjection to capitalist modernity is not a foregone conclusion. She functions as a projection of Deineka’s Soviet works, and of Deineka himself, into the
landscape of Western modernity – as the ideal Soviet subject, who
would be able to participate in the modern life of New York without
allowing herself to be subjected to its alienating capitalist logic.
The density of meaning that I am proposing for the American
Woman watercolour was certainly lost on the author of a front-page
article on Deineka that appeared in the Washington Post on the occasion of the exhibition of his American and Soviet works on paper at
the Soviet embassy on 5 March. Referring to Deineka as ‘professor’
because he taught at an art school in Moscow, the sceptical journalist opens the article by saying ‘Prof. Aleksandr Deineka held court
yesterday at the Russian Embassy amid swimmers, highways, formidably legged-ladies, pears and skyscrapers, all painted as he sees
them,’ and at the end of the short piece returns again to mention
Deineka’s pictures of ‘ladies with very stout limbs.’36 The author’s
urbane contempt for stout-legged women suggests an overall disdain for the awkward, unglamorous and earnest Soviet Union. The
author singles out the American Woman watercolour for discussion,
only to dismiss it as ‘a female figure dancing on a New York rooftop
(the professor said this one is symbolic).’ The throwaway quote drips
with sarcasm towards the self-important Soviet professor, but it
offers a small, rare piece of evidence, from Deineka’s own mouth,
of his intention in his American works: the image is not just ‘symbolic’ in some arty sense, but a symbol of his attempt to confront
American modernity – both the technological dreamworld and the
sexualised commodification of life under capitalism – through the
mobilisation, or even quotation, of his own reliable pictorial forms.
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Perhaps the American-based work that represents the most stunning departure from his previous style and subject matter, because,
unlike the silhouette drawings, it appears in a large-scale, highly finished oil painting, is the canvas Boredom (1935; ill. 9.20). The subject
matter of a fashionable, obviously bourgeois woman seated in an
elegantly appointed and spacious private interior filled with art is,
not surprisingly, unique in the work of this Soviet artist, and it calls
forth from him a painterly language that is far more detailed and
modulated, as well as more muted and refined, than his customary
bold shapes and unmodulated colours – a visual language reminiscent of the French modernist tradition that Deineka had derided
amongst certain American artists. The picture enacts an intense
engagement with capitalist subject matter and Western painterly
modernism that not only transforms his pictorial language for the
space of this picture, but also crystallises and reinforces aspects of
his existing practice in ways that can be traced in Soviet works on
his return home. We can even see it as an instance of transformative
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transcultural contact between divergent modernisms, responding
to divergent modernities.
We should begin, though certainly not end, by listening to
Deineka’s own description of the painting’s origins. He singled it out
for comment in a retrospective article on his career that he would
write in 1963; it was one of only four pictures from a career spanning
40 years that he chose to remember:
?\i\`jk_\_\if`e\f]dpgX`ek`e^9fi\[fd#n_fd@jXn`eG_`cX[\cg_`X#`eX
i`Z__flj\#Zfdgc\k\cpdf[\ie#n`k_k_\dfjkc\]k`jkgX`ek`e^jfek_\nXccj%
Dfjkc`b\cpj_\`jkfk_`j[Xpjk`ccXc`m\Xe[jk`ccYfi\[#Y\ZXlj\Y\pfe[_\in\cc
^iffd\[# Zfjd\k`ZXccp dX[\$lg ]XZ\# pfl j\ej\ `e _\i X [\\g \dgk`e\jj
Xe[d\Xe`e^c\jje\jjn_`Z_f]]\ijefg\ijfeXc#_ldXeafp%EfdXkk\ik_\fYm`$
fljcp j\Zli\ c`]\# ef dXkk\i k_\ ^\e\iXccp XZZ\gk\[ j`^ej f] flk\i Y\Xlkp#
_fnl^cp`jk_`jc`]\#_fnl^cpk_`j_ldXe]XZ\*.
This language is unambiguous: it points us, from a securely later,
Soviet Cold War perspective, to the pitfalls of bourgeois individual
alienation, and it echoes the approving political interpretation of the
critics who praised the painting when it was exhibited in his 1935
solo exhibition in Moscow. But we don’t have to trust this later
narrative; we should trust the picture itself, in its sympathetic inquisitiveness and calm, polished order, and the fact that by even including
it in his retrospective assessment of 1963 – a relatively anomalous
picture that was not in a museum collection and thus out of the public eye – Deineka recognised it as a particular kind of achievement.
Although Deineka was best known for his outdoor, thematic,
often multi-figural compositions, he did also produce a few singlefigure, interior pictures over the years, such as his Girl by the
Window (1931), Sleeping Child (1932), and most recently, his Portrait
of a Young Woman with a Book (1934), portraying Lycheva in their
Moscow apartment. But these were all less ambitious efforts that
might even be described as private, however out of place that term
might be to describe Soviet artworks at this time: they were not made
for official commissions (other than Girl by the Window, which was
used for a book illustration), nor with any immediate plan of public
exhibition. Deineka painted Boredom, on the other hand, some time
during the summer or early autumn of 1935 after his return from
abroad, when he was busily producing paintings on the basis of his
foreign sketches for the solo exhibition that would open in December
in Moscow. Even for an artist of Deineka’s stature, a major solo ex-
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hibition was an unusual honour that he obviously intended to make
the most of; just as this honour was bestowed on him by the Soviet
art system to justify and capitalise on the decision to send him
abroad, so Deineka recognised that the exhibition should include
major works based on his trip. Boredom, then, was undertaken with
high stakes, and the decision to turn a single-figure interior into a
major painting was deliberate.
We know he planned to paint a formal portrait of the woman right
from the start, because on one of the drawings he made of the ‘rich
house’ in Philadelphia, a pencil sketch of an art-filled alcove in the
living room, he scribbled the Cyrillic phrase ‘living room, Speiser
home, base for portrait.’38 Altogether he made a number of preparatory sketches, in the best academic tradition of building up to a
major Salon painting, or, in the Soviet context, to the kind of largescale, thematic kartina or ‘picture’ in oil that would become increasingly favoured within Socialist Realism: there is also a detailed coloured pencil and watercolour sketch of the dining room of the house
with a view into the living room (ill. 9.21), a precise drawing showing
a wider view of the living room with the piano seen in the painting,
and two rough sketches of another section of the living room, showing rudimentary outlines of female figures.39
Why would Deineka put all this effort into producing such an
anomalous picture, so at odds with contemporary Soviet painting?
One obvious answer might be that he did it because he could get
away with it, officially. His trip abroad gave him appropriate justification for making a graceful, non-censorious picture of a contemporary capitalist interior, with the negative title Boredom providing
extra insurance; the alien subject matter justified the pictorial experimentation with models of French modernism. But this interpretation rests too heavily on the assumption that the Soviet art system
was rigid and xenophobic. There was in fact no single, pre-approved
form of realism within Socialist Realism, and varieties of French and
European modernism cropped up in the works of various artists
working within the system.40 It would be more accurate to say that
Deineka did it because he could get away with it without compromising his own famous ‘brand’ of painting: the Western subject
matter justified his departure from his familiar bright, bold style into
a more muted, polished one, which facilitated a psychological exploration of his sitter that was essentially unknown in his previous
works – an exploration of the alienated bourgeois subjectivity that
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languishes within the bourgeois interior, described for us by countless theorists of capitalist modernity from Thorstein Veblen to
Walter Benjamin.
The interior’s hushed, ordered stillness calls to mind the paintings of Felix Vallotton at the turn of the 19th century, depicting the
bourgeois interior and its mute, desiring occupants with a kind of
berserk precision – and even the late paintings of Pierre Bonnard
from the 1930s, with their focus on a kind of poetry of the interior
as a memory of experience (like Deineka, he painted in the studio,
not from nature), rendered with a formal intensity of interlocking
forms that animated the inanimate objects of everyday bourgeois
experience. Deineka had in fact specifically admired Bonnard’s work
when he was in Paris: on his return to Moscow he would write that
he was ‘impressed by the simplicity and painterly honesty of the old
master.’41 The painting revels in its detailed and precise depiction of
the kinds of bourgeois objects from such paintings that were normally unavailable to Deineka’s brush: the grand piano with its ornately
carved legs; the elaborately framed modernist paintings; the elegant
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architectural details of the sunken living room and the curved railing; the surprisingly clean lines of the rounded, overstuffed chair;
the fall of fashionably striped drapes; the soft mauve carpeting that
dampens all noise. It organises them all into a stylish, almost geometrically divided pictorial order: the bookcase, railing and grand
piano frame the woman with a series of focusing horizontals; the
railing runs behind her precisely at the level of her eyes; and she is
mirrored in the foreground by the deliberately bland and reduced
features of what appears to be her portrait in the modernist sculpture. The unfamiliar technique of placing a figure into such a precisely articulated, deep interior space, and organised within such
subtle compositional rhythms and correspondences, offered him a
way to explore his interest in the solitary, unknowable figure – an
interest already apparent in his Soviet work – on different, productively alien terms.
The solitary figure represented in Boredom was particularly
unknowable to Deineka because she differed so radically from the
usual wholesome Soviet women who populated his paintings: she is
the first glamorous, sexualised woman to appear in his work.42 If
the composition and content of the setting are modernist in the geometric style of a vaguely defined European modernism, the figure of
the tall, slender woman herself, in her beautifully fitted gown with
its plunging neckline and her strappy shoes, derives more from the
fashion or Hollywood imagery that Deineka would have encountered
in America. Film stills of actresses such as Jean Harlow provide a
template for the figure’s overall glamorous look, though the sexual
self-confidence of a Harlow is significantly absent from the woman’s
desolate body language, as she hugs herself with her long, slim arms.
We can imagine Deineka looking critically at Hollywood imagery, as
well as at critical images of fashionable women in contemporary
American art, such as Benton’s mural City Activities with Dance Hall
(see ill. 9.5). It is as if Deineka has plucked a woman from one of the
dancing couples in Benton’s composition out of her context, in
order to focus on the spiritual emptiness that the frenzied activity of
commercialised leisure tries but fails to cover over – an emptiness
that Benton’s mural of desperately writhing figures in bars, dancehalls and on movie screens itself invoked. But the emptiness that
is Deineka’s focus in Boredom is not Benton’s generalised frenzied
desperation, nor the easily dismissible, vapid emptiness of the idle
rich – an emptiness of which, as we have seen, Deineka would later
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accuse this woman. Where Benton seems to view his almost caricature figures with a kind of indulgence, if not empathy, Deineka seems
genuinely puzzled by (but also solicitous towards) what would have
been for him an exotic feminine creature. The painting suggests that
her desolation arises not from her own shortcomings, but from
precisely that oppressive, rich interior which holds her locked in its
embrace; or to put it more metaphorically, her desolation arises from
the collision of the bourgeois ideal of femininity with the actual lived
experience of the female subject of capitalist modernity.
This interpretation of Deineka’s empathy for the woman in the
painting, in spite of the hyperbole of his later cruel words, is reinforced by considering the identity of his sitter and her particular
situation in the ‘rich house’ in Philadelphia.43 It was the home of
Maurice J. Speiser, a lawyer and one-time Assistant District Attorney in Philadelphia, who would later go on to become the literary
agent for Ernest Hemingway. Maurice and his wife Martha were
serious collectors of both American and European modernist art, including works by Picasso, Matisse and Kandinsky; a portion of their
collection had been exhibited at the Pennsylvania Museum in 1934.44
With his connections to the Philadelphia art and museum world,
Maurice was invited to a men’s-only luncheon of museum functionaries and local artists and collectors held in honour of Deineka
and Beskin at the Rittenhouse Club on 2 January 1935.45 It is unclear
whether or not Maurice was able to attend that lunch, but a comparison of interior photographs of the Speiser home with Deineka’s
sketches, as well as Boredom itself, leaves no doubt that Deineka
eventually met him and visited the house sometime in January 1935
(ill. 9.22). His sketch of the dining room (see ill. 9.21) shows the opening onto the living room with the huge, modern windows and long,
geometrically patterned drapes that we see in the photograph.
The photograph also demonstrates that the composition of Boredom
follows the actual layout of the house, with the female figure seated
in the white chair in front of the grand piano; Deineka’s only major
change was to deepen the available foreground space (there would
actually be a wall where the viewer of the painting is located), and to
place the geometric curtains into this space as if they formed a wall
intruding from the left. He has also transposed the sculpted head on
its black, cubic pedestal from the base of the staircase, at the upper
right of the photograph, into this invented foreground space.
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The fact that Martha Speiser was reportedly a Russian speaker,
and regularly hosted a number of Russian speakers at her home,
would have been a serious draw for Deineka,46 as would the architecture of the house itself: the Speiser home was a traditional, very
large 19th-century Philadelphia townhouse that had been renovated,
in 1932, by the American modernist architect George Howe. The
radical modernisation of the home would have appealed to Deineka,
who was never a fan of traditional architecture: the façade had been
modernised through the removal of all ornate architectural details;
the size of the windows throughout the house had been nearly doubled; the interior rooms had been opened up to create more spacious
ones; and the walls were left untreated and white, the better to showcase the art collection. Howe had also added overtly ‘Bauhaus’ style
details, such as the dramatic stairwell that cuts diagonally through
the house, framed by circular openings in the ceiling, and the curved
metal balustrade of the upper level of the living room.47 Deineka
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would have been particularly interested in seeing Howe’s work on
the house, because he had been captivated by Howe’s asymmetrical
Philadelphia Saving Fund Society (PSFS) building, a thirty-three
story, fully air-conditioned skyscraper that was the first in the International style to be built in the United States, in 1932.48
But if it makes sense that Deineka was attracted to the Speiser
home, what drew him to this particular, melancholy young female
figure? She is almost certainly based on one of the Speiser daughters-in-law: Elizabeth De Young Speiser, known as Lib, who had
married Maurice and Martha’s eldest son Herbert (Bert) Speiser, also
a lawyer like his father, in 1927 (ill. 9.23). In the family photograph
that I reproduce here, the image of Lib does not do full justice to her
beauty, but the angle of the view is good for demonstrating how the
shape of her face, the colour and style of her hair, and her tall figure
with the broad shoulders and lanky arms all point to her role as the
model for the ‘heroine’ of Deineka’s Boredom. According to her niece,
Lib was a person who might very well have sat in such a pose, and with
such an expression of unhappiness and boredom, because she was in
fact both unhappy and bored in the Speiser home. Her marriage to
Bert had represented a union of two prominent Jewish families, the
Speisers of Philadelphia and the De Youngs of Baltimore, but Lib
soon became discontented in the marriage and resentful of having
to be part of the Speiser clan. Martha Speiser never liked her, making
the frequent social events at the Speiser home, including the obligatory Sunday brunches – long events with many invited guests – an
unpleasant burden. By 1935, when Deineka met her – very likely at
one of these brunches – she knew that she was on her way out of the
marriage; she and Bert would divorce the following year.
Despite his linguistic limitations, Deineka could not have failed to
sense the tension between Lib and the family, and her misery and
feeling of entrapment. Combined with her attractive bearing, this
made her the perfect subject for a major painting that would record
his encounter with the family and the house, and, by extension, with
capitalist wealth: she would embody on multiple levels the emptiness and alienation that Deineka, as a critical socialist, wanted to
project onto the interior through his use of unfamiliar techniques.49
The modernist-inspired pictorial structure is, then, quite deliberate
when it works to lock her into place within the elegant interior. The
depiction of her face, pose and body, which departs from the usual
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simpler poses and clear-eyed, blank expressions of Deineka’s figures, conveys an uncharacteristic psychological depth that complicates the obvious socialist critique of this woman and her class.
Deineka conveys his empathy for her in the contradictory signals of
her body. Her impeccably rank posture suggests a defiant will, and
gestures us in the direction of interpreting her state as one of boredom. Her desirability is emphasised by the clinging fabric that
reveals the curves of her belly and thighs, and the low-cut bodice that
exposes the top of her breasts, intimating a kind of urbane sexuality
that, again, was new within the world of Deineka’s wholesomely
attractive Soviet women. Yet her slightly bowed head and averted
gaze, combined with the crossed arms hugged close to the body, betray her state as unsure, mistrustful, self-protective, even desolate.
Her listlessly splayed left foot evokes nothing so much as a rag doll
that has given up the fight.
The sculpted head in the foreground that echoes the seated
figure’s facial features and hairstyle is the final piece of the puzzle of
this representation of Lib. There was in fact no sculpted head of
Lib in the house. As we have seen, Deineka borrowed the sculpted
head on a black cubic base that stood at the base of the stairs and
inserted it into the imaginary foreground space of the composition
(see ill. 9.22). Although the original sculpture is hard to see in the
photograph, it is actually much smaller than it appears in the painting, and it is an antique, classical head of a woman that looks nothing like the schematic portrait sculpture that Deineka painted into
the picture.50 This invented modernist sculpture serves multiple
functions: it provides yet another example of advanced art embellishing and defining the interior space; it disturbs the centredness of
the composition, providing another focal point at the far left edge of
the canvas; and it is a device that allows Deineka to insert a more
‘Deineka-like’ version of Lib – with smoothed and reduced features,
facing directly forward, staring impassively – into the picture, setting
up a diagonal relay between blankness and psychological depth. In
Boredom, the figure based on Lib Speiser functions as Deineka’s surprisingly empathetic summary figure – summed up in a borrowed,
Western pictorial language – for the tragic subject of capitalist
modernity, who forever tries and fails to cover over the loss of meaning brought on by commodity society through the accumulation of
possessions.
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While Deineka would not paint such an urbanely modernist picture
again, the experience of painting Boredom – and his American experiences more generally – would leave productive traces on his practice
when he returned to the USSR in May 1935. During the same period
that he painted Boredom and other foreign-themed canvases on the
basis of his sketches from abroad, he also produced other major
works based on Soviet themes, all in preparation for his solo show
opening at the end of the year. His massive canvas Collective Farm
Girl on a Bicycle, one of his most famous paintings, forms an unlikely
pair with Boredom (ill. 9.24). Painted around the same time, on
the basis of sketches made elsewhere, both are single-figure compositions featuring lone women. Building on the lessons of Boredom, in
its hushed aloneness, its tautly ordered composition, and its hieratic
depiction of the central figure, Collective Farm Girl interrogates the
individual Soviet subject and the alienating experience of modernity
– even Soviet modernity.
Deineka made sketches for this picture in the summer of 1935
while he was on a komandirovka, or paid trip, to factories and collective farms in the Donbass region. Such komandirovki were undertaken for the express purpose of creating works that would document
Soviet achievements, and were one of the standard ways in which
artists were paid under the new Soviet art system. His choice to
depict not groups of collective farm workers labouring or celebrating
together, but rather a single woman alone, located off kilter on
the left edge of the canvas, was highly unorthodox for this subject
matter. The Soviet Union was supposed to represent the opposite of
alienating modern life: it proposed a socialist modernity of collective
effort and unalienated sociability, as represented in several major
paintings from around this period with the title of ‘collective farm
festival’.52 So while Deineka produced Collective Farm Girl under the
specific conditions of the Soviet art system, and clearly endeavoured,
through scale and subject matter, to produce a work that would qualify as a Socialist Realist kartina with its attendant prestige, he chose
the uncharacteristic format of the single-figure composition that he
had also used in Boredom. He returns to his previous bold hues, broad
areas of unmodulated colour, and wide, poster-like, outdoor scenes;
but the geometric carving up of space, with the vertiginously bisecting road, orderly strips of sky, wood and field, and off-centre focus
on the left edge of the canvas, all bear similarities to Boredom.
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If the women of Collective Farm Girl and Boredom form a pair, then
it would seem to be a programmatic one. On the one hand, we have
a sturdy, thick-limbed (we think of the Washington journalist’s contempt for Deineka’s ‘ladies with very stout limbs’), sun tanned, and
generic Soviet farm worker, modestly dressed, shown exercising outside in a wide, sunny, verdant landscape organised by collective
labour.53 The ideological content of the painting consists of the red
dress, the painting’s title identifying the woman as a kolkhoznitsa,
and the bicycle as a symbol of the new, modern consumer rewards
awaiting collective farmers who distinguished themselves as ‘shock
workers’. On the other hand, we have a quite specific, pale, slender
Western woman, in a slinky dress, surrounded by material wealth,
doing nothing at all. Yet the kolkhoznitsa does not pedal ahead into
the bright future quite so industriously as it might seem: she sits tentatively on her bicycle, as if she is still figuring out how to seize this
modern contraption and ride it out of the picture. The tentativeness
of her body language allies her with the figure in Boredom, in spite
of her strong body and the ideologically solid ground she occupies.
In some ways she is even more tentative: where the figure in Boredom is securely locked into her pictorial space, following the conventions of a Bonnard, the collective farm girl teeters on the front edge
of the canvas, resembling a cardboard cut-out figure pasted on top
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of the landscape. This kind of spatially destabilised composition
draws on the conventions of Deineka’s previous works, such as
The Goalkeeper from the ‘Art of Soviet Russia’ exhibition. Her face is
partially turned away and in shadow, giving it the characteristic
blankness and unreadability of Deineka’s figures; in this, she calls
to mind the sculpted head of Boredom more than its central figure.
This contradictory back-and-forth between the subjects and pictorial strategies of the two pictures suggests that the relation between
them – and, to extrapolate, between Soviet and American modernity
– is less programmatic than it might seem.
Deineka’s encounter with American modernism brought out
something different in his practice, as we have seen – some of which
he would repudiate in his later retrospective account. But it also
reinforced and complicated a central aspect of his pictorial practice:
painting Soviet figures alone, or in non-communicating groups, who
are still figuring out what it means to become a Soviet subject. This
was a process that involved a conscious and wholesale ‘reforging’ of
the human being into someone both modern and socialist, and which
was a topic of constant public discussion and private anxiety in the
1930s.54 Deineka struggled with this alienating process as much as
anyone, despite his impeccable class background and success.55
When he encountered the capitalist alienation of the West, and the
modernist pictorial forms that had emerged to express it, he recognised that these were not wholly irrelevant to his work at home. In
this sense he truly ‘met’ the West, in a cultural encounter with an alternative modernity that affected his perception of the experience of
the fledgling Soviet modernity then under construction. Against the
Cold War narratives of Socialist Realism that still dominate today,
his American works do not offer simple condemnations of capitalism, just as his Soviet works offer more than just sunny canvases of
mindless utopianism or the sinister propaganda of totalitarianism.
We can be pleasantly surprised by this – and perhaps begin to learn
all over again what the enthusiastic American audiences for the ‘Art
of Soviet Russia’ exhibition had already learned back in 1935.
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1 I would like to thank Aarhus University, Denmark, the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, and Florida
State University for the opportunity
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for the especially incisive responses
that I received from audiences there.
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‘Sotsrealizm i amerikanskii modernizm.
Deineka v SShA’, trans. Viktor Slavkin,
Pinakotheke (Moscow), vol. 22-23,
no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 288-95, reprinted in
Deineka: Grafika (Interros; Moscow,
2009), pp. 455-64.
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modernism as the form of representation that prophesied and responded to
modernity from T.J. Clark’s introduction to Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from
a History of Modernism (Yale University
Press; New Haven and London, 1999),
pp. 1-13. His emphasis on the way that
modernism and socialism lived and
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a study of Soviet Socialist Realism as a
form of modernism (although he would
disagree with this possibility); Clark’s
proposal that ‘[modernism] sensed
socialism was its shadow […] it too was
engaged in a desperate, and probably
futile, struggle to imagine modernity
otherwise’ (p. 9) speaks to the nature
of Deineka’s pictorial imagination,
especially as he confronted America.
In speaking of Deineka’s work as a
‘variant of modernism’, I refer to the
thesis, developed in recent theories
of global art history, of the existence
of ‘multiple modernities’ and thus of
multiple – though not necessarily congruent – modernisms. See for example
the essays in Kobena Mercer (ed.),
Cosmopolitan Modernisms (MIT Press;
Cambridge (Mass.), 2005).
3 State Archive of the Russian Federation
(GARF), fond 5283 VOKS, opis’ 11
(Exhibitions department), delo 324
(Protokol zasedaniia komisii po
otberu eksponatov dlia izo-vystavki v
filadel’fii), p. 122, letter of 7 November
1933 from Fiske Kimball, Director of
the Pennsylvania Museum of Art, to
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Boris Skvirskii, Counsellor of the Soviet
Embassy in Washington, DC and
representative of VOKS.
4 (GARF), f 5283, op 11, d 324, pp. 79-81,
letter of 29 January 1934 from the
American-Russian Institute to VOKS.
5 One of the main organizers, art critic,
collector and Russophile Christian
Brinton, wrote to Fiske Kimball, after
he had seen the works sent over from
Moscow for the exhibition, wondering
what to do about the ‘horrible’ paintings. He called it a ‘funny and unaccountably weird and wan ensemble’
of Soviet art. This letter is held in the
‘Art of Soviet Russia’ folder in the
Registrar’s Records at the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. The US organizers
eventually decided on radically pruning
the selection that was sent; seven full
cases of paintings were not included in
the exhibition, and were kept in storage
for the duration of the tour.
6 The definitions of Socialist Realism that
had been put forward at the Writers’
Congress in 1934 called only vaguely for
a realistic art that would ‘depict reality
in its revolutionary development’. See
Andrei Zhdanov, ‘Speech to the Congress of Soviet Writers’, in Charles
Harrison and Paul Wood (eds.), Art in
Theory 1900-1990: An Anthology of
Changing Ideas (Blackwell; Oxford, UK
and Cambridge (Mass.), 1992), p. 411.
7 On these debates, see Christina Kiaer,
‘Was Socialist Realism Forced Labor?
The Case of Aleksandr Deineka’,
Oxford Art Journal, vol. 28, no. 3, 2005,
pp. 321-45.
8 Ekaterina Degot has argued that Socialist Realism should not be approached
with the familiar tools of art history,
including analyses of stylistic development and theories of modernism vs.
realism, because as a system it fundamentally departed from older models of
art, becoming instead a base for mass
reproduction and distribution, along
the lines of mass cultural forms in the
West. See her ‘The Collectivization of
Modernism’, in Boris Groys and Max
Hollein (eds.), Dream Factory Communism: The Visual Culture of the Stalin Era

(exh. cat.), Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt
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her point, at this moment in Deineka’s
career, in the earliest days of the development of the Soviet art system, the
traditional structures of the institution
of art were still relevant to his selfperception and production.
9 Abram Efros, ‘Vystavka Aleksandra
Deineka’, in Mastera raznykh epokh
(Sovetskii khudozhnik; Moscow, 1979),
p. 278. He meant that Deineka was the
most modern of the artists who were
then actively working, in the major art
forms, within the Soviet art system,
thereby not including the former avantgarde artists – such as Vladimir Tatlin,
about whom Efros had written positively ten years before, but who was by
then marginalised.
10 GARF, f. 5283, op. 11, d. 324, p. 35,
ca. May 1934, unsigned and undated
report to VOKS.
11 GARF, f. 5283, op. 11, d. 324, p. 35.
12 Edward Alden Jewell, ‘Soviet Art in
an Impressive Show’, New York Times,
23 Dec 1934, p. X9.
13 Philadelphia Inquirer, 16 December
1934 [text modified to correct grammar].
14 Baltimore Sun, 7 March 1935.
15 ‘State Art’, Fortune, vol. 11, no. 3,
March 1935, pp. 62-67.
16 For the itinerary of the exhibition and
further information about it, see my
contribution to the years 1934-35 of
the ‘Khronika’, in Aleksandr Deineka –
Zhivopis (Interrros; Moscow, 2010).
17 Russian State Archive of Literature and
Art (RGALI), fond 2932 (Tsentral’nyi
dom rabotnikov iskusstv SSSR), opis’ 1,
delo 144 (Stenogramma doklada khudozhnika A.A. Deineka, ‘Iskusstvo
Ameriki, Frantsii i Italii – Vpechatleniia
o zagranichnoi poezdke’, Klub masterov
iskusstva), 27 May 1935, p. 8. Deineka
arrived in New York on 22 December
1934, and after spending almost three
months in the United States, left on
13 March 1935 and travelled to Paris for
a few weeks, followed by a shorter trip
to Rome, before returning to Moscow.
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18 RGALI, f 2932 op’ 1, d 144, p. 6. Deineka was particularly taken with Benton’s
mural programme America Today,
painted in 1930 for the New School
for Social Research in New York, which
I discuss below.
19 Stephen Alexander, ‘Mural Painting in
America’, New Masses, vol. 14, no. 9, 26
February 1935, p. 28, cited in Andrew
Hemingway, Artists on the Left: American Artists and the Communist Movement, 1926-1956 (Yale University Press;
New Haven and London, 2002), p. 30.
20 See Hemingway’s interpretation of
Alexander’s views on Jones and Benton,
pp. 37-38; and Stephen Alexander, ‘Joe
Jones’, New Masses, vol. 15, no. 9, 28
May 1935.
21 Aleksandr Deineka, ‘Putevye zametki
ob iskusstve Ameriki i Italii’ [1935],
manuscript published in Vladimir
Petrovich Sysoev (ed.), Aleksandr Deineka: Zhizn’, iskusstvo, vremia, vol 2:
Literaturno-khudozhestvennoe nasledstvo
(Izobrazitel’noe iskusstvo; Moscow,
1989), p. 117.
22 RGALI, f. 2932, op. 1, d. 144, p.6.
23 RGALI, f. 2932, op. 1, d. 144, p.6.
24 This phrase appears within his description of ‘Negroes’ in a letter home
to Moscow, as cited in Irina Nenarokomova, Liubliu bol’shie plany… khudozhnik Aleksandr Deineka (Sovetskii khudozhnik; Moscow, 1987), p. 99. It is
unfortunate that his letters home have
been lost (see below), because the only
textual account we have to explain his
attitude towards African-Americans is
the short account by Nenarokomova,
who was briefly shown the letters;
otherwise, we only have his sketches of
African-Americans, making it difficult
to analyse what seems to have been
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25 Letters cited and paraphrased in
Nenarokomova, Liubliu bol’shie plany…,
pp. 97 and 99.
26 I take the concept of the dreamworld
of modernity from Susan Buck-Morss,
Dreamworld and Catastrophe: The
Passing of Mass Utopia in East and West
(MIT Press; Cambridge (Mass.), 2000).
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27 Paraphrased in Nenarokomova,
Liubliu bol’shie plany…, p. 99. This
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neither the checklist for the Art Alliance
exhibition, nor the fairly detailed
exhibition reviews in the press, mention any images of African Americans
or of rich American women – and
journalists were especially eager to
discuss his images of the US. It is
possible that he may have added some
recent works to the exhibition after
it opened, thus missing the reviews.
On the Art Alliance exhibition, see Ms.
Coll. 53, Folder 1579, Annenberg
Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
University of Pennsylvania.
28 O.H. Bonte, ‘Water-colors by Deyneka
Seen at the Art Alliance’, Philadelphia
Inquirer, 17 February 1935, p. 14.
29 Cited in Nenarokomova, Liubliu
bol’shie plany…, p. 100. Unfortunately,
I have not yet been able to find the
zoo photograph in any Philadelphia
publication or archive.
30 Three of these silhouette images are
in the drawings collection of the State
Russian Museum, St. Petersburg; they
are illustrated in Deineka: Grafika,
pp. 408-409.
31 On Douglas and the concept of the
‘contact zone’ in mid-century Afro
Modernism, see Kobena Mercer, ‘Cosmopolitan Contact Zones’, in Tanya
Barson and Peter Gorschlüter (eds.),
Afro Modern: Journeys in the Black
Atlantic (Tate Publications; Liverpool,
2010).
32 His esteemed teacher at VKhUTEMAS
in the early 1920s, the graphic artist
Vladimir Favorskii, had certainly demonstrated the power of silhouetted
black and white forms, but the sinuous
lines of Deineka’s American silhouette
drawings seem to me to draw their
inspiration from entirely different
sources; they are significantly different
in form from any of his black and white
or two-colour journal illustrations or
poster designs.
33 Correspondence held in a private
archive suggests that the balcony
depicted in this watercolour may be
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a specific one, belonging to the New
York apartment of Rena Rosenthal,
who owned a modern design gallery
located in the Waldorf Astoria hotel.
34 On the figure of Liusia Vtorova, see
Christina Kiaer, “The Swimming
Vtorova Sisters: The Representation
and Experience of Soviet Sport in the
1930s,” in Sandra Budy, Nikolaus
Katzer, Alexandra Köhring and Manfred
Zeller, eds., Modern Sport in Soviet
Culture and Society (Campus-Verlag;
Frankfurt a.M., forthcoming 2010).
35 For an elaboration of this argument
about the unknowability of Deineka’s
Soviet protagonists, see Christina Kiaer,
‘Was Socialist Realism Forced Labor?’.
36 ‘U.S. Highways Catch Soviet Artist’s
Fancy’, Washington Post, 6 March
1935, p. 1.
37 A.A. Deineka, “Moi raznye sovremenniki,” Ogonek no. 45 (1963), reprinted
in Sysoev (ed.), Aleksandr Deineka:
Zhizn’, iskusstvo, vremia, vol. 2, p. 98.
38 This drawing is no. 2007g in the
Graphics Collection of the A.A. Deineka
Picture Gallery of Kursk. The American
surname transliterated into Cyrillic and
scribbled on the drawing was difficult
to decipher: it looked like Slaider or
Sneider (Слайдер, Снейдер), and it
was only by coming across the name
through further research in Philadelphia that I was able to arrive at the
name Speiser (Спейзер, as Deineka
wrote it incorrectly, with a «з» [«z»]
instead of an «s»).
39 On the rise of the kartina in Soviet
painting, see Susan E. Reid, “All Stalin’s Women: Gender and Power in
Soviet Art of the 1930s.,” Slavic Review
57, no. 1 (1998): 133-73. The wide-view
drawing of the Speiser living room is in
a private collection and has only been
reproduced in postage-stamp size in
Vladimir Petrovich Sysoev, Alexandre
Deïneka: peintures, arts graphiques, arts
monumentaux, articles littéraires (Éditions d’art Aurora; Leningrad, 1982),
p. 290. The two rough sketches had
until recently been unavailable for
viewing in the Graphics Collection
of the A.A. Deineka Picture Gallery of
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Kursk, and were just published for the
first time in A.A. Deineka: Zhivopis’,
Grafika, Skul’ptura (State Tret’iakov
Gallery and Interros; Moscow, 2010),
p. 57.
40 See Alison Hilton, “Holiday on the
Kolkhoz: Socialist Realism’s Dialogue
with Impressionism,” in Rosalind P.
Blakesley and Susan E. Reid, eds.,
Russian Art and the West: A Century of
Dialogue in Painting, Architecture, and
the Decorative Arts (Northern Illinois
University Press; DeKalb, IL, 2007),
pp. 195-216.
41 Aleksandr Deineka, ‘Parizhskie vpechatleniia’, Sovetskoe iskusstvo, 11 June
1935, reprinted in Sysoev (ed.), Aleksandr Deineka: Zhizn’, iskusstvo, vremia,
vol. 2, p. 123.
42 Some of his very earliest drawings
from art school show sexualised,
semi-nude women dancing in the
context of a party or cabaret, but these
are overtly critical images of capitalist
– or NEP (New Economic Policy, 1921-c.
1928) era – excess. A few years after
his return to Russia, he would paint
some portraits, and even a large kartina
(At the Women’s Meeting of 1937), of
women wearing relatively fashionable
clothes, though none with the kind
of sexuality implied in Boredom.
43 In terms of art historical methodology,
the fact that I have located the model
for the picture – that I have a “proper
name” to attach to the pictorial enterprise – does not necessarily unlock its
meaning or significance, though I will
argue that it does help to make my case
against Deineka’s later repudiation
of the picture’s content. For a classic
critique of an “art history of the proper
name,” see Rosalind Krauss, “In the
Name of Picasso,” in The Originality of
the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist
Myths (MIT Press; Cambridge (Mass.),
1985), pp. 23-40.
44 See Henry Clifford, ‘The Speiser
Collection: January 13-February 14’,
Bulletin of the Pennsylvania Museum,
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pp. 43-45.
45 Correspondence about and with
invitees is held in the ‘Art of Soviet
Russia’ folder, Registrar’s Records,
Philadelphia Museum.
46 According to Martha Speiser’s granddaughter, Ellen Speiser Katz, her grandmother spoke Russian, and had grown
up in a Jewish immigrant family that
presumably came from a location
within the Russian empire; she believes
that the Speisers may have emigrated
from Kiev in the 1890s. Interview with
the author, 13 August 2009.
47 See ‘House for Maurice J. Speiser,
Philadelphia, Pa.: George Howe,
architect’, Architectural Forum, vol. 64,
1936, pp. 122-25; and Barbara Barnes,
‘The Bauhaus Lives on in Philadelphia
Homes’, The Evening Bulletin (Philadelphia), 12 January 1968.
48 He wrote about the building admiringly on his return to Moscow, taking it,
along with Rockefeller City in New
York, as his main example of American
architecture. See Deineka, ‘Putevye
zametki’, p. 115-16.
49 In spite of his ideologically critical
view of their wealth, it seems likely that
he enjoyed his visits to the Speiser
home. An indication of his engagement
with the family is an attractive portrait
in oil of Martha Speiser, the mistress of
the house, which he completed while in
Philadelphia, and which remains in the
family’s collection. This simple portrait,
with its empty background, relatively
blank facial expression, and stark
colour scheme of black, white and red,
is instantly recognisable as a classic
Deineka – and so underscores the
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his body of work.
50 The sculpture is still in the collection
of Maurice and Martha’s granddaughter; although the exact origins of the
sculpture are unclear, the family believes that it is an Etruscan head.

51 Invoking the Beatles’ song here risks
a pathetic attempt at (outdated) pop
hipness, but the song captures an
important aspect of Deineka’s work in
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the variety of wholesome Soviet ‘girls’.
52 Key examples of such paintings are
Arkadii Plastov, Collective Farm Festival,
1937, and Sergei Gerasimov’s painting
of the same title and date. See Hilton,
‘Holiday on the Kolkhoz’. It goes without saying that all these positive representations of collective farms, including
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process.
53 Although this kolkhoznitsa may be
modelled on a specific woman that
he encountered on his komandirovka
or elsewhere, I have turned up no
evidence for this; nothing in the
depiction of her face or body suggests
anything beyond a fully generic ideal
of Soviet womanhood.
54 On the widespread anxiety over mastering Soviet ideology and becoming
an appropriate Soviet subject in the
Soviet Union of the 1930s, see Christina
Kiaer and Eric Naiman (eds.), Everyday
Life in Early Soviet Russia: Taking the
Revolution Inside (Indiana University
Press; Bloomington, 2005), especially
the authors’ introduction; and Jochen
Hellbeck, Revolution on My Mind:
Writing a Diary Under Stalin (Harvard
University Press; Cambridge (Mass.),
2006).
55 When Deineka joined the Association
of Proletarian Artists (RAPKh) in late
1931, for example, in spite of having
been actively courted by the group,
members immediately attacked him
for his modernist tendencies and
inappropriate subject matter. Throughout the 1930s, in spite of relatively
steady success and commissions, he
was routinely attacked for his ‘formalism’ and ‘schematism’.
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The art of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) is now history,
and as such it is documented to an almost extraordinary degree.
In chronological terms the history of GDR art was brought to an end
in November 1989, and in terms of legacy and heritage, only a few
seem prepared, in the current political climate, to claim the right to
possess it, to acknowledge or to commemorate it.
A general survey of the artistic culture of the GDR from 1949 to
1989 inevitably will have to conclude that the structures, institutions
and organisations of the art scene as well as professional trajectories
of individual artists were conditioned by the overall totalitarian framing of its production, distribution and consumption. A detailed description of the mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion, acknowledgment and discouragement, promotion and degradation etc. will
reveal a pattern which is superficially rather similar to that of art
scenes elsewhere. The experiences of East German artists with regard to phenomena such as cliquism, nepotism and the (real or
imagined) prompting to follow current trends were presumably no
less embarrassing than those of their Western colleagues. What is
unique to the art scene of the GDR is that the chains of command
and control reached the highest level of state administration, while
regulation and adjustment in Western art scenes are left to the art
world with its typical combination of public and private, semi-public and commercial structures. A closer study of how artists in the
GDR were recruited, trained, organised etc. – and of the roles they
played in the official policies of exhibitions, museum acquisition
policy, selections for representative shows at home and abroad, participation in decoration programmes in relation to public buildings
etc. – will reveal that all the ‘classic’ criteria of totalitarianism apply
well to the art scene of the GDR.
It is rather easy to establish that the influential definitions of what
characterises the totalitarian regimes of the 20th century given by
the American political scientist Carl Friedrich in 1956 hold for the
GDR in general and for the artistic culture in particular.2 For instance,
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Marxism (in the variety authorised by the Soviet Union) functioned
as an official ideology, including a utopian anthropology concerning
socialist man and an artistic ideology, namely Socialist Realism.
The SED (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands) held a de facto
monopoly of power, and party influence was extended to all levels of
social life; via the state apparatus the party exerted severe control
over the media, and its display of force assumed the character of
intimidation by means of physical, psychological and symbolic
violence.
However absolute and unrestricted the power of ‘the system’ was,
the totalitarian framing and penetration of the art world, for instance,
had its weaknesses, and this was exhibited towards the end of the
regime. The dissident and émigré art critic and historian Günter Feist
points to the fact that the exertion of power was based on a combination of (on the one hand) a quasi-religious ideology which, in the
official political rhetoric, gave way to fictitious and distorted pictures
of social reality that no one could recognise, and (on the other) a
political culture based on various forms of violence. This combination produced fiction and fear, and thus, in reality, the socialist project
of the SED was not designed to secure genuine support from the people of the GDR. The late 1980s saw a twofold weakening: that of
the ideology and that of the channels of control. This relaxation or
irresolution caused the collapse of the system, and, as Feist notes,
in the end it unveiled a real yet astonishing discrepancy between
‘omnipotence and impotence’.3
The place and function of art within (and as an integrated part of)
‘the system’ have been documented in several publications in the
1990s.4 As shown below, general surveys as well as closer analysis
of developments and processes of the art of the GDR most commonly
take ‘the system’ as a point of departure. Headlines and slogans such
as ‘Arrival at Every Day Life’ (1960s) and ‘Width and Variety’ (1970s),
which are meant to summarise the general tendencies of decades,
are taken from official declarations and party statements. This
applies to both GDR literature and Western accounts.5
The relevance of this system approach is evident, but the main
part of the present article will take a different point of departure. One
alternative to an approach that focuses on how official art policy were
institutionalised and made instrumental in different sectors of the
art world – educational programmes of art schools, admittance to
exhibition facilities, the genres of art criticism, the rhetoric of theo-
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retical and other scholarly discourses etc. – could be to focus on how
individuals acted in explicit or implicit response to the work conditions imposed. This approach does not necessarily have to be
biographical in any ordinary sense. Instead, the focus will be on two
artists in their capacity as agents of the art world of the GDR. The
two represent different generations, two different backgrounds and
professional attitudes, and two very different trajectories and careers
as artists. The artists are Bernard Kretzschmar (1889-1972) and Wolfgang Mattheuer (1927-2004).
While Kretzschmar during his whole career (with one or two important exceptions) seems to have occupied positions just beside the
chain of events along which history is made, Mattheuer was in the
centre of that history as one of the most highly profiled GDR artists.
He also contributed substantially to the formation of a relative favourable reputation for GDR art in the West in the 1970s. For instance,
Mattheuer was one of the five artists who made up the official representation of the GDR at the documenta 6, in Kassel, 1977. Both artists were democrats and socialists by political conviction. Whether
Kretzschmar was actually a member of a political party is not mentioned explicitly in the literature, but there are some indications that
he was in the 1920s. Mattheuer was a member of the SED until 1987,
when he resigned his membership. More than a decade prior to his
political resignation, he withdrew from his professorship at the college of art in Leipzig in the austere intellectual and political climate
that culminated with the expatriation of the singer and songwriter Wolf Biermann in 1976. While Kretzschmar seems to have
been rather indifferent to the ideological elements of official art
policy in the GDR, Mattheuer was in a permanent dialogue with the
official ideas, ideals and utopias of the socialist project, including
those concerned with the creation and dissemination of a genuine
socialist artistic culture.
As a consequence of their different artistic attitudes and strategies, their respective status in the literature of art history differs. One
principal difference is due to the fact that (with a few exceptions)
Kretzschmar’s œuvre has nothing explicitly GDR-esque to it, while
it is difficult to appreciate Mattheuer and characterise his production
as a painter, graphic artist and sculptor without situating his works
in their specific historical context. A preliminary, but also simplifying, conclusion is that the older artist is uncompromised, and
hence desires a high esteem on purely artistic grounds, while the
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career of the younger is so tied up with the art scene of the GDR that
his work, even if he took a critical stand (precisely because of this
attitude, perhaps) is only of documentary interest since the historical situation that gave a kind of legitimacy to his original and personal form of artistic expression is now an anachronism.
Before presenting the two artists, it seems relevant to pause and
ask more principally how this difference of artistic ‘destiny’ may
affect their position in an historiographical retrospective in terms of
history, (in)heritage, legacy, treasure etc. More generally, it seems
appropriate to ask how the art of the GDR as such and as a whole
may be subjected adequately to historiographical, critical and evaluative inquiry.
K?<8IKF=K?<>;I8E;@KJ?@JKFIP8E;C<>8:P

If we elaborate a little upon the English geographer David Lowenthal’s
delicate distinctions between history, heritage and legacy, we may
conclude that the art of the GDR definitely is history.6 It can be documented rather easily by using a huge number of primary written
sources and with reference to the store rooms and (in few cases) the
galleries of museums in the Eastern part of the now united Germany.
Here the works of former GDR artists are kept as relics and evidence
of an artistic culture of the past, and as such this art is a ‘foreign
country’ where things worked differently and from which we are now
inevitably separated.7
Heritage is, according to Lowenthal, anything from the past which
serves a present-day purpose other than that of being ‘objective’ historical evidence. This means that the present status of heritage is not
based on inherent qualities of a given past phenomenon, but functions as a sign of age, continuity and endurance only because it fits
into a contemporary strategy of some kind, especially as a resource
in the identity policies of societies, social groups and individuals.
Hence heritage is not a reliable source of history (the past), but, if
symbolically inverted, the construction of heritage is a privileged
source of information in relation to the study of current social, political and cultural dynamics and processes, and primarily with regard
to present ideas of aspects of the past.
The notion of legacy is not explicitly defined in the writings of
Lowenthal. However, it seems fair and adequate to assume that what
Lowenthal refers to by the term is a dimension of heritage. While
heritage proper has a status in contemporary culture, which is exclu-
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sively conditioned by the needs and wants of the present, the legacy
of past thoughts, actions and forms refers to the real quality of those
elements of the past. Thus legacy, as a category, simply indicates that
some historical phenomena are still valid more or less in their original, even authentic forms of manifestation; while heritage is staged
history – it is eventually invented, constructed, produced.
Lowenthal’s categorical distinctions have been challenged, but also
confirmed and radicalised considerably. Especially in relation to tourism, the ‘heritage industry’ has, in line with Lowenthal, and with or
without direct reference to him, been blamed for producing ‘staged
authenticity’, ‘bogus history’ and the like.8 The current (rather intense)
debate on memory, narration, heritage and history is, however, only
of secondary interest to this presentation. The purpose of introducing
the categories here is primarily to open up for a discussion of the
present status of the art of the GDR, both with the general public and
with the scholar, who is, in the present context, the historian.
A number of questions emerge when the art of the GRD is considered as a question of inheritance: Who would claim the right to take
care of it as heritage? Who wants to be its executor? What is the purpose of going to see it or studying it at all? What can be experienced,
learnt or recognised from it? Does anyone actually miss it? What
is its legacy? What kind of heritage does it represent? What is its
contribution to world art? How has it enriched painterly culture in
general – has it made no difference or even impoverished that culture? Is it possible, in an objective manner, to characterise it plainly
as history, as something that is past and gone forever? Is it adequate
to liken the art of the GDR metaphorically to ‘a foreign country’ where
people thought and behaved in strange ways that we (the outsiders)
cannot appreciate properly and can only hope to be able to explain by
means of semiotic interpretation? Must the overall conclusion to be
drawn from an inquiry into the art of the GDR be a negative one – for
instance, that this art documents the disastrous outcome of totalitarian control and oppression? Is it possible that a conclusion might
require a more relativistic judgment, pointing to the fact that, irrespective of control and suppression, characteristic and impressive
art forms have developed after all? Does a conclusion have to reflect
the possibility that regulations, strictures and the massive piloting
of art production in the GDR might have turned out to be a productive force, in a Foucaultian sense, so that artists may have benefited
from the specific conditions of creative work? Is it the case that the
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creative reaction to ideological constraints and the delicate handling
of open-ended theoretical formulas such as those contained in the
official aesthetic programme of Socialist Realism actually encouraged an unforeseen artistic sophistication and inventiveness?
Such questions are, of course, of relevance in relation to art of any
time and place and to any creative agent of any given art scene. But
they are particularly precarious in relation to the art of the GDR, since
most West German criticism of the art of the East (and very little has
in fact been written by non-Germans) has, not surprisingly, tended
to produce not only a hostile picture of the artistic culture of their
socialist neighbours, but also an imprecise, even false identification
of the roles and attitudes of the art producers and consumers. The
artists are seen either as victims or as opportunists, and their audiences are stigmatised as being either ignorant or misinformed, people who were only anxious to please ‘the system’. But the audiences
for the art of the GDR were vast, and however the facts are interpreted and compared to similar facts concerning the volume and level
of activity of art audiences elsewhere, we cannot simply ignore the
fact that no art exhibitions in any part of the world attracted so many
visitors as did the official show (Die Kunstausstellung) staged in Dresden every fourth year. It is hard to believe that the thousands who
lined up in front of Gemäldegalerie or Albertinum each morning were
looking forward to being let in to see trash or pitiful artistic products
in the galleries.9
In fact, there were a number of artists who saw themselves as
being victimised by politically motivated and rationalised ties and restrictions, just as there were numerous artists who benefited from
their capacity to manoeuvre successfully in the political and ideological minefield of the art scene. But the majority of artists do not fit
into this simplified picture. In relation to ‘the system’ there were
fellow travellers as well as dissidents. More interestingly, there were
artists who in general were more or less indifferent to the ideological elements of official art policy and tried to screen their artistic work
from ‘external’ influences. And yet, on rare occasions some of these
artists eventually contributed substantially to the development of
GDR art. On the other hand, there were artists who were members
of the SED – convinced socialists believing that their mission was to
bring about new forms of artistic expression. Such artists were often
highly sensitive to minor shifts in both the political signals and the
life conditions of GDR citizens.
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These two attitudes or strategies between the positions of victim
and opportunist respectively represent (at least to the present author)
the most interesting and informative approach with a view to gaining an idea of how the structure and dynamics of the art scene in the
GDR worked, and in particular how opportunities and restrictions
were experienced by artists.
K?<?<@D8K F=JF:@8C@JD19<IE8I;BI<KQJ:?D8I

With the exception of a few official portraits of artists, intellectuals
and political leaders of the GDR, the generally apolitical Dresden
painter Kretzschmar made only one contribution to the proliferation
of a specific East German imagery – although it was a highly influential contribution. With his panorama, entitled View of Eisenhüttenstadt (1955/58) (ill. 10.1), he started a new trend in landscape painting: a mode of representing the contemporary industrial landscape
with its emerging urban structures, heavy plants, power stations,
blocks of flats etc.10
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This painting became famous almost overnight, and in the first
official art history of the new state, published by Ulrich Kuhirt in 1959,
it was praised as ‘one of the best landscape paintings of the GDR’.11
According to Kuhirt and other critics and historians, the painter had
succeeded in his attempt to represent the new socialist Heimat as
a comforting unity of the spheres and activities of production and
recreation, work and leisure, participation and observation.
The industrial area is seen from above and at a considerable distance from an observation post on a hilltop outside Eisenhüttenstadt, on which Kretzschmar has placed four couples or small groups
of observers who are, along with us, the spectators of his painting,
engaged in social sightseeing of the contemporary urban scenery,
while a lonely painter with his easel is standing to the right preoccupied with his registration of what he is observing. The smogproducing chimneys that dominate the city skyline and the busy construction sites of the townscape are shrouded in a sunny, sombre
atmosphere. Art historian Helga Möbius has characterised the rich,
dazzling colour tints as an effect that enhances ‘the decorative
beauty’ of the place.12 The accentuation of an inviting topographical
and social ambience prompted the controversial (and slightly dissident) freelance art historian and journal editor Lothar Lang, in a
much disputed survey of the visual arts of the GDR, to note that with
this ‘new’ type of landscape image Kretzschmar had ‘opened the way
for such paintings in which the poetry of the landscape of work is
given expression’.13 Against such favourable East German partisan
views as those quoted here by Kuhirt and Lang, Karin Thomas, the
West German art historian and author of numerous handbooks and
surveys, stated laconically in 1985 with reference to Kretzschmar’s
painting that,
R`Tek_\Zflij\f]k_`jXkk\dgkkfglkk_ifl^_Xgifc\kXi`XeXiki\mfclk`fek_\
^\ei\f]cXe[jZXg\gX`ek`e^\]]\Zk`m\cpgX`[j\im`Z\kf\Zfefd`ZXcgif[lZk`fe
gifgX^Xe[X#`ek_Xkfecp`e[ljki`XccXe[jZXg\j#d`e`e^jZ\e\i`\jXe[bfc__fq\
Ô\c[jn`k_gcfl^_`e^kiXZkfijn\i\[\g`Zk\[%(+
Whatever the truth of the matter, Kretzschmar’s painting is rather
conventional and based directly upon the familiar sub-genre of city
prospects within the popular topographical tradition grounded by
the monumental publications by Hartman Schedel (1493), Sebastian
Müller (1544), and especially the various editions of Civitates Orbis
Terrarum (first volume in 1563) by Georg Braun and Frans Hogen-
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berg. The combination of a city skyline on the horizon, the emphasis
on characteristic buildings as identity marks, and the use of various
kinds of folklore in the depiction of human agents in the foreground
are all well-known devices adopted from this topographical tradition.
Nevertheless, there are two important innovative traits in Kretzschmar’s painting to be noticed. One is the replacement of palaces
and castles, church towers and town halls by power stations, factories and high-rise blocks; and the second is the emphasis placed
on an expanding and dynamic city structure in contradistinction to
traditional representations of townscapes as solid, static and closed
physical and geographical units. Kretzschmar emphasises the artefactual quality of the urban structure, and its design and planned
character are revealed by the regular pattern of fields that dominates
the middle ground, the zone between the observation post and the
city centre, where new building constructions will rise in due time.
The sightseers on the hilltop (and we ourselves) are not only observing the actual townscape, but are also able to anticipate its expansion and future structure.
The emphasis in Kretzschmar’s painting, then, is on landscape
transformation, industrialisation and productivity, and therefore, in
this specific historical and political context, on progress. After all, the
painting is ‘political’ in the sense that it, according to Kuhirt’s judgement, evokes a feeling of friendliness and optimism which corresponds to what is interpreted as a committed attitude to life among
the sightseers on the hilltop. Moreover, in the art literature of the
GDR, the Eisenhüttenstadt painting is in general singled out as the
starting point of a new wave of landscape painting that focuses on
the picturesque quality of building, construction and foundation
activities, thus showing the traces of a successful, revolutionary
conversion from capitalist to socialist economy.
In retrospect, Kretzschmar and this particular painting played an
important part in the East German art history. The authoritative
Lexikon der Kunst states laconically that owing to his commitment to
realism the artist was perceptive of typical features of what is here
called ‘socialist reality’, including such features that characterise the
socialist landscape.15
The process by which the view of Eisenhüttenstadt was produced
has not been documented. Very little has actually been written on
Kretzschmar, and neither of the two existing life-and-work publications devoted to the artist discusses this painting in any detail.16
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So it is not possible to establish the various stages in the sequence
of its production, which lasted about four years. For instance, it is
difficult to answer the question whether the painting exists in two
(or more) versions: an early one, ‘the original’ from 1955, a reworked
final version from 1958, and possibly a number of intermediate stages as well. What seems to be the case is that only one canvas of that
particular size is registered in his œuvre. A number of small studies
on paper of specific sites in Eisenhüttenstadt from 1955 exist, for
instance the watercolour (ill. 10.2), but apparently none from subsequent years. The final version, then, is probably a studio piece.
We cannot be sure, but we may assume that Kretzschmar wanted to express in his painting both what he actually had the opportunity to see in Eisenhüttenstadt in the mid-50s, and his emotional
response to the visual impression – what he felt. This assumption
is substantiated by one of the very few written statements that
Kretzschmar published. In 1956 he wrote a kind of ‘auto-testimony’
(Selbstzeugnis) to the principal art journal Bildende Kunst, in which
he described his intentions as follows:
@_Xm\dX[\[iXn`e^jXe[gX`ek`e^j`e<`j\e_kk\ejkX[klek`c@be\nk_\Xgg\Xi$
XeZ\f]\XZ_ki\\#\XZ__flj\#\XZ_Ô\c[#\XZ_Z_`de\pXe[_X[k_`jgXefiXdX
`ej`[\f]d\%=fi#\m\ipjhlXi\Z\ek`d\ki\_X[kfY\Ôcc\[n`k_k_\\og\i`\eZ\
k_Xkdfm\[d\kfZXgkli\k_\`dgi\jj`fe%(.
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This statement provides evidence that Kretzschmar’s sensitivity
manifested itself in a combination of a descriptive, topographical
approach and an openness to the emotional tensions triggered off by
this particular environment. But in addition to this, we may assume
that he was ‘told’ to do something as well, as he stated in the quote
that introduces the present study. For instance, he may have been
told to make alterations of the sketch or the original painting in
order to counter certain criticism or conform to his client’s requirements. Moreover, since most of his artistic production in the mid50s was concentrated on routine work with portraiture and conventional landscapes, there are reasonable grounds to suppose that
it may very well have been his own recent experiences with the production of the Eisenhüttenstadt painting he was referring to in his
conference statement on the differences between the creative impulses of Impressionist, Expressionist and the would-be or, rather,
should-be ‘Socialist Realist’ painters the following year.
However marginal Kretzschmar’s production in general is to be
judged in relation to the characteristics of mainstream GDR art of
four decades, he is undoubtedly representative of the vast number of
older artists who were acclimatised to the conditions in which they
found themselves in divided Germany after the end of World War II.
Residing in Dresden ever since he began his studies, first at the
school of Kunstgewerbe and then from 1911 to 1920 at the Academy
of Arts, he never left the town, and after the war, he was appointed
professor of painting to the academy. In 1959 he received the Nationalpreis, one of the more desirable official honours. Unlike many others, he did not leave the Northeast Soviet sector of post-war Germany
(the so-called SBZ) to settle down in one of the three West sectors
that were administered by the Allies. Kretzschmar continued to
find ‘neutral’ subject matter for his many landscape studies in the
vicinity of Dresden. The painting entitled The Elbe River near Gauernitz (ill. 10.3) is a typical example.
During the years of the Weimar Republic, Kretzschmar did not
join the revolutionary group of artists that had a stronghold in Dresden in the late 1920s in particular. He had no connection to the communist Assoziation Revolutionärer Bildender Künstler Deutschlands
(ARBKD, The Association of Revolutionary Artists of Germany),
which was founded in 1928 as a German counterpart to the Soviet
Russian organisation with an almost identical name, AKhRR (The
Association of Revolutionary Artist of Russia), an organisation that
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was radicalised that year and turned into what the leaders proclaimed
was a militant, proletarian direction. By 1933, when the ARBKD was
declared illegal, it had, according to contemporary estimates, about
800 members organised in one local and several regional units all
over Germany, and ‘sister’ groupings of graphic designers, filmmakers and architects were affiliated to the association. Of the 800 members, the names of approximately 350 are known today, and Kretzschmar’s is not one of them. ARBDK was only one among a number
of groupings with a strong communist, left socialist or social democratic commitment, and the styles or pictorial idioms favoured by
these artists were multiple. They covered a vast field – from the epic
naturalism of ARBKD (e.g. Otto Nagel, Käthe Kollwitz, Otto Griebel),
via the poster-like didacticism of John Heartfield, Heinrich Vogeler
and others, to the verism of Neue Sachlichkeit artists like Otto Dix,
Georg Grosz and Georg Scholtz and the ideogrammatic purism of
the Cologne group Die Progressiven (Franz Seiwert, Heinrich Hoerle
and others).18
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Kretzschmar did not take part in any political or artistic activism,
neither in the inter-war period nor after the communist take-over
after the war. In 1927 he became a member of the group of Dresden
secessionists which was founded in 1919 as Dresdner Sezession:
Gruppe 1919. This group favoured a colourful, lyric Postimpressionism in low-voiced opposition both to the austere, critical expressionism of the painters who later became the verists of the Neue Sachlichkeit, and to the harsh realism of the communist-minded artists,
that is, the later Assos (as the members of ARBKD were called after
its foundation). Gruppe 1919 officially ceased to exist in 1923 as a consequence of a split within the group between an apolitical sub-group
and a radical, socialist fraction. The literature on the Gruppe 1919
differs to a considerable degree with regard to the names of the more
marginal adherents, and, for instance, it is not at all clear whether
Kretzschmar actually took part in the activities of the group.19 By
1927 the Dresden secessionism was but an informal and temporary
exhibition community that organised a show in a private gallery as
a protest against the exhibition policies of the academy and the
attempt made that year by the old institution to revive the tradition
of academic salons. Hence the label, secession, is used by a few historians in a general sense in order to characterise the anti-academic
gesture of this salon des refusés. The secessionism of 1927 was without any ideological pretentions. It was first of all an action of trade
unionism with the practical scope of creating temporary exhibition
facilities and promoting sales of artworks.
The same could be said about the next event in the history of Dresden secessionism in which Kretzschmar actually played a major part.
In 1933 he became a leading figure in the formation and first manifestation of the so-called Dresdner Sezession 1932, which functioned
as an umbrella organisation in relation to three exhibitions, the
last of which took place in 1934 and had a swastika on the cover of
the catalogue – not as a tribute to the new regime, but because all
the printed matter of this semi-public nature had to exhibit the new
national symbol. For the second exhibition Kretzschmar wrote a
preface to the catalogue, and here he stated the following on the objectives of the secession as an exhibition community: ‘The principle
of the Sezession is to judge any question with which it is confronted
from a purely artistic point of view, that is to say, open minded
and beyond particulars’.20 This liberal exhibition policy is well illustrated by the fact that one of the three local organisations that par-
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ticipated in the 1932 show was in fact the one formed by artists who
were also members of the Nazi party. Another section of the exhibition included Otto Dix, whom the Nazis had removed only recently
from his position as a professor of painting at the Academy of Arts.
Kretzschmar really seems to have had a lifelong dedication to
an illusion of artistic freedom and neutrality of cultural production.
As the case with the Dresdner Sezession 1932 indicates, this idealism
made it possible for him to act pragmatically and heroically at an
organisational level in order to improve the opportunities of artists
to get in contact with their audiences at difficult times. The reasons
for the difficulties of the period (the crisis in world economy, the disastrous inflation within German economy, the nationalistic counter
revolution of the Nazis, the spite of his fellow artists etc.) were
beyond his concern.
After the end of Wold War II he did not join local groups such as
Der Ruf and Das Ufer. While the former (organised in 1945) included
representatives of modern trends of the 1920s (i.e. Expressionists and
Constructivists), the latter was formed in 1947 in order to mobilise the
old guard of socially engaged and politically conscious artists of nonor anti-modernist persuasion in order to support an anti-fascist,
democratic and socialist development in the ‘new’ Germany.
Kretzschmar was as apolitical in the first years after the end of
World War II as he had been in the 1920s, during the Nazi regime
and again after the foundation of the GDR in 1949. This does not
imply that he had no ideas as regards artistic life in the new state;
but his interests were directed towards practical matters in relation
to the working conditions of artists and the role of art in general
education. Fritz Löffler, one of his biographers, throws light on
Kretzschmar’s curious ‘strategy of privacy’ as a debater. He was a
frequent letter writer, but not in the columns of letters to the editor
in the public or professional press. Instead, he addressed personal
letters containing suggestions, recommendations and complaints
directly to members of the government, administrators of the art
scene and leading officials of artistic organisations.21 In such private
letters and in social gatherings in small circles, Kretzschmar occasionally characterised himself as a safeguard of art – a Bollwerk
gegen den Mißbrauch der Kunst – and Löffler comments on this selfesteem by stating that Kretzschmar’s l’art pour l’art attitude had
been expressed ever since the painter appeared as a mature artist
before the public in the early 1920s.
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Kretzschmar’s professional profile as a skilled portraitist, and
the fact that he was a rather conservative performer in artistic terms,
always guarded him from overt persecution and repression, even
during the Hitler regime. It should be noted, of course, that in connection with the 1937 Säuberung campaign against so-called degenerate art since 1910, more than 40 of Kretzschmar’s works in museums and public collections were confiscated. Most of these works
were in various graphic media and from his Dix/Grosz-influenced,
expressionistic years around 1920. The etching Tramway stop from
1921 (ill. 10.4) is typical of his works on paper from that period. All
in all, in 1937 the officials of the Reichskammer der bildenden Künste
removed about 17,000 art works from museum collections all over
Germany, and a selection of this virtual museum of sequestrated
modern art provided the stock for the notorious scandal exhibition
of Entartete Kunst in Munich later that year. Kretzschmar’s works
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were not included in this infamous show – maybe because his
imagery was judged to be only superficially modern, or perhaps their
degeneration was not found to be explicit enough to serve the exemplary pedagogical function of this show of artistic, political and mental deviation and decay.22
Of course, it is not the case that being persecuted, repressed or
scandalised is a mark of quality in itself, and inclusion or exclusion
in relation to what are retrospectively interpreted as key events or
paradigmatic episodes does not automatically qualify an artist to be
held in high esteem. The point is that Kretzschmar was a painter,
from first to last, and we may assume that the same may be said
about the majority of GDR painters of his generation. They were generally out of focus and operated in the margins of the art scene, but
they might, as Kretzschmar did occasionally, grumble about not
being left alone with their art as well as expressing their concern
about the pressures placed on the principal neutrality and autonomy
of art by ideologists and people with power. This is what the quotation at the beginning of this essay exemplifies. Furthermore, they
were generally inarticulate as regards theoretical and critical issues.
They were tolerated, and most likely they were unnoticed in debates
on right or wrong directions of the artistic development. As a consequence, they became more or less invisible in contemporary critical
and future historiographical discourses; and subsequently painters
like Kretzschmar have been judged as having played no role in the
history of art. For instance, the extensive and generous documentation of the art of the GDR (exceeding 900 pages), that was compiled
and published only a few years after Die Wende by the productive
Berlin art historian and documentarist Eckhart Gillen only mentions
Kretzschmar when strings of names are reeled off.23 And one of the
most all-round popular accounts of the role of the fine arts in Nazi
culture contains no references at all to the painter.24
Even in relation to one of the paradigmatic and, at the same time,
most controversial episodes in the early history of GRD art, the socalled Wandbildaktion, which was initiated in 1949, most literature
ignores Kretzschmar’s contribution. This is because it was unproblematic as a wall decoration, and hence did not, unlike other murals
and the campaign in general, cause public discussion and criticism.
In fact nothing indicates that his contribution was realised; it
remained a proposal in the form of a draft on paper.25 In Kretzschmar’s
case, the only historical justification for taking notice of him in this
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context – and more generally in the context of the art of the GDR –
seems to be the rather isolated incident of A View of Eisenhüttenstadt.
However, the complete narrative of this painter includes a chapter which has been written only recently. Kretzschmar has been
rediscovered, so to speak, and celebrated with reference to his merits as a painter. For instance, he has been associated with what is
claimed to have been a permanent current in German art. This current has been labelled ‘expressive objectivity’, indicating a painterly
strategy that stresses the expressive properties of physical features
and focuses on the ability of things to articulate ideas and tell stories.26 This ‘tradition’ is quite obviously a construction, since it
includes artists that never worked or exhibited together – in fact,
artists of different generations are gathered under this rather broad
designation. The label ‘expressive objectivity’ accounts for a historiographical interpretation of disparate historical facts, and thus it
represents a move or procedure by means of which historians, critics and curators find ways of arousing interest in old matters by presenting new approaches. As such, the construction of a tradition of
‘expressive objectivity’ is not at all surprising, since it is in perfect
harmony with the present, post-modern preoccupation with narration, storytelling and the metaphysics of things that dominate academic as well as commercial discourses.
Certainly, there is some irony in the fact that while Kretzschmar
basically remains unnoticed in historical accounts that in one way or
another focus on principal agents, actions, institutions and events
in their actual historical context in different periods, he has now been
rehabilitated and situated within an unhistorical construct based on
a rather futile claim of rediscovery of a mode of artistic performance
that allegedly has no history. The narrative of Kretzschmar’s life
and work, then, may be regarded as a belated contribution to the old
mythology of posthumous recognition as the destiny of the true artist, who escapes the templates of the standard narrative of concrete,
individual artist agents acting within specific cultural contexts, not
least the narrative of a social history of art.27
A preliminary conclusion as regards the role and position of
Kretzschmar in the art history of the GDR is that he was generally
tolerated, in some places even acknowledged. Indeed, according to
another GDR art historian, Wolfgang Hütt, who along with Ulrich
Kuhirt was one of the most dogmatic historians in relation to the pa-
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rameters of official art historiography, Kretzschmar was the perfect
example of an ‘excellent painterly culture’.28 Even though on one occasion he made a substantial contribution (the renewal of landscape
painting), and also took part in the so-called ‘mural campaign’, he is
absent from the standard narrative of GDR art (as he is in relation to
the art history of the 1920s and 1930s). There are two reasons for this.
One is that the matrix of the standard narrative of the art history of
the GDR – and of the USSR, Nazi Germany, fascist Italy and various
so-called Peoples Republics in Europe and China – involves the different phases of the history of the state and party leadership. For obvious reasons, this is relevant because one of the concerns of the historian is to examine the relationship between art and official politics.
In the case of the GDR this implies that the periodisation of shifting
artistic orientation of a whole painterly culture is synchronised in advance with the phases of official state politics and thus sequentialised as an echo of the shifting ideological tenets of the SED.
As a consequence of this one-sided historiographical approach,
artists like Kretzschmar, who primarily regarded himself as a painter and only secondarily as a participating subject of the GDR with
civic rights, duties and responsibilities, are ignored. However, there
is no reason to doubt that Kretzschmar, for whom serving art in its
own right was of vital importance, was entitled to perceive the official art policy of the GDR as an attack and a wrongful way to discipline art. The outcome of the Gleichschaltung of art was, in Kretzschmar’s view, not art at all but standard artefacts. To him art was
an individual engagement and a personal, even intimate, effort, and
therefore any idea of ideologising or collectivising artistic production
would harm art as such.
Consequently, in the above-mentioned statement or self-declaration Kretzschmar undoubtedly reveals his own ideology – which
was in fact an artistic ideology of the emancipating and liberating
powers of art:
N_\ek_\e\Z\jj`kpf]XikXe[`kjfYa\Zk`m\`ji\Zf^e`j\[Xj`k`jefni\[lZ\[
`eXk\Z_e`ZXcj\ej\ÆXe[g\fgc\k_\i\Yp_Xm\c\Xiekkfcffb[\\g\iÆ@k_`eb
`kËj\m`[\ekk_Xkjfd\f]k_\p\Xie`e^f]k_\gXjk_XjY\\eXZ_`\m\[Xe[k_Xk
XY\kk\infic[`jfe`kjnXp%)0
Whether this idea of art and its social role, which is not only rather
typical of its time, but in fact genuinely modernist in its core, appears
rather naive to us today or can be seen as a key example of what
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Pierre Bourdieu calls illusio in the context of his theory of the field of
cultural production, we are not allowed to doubt that Kretzschmar
actually believed in it. And even if he was tolerated as an artist, we
have no reason at all to suppose that the existential problems and
personal dilemmas he found himself confronted with as he was subjected to pressure, control and censorship are more superficial than
the traumas experienced by artists in the frontline of spite and official disapproval in public. Thus Kretzschmar’s apparently secluded
career is by no means less relevant to our understanding of how
the Gleichschaltung of the GDR art scene worked historically (and
was experienced) than the professional and civic lives of artists who
repeatedly found themselves in open and often dramatic confrontation with political and professional authorities. Kretzschmar’s
life and work, then, is as informative a source for an account of the
implications of totalitarianism as the careers of high profiled and
well integrated artists like Bernhard Heisig, Wolfgang Mattheuer,
Werner Tübke, Fritz Cremer and others, who more than once were
forced to produce self-criticism before the public and declare
loyalty to State, Party and People.
There is at least one obvious reason why Kretzschmar was tolerated or (and this is virtually the same thing) met with indifference:
the absence from his works of undisguised or covert symbolism. In
his works, there are few clues and hints that need interpretation.
Some of his portraits may indicate a cheerful atmosphere and a sympathetic relationship between artist and sitter, but in general his
imagery does not constitute a serious semiotic challenge. One
curious exception is the rather untypical painting from 1954, SelfPortrait with Masks (ill. 10.5). This self-portrait is from a period when
Kretzschmar was trying to come to terms with the new role artists
were expected to play in the official art policy. To mention only a few
examples of the new situation: the third Kunstausstellung in 1953 was
the first version of this major institution in the official artistic life
of the new state which was censored by the State Commission of
Artistic Affairs established in 1951. The same year saw the second
wave of ‘the struggle against formalism’, which was touched off by
an article on 20 January in the newspaper Die Tägliche Rundschau
written by the pseudonym N. Orlow. The title of the article was:
‘Feinde der deutschen Kunst’ (the enemy was non-figurative abstract
art in general). The next year, at a party conference, ‘Socialist Realism’ was fixed as the official art ideology. This marked the beginning
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of a period of harsh surveillance and censorship, and of the introduction of a number of administrative measures that effectively
reduced the range of artistic performance.30 It seems reasonable to
assume that Kretzschmar felt that his integrity was threatened and
wanted to express in this self-representation his uncertainty as
regards his identity as an artist by playing on the theme of carnival
and masquerade.
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The opposite applies to Wolfgang Mattheuer, not least because of
his many explicit references to classical mythology and legendary
figures. Many of his best-known and popular works are characterised by their capacity to arouse in the beholder a feeling of something
annoying and unsettling. His pictures are enigmatic and contain
riddles and subtle hints in their apparently plain, almost naive representations of everyday situations and events. It feels right that the
West German critic Peter Dittmar once characterised Mattheuer as
‘a kind of trivial Magritte, who compensates for lack of expressive
power by freedom of interpretation’.31
Mattheuer’s pictorial records of, and comments on, the conditions
of life in the GDR and socialist civilisation bear the mark of ambivalence. This means, however, that attempts to understand their message often gave (and still give) rise to a dilemma, not least in critics
who were loyal to ‘the system’ – and especially since Mattheuer
basically made common cause with the socialist project. Any direct
critical problematising of the indirect assertions that Mattheuer’s
works illustrate involved a great risk of doing nothing but confirming the terms of his unveiling of the clash of ideology and reality and
the contradictions between what was officially declared about the
‘developed socialism’ of the GDR, and what was actually experienced
by its citizens. Excessively direct or explicit criticism would run the
risk of revealing not Mattheuer’s intentions, but the critic’s blindness or politically biased misrecognition of what was actually going
on around him or her.
How, for instance, should we express critique of the handling of
the theme of evasion in Mattheuer’s famous painting Horizon (1971)
(ills. 10.6 and 10.7) without making things ‘worse’, so to speak, that
is, without exactly making explicit and attesting what the painter
is only alluding to in the multi-layered legend of this painting? A
matter-of-fact enumeration of observable iconographical elements
will generate a series of questions: for instance (to mention only a
few), what does it mean that the parti-coloured crowds of people of
different ages (‘the people’) on the horizon are turning their backs on
the strange configuration of supervision, intelligence and communication in the foreground? In the particular universe of action which
is defined in spatial terms by the painting, the human figures are
about to leave not only the sphere of surveillance and control, but
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also the social space that the observer (the painter) is a part of and is
able to grasp. So what does the fact that the destination of migration
of the crowd is detached from the known and effectively obscured
indicate? Perhaps it is Mattheuer’s intention to state that the people’s cheerful gathering and collective efforts are oriented towards
the unknown; that in order to pursue the goals of human action
people have to transgress the horizon, the border between ‘now’ and
‘then’, ‘here’ and ‘there’, ‘common space’ and ‘utopia’ etc. If this does
not conform to the painter’s intentions, what sense does it make that
the foreground is dark and colourless, only with the grey and brownish hues of the sterile ground, while sunshine and bright colours
dominate the distance? The colour pattern of some of the clouds may
indicate sunset and thereby the direction of movement of the people
(namely towards the West). Is that a coincidence? Hardly, even if it
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would explain in objective terms the darkness of the foreground.
However, Mattheuer’s statement is not on topography, but on social
and political space, and this space is quite clearly divided, not only
into dark and bright zones, but also into a static ‘system-zone’ of
observation and reproduction to which the painter also belongs, as
opposed to a zone of energetic movement and action.
The configuration of elements in the foreground contains an abundance of hints at media control, surveillance, recording, reporting,
filing of observations, and dissemination of information. The telephone set of the grey bureaucrat is connected to several lines. He is
in close contact with his hinterland, and his younger apprentice or
spokesman sends out or excretes (even while asleep) official, censored
messages in Papierdeutsch, as Lang calls this particular language – the
stereotypes and gibberish phraseology of officialism.32
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Mattheuer’s strategy was to keep his pictorial legends at a rather
abstract level, leaving it to the beholder and critic to specify the message and establish concrete references. The reductive and standardising mode of representation of landscape, humans and objects, in
combination with the markedly simplicity of the composition, leaves
plenty of opportunities for specification. It is up to the observer
to interpret it as a criticism of the ‘real existing socialism’, and Mattheuer would claim that this perception reveals more about the interpreter’s world of experience and ways of thinking than about the
painting and its creator.
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Mattheuer was a specialist in allegorical representations of social
space – the space of individual and collective action. Like Kretzschmar
in the fifties, he was one of the initiators of a sub-genre of landscape
painting particular to the art scene of the GDR that emerged around
1970 – the so-called ‘landscape of conflict’. As the label indicates,
this type of landscape painting focused on tensions and problems in
the contemporary environment (in a broad sense); the possibilities
and constraints of movement; the costs and benefits of industrialisation, urbanisation and the transformation of the physical, social
and psychological Umwelt. A concern with the threat to the natural
environment caused by heavy industrialisation is evident in his production from the first work that caught public attention owing to
its ecological issues – a painting with the title A Tree is Being
Pollarded (1974), to which we will return below (ill. 10.8). Just before
the collapse of the GDR, Mattheuer stated on one occasion that the
only remarkable thing to notice about his home town Leipzig was the
massive pollution and destruction of nature and landscape, and, as
he wrote, a description of the landscape of Leipzig ‘can only be an
elegy’.33 Mattheuer seems in particular to have been aware that a
forced quantification of production capacity tends to cause a certain
‘homotopia’ – a standardisation of places regarding not only physical
and geographical structures, but mentality and patterns of thought
and behaviour as well.34
In Mattheuer’s view, the tendency of standardisation was also
observable in the automatism of routines, rituals and ceremonies in
relation to events in the political and semi-political zones of social
life. Such events could be the celebration of ‘model workers’, ‘shock
workers’ or ‘heroes of work’ – a system imported from the Soviet
Union. A fine and characteristic example of how Mattheuer approached such themes is revealed in his famous painting The Distinguished from 1973/74 (ill. 10.9). Mattheuer has not chosen to depict
a situation with ‘comradely’ handshaking, applauding colleagues,
and smiling representatives of employers, trade unions or party. The
distinguished woman is not simply lonely; she is isolated as she is
sitting there behind the table, the extension of which is indeterminable for the beholder. She is mute and looks down, with no gestures or facial expressions revealing her state of mind. There is no
communication, the only sign of mediation and social interaction is
the congratulatory bunch of flowers on the table. Both the flowers
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and the woman are taken out of their ‘natural’ context and introduced into this alienating arrangement.
The painting, then, functions as both an exclamation and a question mark in relation to the content and purpose of this particular
type of social event. It invites the beholder to reflect on ‘how developed the character of socialist relations between people really is,
apart from Women’s Day and May 1st’, as the professor of art history at Humboldt University Peter H. Feist said in a comment whose
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conclusion runs as follows: ‘Mattheuer’s laconic painting introduces a moralising, critical dimension into the representation of
workers’.35
Mattheuer belongs to the so-called Leipziger Schule – a name that
refers to the major role the artists of the town played. The Leipzig
School was one of three centres of the artistic culture of the GDR from
the late 1960s (the two other centres were Berlin and Dresden).36 He
did not belong to the strong and influential ‘group’ of expressionists
around the painter Bernhard Heisig, who formed the nucleus of
the Leipzig School, but his attachment as a popular teacher to the
school’s art college secured him a solid position within the artistic
community of the town. Like the Expressionists, Mattheuer was
under attack for several years from critics who were loyal to the party. To many critics Expressionism continued to be a bourgeois art
form which represented capitalism in its imperialist stage; and a debate in 1983/1984 triggered off by the official show called the IX Art
Exhibition documented that many critics and commentators never
reconciled themselves with Expressionism of any sort.37 However,
the opposition Mattheuer met was more directly caused by the abovementioned ambiguity of his painterly mode of enunciation. However, as already indicated, addressing this issue directly caused some
difficulties, and instead some critics focused on his painterly performance and style and claimed it to be too intellectual and speculative, even too strained.38
Mattheuer’s artistic trajectory has, quite reasonably, been characterised as that of ‘a painter who is drawing’, that is, a painter who
basically works as a black and white artist or illustrator, even as he
paints. 39 He was in fact self-taught as a painter, but trained as a
printmaker, graphic designer and illustrator. Before his enrolment
in the Wehrmacht in 1944 he was apprenticed to a lithographer for a
period of three years. After the war, he studied graphic techniques
for one year at the Kunstgewerbeschule in Leipzig until he was admitted to the local college of art and design, Hochschule für Grafik
und Buchkunst (HGB), where he studied from 1947 to 1951. From 1953
onwards he taught at HGB: his appointment as a professor came in
1965, and from 1968 until his resignation in 1974 he was head of the
department of painting and graphic arts. He was awarded a number
of official prizes, and in 1978 he was elected to membership of the
Akademie der Künste der DDR. Retrospective shows of his production
were mounted at the principal museums of the GDR, and, as indi-
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cated above, Mattheuer was often invited to represent the GDR
officially in international exhibitions, for instance Documenta 6 (1977)
and the Venice Biennale (1984).
In other words, Mattheuer was well integrated into the art scene
of the GDR; but his position was contested. In particular, the influential dogmatists of the official art ideology insisted that his personal style was a menace to Socialist Realism at a very fundamental
level because his representation of so-called ‘socialist reality’ manifested doubt about the historical truth and legitimacy of com munism. Other critics, also influential, saw in his problem-oriented
production an innovative elaboration of Socialist Realism that
encouraged the beholder to reflect on topical questions. One of
Mattheuer’s supporters in this context was Peter H. Feist, who is
quoted above. In 1974 he coined the concept of ‘dialogic pictures’
with explicit reference to Mattheuer (specifically the above-mentioned A Tree is Being Pollarded as an exemplary case, ill. 10.8).
In Bildende Kunst Feist published an essay under the headline ‘The
Artwork as Interlocutor’. Here he rejects a number of stock arguments against Mattheuer’s pictures, such as objections to his false
proportions and inconsistency as regards spatial relations; but
he also admits that Mattheuer’s works cause disputes concerning
the correct interpretation of their multiple meanings. However,
Feist states:
K_`j@[fefkZfej`[\iXjpdgkfdf]XeXYj\eZ\f][`jk`eZke\jjf]\ogi\jj`fe#
Ylk#ZfekiXipkfk_Xk#XjXe`e[`ZXk`fef]Xgfn\if]jg`i`klXc`eZ\ek`m\%G`Zkli\j
fm\in_`Z_fe\`j`eZc`e\[kfhlXii\cXi\gif[lZk`m\%R8e[n`k_i\]\i\eZ\kf
k_\XYfm\$d\ek`fe\[c`k_f^iXg_f]k_\ki\\#k_\YiXeZ_\jf]n_`Z_Xi\Y\`e^
Zlk[fneYpXdXe#=\`jkZfek`el\jT@]jlZ_Xg`Zkli\\eZfliX^\ji\Õ\Zk`fej
XYflk k_\ i\cXk`fej_`g Y\kn\\e k_\ Z`kp Xe[ X c`]\ Zcfj\i kf eXkli\# XYflk
\em`ifed\ekXcgifk\Zk`fe#ZfeZ\ie]fik_\]lkli\#Zfc[e\jjXe[nXidk_#\[lZX$
k`feXcdXkk\ijÆfiXYflkk_\g_iXj\k_XkÊki\\j[fefk^ifn`ekfk_\jbpËÆk_\e
`k `j fecp f] j\Zfe[Xip `ek\i\jk kf jkXk\ n_\k_\i fi efk k_\ gX`ek\i _X[ fe\
f]k_\j\XjjfZ`Xk`fej`ed`e[%:fej\hl\ekcpk_\g`Zkli\`jefkXefe$j\ejlXc
Xe[`ek\cc\ZklXci\Ylj%N`k_flkZfdgc\ojpdYfc`jd#DXkk_\l\igifm`[\jljR%%%T
n`k_ m`jlXc \eafpd\ek Xe[ k_\i\Yp _\ ^`m\j lj Xe `dg\klj kf Y\ jg`i`klXccp
gif[lZk`m\flij\cm\j%+'
Feist’s comments do not situate the dialogical character of Mattheuer’s pictures within the specific historical context of the GDR.
His suggestions of possible interpretations are general, and so he
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seems to comply with the painter on this issue. Mattheuer more than
once complained of commentators who deciphered his imagery in
terms that he found too narrow. In this connection he was referring
both to commentators from the GDR and critics from the West.
In an interview in 1987 (less than a year before he left the SED) he
contested the idea that his pictorial parables and narratives were
exclusively concerned with GDR reality:
@j`ki\XccpZfii\Zkk_Xk@fecpi\Õ\Zkdp>;Igi\j\ek6RXe[k_XkT]lik_\iXjjfZ`$
Xk`fejXe[gifmfZXk`fejXi\efkf]dp`ek\ek`feYlkXjZi`Y\[kfdpg`Zkli\j
]ifdk_\flkj`[\6@nflc[c`b\kfk_`ebf]dpj\c]k_Xk@#Ôijkf]Xcc#i\Õ\Zkdpfne
X^\#efkfecpk_\X^\f]k_\ZflekipXe[k_\]fidf]k_\jfZ`\kp@c`m\`e#Ylk
dpX^\`e^\e\iXc%R%%%TFek_\YXZb^ifle[f]dpg\ijfeXcbefnc\[^\Xe[\og\$
i`\eZ\# @ gf`ek [\c`Y\iXk\cp Xk Zfdgc\o i\cXk`fej_`gj Xe[ Zfii\jgfe[\eZ\j
Y\kn\\ek_\befnegXjkXe[X_fg\[]fi]lkli\%+(
This statement may indicate that Mattheuer’s primary concern
was modernity in general, and more specifically how the dialectic of
interpretations of the past and anticipations of future conditions
influence the understanding of contemporary agents as regards their
roles in the process of modernisation. However, considering the fact
that the interview was given at the time he gave up his engagement
in the socialist project of the GDR, Mattheuer’s comments may well
indicate that he wanted to disassociate himself from ‘the system’ and
the official Staatskultur of the GDR.
His resignation became public in the late 1980s, but a decade
before a feeling of scepticism, disillusion and disappointment was
beginning to grow in his mind. In June 1975 he confided to his diary:
N_\en\efcfe^\iXi\kfc[kfjlggcpg`Zkli\jf]_Xidfep#k_\eg`Zkli\jf]
gifk\jkXe[ZfeÕ`ZkXcjfY\Zfd\`emXc`[%K_\`eki`^l`e^]i`Zk`feY\kn\\e_Xi$
dfepXe[gifk\jk#Y\kn\\eP\jXe[Ef#\eZfliX^\jXi\Xc`jkXikXe[`ek\ej`Ô\j
Xj\XiZ_]fik_\kilk_%+)
The point here is that Mattheuer emphasises the impossibility of
realist representations of the life conditions of the age. To him this
was a consequence of a situation in which the appreciation of both
history and future goals had become questionable. When artists are
no longer ‘told’ (the term Kretzschmar also used) to produce picture
postcards showing socialist idylls, and when history is nothing but
an officially sanctioned political construct, and when invocations of
future happiness become increasingly hollow and untrustworthy, the
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('%('% Nfc]^Xe^DXkk_\l\i# K_\<jZXg\f]J`jpg_lj (0.) #f`cfegcpnff[%;i\j[\e#JkXXkc`Z_\BlejkjXdd$
cle^\e#>Xc\i`\E\l\D\`jk\i%
experience of conflict, disharmony etc. can no longer be expressed
explicitly in an convincing artistic form and communicated to an
addressee, because who would be the ideal or actual receiver of these
messages? Mattheuer would probably answer that hypothetical
question by saying that ‘the age’ is the proper receiver.
It is, however, not that simple, nor that complex, for it remains
quite inadequate not to see Mattheuer’s imagery as a reflection of
the specific conditions of intellectual life and artistic production in
the GDR. But at the same time, he treats his subject matter in a way
that requires a more inclusive framework of interpretation.
The fact is that from the early 1970s in particular three mythological figures came into focus in Mattheuer’s production: Sisyphus,
Icarus and Prometheus. And with them, the whole hermeneutic
tradition associated with the issues of being that the three figures
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('%((% Nfc]^Xe^DXkk_\l\i# J`jpg_lj:Xim\j`ek_\Jkfe\ (0.+ #f`cfegcpnff[%;i\j[\e#JkXXkc`Z_\Blejk$
jXddcle^\e#>Xc\i`\E\l\D\`jk\i%
epitomise: the absurdity of human business; the fruitless attempt to
escape by means of creativity and inventiveness; and the gift of
enlightenment, art and civilisation to humans as a gesture of revolt
against the powerful. Prometheus, then, brought to humans the
capacity of anticipation (pro-metheus = the forward-looking). With
this selection of subject matter, Mattheuer placed himself on safe
ground within the classical tradition of European culture. His works
may evoke traditional interpretations, but their iconography has an
explicit GDR-esque emphasis. The mythological figures have become
contemporaries, and they are situated in the environment of the ‘real
socialism’ of the GDR.
To begin with, the treatment of the myth of Sisyphus, for instance,
indicates that Mattheuer wanted to challenge the existentialist reading of the myth as presented by Albert Camus. In paintings, linocuts
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and woodcuts he depicted a contemporary Sisyphus incarnation
that was not prepared to accept the destiny the myth prescribed.. One
of the most popular Sisyphus representations from this period is in
fact the painting from 1972 entitled The Escape of Sisyphus (ill. 10.10),
in which Sisyphus simply turns his back on the absurd business
of stone rolling and flies away. This particular representation of
Sisyphus is now seen and interpreted as one part of a kind of triptych, which in addition consists of Sisyphus Carves in the Stone from
1974 (ill. 10.11), and The Arrogant Sisyphus and His Peers from 1976
(ill. 10.12). As in many cases with Mattheuer’s paintings, various

('%()% Nfc]^Xe^DXkk_\l\i# K_\8iif^XekJ`jpg_ljXe[?`jG\\ij (0.- #f`cfegcpnff[%;i\j[\e#JkXXkc`Z_\
BlejkjXddcle^\e#>Xc\i`\E\l\D\`jk\i%
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('%(*% Nfc]^Xe^DXkk_\l\i#K_\8iif^XekJ`jpg_lj (0.* #nff[Zlk%
aspects of the myth of Sisyphus are the subject matter of series of
prints and watercolours, with the woodcut of The arrogant Sisyphus
(ill. 10.13) predating the painting.
When The escape of Sisyphus was exhibited in the German Federal
Republic (Hamburg) in 1974, the West-German art historian Peter
Sager noted in a review that the subject matter of these early examples of Mattheuer’s representation of ‘everyday myths’ was ‘Sisyphus
in socialism’.43 The term ‘everyday myths’ was coined by the art critic Werner Spies, who published a review in the leading newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (with special emphasis on Mattheuer) of the Venice Biennale of 1984. In his review Spies substan-
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('%(+% Nfc]^Xe^DXkk_\l\i#Gifd\k_\ljC\Xm\jk_\K_\Xki\ (0/( #c`efZlk%
tiates the remarks given above on the dialectic relationship of history and utopia, knowledge of the past and confidence in prospects
of a coming age. Spies here puts forward the plausible explanation
of the tendency to mythologise in the arts of the day: mythology has
taken the place of historical interpretation and therefore, at the same
time, made it impossible to believe in changes for the better promoted by conscious human action.44 What is left in this situation is the
tragedy of being surrendered to destiny, without the guidance of
the past in the form of its legacy or heritage, and without spiritual or
political ‘lighthouses’ to guide your actions. Resignation or escape
become adequate solutions.
One example of his Prometheus pictures, and of how the mythological themes were treated later, is a linocut from 1981, Prometheus
Leaves the Theatre (ill. 10.14) and the oil painting Leave Your Boxes
from 1985 (ill. 10.15). Prometheus, the prototype of the artist, leaves
the burning scene (of life, of art, of society?) with its requisites.45
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While Mattheuer’s implicit criticism of the society of ‘real existing socialism’ in his early works also expressed his solidarity with
‘the system’ he was a part of (socialism was his project, too), his
application of mythological patterns of interpretation became more
and more generalising during the 1980s as he developed a solid scepticism and distrust in the political processes. He no longer felt obliged
to think of GDR reality as something that could be influenced by
intellectual and artistic effort. In the end ‘the system’ petrified, and
moreover it turned out that this ‘system’, in spite of its vast body
of control and numerous instruments of surveillance, was even in-

('%(,% Nfc]^Xe^DXkk_\l\i# C\Xm\Pfli9fo\j (0/, #f`cfeZXemXj%?Xeefm\i#
Jgi\e^\c$Dlj\ld%
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capable of responding to dissent. This is why the celebration of
Mattheuer’s 60th birthday in 1988, irrespective of the fact that he
almost simultaneously resigned his membership of the SED, was
monumental with huge exhibitions in Berlin and Dresden and the
publication of, among other things, the extensive biography by Heinz
Schönemann, from which the diary entry quoted above is taken. This
marking of Mattheuer’s anniversary documents that a number of
officials and officers of the art institutions simply ignored the political authorities and did not behave in accordance with unwritten
codes of political correctness. A decade earlier such actions of rehabilitation would have been unthinkable.
It may be that in the 1980s Mattheuer wanted to extend his pictorial statements in order to address the problems of ‘his age’ as such
and modernity in general. Nevertheless, this move unmistakably
bears the stamp of escapism. It is not difficult to understand Mattheuer’s reasons for turning his back on official state culture, but it
is also quite clear that he must have felt his resignation distressing
and frustrating. As an anti-capitalist, a connoisseur of Marx’s writings and a critical socialist, until the mid-1970s Mattheuer was an
active supporter of the socialist revolution, and basically he found
the firm political leadership of the SED to be historically legitimate
and necessary. During the intense debates of 1994 on the legacy and
heritage of GDR culture and art, on the dictatorship of the party over
cultural life versus artistic autonomy and freedom etc., Mattheuer
advanced an interesting, personal point of view. He argues against
the common opinion that all art production in the GDR was so-called
Auftragskunst – commissioned art – the content and form of which
was dictated by ‘the system’. Another frequent reason for working as
an artist within ‘the system’ was a kind of ‘self-commission’, as when
artists gave themselves ‘commissions’, namely an assignment to
produce art that could contribute actively in the shaping of a new artistic culture.46 This means, among other things, that the specific
context of the GDR art world provided artists like Mattheuer with an
intellectual and political framework that made it possible, and necessary, to develop new forms of artistic expression.
:FE:CLJ@FE

While Kretzschmar is now being installed as part of artistic heritage
and may gain a position within the history of modern art, it is difficult to predict whether the time will come when the political
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energy of Mattheuer’s imagery will once again appeal to (old and
new) art audiences and critics. Mattheuer’s work and attitude are
in many respects an early incarnation of the figure of the artist as
ethnographer, which was launched by the American art theorist and
critic Hal Foster in the mid-90s to identify a shift of artistic strategy
– from symbolic action to real intervention into the cultural circuit
and, more generally, into social processes.47
It may sound like a paradox when considering Mattheuer’s preoccupation with myth and heavy symbolism, but the point is that
his pictures functioned as pictorial reports or narratives of everyday
experiences. And they were meant to be read, discussed, contested
or affirmed by the audience. It is true that they were presented as an
artistic gesture, but they were not intended to leave reality untouched
by its beholders as far as the perception of ethical and social standards was concerned. The works were themselves manifestations
of activism, and they urged their public not to contemplate them exclusively as art works, but to respond to them rather as mediators
of action. This is also to say that the ‘purely’ artistic quality of Mattheuer’s works in a way becomes secondary to their ability to mobilise. While his works on paper reflect his craft and skills as a graphic artist, the quality of his paintings as paintings has frequently been
questioned. However difficult it is to define in general terms what
‘artistic quality’ is, many have found it difficult to ignore the fact that
many of his paintings reveal not only his self-education, but also a
certain reserve concerning his will to utilise the expressive powers of
painterly techniques and devices. The quality of Mattheuer’s painted œuvre, then, exceeds what is commonly defined as aesthetic
issues, as is the case with much contemporary interventionist art.
It is still quite a challenge to define the exact objective or visual qualities, that is to say the particular qualities, that turn Marcel Duchamp’s famous Urinal into a piece of art; and the same difficulty
arises if we are asked to explain what particular skills and phototechnical competences are involved in transforming the numerous
snapshots of Cindy Sherman in various disguises into an imagery
of artistic interest. The list of embarrassing questions of this kind
is endless, and the conclusion would presumably be that the real
meaning of Duchamp’s so-called Ready Mades and Sherman’s selfportraits is of a sociological nature (as regards the institution of
art and the position of (for instance) minorities within mainstream
cultures, respectively).The point is that art critics and historians
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continue to return to agents like Duchamp and Sherman, not because
of the quality of their art, but because of their interventions and provocations; while Mattheuer has so far been ignored due to his status
as an artist of the former GDR.
This leaves us with a final question, which was also asked at
the beginning of this essay. Now this question may be put more
directly: do the trajectories of the two artists who have been focused
on here allow us to conclude that Kretzschmar is heritage (and may
even represent an artistic legacy), while Mattheuer is history? This
would imply that Kretzschmar’s work has an artistic message which
is of relevance today. His paintings are becoming monuments. Unlike
Kretzschmar’s art, Mattheuer’s art is an anachronism, and his works
are only of interest as documents. Furthermore, this would mean
that in Kretzschmar’s case the different contexts are ignored, since
‘expressive objectivity’, the label attached to him recently, is an a priori category almost like the categories of ‘linear’ versus ‘painterly’
(Wölfflin) or ‘haptic’ versus ‘optic’ (Riegl). Mattheuer’s ‘dialogic
pictures’, on the other hand, seem to be so determined by time and
place that the context tends to be seen as even more productive than
the artist, which means that the context is inescapable.
The difference, then, is quite simply that the works of Kretzschmar
may be perceived directly, while Mattheuer’s works need explanation and can only be approached indirectly. In Kretzschmar’s case,
we do not even need to be aware of the titles of individual works;
while the titles of Mattheuer’s works function as a key in our interpretation. Kretzschmar is uncompromised, just as he is innocent
regarding the disasters of the 20th century. In contradistinction to
this, Mattheuer is both compromised and ‘guilty’. In his address
to the SED in connection with his resignation in 1988, he wrote:
N_Xk`jkfY\[fe\6@]\\ck_Xk#fek_\n_fc\#@_Xm\Xj_Xi\`ei\jgfej`Y`c`kp#
Xe[@_Xm\ef`ek\ek`fef][\ep`e^dpj_Xi\`ei\jgfej`Y`c`kpfif][\c\^Xk`e^
`kÊlgnXi[jËfikf[fne^iX[\dpj\c]kfX]\ccfnkiXm\cc\i%@ZXeËkj_flkn`k_afp#
Xe[@ZXeËkjXpÊP\jËn_\ejfiifnXe[i\j`^eXk`fe#nXekXe[[\ZXp#Zfiilgk`fe
Xe[Zpe`Z`jd#n_\eXk_fl^_kc\jj#\ogcf`k`e^`e[ljki`Xc`jd`ejlZ_X^i\\[p
nXpc\Xm\j`kj]XkXcdXibfec`]\Xe[n_\eXepZ_Xe^\efnfi`ek_\]lkli\`j
jpjk\dXk`ZXccpgi\Zcl[\[%+/
Mattheuer’s self-portrait of 1986, Out there; in there; and I (ill. 10.16),
is a rare example of how he perceives himself situated at work in the
studio. The artist is present in the mirror, which also reflects synec-
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dochically his production: both the series of small works on paper
and a large oil version from his Prometheus series can be seen.
Through the open window to the left we glimpse the so-called
University Church of Leipzig, which became a symbol of the GDR
city’s resurrection in 1989. A chimney is reflected in the window
pane, adding (also by means of a synecdoche) to the idea of the
artist’s physical placement in the city environment of Leipzig. He is
placed between past and present, and the mirror, which may be
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grasped as a reference to the so-called ‘mirror doctrine’ of Socialist
Realism, represents his artistic universe with the popular, didactic
and highly communicative print works on the one hand and a painting containing a monumental and mythical interpretation of human
sentiment and behaviour on the other hand. The mirror replaces
a stretched canvas, or the rectangular shape on the easel is in fact
a completed painting. In any case, the mirror/painting puts Mattheuer in a relationship with the mythological figure of Prometheus;
but while the small prints may refer to education, enlightenment
and symbolical fire or light, the painting refers to annihilation, the
destructive power of real, physical fire in so far as the lighting fire
is not controlled and commanded properly.
As so often with Mattheuer, as an existential statement this painting is characterised by an ambivalence which is intensified by his use
of mythological motives and figures. The above-mentioned triptych
shows various ways of reacting to the meaningless activity of man:
the individual escape, the collective self-confidence or overweening
pride of Sisyphus and his peers, and the astute artistic initiative to
shape and reshape, and thereby transform, the burden to be carried
by humans.
The day in 2004 when Mattheuer passed away, a student organisation in Leipzig published a poster and established a website
with a memorial. The eye-catcher is a reproduction of the central
piece of the Sisyphus triptych, Sisyphus Carves in the Stone (ill. 10.11).
The text states that Mattheuer never lost his capacity to hold and
carve the stone – as a socially engaged and humanistic artist, one
may presume. It is not the sceptical or defeatist Mattheuer of 1986
but the still confident artist of the early 1970s that is featured in
the poster. At that time, carving out a fist in stone was both an
embellishment of the stone (the human effort) and an uncovering of
the ‘content’ of the stone (the meaning of that human effort). The fist
belongs to the conventional iconography of determined, revolutionary action – an iconography that today apparently seems to be part
of the past.
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In the wake of World War I emerged a phenomenon we today
consider under the term ‘totalitarianism’. The political regimes of
Mussolini, Hitler and Stalin were erected on the basis of the experiences of war, defeat, and political and economic crisis. The trauma
of war partly caused a strong rejection of individualism, liberalism
and democracy. This development was not limited to the political
field but afflicted the art world too. During the Weimar Republic in
the first half of the 1920s, artists had already reacted to the moments
of crisis of the political and economic system. Rebelling against the
expressionist movement which was now becoming popular, being
collected and entering the German museums, first Dada in Berlin and
then the strong movement of Neue Sachlichkeit meant a shift in the
arts. The Dadaists were full of polemical aggression against the new
and often ridiculed democracy. On the contrary, the new objectivity
was more or less associated with the new state. Nevertheless, a
number of protagonists became relevant figures during the first years
of the Third Reich – for example Alexander Kanoldt, Franz Lenk,
Franz Radziwill and Georg Schrimpf. Even the so-called left-wing
protagonists of Neue Sachlichkeit such as Rudolf Schlichter had
the desire to participate in the newly forming cultural landscape in
Germany after 1933. Although one cannot speak of a general swing
of Neue Sachlichkeit Painters to National Socialism, it is possible
to find constitutive factors for Neue Sachlichkeit that make clear a
potential anti-democratic disposition.
The following essay is an attempt to outline the theoretical and
artistic expression of Max Beckmann’s view of the socio-political
position of the artist, as revealed in his statements, writings and
painting in the later phase of the Weimar Republic and at the beginning of the Third Reich until the first year of his exile in Amsterdam.1
It will seek to expand on the thesis that Beckmann, reacting against
a historicist relativisation of values after the end of World War I, for
a short time became part of the so-called antidemocratic ‘Conservative Revolution’ and came to believe that the modern artist should
usurp the role of lawgiver. However, with the onset of the Third
Reich he abandoned this position. From then on he elaborated on his
provocative, aesthetically based claim to an artistic autonomy operating beyond the purview of political developments. As a result, his
painting began to take on the onerous residual function of articulat-
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ing the creative artist’s resistance to totalitarianism, and thus sheds
light on the problem of the relationship between modernism and
totalitarianism from the periphery.
KFN8I;J8E8I@JKF:I8K@:9FCJ?<M@JD

On 12 March 1926, Beckmann wrote a letter to the well-known
writer on art Wilhelm Hausenstein, in which he made clear his increasing alienation from the then fashionable phenomenon of Neue
Sachlichkeit. Beckmann, who at that time was living and teaching
in Frankfurt, depreciates Franz Roh and his book on Post-Expressionism, in which he, Beckmann, had been characterised as an
undoubtedly remarkable but peripheral figure.2 Concerned for his
reputation, Beckmann reacted hypersensitively to this slight and
accused Roh of ‘conspicuously lacking a sense of quality in regard
to pictures and artists alike’.3 In addition, Beckmann criticised the
increasing tendency of Neue Sachlichkeit to descend into banality,
as well as its embrace of the ideological perspective of the mass
movement, which was something completely alien to his own strongly felt individualism. At the same time emerges the painter’s vigorously self-confident identification with the new ‘Objective Realism’,
which he even began to describe as his ‘life’s work’. And indeed Beckmann featured in an exhibition under this banner organised by Gustav Friedrich Hartlaub in Mannheim, where he was represented as
one of the main protagonists of the Objective Realist ‘style’.4
The aversion to Neue Sachlichkeit mentioned above also surfaces in an unpublished note by Beckmann that may be dated to some
time between 1925 and 1930:
(% K_\jgfik`[`fk`jk_\m\ipjflcf]Zfcc\Zk`m`j\[dXe%)% K_\Xiif^XeZ\f]
Zfcc\Zk`m`j\[dXe_Xji\jlck\[`e_`jjlYd\ij`fe`ek_\dXjjXe[k_\c`hl`[Xk`fe
f]k_\`e[`m`[lXc%*% DXe_Xj]fi^fkk\ek_Xk_\_`dj\c]`j>f[2k_\i\]fi\_\
nfij_`gj]ffkYXccXe[k_\Z`e\dX%+% K_\i\XZk`fekfk_\`eZXgXZ`kpf]k_\jflc
_Xj gif[lZ\[ X Zfcc\Zk`m\ ZfejZ`flje\jj Xe[ Xe XgXk_p i\gi\j\ek\[ Yp Xe
fYj\jj`fen`k_jgfik%D\kXg_pj`ZXci\jkc\jje\jj`jgi\j\ekfecpkfXm\ipjdXcc
[\^i\\%,% N\cXZbXe\ncXn1k_Xk`j#k_\e\n]X`k_#k_Xkn\Xi\flij\cm\j
k_\>f[_\X[Xe[ZXiipk_\i\jgfej`Y`c`kp`eflij\cm\j]fic`]\Xe[[\Xk_2Xe[
k_Xk\m\ip]fidf]eXk`feXc`jd`jXZi\k`efljXYjli[`kpXe[fecp[`jkiXZkj]ifd
k_\ Ylj`e\jj f] \ejli`e^ k_\ `ddfikXc`kp f] dXeb`e[% -%  @k `j e\Z\jjXip kf
Zi\Xk\Xe\nZ_liZ_n_fj\kXjbnflc[Y\kfX[d`e`jk\ik_\kiXejZ\e[\ekXc
gfc`k`Zjf]dXeb`e[%.% <m\ipd`elk\`jnXjk\[k_Xk]X`cjkfi\Zf^e`j\k_XkdXe$
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b`e[`j`kj\c]>f[2k_Xk`k_Xj#fiZXe_Xm\#i\jgfej`Y`c`kp]fi#Xe[[\Z`j`fejfm\i#
c`]\Xe[[\Xk_%/% FecpYpd\Xejf]k_`j]X`k_ZXeXnfic[Zfd\`ekfY\`e^
k_Xk glj_\j Xj`[\ k_\ jgfik fYj\jj`fe Xe[ Zi\Xk\j k_\ gfn\iYXj\ n_\i\Yp
dXeb`e[Ëjkn\ekpfijf_ldXe\`e[`m`[lXcjkfZfdg\c_ldXeY\`e^jkfle`k\%,
What underlies this outburst is the attempt to restore the dignity
of the individual and to distinguish him from modern mass society.
The triumph of the latter was indeed, as Detlev Peukert rightly
stresses, an historic achievement of Neue Sachlichkeit’s Weltanschauung.6 Beckmann distances himself from this development.
At the same time his verdict on the matter is relevant to the ‘model
solution’ then under discussion for what was generally agreed to be
a crisis in, and a relativisation of, values after World War I, which
was reflected in Neue Sachlichkeit’s painting.7 Max Horkheimer,
the Frankfurt sociologist and philosopher, diagnosed the problem as
follows in one of his Frankfurt lectures of 1926:
@]n\cffbXk8d\i`ZX#n\Ôe[k_Xk]\\c`e^jf]]lk`c`kpXdfe^k_\dXjj\jk_\i\
Xi\ efk jf dlZ_ [\c`Y\iXk\cp XjjlX^\[ Yp k_\ c\X[\ij f] jfZ`\kp k_ifl^_
k_\_pg\ikifg_pf]jgfik#YX[ÔcdjXe[:_i`jk`XeJZ`\eZ\Xcfe\#YlkaljkXj
dlZ_k_ifl^__fc[`e^flkk_\gfjj`Y`c`kpf]\m\ipfe\XZhl`i`e^X=fi[dfkfi$ZXi%
@ek_\fc[nfic[#k_\ki`ldg_XcgifZ\jj`fef]k_\[`m\ij`feXipkXZk`Zjf]k_\
ilc`e^ gfn\ij nXj i\e[\i\[ `e\]]\Zk`m\# g\i_Xgj c\jj k_ifl^_ `ek\cc\ZklXc
i\j`jkXeZ\k_Xek_ifl^_\Zfefd`Z[`]ÔZlck`\j%8cck_\jXd\#k_\ZlckliXc#Xe[`e
gXik`ZlcXik_\g_`cfjfg_`ZXc#j`klXk`fef]i\Z\ekp\Xijfi\m\ei\Z\ek[\ZX[\j 
`jY\jkjldd\[lg`ek_\`dX^\f]XdXen_f`jZfejkXekcpj\\b`e^i\]l^\]ifd
k_\kiflYc\jk_XkX]Õ`Zk_`d#Ylk`j[i`m\eflkf]_`ji\]l^\XjjffeXj_\Ôe[j
`k2k_\e_\j\\bjXefk_\ii\]l^\#Ylk`jZfdg\cc\[kfc\Xm\k_`jfe\kff#n_\e
`kkffgifm\jkfY\Xepk_`e^YlkjX]\%/
Horkheimer is here referring specifically to the compensation for
a general loss of values by means of the consumer society, cinema,
the purchase of motor-cars or sport. Beckmann refused to accept
this specific solution to overcome the questionable nature, even the
futility of existence. On the contrary, he engages critically with Americanism and the materialistic assumptions of the age. Beckmann’s
painting also offers evidence of his general attitude. In this respect,
the two large-format paintings, Stunt Fliers and Football Players
(Luftakrobaten and Fußballspieler )9 of 1928 and 1929 may be seen as
critical statements on the triumph in Europe of the American way of
life and its economic system, as also on the ‘hypertrophy’ of sport.10
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The contemporary reception of the pictures saw in Stunt Fliers a
‘symbol of the existential struggle, [whose protagonist] is prepared
to confront the abyss’.11 In this way the struggle between American
civilisation and European culture is placed in the context of the relativisation of values, in opposition to which Beckmann proposed
an anti-materialistic artistic utopia.
Subsequently Beckmann tried to emancipate himself from the
claustrophobic visions of fear and futility that he painted during
the first years of the Weimar Republic. It seems he dared to make the
leap from the corrupt age in which he lived to the eternal verities of
myth, whose function was to interpret the present. The famous
essay of ‘Der Künstler im Staat’ (‘The Artist and the State’) of 1927
was an early indication of his change in attitude, at least at the
level of theory. The text was published in July 1927 in the series
Der Europäer in the Europäische Revue – Monatshefte zur Pflege der
geistigen Einheit Europas.12 In this article Beckmann postulated an
active role for the artist, who was now consciously to be involved
in shaping the transcendental idea on behalf of the polity. His aim,
reflected in the content of his work, should be to bring about the
‘deification of man’. Beckmann now explicitly engaged with the problems of his age, as epitomised by Neue Sachlichkeit, and specifically with the problem of the atrophy of values; through this engagement, he sought to liberate himself from such an atrophy by means
of a conscious act of the will:
:_Xjk\e\[Xe[[\mf`[f]Xcc]X`k_#dXkli\[`ekf`kjX[lck_ff[#_ldXe`kpjkXi\j
`ekfk_\\dgkpmf`[#efkp\kXnXi\f]`kjjki\e^k_%R%%%TC\klji\Xc`q\k_Xkn\n\i\
XcnXpjÔ^_k`e^fecpX^X`ejkflij\cm\j%N\efcfe^\i_Xm\Xepk_`e^kf\og\Zk
]ifdn`k_flk#fecpjk`cc]ifdn`k_`e%=fin\Xi\>f[ÆR%%%TN_Xkn\Ëi\d`jj`e^`jX
e\nZlckliXcZ\ek\i#Xe\nZ\ek\if]]X`k_%R%%%TN_Xkn\Xi\X]k\i`jXe\c\^Xek
dXjk\ipf]k_\d\kXg_pj`ZXc#jfXjkfc`m\XjkXcnXik#Zc\Xi#[`jZ`gc`e\[ifdXe$
k`Z`jdf]flifnegif]fle[cplei\Xc\o`jk\eZ\%(*
With this somewhat ill-defined position, lying somewhere between
Nietzschean nihilism and metaphysical voluntarism, Beckmann had
dared to open a narrow front of brinkmanship on the basis of a
romantic aesthetic. Thereby he instinctively grasped that the solution to the problem would be rooted in metaphysics, even if classical metaphysics no longer existed. The sociologist Karl Mannheim
observed in 1924 that historicism, the relativisation of values, had
become the basis of intellectual thought in place of metaphysics.
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He had drawn from this the necessary inference, even if it was one
that was hard to implement in practice, that all standards for judging the world had themselves to be dynamic, yet should be so devised
that they did not end in relativism. As far as practical living was
concerned, Mannheim proclaimed: ‘Only a way of thinking, only a
philosophy, which can give a concrete answer to the question ‘What
ought we to do?’ can claim to have overcome relativism.’14
It was into this vacuum postulated by Mannheim, into this open
question, that Beckmann aggressively advanced. He delegated the
answer to an elite group of individuals. At the point where painting,
heavily staged manifestoes and the current debate on contemporary
issues intersected, his independence from the unsettling tendencies
of the Weimar epoch become evident. In this situation the artist,
intellectually and artistically, tried to take refuge in the future. He
expressed a desire to ‘bring the eternally fluctuating generations of
man, which we embody, to a final standstill, allowing for a free state
of being.’15 At this time Beckmann wanted to realise in art the transcendental idea of man as an autonomous law-giving being, the
consequence of which should indeed be that life should imitate art.
Underpinning his standpoint with fin-de-siècle aestheticism, he
attempted to win back autonomy and sovereignty for the individual,
thus overcoming the prevailing relativisation of values.
There is hardly a single Neue Sachlichkeit painter at this time who
so self-confidently and decisively expressed his standpoint as Beckmann. The much discussed self-portraits of Georg Grosz, Georg
Scholz or Otto Dix of the second half of the 1920s, which are relevant
here, and are frequently compared to the Self-Portrait in Tuxedo
(Selbstbildnis mit Smoking, 1927; ill. 11.1), undermine the otherwise
evident self-confidence of their creators with sceptical, melancholic
or self-ironising reserve. Beckmann’s self-portrait, ‘the epiphany
of an autonomous genius’ (Hans Belting)16 and a perfect evocation of
an alienated dandy17, remains a one-off in the German art of the first
half of the 20th century on account of the artist’s extraordinarily selfconfident projection of himself. It is a picture that can even be viewed
as intimidating, displaying its creator as a man beyond fear, or at
least one who has learned to conceal his fear perfectly. The painter
looks out at us from the picture with cool indifference, holding a
cigarette loosely in his left hand and supporting his right hand on his
hip. Motionless, he looms impressively before the viewer. This is
a Beckmann that one can no longer evade or ignore, even if one
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DXjj% #=f^^8ikDlj\ld%
wished to. Instead the observer is inexorably drawn into a sort of
complicity with the artist.
Beckmann’s self-portrait and the verbal statements analogous to
it in the text of the recently written ‘Der Künstler im Staat’ were
mostly received with incomprehension. A contemporary critic, writing in the Berliner Tageblatt of 3 May 1928 on the occasion of an
exhibition, which was held in the Berlin Secession, wrote in the
following terms:
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8e`dg\i`XcdXjb#be`kk\[Yifnj#k_\cffbf]fe\XZZljkfd\[kfZfddXe[#
\m\ip`eZ_k_\^i\XkdXe1k_\j\Xi\k_\]XZ\jk_Xkdljk[`jXgg\Xi]ifdk_\nfic[#
`]dXeb`e[`jkfY\i\jkfi\[kf`kji`^_k]lcgcXZ\%(/
It was ironic that this remark was aimed at Beckmann, who really
was concerned with the restoration of mankind, and indeed wanted
to ‘bring about the union of humanity’. Nevertheless, this characterisation of the picture, which was acquired the same year by the
Berlin National Gallery, did contain a germ of truth. Karl Anton Prinz
Rohan, the editor of the Europäische Revue, was to point this out
in his post-World War II memoir entitled Heimat Europa, where he
describes Beckmann as being like a ‘titanic animal trainer’, who
would have ‘tamed the masses’ had he become a politician.19
Insofar as Beckmann favoured the option of ‘becoming a politician’, he undoubtedly appears as such in his Self-Portrait in Tuxedo.
The evident affinity between the picture and the text of ‘Der Künstler im Staat’ has rightly been stressed. However what has for long
been overlooked is that Beckmann’s pictorial formulation has an astonishingly similar forebear: in 1924, in the last phase of his career,
Lovis Corinth painted a picture of the sick Reichs President Friedrich
Ebert, then in office (as he remained until his death in 1925) (ill. 11.2).
It shows the ‘first man of the German Empire’, as he was dubbed,
dressed in a suit with a white shirt and bow tie. Ebert stands close to
the door of his residence, a three-quarter figure portrayed frontally;
Beckmann has taken over both the disposition of the figure and the
planimetric organisation of the Corinth picture, also employing a
similar format. It is almost as if he placed himself in the position of
the first man of the Weimar Republic. Shortly after its completion,
Corinth’s impressive and moving portrait had been shown in Frankfurt at the Kunstverein in 1926 and in the Department for Contemporary Art of the National Gallery situated in the former palace of
the Crown Prince, where it had soon aroused heated debate. Ebert
himself, who at the time was the subject of defamatory press reports
accompanying the circulation of unauthorised pictures that showed
him in bathing costume, and also had to endure the recurrent accusation of having betrayed his country, eventually asked Corinth to
remove the portrait from public view.20
The form chosen by Beckmann, and no less the implications of
his painting and his writings, now appear explosive. As a solution to
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the problem to which he had drawn attention, namely the lack of
a focus for faith in society, he proposed an elite caste of priests, in
whose ranks he self-confidently placed himself, even arrogating to
himself the position of leader:
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K_\gi`\jkjf]k_`je\nZlckliXcZ\ek\idljkY\[i\jj\[`e[Xibjl`kjfi`eklo\[fj
fejkXk\fZZXj`fej#lec\jjn\jlZZ\\[`e[\m\cfg`e^Xdfi\gi\Z`j\Xe[\c\^Xek
g`\Z\f]dXecpXkk`i\%=lik_\idfi\nfib\ijj_flc[c`b\n`j\Xgg\Xi`eklo\[ffi
kX`cj% 9p n_`Z_ @ d\Xe kf `dgcp k_Xk n\ Xi\ j\\b`e^ X b`e[ f] Xi`jkfZiXk`Z
9fcj_\m`jd2XjfZ`Xc\hlXc`qXk`fe#k_\]le[Xd\ekXcgi`eZ`gc\f]n_`Z_#_fn\m\i#
`jefkk_\jXk`j]XZk`fef]gli\dXk\i`Xc`jd#YlkiXk_\ik_\ZfejZ`fljXe[fi^Xe$
`q\[[i`m\kfY\Zfd\>f[flij\cm\j%R%%%TN_Xkn\nXekkf[Xp`jkfY\c`\m\`e
flij\cm\j%)(
This is Beckmann’s solution for a situation in which ‘nothing, no
knowledge, no values, no reality can prevail, when everything
degenerates into endless flux’, as Horkheimer expressed it in 1926.22
But Beckmann’s personal statements laid down no clear political
concept – his remarks are much too contradictory for that. His ideas
are suffused with a diffuse socialist utopianism and right-wing
or liberal aristocratic thought, as well as ideas taken from Schleiermacher, Schlegel, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche – and more importantly
from contemporary thinkers like Max Scheler.23 Beckmann’s fragmented system of ideas thus oscillates between the poles of emancipatory democracy and aristocratic elitism. His concept of ‘aristocratic Bolshevism’ reflected the contemporary reception of Bolshevism in Russia, as filtered through the German right. The elitist, aristocratic character of Russian Bolshevism was recognised in rightist
circles of the Weimar Republic and was the subject of much debate.24
However it would be false to locate the painter, at this time, in the
camp of the right-wing or revolutionary conservatives. For example,
around 1927 Beckmann commemorated the brutal and unatoned
murder of Karl Liebknecht in a small-format picture which shows
the dead man in his coffin displayed at the Hotel Eden.
At the same time it is important to remember that Beckmann’s
essay Der Künstler im Staat appeared in the Europäische Revue, which
is described by Armin Mohler in his handbook as the periodical
of the conservative revolution, or more precisely as the leading periodical of the young conservatives. According to Mohler, with the
Europäische Revue Rohan succeeded in creating ‘a glittering social
resonance for a specific form of conservatism.’25 Beckmann had loose
contacts to these right-wing circles in the second half of the 1920s.
However, in contrast to the proponents of a conservative revolution,
he decisively rejected every form of nationalism and was politically
and temperamentally rather closer to the conservative liberals.
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One should not forget, moreover, that one of the peculiarities of
the liberal conception that was current under the Weimar Republic
was the belief that the carrying out of central political objectives
could equally well be achieved by a monarchical, democratic or even
dictatorial state. To that extent neither antidemocratic, nor elitist,
nor liberal attitudes were totally excluded. Indeed dictatorship and
the rule of law were definitely reconcilable in much of the thinking
of the time. During the Weimar Republic, general concepts of liberal political philosophy, as described by Norbert Schürgers, included
the rejection of ‘standardisation, of levelling down, of loss of individuality and of the regimentation of personal, as of social matters’.
Against these evils the ‘greatest possible freedom for personal development’ was postulated, together with the demand for an ‘intellectual aristocracy’.26 This indeed reflects crucial aspects of Beckmann’s
political beliefs.
A central conservative motif in Beckmann`s thought is the threat
to the individual posed by modern society, an attitude he shared with
a number of Weimar intellectuals and artists. In the spirit of the
existential philosophy of Karl Jaspers and Martin Heidegger, which
was fashionable at the time, the starting point for future action
(including the artist’s contribution) was conceived as a return to the
existential self and abstinence from the quotidian babble of mass
society. The Self-Portrait in Tuxedo and Der Künstler im Staat represent both of these: a return to the self in its most sovereign, selfconfident incarnation, and a bold declaration whereby the world’s
lack of orientation was to be reversed by means of confident, voluntaristic acts of aesthetic law-making reflecting transcendent ideas
of art and the state.
The central notion of Der Künstler im Staat was concerned with
the formulation of a new transcendent idea as a necessary precondition for a new concept of the state. This in turn was based on
the belief that both the state and society, as a consequence of the
ineluctable bureaucratisation of the modern world, had come to be
understood in purely mechanical terms. The sociologist Max Weber
had spoken of a ‘steely casing’ and had seen in this image the results
of an increasing ‘demystification of the world’.27 Beckmann sees it
as equally the job of the artist and of the statesman to reverse this
process and to respiritualise the world. A new focus of faith should
be created for it, and from this orientation point alone its destiny was
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to be guided. The ‘law of balance’, as Beckmann called it following
the thoughts of Scheler, together with a rediscovered ‘personal
responsibility’, are the metaphysical ingredients of this faith, which
should eventually lead to ‘stasis, to existential being’. Once this point
has been reached, ‘deified man’ again recedes into the background
and the ‘play of the worlds’, to which art holds the mirror, begins
anew.28
Beckmann`s contribution to the Europäische Revue represents
an artistic programme that consists of a mixture of socialism, Bolshevism, liberalism and conservatism. It shows marked parallels
to contemporary documents of crisis theology, crisis philosophy and
political journalism.29 Peppered with ornamental references from
extremely diverse discourses on philosophy, politics and art, the text
is evidence of the artist’s participation in contemporary debate and
his widely ranging intellectual interests. More generally, it displays
the workings of a mind with a strong tendency to synthesisation. The
crucial point, however, is that Beckmann puts himself forward as a
statesman and as a leader of society. His writings propagate the idea
of a revival of the state by means of a lawgiving and faith-renewing
elite, in effect a small group of creative artists. These were to rank
equal with statesmen, or even stand above them. Ideas of this kind
situate Beckmann in the ‘aesthetic fundamentalism’ of the time and
find parallels in the work of writers such as Gottfried Benn and
Rudolf Borchardt.30 Artistic utopianism and charismatic leadership
meet in the person and in the work of Beckmann; at the same time
they demonstrate the way in which the existence of the liberal artist
was imperiled in the second half of the Weimar Republic. However,
all this is combined with a virtually inexplicable contradiction
in Beckmann’s personality; that is what emerges, for instance, in
his answer to a question about his political stance posed by the
Frankfurter Zeitung in 1928, which appeared to contradict what
he had said only a year before:
@XdXgX`ek\i#fi#XZZfi[`e^kfXm\ip[`jX^i\\XYc\Zfcc\Zk`m\efk`fe#XeXik`jk%
8kXepiXk\@XdXd`jÔk%8d`jÔkXcjf`egfc`k`Zj%
JlZ_ dXkk\ij ZXe fecp Y\Zfd\ `ek\i\jk`e^ ]fi d\ X^X`e n_\e gfc`k`Zj
_XjgXjj\[k_ifl^_`kjdXk\i`Xc`jk`Zg_Xj\Xe[_Xjklie\[kfk_\d\kXg_pj`ZXcfi
kiXejZ\e[\ekXc#fi`efk_\infi[j#kfXe\n]fidf]i\c`^`fljXggi\_\ej`fe%
@knflc[Y\gf`ekc\jjkf\cXYfiXk\_\i\fek_XkgXik`ZlcXi]lkli\[`jg\ejXk`fe#
`en_`Z_@Xci\X[pc`m\#Xe[n_fj\]lcÔccd\ek@XdXnX`k`e^%*(
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However, at least by 1930, Beckmann’s conservative-liberal (and
simultaneously solipsistically elitist) existence as an artist had been
seriously compromised by contemporary events. In that year, a short
but heated debate took place concerning Beckmann’s participation
in the 17th Biennale in Venice, at which his large-format picture The
Beach (Der Strand, 1927) was shown.32 Because the picture featured
the fascist paper Il Popolo di Roma, it aroused the wrath of the authorities. The Völkische Beobachter, which was the party paper of the
NSDAP, took the exhibition of this work as its cue to demand an end
to the ‘phantoms of the [Labour and Socialist] International’. Instead,
there should be ‘men with a typically German consciousness.33 Beckmann reacted to this attack immediately, writing to his agent Günther
Franke on 23 October 1930: ‘Don’t forget, if and when the opportunity arises, to educate the Nazis in the fact that I am a German
painter [...] Do not forget that. One day it might be important.’34 And
in fact Beckmann’s art in this period is generally regarded as nationalistic by his most sympathetic critics.
In the same year, in the Museum der Gegenwart, Otto Fischer considered Beckmann’s early engagement with France and the Parisian
avant-garde. He stated categorically that Beckmann’s work was
‘in every respect German’, because of the problematic way it was constructed out of, and subordinate to, the sophisticated draftsmanship
that characterised it.35 Likewise in 1930, a Beckmann monograph
appeared as Volume 56 of the popular series Junge Kunst, written by
Dr. Heinrich Simon, who was the editor of the Frankfurter Zeitung
and a critic who had been intensively concerned with Beckmann’s
painting for several years. In 1930 Simon sees Beckmann as having
worked out an idiosyncratic position between the two extremes of
non-representational abstraction and political engagement, and he
comes to the following thought-provoking conclusion:
K_`j`jZ\ikX`ecpk_\fecpk_`e^gfjj`Yc\#eXd\cpkfn\cZfd\k_\[`jjfclk`fef]
k_\fc[]fidj%8e[`k`jZ\ikX`ecpk_\fecpZi\Xk`m\jfclk`fe#eXd\cpkfZXiip
fek_\jkil^^c\YpZi\Xk`e^Xe\n]fid%9\ZbdXeeËj`ek\cc\ZklXcg_pj`f^efdp#
_`jbefnc\[^\f]Zfek\dgfiXip`jjl\j#f]k_\nXp`en_`Z_k_\k`d\jn\c`m\`e
XYfc`j_kiX[`k`feXcYfle[Xi`\j#i\cXk`m`j\k_\cXnj_`k_\ikfgi\mX`c`e^#Xe[j\\d
kfZXccflk]fiefYc\id\en_fj\kXjb`kj_XccY\Yfc[cpkffm\ik_ifnk_\cXjk
Z`kX[\cjf]`e_\i`k\[[f^dXjÆk_`j`ek\cc\ZklXcZfjdfjf]9\ZbdXeejkXe[j`e
[`i\Zki\cXk`feefkkfn_Xk_\gX`ekj#YlkiXk_\i#hl`k\j`dgcpXe[`eXZiX]kj$
dXec`b\nXp#kfk_\jgXZ\`en_`Z__\cfZXk\j_`jd\eXe[_`jfYa\Zkj%
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Here the direct link is made to the contemporary relativisation of
values, and a possible solution for Beckmann is also sketched in: ‘the
creation of a new form’ and the adumbration of ‘noble men’, who
would determine the new environment. Simon continues:
=ifd _`j e\n nfic[ f] jgXZ\ k_\i\ `j X jdffk_ gif^i\jj`fe kf k_\ e\ncp
ZfeZ\`m\[jgXZ\f]k_\nfic[`kj\c]%@k`j#_fn\m\i#efÕ`^_k`ekfXe\dgkpmXjk$
e\jj%@e\XZ_`e[`m`[lXcg`\Z\f]k_\nfic[k_Xk_\gX`ekj#_\nXekjkfj_fn_fn
X e\n nfic[ Zfd\j `ekf Y\`e^% ?\ gcXpj k_\ nfe[\i]lc ^Xd\ f] k_\ _ldXe
jg`i`k#n_`Z_Yl`c[jXnfic[]fi`kj\c]]ifdk_\leZ_Xe^`e^`e_\i`k\[dXk\i`Xcf]
ki\\j#Ô\c[j#jkXij#Õfn\ij#j\Xjfej#_ldXeY\`e^j#_Xk\Xe[cfm\2Ylkk_`jnfic[
`jfecpZi\[`Yc\Xjjfd\k_`e^e\nn_\ek_Xkn_`Z_Y`e[j`kkf^\k_\i`je\n1
k_\jgXZ\k_Xk`k\eZcfj\j#Xe[k_\d`e[k_Xkg\imX[\j`k%*Such explications seem to have been arrived at through a close contact with the artist himself, and indeed they reflect his diction and
terminology. At the same time, they give very clear verbal expression
to Beckmann’s artistic experiments, as may be seen from a glance at
the key picture Man and Woman/Adam and Eve (Mann und Frau/Adam
und Eva, 1932; ill. 11.3), where the painter attempts to combine a new
politically connotated classicism with contemporary abstraction.
In August or September 1932, Walter Kunze, who succeeded
Walter Kaesbach as Director of the City Museum in Erfurt in 1925,
established contact with Beckmann. He made an agreement with
the painter to take over a Beckmann one-man exhibition from Hamburg, which was to open in Erfurt in April 1933. This never happened.
Beckmann’s parallel dismissal from the teaching staff in Frankfurt
and the collapse of his exhibition plans marked the end of his artistic career in Germany. It is not clear whether Kunze was told to drop
the exhibition, or whether the Director himself decided it would be
more prudent to cancel it, which is perhaps more likely. What we do
know, however, is that the collector Stephan Lackner was able to see
Beckmann’s works by prior appointment in the museum depot in
June 1933, deciding spontaneously to buy Beckmann’s masterpiece
from this period, Man and Woman/Adam and Eve. Without a doubt
this remarkable painting is crucial to Beckmann’s output, and is a
poignant indication of his new artistic direction.37
In his memoirs of 1967 Lackmann described the impressions
made on him by Beckmann’s work, no doubt having this picture particularly in mind:
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((%*% DXo 9\ZbdXee# DXe Xe[ NfdXe&8[Xd Xe[ <m\ (0*) # f`c fe ZXemXj%
JXekX9XiYXiX#:fcc\Zk`fe;i%Xe[Dij%Jk\g_XeCXZbe\i%
N\ n\i\ c\[ [fne kf k_\ YXj\d\ek% K_\i\ @ _X[ fe\ f] k_\ dfjk gfn\i]lc
j\ejlXc\og\i`\eZ\jf]dpc`]\%Flkf]k_\^cffd#Xe[dX[\dfi\[iXdXk`ZYp
k_\_Xij_c`^_kf]Xj`e^c\c`^_kYlcY#Xe\nnfic[f]gifl[#]i\\d\ej\\d\[kf
jkfid kfnXi[j lj% Fe _l^\ ZXemXj\j ZcXjj`ZXc el[\j i\Xi\[ lg% Efk gXc\cp
ZcXjj`ZXcÆk_\i\nXjefk_`e^_\i\f]ÈefYc\j`dgc`Z`kp#kiXehl`cdfeld\ekXc`kpÉ2
k_\flkc`e\jn\i\Ôcc\[n`k_<ogi\jj`fe`jk`Zk\ej`fe2k_\Zfcflijj\\d\[kfdfm\
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Zfemlcj`m\cpXZifjjk_\Õ\j_2jf#g\i_XgjXe\nZcXjj`Z`jd6JkiXe^\XkXm`jk`Z
]XYc\j n\i\ gi\j\ek\[ _\i\# \ol[`e^ k_\ ]i\j_e\jj f] k_\ Ôijk Yi\Xk_ f]
_`jkfip%:flc[k_\j\i\XccpY\È9\ZbdXeejÉ6*/
Lackner’s remark about a new classicism is of particular interest
here, for it is a classicism which Beckmann evokes through radical
simplification both of the composition of the picture and particularly
of the nude figures, the latter strongly reminiscent of contemporary
sculpture. Man and Woman/Adam and Eve is emphatically a constructed sort of work, which some commentators have associated
with contemporary tendencies in non-representational art. And indeed, the strict horizontal and vertical disposition of all the pictorial
elements brings Piet Mondrian’s Neoplasticism to mind. Man and
Woman/Adam and Eve, the man and the woman, stand or lie in a bare
landscape in which a few plants are growing. The woman, or Eve,
is in the lower third of the picture, her rounded form spread out on
the hard, parched ground of the desert. The man, or Adam, has
turned away from her; he stands upright, beyond the horizon line
which constitutes the picture’s horizontal axis, and is gazing into
the square-shaped blue distance.39
Lackner referred to the picture’s ‘noble men’ featured in classical
poses of nudity, and the man does at least appear noble in his uprightness. In the impression of classicism that is created here, it is,
paradoxically, a kind of archaic primitivism that plays the decisive
role. Even the plants seem to come from some other world, now lost,
and are emblematic of an earlier period of the human race. It is they
that produce the surreal effect of the whole scene, to which many
commentators have drawn attention, and which is grounded in the
picture’s anachronistic context rather than in any adaptation by
Beckmann of Surrealism’s aesthetic principles. Iconographic and
formal elements have their roots in Picasso’s classicism of the 1920s,
in the Romanesque and in Greek Antiquity, whereby, however, specific iconographical allusions are absent. What is crucial in the picture is its progammatic element. The problem of the sexes addressed
here had already been dealt with by the painter in an identical format in a picture entitled The Bath (Das Bad, 1930). Man and Woman/
Adam and Eve seems to be a continuation, and at the same time
a transposition of the theme of that picture into the eternally valid
past. Its programme involves a new archaising and myth-evoking
aesthetic, which indirectly extrapolates the problem of the relativism
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of values through its denial of such relativism, and thereby genuinely seeks to solve it.
Beckmann’s striving for a new form of classicism may be seen
as closely related to his reaction to the ‘isms’ of the avant-garde and
his realisation of a visual tectonics similar to that of Neue Sachlichkeit. Since the 18th century classicism had been characterised
by phrases such as objectivity, plasticity, mass and harmony. In Man
and Woman/Adam and Eve new gods arise, which are also the first
human beings, treading the path to self-realisation. Over the next
few years, these figures were repeatedly to be projected by Beckmann
into the context of the present day. Unlike any of his other work, with
the exception of the self-portrait of 1927, this picture overcomes the
uncertainty of contingency; time is for the moment abstracted, only
that it should, from this new standpoint and reacting to the pressure
of contemporary events, re-emerge in the created space of other
pictures as a censure of modern times. Man and Woman/Adam and
Eve symbolises the iron rule of harmonious balance, which Beckmann wanted to convey, or dictate, to the state and to mankind
in 1927. It remains unique among his works.
Under the pressure of the political developments of 1932 and 1933,
Beckmann updated his shocking veristic iconography, which he
had originally developed under the influence of World War I. This
updating can typically be seen in the first of a total of ten triptychs,
a painting with the title Departure (Abfahrt, 1932-35; ill. 11.4). With
his adaptation of the late medieval form of the triptych, Beckmann
carved out for himself a contemporary artistic niche which was to be
characterised by some of the most complex compositions of 20thcentury painting. It is in these works that the artistic achievement of
his work in the 1920s is summed up.40
Beckmann began the triptych in 1932 in Frankfurt am Main, just
before the Nazis seized power, but after the first attacks on him
by the Nazi press had already been printed.41 He finished it in the
decisive years of the consolidation of Nazi power in Berlin in 1935.
By now, Beckmann’s personal views had decisively changed. The
Departure triptych reflects contemporary circumstances in its lefthand panel through an adaptation of the iconography of cruelty
he had developed in the 1920s. One sees anonymous, timeless and
bombastic architecture within which is located a brutal scene of
torture. In the centre of the picture stands a powerful male figure
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((%+% DXo9\ZbdXee#;\gXikli\(0*)$*, #ki`gkpZ_#f`cfeZXemXj%E\nPfib#Dlj\ldf]Df[\ie8ik%
with arms upraised, who seems to be swinging a hatchet. Only on
closer examination does it become clear that we are looking at a net
or a quiver-like bag for trapping fish, which in the only sketch we
possess still appears as a spear. The man’s back is turned to a captive woman, who is bent over a large ball-like object with her bound
arms stretched out in front of her; one has the impression that, with
a quick turn and one powerful blow, the striped-shirted executioner
will cut off her hands or her head. The two men tied to columns
in the background are clearly suffering ongoing torture; the hands
of one have already been lopped off, the bleeding red stumps producing a gruesome light effect that commands the viewer’s attention.
A sensuality that is cold, gloomy and cruel rather than alluring
dominates the panel, in which one is nevertheless surprised to see
luxuriant still-life pictures of fruit and flourishing, fleshy plant-life.
The other side-panel shows a couple who have been bound together; a woman with a candle, who is accompanied by a child or a
dwarf, struggles through the night, dragging with her a youth with a
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halter round his bleeding neck. She is also accompanied by a pageboy who has been blindfolded, and who carries under his arm a huge
blue and black fish. In the foreground of this scene, which is set
against a labyrinthine stairway, a drummer marches through a sort
of orchestra pit in front of a balustrade, heading in the direction of
the picture’s right-hand frame.
With great artistic skill, Beckmann links the two side-panels by
means of formal compositional techniques and colouring. In fact the
side-panels act as a bracket for the middle panel of the triptych,
seeming to hold it in a vice, a device which has the effect of deepening the perspective of the viewer into the background distance. Here
one sees a boat on a gleaming blue seascape – the similarities with
Man and Woman/Adam and Eve are evident. On the boat is a royal
family, accompanied by a helmeted warrior, which is being taken to
an unknown shore by the ferryman. Through the formal structure of
the picture, this scene is connected to the fateful events of the sidepanels. The pain and suffering of life and the involvement of the past
create spectacular contrasting backgrounds for a perspective on
putative future salvation.
At the heart of Departure, according to an observation by the artist, lies the concept of freedom. In 1937 Beckmann is supposed to
have explained the work to a collector who was visiting his Berlin
studio. This lady, Lilly von Schnitzler, was apparently interested
in buying the middle panel of the triptychon. Her somewhat unreasonable request is nevertheless a clear indication of the heterogeneous structure of the triptychon, and of the autonomous concept
applied to the central panel as compared with the side-panels. While
the central panel is closely related to the new mythologically formulated pictures of 1932/33, the side-panels reflect the transcendent
realism of the 1920s.
In February 1937, Beckmann apparently explained to Lilly von
Schnitzler:
N_Xkpflj\\kfk_\i`^_kXe[c\]k`jc`]\`kj\c]%C`]\`jkfid\ek#XccdXee\if]
Yf[`cp Xe[ jg`i`klXc gX`e% Fe k_\ i`^_k$_Xe[ gXe\c pfl j\\ pflij\c]# Xj pfl
Xkk\dgkkfÔe[pflinXp`ek_\[Xibe\jj%Pflc`^_kk_\iffdXe[k_\jkX`inXp
n`k_Xd`j\iXYc\c`kkc\cXdg2pfl[iX^n`k_pfljfd\k_`e^]ifdn_`Z_pflZXeefk
Y\gXik\[#k_\Zfigj\f]pflid\dfi`\j#k_\d`j[\\[jXe[]X`cli\j#k_\dli[\i
n_`Z_\m\ipfe\Zfdd`kjfeZ\`e_`jfi_\ic`]\%PflZXee\m\i]i\\pflij\c]
]ifdpfligXjk%PfldljkZXiipk_`jZfigj\n`k_pfl#n_`c\c`]\Y\Xkjk_\[ild
]fi`k%
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È8e[`ek_\d`[[c\6ÉXjb\[=iXlmfeJZ_e`kqc\i
B`e^Xe[hl\\e#dXeXe[nfdXe#Xi\Yifl^_kkfk_\]lik_\ij_fi\YpX
]\iipdXe#XdXen_fdk_\p[fefkbefn#Xe[n_fn\XijXdXjb2Xdpjk\i`flj
Ô^li\#n_fYi`e^jljkfXdpjk\i`fljcXe[R%%%TK_\b`e^Xe[hl\\e_Xm\]i\\[
k_\dj\cm\j Yp k_\`i fne \]]fikj ]ifd k_\ kfid\ek f] \o`jk\eZ\ Æ k_\p _Xm\
gi\mX`c\[%K_\hl\\eZXii`\jX^i\Xkki\Xjli\Æ]i\\[fdÆRn_`Z_n\j\\TXj
XZ_`c[i\jk`e^`e_\icXg%=i\\[fd`jk_\k_`e^k_XkdXkk\ijÆ`k`jk_\[\gXikli\#
k_\e\nY\^`ee`e^%+)
In this interpretation offered to Lilly von Schnitzler, who was a
convinced Nazi, Beckmann insisted on the centrality of the idea of
freedom in the work; and this insistence, in view of contemporary
circumstances, necessarily takes on the colour of a political statement. Lilly von Schnitzler, a long-standing friend of Beckmann, was
also a close friend of Prinz Karl Anton von Rohan, who had likewise
been an adherent of the Nazis since 1933; and she was married to
Georg von Schnitzler, a manager of IG-Farben. After the end of the
war, Georg von Schnitzler was condemned at Nürnberg in connection with IG-Farben’s role during the occupation of Europe. The
Schnitzlers continued to show their Beckmann collection, which they
had built up in Frankfurt in the 1920s, in their luxurious Berlin flat
until late in the Second World War.43
Just about a year after Beckmann had chosen to make freedom, politically and metaphorically conceived, the central motif of
his triptych in describing it to Lilly von Schnitzler, the picture was
exhibited in New York. At the beginning of 1938 Curt Valentin staged
one of the first of Beckmann’s exhibitions in the USA in the Buchholz Gallery/Curt Valentin, of which he was the director. Together
with Israel Ber Neumann, Valentin was primarily responsible for
making Beckmann famous in New York, and indeed all over America, in the 1940s. Nevertheless, the American public could evidently
at first make little of Beckmann’s hermetic compositions, so the
dealer pressed Beckmann to explain the picture’s content. Valentin
justified this request by saying it was typical of the American mentality that they wanted explanations for things! But Valentin himself also had a specific interest in securing an interpretation. The
Director of the Museum of Modern Art, Alfred H. Barr, Jr., had
already visited the gallery’s Beckmann exhibition twice. He was
extremely interested in the picture, but he too required an interpretation of this obviously complex work.44
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Beckmann’s reaction was remarkable. Although he had willingly
supplied an interpretation for Lilly von Schnitzler in Berlin, the now
emigrant artist refused point blank on 11 February 1938 to give an
interpretation to Valentin. ‘Dear Valentin,’ he wrote, ‘you should
either put the picture away or send it back to me. When people are
unable to bring to it sufficient creative imagination of their own, it has
no point to show them the things in it.’ All the same, Beckmann followed this with a sort of explanation, which is of some significance:
=fid\#k_\g`Zkli\`jXjfikf]ifjXipfiXi`e^f]Zfcflic\jjÔ^li\j#n_fjfd\$
k`d\j#n_\em`\n\[n`k_k_\i\hl`j`k\`ekl`k`fe#kXb\feXjkife^cljki\Xe[k\cc
d\kilk_jn_`Z_@ZXeefk\ogi\jj`enfi[jXe[Xcjf[`[efkbefn\Xic`\i%@kZXe
fecpjg\Xbkfg\fgc\n_fZfejZ`fljcpfileZfejZ`fljcpZXiipn`k_`ek_\dj\cm\j
ifl^_cpk_\jXd\jfikf]d\kXg_pj`ZXcZf[\%
;\gXikli\#p\j#[\gXikli\]ifdk_\[\Z\`k]lcm\e\\if]c`]\`e]Xmflif]k_\
]le[Xd\ekXck_`e^jXjk_\pXi\#n_XkjkXe[jY\_`e[Xgg\XiXeZ\j%9Xj`ZXccpk_`j
\ogcXeXk`feXggc`\jkfXccdpg`Zkli\j%
@fecpnXekkfjki\jjk_Xk;\gXikli\`jefkXg`Zkli\f]XgXik`ZlcXik\e[\eZp
Xe[`j\hlXccpmXc`[`eXccX^\j%+,
The change of emphasis that Beckmann makes here is surprising
and cannot simply be explained based on his general concept of art.
No longer, apparently, is the theme of the picture freedom, but
instead it represents a metaphysical code. And the artist lays particular stress on the fact that the picture represents no ‘tendency’, that
is, no political tendency such as that which is observable in the work
of Dix. It seems as if Beckmann wanted to obscure, or at least play
down, both the political metaphor of the picture and its contemporary relevance, and that he did so in view of the possibility of a loan
to, or even a purchase by, the Museum of Modern Art. Because of the
open and heterogeneous structure and somewhat vague semantics
of his pictures, Beckmann was able deliberately to offer alternative
interpretations to the viewers of his works, and it seems he undertook to do this depending on the particular context in which the
interpretation was demanded.
Thus Beckmann confronted the director of the Museum of Modern Art, which at that time was the canon-building art institution
for the free world as far as formal Modernism was concerned, with
his elitist postulate of a ‘metaphysical code’. Further, he implicitly
suggested that the premise of the work lay in the realm of apparently
unpolitical and autonomous art, and that it should be seen in this
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context as a potential acquisition for the museum. Barr, for his part,
saw his conception of the formal autonomy of art confirmed; on the
other hand, from the way his apparent ignorance of the metaphysical content of Beckmann’s painting had been handled with calculated condescension, he was obliged to recognise that he did not
possess the key required to unlock the picture’s meaning.
This double strategy with regard to Lilly von Schnitzler, on the one
hand, and Alfred H. Barr, Jr., on the other, was only possible because
Departure, from a structural point of view, was open to both interpretations. The work is impregnated with timeless myth, which
requires a metaphysical code to be understood adequately; but it also
conveys a consternating actuality. This allows the painter his interpretation based on contemporary history, as does his assertion of
an autonomous artistic realm removed from the politically engaged
tendency of the realism of the 1920s, to which nevertheless Departure remains indebted.
On 21 July 1938, Max Beckmann held a speech at the opening of
the London exhibition of 20th-century German art,46 in which he
admitted that he had deplorably neglected the political development
of the previous years in order to concentrate on painting. At the same
time, he said he was convinced that the political world and the world
of artistic creativity should be ‘strictly separated functions of life.’47
With this dichotomy, the artist took up a stance that no longer
corresponded to the one he had claimed in 1927. Then it was possible to assert that the artist’s realm and that of the politicians shared
a common identity, whereby aesthetics featured as the guiding force
for political orientation. In 1938, however, Beckmann faced a totalitarian age, to combat which he proposed the apotheosis of the self,
that is, of the individual:
K_\ ^i\Xk\jk [Xe^\i k_Xk k_i\Xk\ej _ldXe`kp `j Zfcc\Zk`m`jd% <m\ipn_\i\
Xkk\dgkjXi\Y\`e^dX[\kfcfn\idXeb`e[Ëj_Xgg`e\jjXe[nXpf]c`]\kfk_\
c\m\cf]k\id`k\j%@XdX^X`ejkk_\j\Xkk\dgkjn`k_Xcck_\jki\e^k_`edpY\`e^%+/
After the failure of his aristocratic Bolshevism, Beckmann relapsed
into an alienated solipsistic dream that excluded political action,
even if his pictures still reflected the political conditions of his age.
He created thereby an autonomous, hermetic realm of images, a
self- reflexive modern form of painting which oscillates between
aesthetic escapism and the renunciation of politics, which indeed
consciously distances itself from specific political stands.
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